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I bring this to your attention to address the oddities you may 

encounter on your adventure, here in “Serpent Game.” Of course, it’s 

no reality you or I know of, but there are some elements we take for 

granted that are misshapen here. Animal genetics, smith work. Man-

propelled flight – or its absence.  

Everything could’ve been different, and all it takes is a single 

change, when the world was born once again.  

So with that, I invite you into my little world. Maybe you’ll learn a 

thing or two. But above all else. I hope you enjoy the ride. 

           
-S. M. Burgess 



 

 

 

 

A dark night. 

 

louds flooded the earth with rain not too long ago. It was quiet. 

Not a soul in sight – or at least, one of this world.  
Parting through thick forest shrubs, a darkly-clad figure 

appeared, stooping on a hill, brandishing a shovel. Its fiendish 

presence was displaced in this unfamiliar grassland. Eyes like amethyst 

admired a nearby cemetery, enamored as if all they ever needed.  

This worn relic plainland was buried within a blanket of trees, down a 

slick and treacherous path of mud. No other business this far from 

civilization.  

Nothing good.  

It was keen, trotting graciously in the muck pits, elegant even in heavy 

boots. Their strut spelled perceptive, allusive—aroused, even. The shadow 

observed their surroudings; not a single stone left unturned as it glazed 

over, suspicious and picky with every inch. Despite being burdened with a 

need for perfection, its movements were swift. Common eyes couldn’t 

defile the work here; not after all they’ve done. It halted, absolved under a 

double-gated archway.  

The innards were barren.  

Forgotten by time, but their contents survived by legends and peasants 

alike.  

The hooded anomaly began snooping around. Gloves disguised their 

intentions, but telling veins pulsated; hairs rose from their entitled grip. 

Careful to savor each moment. He was no stranger to stealth.  

Tranquil as these times had become—seeing an end to a brief conflict 

just weeks before—another troublemaker was eager to kick the hornet’s 

nest that was the region of Licentia.  

She is without peace for long, and is beaten tender. Her mountain ranges 

wear centuries old scars for the bloodhungry. They, themselves, share a 

chorus. 

Didn’t work for them up this hill. What makes you so lucky?  

 C 
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Craters litter the land, lifelessness abundant in certain areas. Yet, some 

bristling wilds rebel against the cycle’s fate in other biomes. Lucky them 

When this troublemaker assumed all was clear, they pulled from their 

cloak an amulet that shared the likeness of a skull.  

The shadow admired it with great pleasure.  

A grin curled on its face under a telling cowl. The symbol looked very 

authentic to actual bone, even holding a worn, whitish tint. On its 

forehead, a depiction of a serpent climbed over the center of its scalp.  

Curious as it may be, the figure ceased his advance and examined it 

closely, allowed its string chain to dangle with a liberal hold. But the 

question remained: what to do with such a fiendish trinket?  

The mysterious item slid back into their cloak pocket. Unopposed, it 

proceeded through the gates easily; the lock had been broken before 

arriving. Not planned, but welcomed all the same.  

It strolled through the graves, scanning with great determination. The 

search produced a grave which appeared hastily erected with the name 

Gyone Irensho carved into the rough-cut tombstone.  

The man was a legend in his own field and infamous among many 

discrete circles. But why was his final resting place constructed so … 

sloppily? Questions for another day. 

The figure wasted no time as it began digging. Minutes passed. 

Mounds of moist dirt built, and soon the coffin laid exposed for the 

taking.  

It leapt into the fresh hole.  

A silent moment was sabotaged when suddenly, the coffin flew high 

into the night sky as to shine on mortal ability. Reality shone through, 

however when the steel-lined box collided on mushy soil and 

momentarily dug its way back. 

The figure unhinged the locks of the coffin and cooed while it opened 

the lid with a lazy lift. It cradled Gyone's body impossibly, no more 

taxing than a mother lifting her young.  

It lain Gyone on the ground flat as offering to the dampened grassland.  
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Gyone burdened himself with long, grey hair and wore a tattered battle 

vest—lacking an undershirt, signs of a hurry. Black steel-toed boots 

shielded his feet from the elements, though they stunk of mulch and 

amend. 

The figure, again, pulled the amulet, but this time was no mere 

admiration. It was the catalyst: the first piece to set in motion what their 

greedy heart desired. Brought on by a violent snap of its necklace string, 

divorced now from the amulet. 

Hostility ebbed within their whiplash tug. 

It rested the amulet on the chest, carefully laying it just above Gyone’s 

rib cage. At the slightest touch upon their body, spikes shot from the 

object, pierced into flesh like claws of a wild animal with a puncturing 

crunch.  

The eyes on the amulet began to glow dark purple and strange, root-like 

markings engraved themselves into Gyone's head and left arm. The body 

was then willed off the ground with tremendous, otherworldly authority. 

However, he soon plummeted to the ground, accompanied by a sonic 

boom. What had inhabited him now ceased its tampering of the laws of 

physics. 

The strange ritual ended as soon as it had begun. Gyone now laid cold 

and limp.  

The figure checked the body as if expecting movement, perceptive eyes 

travelling rapidly. Then it appeared that the tamperer had been granted 

their wish. Gyone's hazel-green eyes sprang open when his lungs caught 

up; he gasped with an inhale of deprived breath. The figure could hardly 

contain his delight. It gazed into the famed killer’s eyes – with a sly 

chuckle. 

Gyone slowly propped himself upright, with a groggy daze about him as 

though he had been sleeping. Despite the fresh embalming, he regained a 

very lively appearance. Not even as much as a discolored pigment soured 

his complexion. 
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The hunter struggled to steady himself, feeling stuck in the blurry mess 

of his vision; all blotchy details and muffled sounds. Unbeknownst to his 

satisfied benefactor, Gyone was far from grateful when he spotted what 

appeared to be a man.  

In the blink of an eye, he sprang into action. He forcibly grabbed the 

figure by his cloak, strung up to dry.  

Adrenaline overclocked his kick-started heart. Gyone’s vision slowly 

regained clarity. 

"Who are you? … Where the hell am I?" The slender man said nothing. 

Gyone conjured a more demanding demeanor as he yanked him closer. 

"Where. The. Hell. Am I!?” He could only barely conceal his gush when 

they finally met face to face. 

"Welcome back to the world of the living, Gyone." 
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Chapter 1 
Arise, Irensho 

 

"Are you out of your mind?!" Gyone shouted. He jerked his reanimator 

closer in an angry jolt, “Make sense, and fast!”  

The mysterious man took an unexpected pause from his trained action to 

reach through his coat, with a satisfied smirk unraveling his anonymity.  

"Well, aren’t you the persistent type?” he coyly suggested. The man 

whipped out a soggy piece of parchment and began reading aloud. “Let me 

level with you, Mr. Irensho. When your human body expired, so did all 

thought; your sight, hearing, and other senses ceased to exist.” He recited 

while counting all the reasons on his gloved hand. "Your body couldn't 

possibly had known if you were dead or not so it is understandable if you're 

still very confused."    

"Well, aren't you the smartass-y type?"  

Gyone clenched his left fist so the joints would crack with rejuvenated 

life; fresh blood slaved through his veins once more. "You really expect me 

to-"  

"There's no brain to process thought anymore (obviously,)” with an 

eyeroll. The figure had interrupted Gyone as if he had not spoken a single 

word. He continued rushing along the paper with all the enthusiasm of a 

wet rag.    

“Time itself, from your perspective, merely froze." He flavored his final 

words with a silly forebode, but nothing close to heart-pumping. Eager to 

move on, the man casually crumpled the paper, threw it aside. “Now, that’s 

page one out of the way, let’s move on to-” 

"Okay I get it, I was dead! But that doesn't explain one damn thing as far 

as I'm concerned.” 

Gyone’s face expressed great frustration, his snarly exclamation cutting 

the man short as he roughly hucked him astray.  
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Rain began to pour yet again within their exchange. First, with a crack 

of thunder. 

He crushed the prompt paper further into the soil in his stride, closing 

the distance he had created.  

“How am I here talking to you, if that's true? Shouldn't I be motor-

boating angels in the sky or something?” The hunter made no vague 

threat in the way he stared. “You've got ten seconds.” 

The man began to chuckle, disregarding any weight.  

He must’ve heard this times before by now.  

"Just look down. It'll all start making sense soon enough." He elicited a 

grin to curl under his hood.   

Gyone spotted the amulet embedded in his being. Shock and fury soon 

took the reins all at once at the sight. In a fit of panic, the hardened 

hunter then distressingly attempted to dislodge the accursed object.  

"What the hell is this thing?!" He pried, giving a hard tug on the amulet 

with both hands. As hard as Irensho tried, all that was managed was more 

harm; each pull surged piercing pain throughout his entire body.  

The man turned away.    

"Now, I don't think you'll want that to come off anytime soon," he said.  

Gyone, now aggravated beyond reason, locked and loaded like a gun – 

momentarily halting with a ferocious attitude and piercing eyes.    

"Ah—and just why the hell not?!"  

The man craned his head back, observing Gyone’s struggle with an 

insistent shrug.   

"No, no. Please keep pulling!" sarcasm physically seeping through the 

man’s concern. "Especially if you want to be buried a second time …"    

Gyone peered back with distress. “What are you saying?”  

The man laughed as if unveiling some propostrous surprise. 

"Isn't it obvious yet, Gyone?! I’d have thought you would've caught on 

much sooner than this! What you love, what you hate, what you desire, 

and everything else that is and whatever you will be is inside that amulet. 

It is now your absolute anchor to life.” 
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The man shot a flagrant glare, complete with accusative pointer finger.  

"Remove it, and you will be joining the others in this godforsaken 

cemetery once more!"  

The playful entity had fully backed his delivery, a line possibly under 

one of those introductory scripts he had practiced. In spite of his sparks, all 

fell somber for a moment.  

Gyone clenched onto the amulet, throbbing and beating as if it were a 

human heart.  

This silence was only encompassed further when new winds whisked 

each of their clothes to drum against their persons. A piano percussion left 

to resonate between them for a critical mass.  

The hunter soon broke the rhythm, gazed astray into the wild forest 

brushes beating against itself.  

"So why me?"  

An erupting urgency muddled the man’s precise, sagacious chords.  

"Simply put: dead or not, you are the only one who can help us with our 

'problem.'"  

Gyone adapted well, considering how bizarre these fleeting moments had 

proven to be. Calm as he may get, though, nothing could avert the 

aggression he harbored for uninvited clients demanding contract work.  

An age-old assumption was put to rest as the hitman, indeed, carried this 

resentment to the grave and back. The hunter glared at the figure, erupted 

violently.   

"Hold on just one goddamn minute!" Gyone shouted. "Who are you? 

Who do you work for? What’s the pay? At least a damn name would work! 

Anything before you start barking orders at me!"  

The figure shifted, addressive tone turned pondering for a moment as the 

hunter ceased his assault – panting like a mutt.  

At the very least, the figure now appeared ready for questions.  

"Hmm ... Well, I can only imagine what you feel entitled to, Mr. Irensho. 

I'll explain everything in time.  

“Right now though, our 'problem' may be closing in soon and-"     
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"And what would this 'problem' be exactly?" 

Not a moment sooner, Gyone’s fiery, mock-jested approach was 

challenged when a large, shadowy beast molded itself from the ground 

like culling into existence. A process clanging ghastly, restless noises as 

it shook the cemetery’s foundation – and its inhabitant’s sleep.  

It arose just a foot over either of the two’s height when fully 

assembled. A mound of pure, tangible hunger.  

Their oozing body beat into the soil, unearthing gleaming silver claws 

as red eyes peered violently into Gyone. Sharp horns perked from its 

misshapen head, and shackles barely clung upon each hoof. This new 

horror had escaped imprisonment, but from where is uncertain.  

It didn’t dig up to the surface. Rather, the ground below remained a 

muddy patch-grass lot. Virtually untouched beneath. 

Without reprieve, the daunting monster roared demonically. It was 

fully intent on quelling its chops with whatever was stupid enough to 

stand in its wake.  

"That’s our problem!” The man’s immediate backpedal relayed tasty 

cowardice to the beast. 

Gyone surveyed his immediate surroundings on instinct, searching 

eagerly for something he can use as a weapon. Luckily for the hunter, he 

spotted his coffin. And resting awkwardly against his wooden tomb was 

a scythe weapon.  

The shaft glowed with a glossy black. Two silver blades lined the top; 

one large, curved blade at the peak and another smaller, straight-edged 

blade not unlike a dagger base far down. The smaller blade also 

possessed two iron brackets, spread apart by an inch. A bite from these 

blades could easily create a foothold, able to rip and tear through bone.  

“Gale …” Gyone uttered faintly. Familiarity was prominent in the way 

he let it slip.  

The beast blocked the way, however, standing the ground before the 

two with ferocity. Almost as if it knew the dangers of such a reunion.  
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 Gyone’s eyes met with those of the shadow creature. Though frightened, 

he begrudgingly accepted its challenge as he broke into a sprint towards the 

coffin.  

This Irensho was famous for his reckless abandon; and despite lacking 

any sort of knowledge on this abominable enemy, his true colors shone 

through the bleak greens and overcast grey as he whisked his body to the 

left of the beast – as fearless as he wanted to appear. 

In quick response, the man shouted, "No, you careless bastard!" 

All that work, bashing its head into a brick wall to spite its creator. 

Suddenly, the beast called the hitman’s bluff with a dominating lunge 

from its razor-sharp claws, taking advantage and swatting him into that of a 

cascading ragdoll.  

To Gyone’s imminent discomfort, the frame of the incoming coffin was 

very sturdy and lined with steel. He braced for impact. 

Soon, his spiral ended with an underwhelming crunch from the base 

wood. However painful the hit, the coffin was the only bit of matter 

keeping the hunter from plunging six feet under again. Not exactly a death 

sentence, but certainly a disadvantage he recognized. One lesson he learned 

long ago always recited itself in moments like this.  

Headstrong, with a dash of luck, goes a long way. 

With a shot in the dark ready to fire, Gyone steadily clambered back to 

his feet against the coffin. The attack was far from a lethal strike but left a 

nasty tear in his left arm, atop some body bruises.  

Nothing he couldn’t walk off. 

Though more questionable was the dark ooze from the beast that lingered 

upon his wound, along with his own blood mixing within.  

Upon further inspection, the very body which bolstered this monster was 

unstable, stringy flesh and dying hair all soaked in sludge.  

Suddenly, a grunt forced itself out from the hunter when that very same 

substance collided in his cut, lined it completely. It burned him like fresh 

ash rubbed in from a cigarette.  

He gritted his teeth.  
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The beast then lurched around, immediately stomping its mangled 

claws in an attempt to intimidate. Another pounce was near.  

Both of the desperate animals dissected each other to their core, ready 

to exploit one another’s body language at a moment’s notice.  

Finally, the beast lunged to strike. 

It wildly soared through the air in a daring maneuver. Gyone was quick 

to react to the immediate danger, hurriedly grabbing his scythe and 

flinging his body in a backflip across the six-foot chasm behind him. The 

beast toppled through the coffin and feeble craft of the headstone, 

sending a hail of cobble and wood forward, charging force alone 

whirling along its own strong current.  

With Gyone only marginally able to escape the collision himself, he 

took an immediate opportunity, clenching onto the beast’s slimy hair 

atop its back as it passed. With a steady grip, Gyone clung onto it by 

hairs, clashing against the beast’s primal velocity. 

The reckless rider steadied his right arm and desperately strengthened 

his left hand’s grip – by the skin of his teeth. 

Then a desperate thrust was slung forward with all of his might.  

Now or never. 

Fortunately, Gyone’s attack cleaved into the heart of the beast at its 

chest, where an amulet similar to his own lye. The charging momentum 

sloppily halted, then the beast toppled under its own dying weight, 

crashed its head into premature mud.  

Gyone leapt from the beast.  

While descending, he watched the unnatural animal then slowly begin 

to deteriorate into a pool of dark ooze as if there were never a bone in its 

body. The only thing left being the shackles. 

Unnerved indefinitely, the victorious hunter counted his blessings. He 

retreated, turned about-face to walk away with a fresh victory; a shining 

start to a second wind. 

He couldn’t help but smile. 
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Gyone began rummaging through the coffin debris. To his surprise, this 

death bed was a very decaded place to be buried in, signified by the silky 

red patches lining the bed. Certainly, the casket was by no means 

affordable.  

He soon found a strap of flexible rubber material which appeared to be 

worn at the ends of either side. He took it upon himself to tie each end of 

the shaft with this strap. 

Tightly wound, bottom to top. 

A bow without an arrow.  

Gyone threw the makeshift holster over his right shoulder and swung the 

lightweight scythe around to a rest, the curved blades hanging sideways 

down his back.  

"’Mind explaining what that was?" asked Gyone. The man shook his 

head, turning away from observing the beast's remains.    

"We don't know."   

"Bullshit!" Gyone stoked an absolute undermining uproar. "What was 

that thing I just killed?! It had the same damn—thing in its chest! Just like 

me." He approached the figure with a stern advance. "You better start 

talking now ... or Gale will have to kill again real soon." He rose the beak 

of the blade in warning.  

An icy stare that assures he’s killed for less. 

The man—still retaining himself in a calm manner, not a guilty bone in 

his body—exhaled. More than happy to oblige. 

"As you wish.  

“We were able to mimic these powers and used them for reanimating 

you. That skull is a relic of pure necromancy, and whoever harnessed their 

potential in the first place must be up to no good, surely. Normal humans 

and weapons work, but not well enough, as me and my men have witnessed 

firsthand.  

“So how do we combat this event efficiently and with little to no 

casualties?  
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“We fight fire with fire. In turn”—he presented both hands, open palms 

upward—"you, Mr. Irensho: the most deadly man in all of Crygor."   

Gyone scoffed at the flattery. 

“Looks like Valkyrie’s throwing out contracts on my behalf. Crazy, old 

man.” He spoke as if only he were supposed to hear it. 

“No, no—your reputation alone is what brought me here. However, I 

can pay you in much more extravagant ways than any employer ever 

could.”  

Gyone parted an inquisitive hum. 

"So what, like … are those humans turned all beasties of doom? How 

does it work on me? How does any of this, while we’re at it?"    

"I told you already. We don't have the slightest clue of what those 

things are or how they function, but our experts have successfully 

harnessed this unholy and evil power to its most limited potential 

anyway. It's a miracle the process worked on you at all, if I'm being 

honest.  

“We definitely had our doubts that the boundaries of death itself could 

be blasted away!” His hand shot to the sky with flair. “Call it a miracle.  

“We’ll call it engineering.  

“But what we can agree on, for sure, is that you’re needed to help us 

get rid of the whole lot before they spread. Please, Gyone Irensho. Help 

bring this horrible poison to an end."    

Gyone looked away from the pleading man, turning his attention to the 

gates trailing down dark forest road threatening to steal him away.  

The rain drizzled down in full effect; thunder could be heard cracking 

in the distance. His breath exhaled into a sigh, sure as to not justify eye 

contact with the offer. Guilt and longing appeared to envelop his 

expression.   

"I'm really not the hero you’re looking for. If anything, I'm a villain in 

the history books …“ Gyone depressingly scoffed. “Find somebody else 

… I have somewhere to be.  

“Sorry."  
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With those words, Gyone began to make his exit. A slight limp still 

hindered each step he took. Nothing could hold him back now, though. 

A disappointed sigh escaped the anonymous man.  

"We're not forcing you to cooperate. Just a simple ‘no’ would've been 

fine," he said, bolstering to a tangent. "I mean, it's just a matter of life and 

death, right? No big deal or anything!"  

Gyone spoke nothing more as he persisted onward, noticeably angered 

by the buttons the figure pushed, stingy manipulation of a sore loser.  

As the hunter pushed open the duel gates, the man, now without an 

audience, placed his finger on a small bud in the center of his ear canal.    

"This one's not going to cooperate so easy, unfortunately," regressed the 

man. "Release the experiments.  

“See if we can't persuade him yet."  
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Chapter 2 
Home Away From Home 

 

Night turned to day.  

The clouds still occupied the sky overhead, dispelled into small 

clusters. These same clusters shadowed the forest as far as the naked eye 

could ever hope to fully fathom. As winds shifted their direction, storm 

clouds began their formation over the area. A looming reminder every 

stubborn step of the way.  

The storms in this region sometimes carried catastrophic winds and 

drowning rains. And Gyone was in no mood to gamble against a deck 

loaded against him.  

He had trekked miles away by this point. Surely, he should stumble 

upon some sort of homestead shortly, he hoped. Despite his two weeks of 

slumber, this legendary warrior somehow felt strong fatigue set very 

quickly.  

He faintly pieced together old memories of his surroundings; memories 

of how bristling these forests used to be, how lively the air felt to 

breathe.  

But of course, Gyone received no such embrace of an easy out.  

If houses and stables were spotted alike, further inspection only 

highlighted the rust and age this area had fell victim to. One part of his 

mind longed for his old home buried within these trees somewhere, but 

he knew all too well he would be returning to an empty manor.  

Any semblance of despair the battered hunter felt was numbed by the 

sheer grind his bones endured. Sensations of pain muting had been 

bludgeoned into his being over so many years. Certainly, Gyone was 

fearless, but by no means was he flawless in his execution. He has bled 

his fair share of blood over stupid mistakes. Time and time again, this 
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fail-safe remedied his faults with ruthless force of will. And right now, 

more than ever, it was a godsend. 

 

Time passed sluggishly as Gyone’s travels continued. Along the way, he 

carefully collected all sorts of fruits from the lowest of stockpiles littering 

the trees and wild flora bushes. But as much as he indulged, he never fed 

his hunger or granted himself any energy he so desperately needed.  

Nevertheless, he repeated this process of disappointment again and again.  

 

Worn, beaten, and ready to collapse, Gyone’s body began to fail him. His 

steps chugged along. However, this was not to last as his legs crumbled 

from under him shortly thereafter – forcing the hunter down to his hands 

and knees.  

He found himself gasping for air like it was being stolen from his lungs.  

No mercy on this soul.  

This breath did not belong here.  

Gyone collapsed moments later, his sheer force of willpower not strong 

enough to take him any further to his unknown destination. 

 

It was here in the thick of the forest—and the eye of the storm—where he 

laid unconscious for a time until he awoke to the late afternoon sky, 

converging storm clouds overhead. They were now more concentrated, 

with many more spanning a great distance onward.  

He stood himself in haste and continued to venture forward knowing he 

would freeze to death in the storm at night. This, atop his cold sweat, 

would surely result in hypothermia.  

The crippled hunter was gifted some slight relief. Dim lighting from a 

town further down the narrow path. The faint glimpse of buildings ahead 

already tailored Gyone’s expectations for a small village.  

But he could never have been happier.  
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The empty, desert clearing surrounding the town only furthered this 

conclusion. Finally, after desperately trekking so long, his efforts were 

looking to pay off soon.  

A rationale speaking for his own sake, he sat down to relax his 

withered being atop a moss-coated rock.  

The evening was near.  

Day began its descent behind the Flamboro Mountains far in the 

distance, so that Gyone was only receiving the sun's last blink before the 

night.  

Time was not an ally to the stricken gun-for-hire; but rebel he did so 

well.            

After treating himself to only a brief amount of rest, Gyone felt ready 

to venture forward once more. He feared he were playing the role of a 

target and harbored deeply-seeded doubts that his gift of life was not 

going to go uncontested.  

He pulled up his scythe, Gale, began guiding the holster strap around 

his right shoulder. Suddenly, the sound of snapping twigs closed in. His 

previous process was retracted, immediately followed by brandishing his 

beloved weapon, prepared to fight even the most well-intentioned 

passerby.  

He began with a stance that appeared slightly crippled from what his 

body was ready for, resulting in multiple cracks sounding from his leg 

bones, knocking themselves back into groove. Gyone held his ground 

and tensely grasped onto his weapon as firmly as he could muster.   

Asymmetric in their nature, the concerning sounds drew nearer with 

each passing moment. He spotted rustling within the bushes in front of 

him at the peak of the disturbance. The fearless hunter braced for the 

worst.  

Tension straining; the air was heavy. Unknown doom stemmed from 

his former encounter with unspeakable darkness. Was he so ready to 

front bravery once again and kill yet another beast in a stroke of luck? 

Gyone dreaded the thought alone.  
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Though, to Gyone's surprise, a beast did not stand as it revealed, nor was 

it even a wild animal. But a domesticated puppy with tan fur around its 

right eye in a slight oval patch.  

Bewildered, Gyone lowered his weapon and pet the dog softly on the 

head – something familiar. He took a knee.   

"How the hell did you get all the way out here pup?" he said faintly. 

The puppy closed its eyes and enjoyed the attention. It rolled on its back, 

revealing a well-fed belly. As clear as day, it was now more than apparent 

that this was a boy.  

He rolled his body in the soil and sat up, walked slowly towards Gyone 

with a seeded curiousness in his mud-brown eyes. His attention turned to 

the skull amulet. He sniffed it heavily then batted at it with a paw.  

A strange sensation.  

It amplified greatly throughout Gyone’s entire body when the paw made 

contact. What a hell of an exploit. Only so much as a hair’s poke rippled 

through like a jackhammer.  

“This must be some practical joke,” Gyone thought aloud.  

His sense of vulnerability spiked when he stood back up. The hunter 

wasted no time in braving the journey forward while he was still alone. 

Food, water, a warm place to sleep.  

Either part was salivating to his mind. 

However, the puppy was close behind. It was only a few feet in when 

Gyone noticed he had an unwanted companion. He picked the puppy from 

the ground and stared, deadlocked with eyes just a few months old. 

"Look pup, you can't go where I'm going. I'm sure someone's looking for 

you around here ... uh, somewhere."  

Gyone scouted around with a shrug crane.  

The utter blanket of shadow through the canvas of trees was all he could 

see.  

He placed the infatuated animal down, facing him the opposite direction 

as to shoo the animal to go. Hard as the hunter tried to evade him further, 
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the puppy was determined. For one reason or another, he was ready to 

follow this walking corpse wherever they may go.  

Gyone finally snapped, buckled.    

"Okay pup, you can come along! But only until we can find you a 

home … Deal?"    

The puppy licked him on the cheek. Clearest response he could ever 

hope for.    

"Also, none of that." Gyone wiped the slobber away, shooting ugly 

eyes at the mistake he just committed to.    

Suddenly, large, crashing noises in the distance bellowed through the 

air. Accompanied by a dark and hideous roar.  

Gyone's sight darted into the thick where the sound came from.  

Birds and animals scattered alike in a flurry.  

A showcase of the deadliest predators and meekest of prey it had to 

offer.  

Some managed to find their way onto the path, like a small pack of 

wolves as they quickly darted into foliage.  

Or otherwise, what Gyone could tell were wolves.    

"Whatever it is, it isn't the slightest bit human," warned Gyone. He 

brandished his scythe as if not to let his adrenaline go to waste. Soon, a 

peculiar sight took him hostage. “Wait ... what the hell?"  

Gyone found no remnant of the dark ooze seeped into his claw wound. 

Only his own blood remained, not a morsal of tar residue. He was able to 

shrug this off to many things. Maybe the wind, maybe the consistency.  

Maybe even the dog?  

Unable to ward off an unnatural feeling though, Gyone found himself 

building an arsenal of excuses, directed his attention to the potential 

threat in the distance with more doubts.   

Silence soon rang, but only for the moment.  

Suddenly, three shadow beasts identical to the likes of the one Gyone 

had vanquished pounced from the forest with a vicious snarl, began 

downing fleeing prey in the crossfire with but a single razor chomp. With 
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instinctive prowess, Gyone swept in the puppy quickly, bolted away as fast 

as he could. He patted the puppy on the head then hid the fearful dog in a 

nearby cloak of flora.    

"Stay there," he said. "You don't want to get involved."     

The puppy let out a whine as Gyone walked away. With intent, he faced 

the beasts head-on, almost with a pleasure-fueled smirk emboldened on his 

face. 

These monsters gave into their desires all at once, pouncing for Gyone, 

trying to overwhelm him quickly. He swung his scythe confidently through 

the air which controlled the pack’s reaction and caused a premature halt –  

an ungraceful landing. 

They quickly reformed and surrounded Gyone in a pacing circle 

formation. Strange as it may be, primal beasts such as these rarely 

exemplified signs of a strong, cognitive hive mind. These monsters showed 

no hesitation. No vying for the head of the snake.  

Just execution. 

One violently sprang from the circle and attacked, but was slashed by the 

scythe in a collected counter attack.  

The next tried to attack from behind in a fit of cunning, but alas, was 

unsuccessful in doing so. Gyone dug deeply into the beast's amulet on his 

chest with an upward stab from behind, brutally conquering another evil 

upon this earth.  

Through the grit of his teeth, Gyone fulfilled a duty forced upon him. 

Escaping death required full compliance; and for the hero, he would rather 

die any other time than abide by an agenda.  

The dying beast melted, just as expected. However, this steady flow of 

parries soon broke when Gyone was unable to deflect the third's swipe. It 

tore his left arm open, adding onto the prominent wound. He noticed 

something strange amidst the overwhelming pain. Sure, he bled – but what 

was he bleeding?  

The markings had somehow absorbed the dark substance the beast had 

left behind like beckoned to, into the crevice of these cultic tattoos.  
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He tried to ignore this strange phenomenon and continued to fight, but 

couldn't seem to shake his suspicions no matter how long he endured. He 

made a stand, as strong and unbreakable as an aged wall. 

This isn't right. I'm starting to feel it coursing through my blood! Am I 

turning into one of them? No ... Like hell I will!    

The beast Gyone had reflected got on its feet and roared; mediocre in 

the wake of what preceded – eerily so, not even a similar octave. It 

charged at the hunter and jumped high, ready to dig claws into him. 

Gyone tried the same deflection, but proved to be a second too late.  

 Its strike connected with the hunter’s chest just above the amulet. A 

fresh, three-way cut oozed blood and the dark matter in visceral tandem.  

Again, the substance was sucked in, this time enough that all markings 

took their share of the residue as it coursed across the wounded hunter’s 

body.  

Suddenly, their hunger was quenched.  

The eyes on Gyone's amulet began to glow a shining dark purple. So 

did the markings on his arm and head.  

A surge of piercing pain ran through his body as though the pinning 

spikes of his new heart dug further in.   

He collapsed to the ground, screamed outright.  

His open wounds spewed the black tar and caked his entire body. From 

the amulet itself, the very base, too, unleashed a reserve to finish the 

unfilled craters in his canvas. This transformation left Gyone in a state of 

defeat with a flurry of regrets as it enveloped his neck.  

Despite his stubborn will, Gyone had succumbed to this hideous evil. 

What were once his gleaming hazel eyes now glowed like the amulet 

itself after he opened them from a simple blink.  

The cries of pain halted.   

He was lifted off the ground by a supernatural force, plucking him into 

the sky as the twisted transformation continued. It built at a rapid rate.  

Gyone, as he was known, was gone.  
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An unfamiliar entity, he was bathed by an aura of dark purple flame; a 

ring cauterized soil at his feet. He let out a terrible wail that created a 

shockwave, proned the beasts aside in its awesome wake.  

Even Gyone's own Gale had changed dramatically. It was much larger, 

and the blades were now a purple shade that matched the eyes of the 

amulet. The black substance consumed the handle, goo dripping off and 

appearing to throw itself back onto Gyone with a magnetic romance. Gale 

looked to be a tool of corruption and slaughter. A description that fit her 

wielder just as well. 

The beasts were frightened – noticeably so. Though intimidated, they 

still fought. They rushed for him with famished chops. Their attempts were 

all in vain, however, and it only took one swing of the giant blades to 

obliterate the two survivors. A wave of unnatural energy chaotically 

spiraled from the blade’s parted wind.  

Deadly ripples toppled trees in its wake for several feet ahead.  

He let out another cry while he stared at the storm overhead, now in full 

motion of flooding rain and bitter cold wind howling at ungodly speed.  

Moments passed in the rain veil. He couldn’t help but shiver.  

Or burn?  

Gyone's godlike abilities dissipated all the same, stubbornly detached as 

the black ooze slid off his body, forming a puddle around his feet.  

It couldn’t take the weather.  

When he re-emerged from the sludge, consequences had been inflicted.  

His body was pelted full of fresh dings with what appeared to be 

microscopic bite marks. He dropped his scythe, spared of the sludge, then 

dropped to his knees when his body flared, overwhelmed his nerves. And 

although he fought to keep conscious, he soon lost that battle and fell 

forward, absolutely inert.  

His ooze evaded into the forest, noticeably sizzling from the rain like 

fresh pork on a flame, now the only prominent sound in the area besides 

raindrops crashing down.    
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The puppy left his hiding spot, rushed to Gyone and attempted to wake 

him up with a butt of a nose and a bat of a paw.  

It was no good.  

Desperate to help his new friend, the puppy began to run.  
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Chapter 3 
Cinder Crops 

 

“Have you forgotten me, Gyone?”  

A seemingly endless reach of white nothingness yawned before the 

hunter, with only a reflective stream gliding across his boots.  

With each step towards the voice, a ripple ebbed, but no signs of any 

wetness caught onto his soles.  

“Where are you, you dope?! Come home already!” The feminine voice 

donned a happy demeanor. Gyone looked up to the never-ending ceiling in 

wonder.  

“Who are you?” 

Finally, he spotted a faint blur of a human figure in the distance, the very 

sky itself drawing attention to her with a glorious glow.  

“Don’t you even try being cute!” the voice said. Her perfect sillouette 

devolved to smug hip girdling. If her eyes were to been seen, they’d look 

pretty pissed off. 

“Cute?” asked Gyone, “no, I-“  

“Oh, I know what might work . . .” Her pondering wove into coy 

implications. “If you come home before sunset, I’ll do that thing you really 

like.” Then her soft giggle ensnared him.  

“Don’t keep me waiting.”  

Gyone had failed to recognize her at first, but that voice was all too 

familiar to surrender to amnesia. Her unmistakable swoon. 

“Mia?” 

 

He awoke to the sight of a wooden ceiling. A little more observing and 

Gyone noticed the puppy curled up on his chest, who lied closely to the 

amulet. Slight surges of pain coursed through Gyone at random intervals, 

and now he knew what was to blame for his restless sleep.  
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The puppy soon awoke and looked at Gyone, of whom was none too 

thrilled to see him. He immediately batted the mutt away and stood up, 

scratching the back of his head, winding his fingers through his unkempt 

hair. Dirty failed to adequately describe the tangled weaves; more like 

premature clay. The hunter dared not pull too hard, lest he go bald from 

ripping chunks.  

Much to his dismay, the dead man stumbled upon some sort of painful 

reminder.  

Dried blood.   

No mistake about it when he painfully chipped a sample. Further 

sleuthing led to a bullet wound not far from the base of his neck. A 

shocking sense of reality flowed through him.  

 He took a strained gulp of air through a mouthful of saliva.  

What little breath he conjured lost its rhythm.  

Frantically, he surveyed the area from behind a countertop; he 

appeared to be a toy shop. Shelves lined the small business space with 

simplistic, wooden toys, such as model horses, birdhouses, and 

miscellaneous humanoid figurines.  

Soon he was greeted.  

“Well now! lad to see you’re back from the dead!” Gyone jumped 

slightly, slowly collecting himself, breathing regulated. Amused, he 

couldn’t help but chuckle. 

“You don’t know the half of it, old man,” said Gyone.  

He looked behind him to find this man sitting at his work desk, 

tinkering with an indistinguishable project. The man’s posture painted 

mid-fifties, early sixties of age, Soon, with a full-toothed grimace, the 

man turned to face his guest of honor.  

He had an odd head of spiky grey hair and wore brown overalls. Over 

his eyes were some goggles, assumingly needed for his line of work as a 

craftsman. 

“Well, that’s good to know!” he exclaimed. “We were damn near sure 

we were gonna have to prepare a memorial.” 
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Gyone turned to observe the rest of the place. Not much else to see 

indoors. What lay beyond the glass door was sparsely populated desert and 

spiked-topped crag walls. 

“Where am I?” Gyone’s eyes began to wander.  

“Why, you’re in Komeato strange one!” The old man resumed his work, 

turned his back unknowingly behind a killer’s back. “Little town, simple 

lives, good people—unlike them big cities like Crygor.” His voice softened 

to a mutter for a brief moment. “Judging by that crazy doohickey you’ve 

got there, you ain’t a regular, are ya?”  

Gyone then folded his arms. 

“And what if I told you I was from Crygor, huh?“ 

“Bingo.”  

“You got some kind of problem with the city?”  

The man turned astray from his project, “Ain’t nothing personal, you 

see,” he assured, “just seems like there aren’t many decent people from 

them parts.  

“You’re alright though.” The old man turned away. “As far as I can tell 

ya, anyway.” 

“Wait, that’s right!” Suddenly, an epiphany struck the hunter. “How’d I 

get here? The last thing I remember was this ... pain. Then everything went 

dark.” His recollection spewed out in fragments, painting only the vaguest 

of ideas not even worth mentioning. To this, the man laughed.  

“Don’t be giving me your thanks too soon. You have that little guy over 

there! Deserves the biggest damn bone you can find!”  

 Gyone looked to the puppy on the ground, playing with a small toy 

resembling a dog.  

“Him?”  

“Well, he certainly had good timing! He caught me just as I was closing 

up shop in the middle of that storm few days back. Wouldn’t stop yelping 

at my door till I listened to what he had to say. One thing led to another and 

well—shabam! You’re alive and well.”  
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“A couple of days?!” Shock overtook his mind, eyes darting. “How 

many?!” 

“Uhh ‘bout two or so.” The old man scratched his head. “Can’t really 

remember. Mind’s not what it used to be, son.”  

While he spoke, the hitman poked around in a panic, even hopping the 

counter to examine the displays. Just shy of a cackle, the old man 

watched amused. 

“I think you’re looking for this here, right?”  

He held Gale up high, horizontally over his head like a declaration of 

war. Gyone snatched it from the old-timer’s grasp and immediately made 

for the door as fast as he could.  

The enthusiastic puppy followed close behind.  

“Thanks for the help old man, but I can take it from h-“ 

“Name’s Hanashi.” He held a hand out in greeting, standing just inches 

away. “Hanashi Soronta!” Baffled, the hunter awkwardly shook his hand, 

returning the greeting with an earnest attempt. 

“Uhh, I’m Gyone. Gyone Irensho. See you around, Hanashi.” His 

words stumbled as he sprinted out the front door into the blooming 

sunshine. Hanashi chuckled, creaked the door to a close. 

“Damn kids. Always in a rush these days, I swear!” 

 

Gyone rushed into the busy marketplace with the puppy close behind, 

nearly crashing into passerby as he went on.  

Out of time or no time at all?  

It was hard to say.  

Maybe it was just a force of habit. But run, he did regardless. After 

only a brief moment, however, his leg gave away under a well-trampled 

sandtrap and crashed. Sands scattered about like a tidal wave forward.   

“Are you okay?!”  

A shaken woman rushed to his aid. Gyone accepted her delicate hand 

that only held the most sincere intentions, began to pull himself up.  
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His run-in with the ground not only halted his momentum physically, but 

also crushed that unrelenting chase to nowhere for the time being. Where 

was he even to start? He had to recollect. 

That much strolled through his aching head.  

However, once the amulet could be seen, the woman instantly let go then 

ran away hysterically.  

“Evil one! Evil one!” she cried. 

Without a crutch, he fell back down; all he could feel to do was not get 

up again. The puppy began to sniff the abandoned hunter, batting at his 

head. 

“What was I expecting?” his tone buried. 

 

Gyone wandered the center of the marketplace, looking about at several 

kiosks and attractions while the temporary duo strolled around at a more 

leisurely pace. Finally, he was no longer at odds with Licentia, or her 

people.  

Dark, unexplainable forces and their interference? None in sight, unless 

he looked down to his chest.  

Somebody to kill, as prompted by a small, disposable piece of paper 

from a warm-hearted priest?  

Not this time. Gyone was on vacation without paid leave.  

Despite his attempts to remain casual, some locals inevitably took a keen 

notice to the hunter and his cursed emblem, prompting either of two 

reactions: a clear distance or deep fascination. It was unclear if most were 

more curious than hostile, but Irensho was surely popular.  

One attraction caught Gyone’s eyes as he passed. A caged animal with 

the body of a lion, covered in black feathers and bearing large wings, was 

the star of a small wagon act. Its eyes an empty yellow without even pupils. 

It appeared famished from behind the bars.  

‘Pet the Ravaprimus!’ a sign invited next to the creature’s holder, who 

was dressed in the fancy red garb of savvy showmen.  
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“Huh. The body of a lion with the features of a raven.” Gyone lost 

himself to reminiscing and looked down to the pup. “That thing’s got 

nothing on those beasties, does it?”  

“Why, there’s nothing fiercer in this land, my friend!” The red-garbed 

handler had a nosy eagerness about him. “Feeling confident today?” 

“Maybe another time,” shooed Gyone. His hands placed on the back of 

his neck, Irensho continued forward. The handler shrugged, passed him 

away in favor of the coming crowds. 

At least he granted some privacy. 

“Bah, off with you then. Step right up everybody!” 

A product from the hunter’s receding luck, challenges such as petting a 

vicious animal felt akin to placing a welcome mat to the grave. Any other 

time, in his more reckless youth, he would demand the cage opened so he 

could tame the untamable beast. Even so, the chance of instinctively 

driving Gale into the heart was immeasurably high. And right now, 

Gyone lacked the funds to replace a rare hybrid animal.  

In time, they approached a clearing in the market, populated sparsely 

with small, homely establishments. The road formed from there only 

bore witness to deserted dust and wild, entangled foliage that this dry 

climate housed. Prickly in nature. Self-sustained by grit alone.  

Gyone’s stomach began to rumble. He clenched his starving, slender 

belly while he scouted the area.  

Results sprang up near immediately, a savory scent taking the hunter 

by surprise.  

Upon the all-out assault on his senses, the famished hunter began to 

search through his pants pockets in search of some form of currency. The 

longest of shots to take, but he was willing to take the chance regardless 

and look the part of a hysterical beggar.  

“Hmm, let’s see here ... Son of a bitch—aha!” Gyone presented a chip 

worth twenty credits from his back pants pocket.  

The small, electronic device displayed the allotted number on a dirty 

screen, prominent with dust and ware, all among greasy fingerprints.  
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As they approached, Gyone could clearly make out the neon tube-lit sign 

for the diner. It invited the admirer with a warm, pinkish color to the name, 

Pappy’s Diner, followed by an orange outline mimicking an igniting grill 

fire. The hunter’s expression appeared to glimmer with giddy excitement.  

“Alright! I hear Pappy’s has some of the best ale in Licentia!” he 

exclaimed. 

His beginning sprint kicked up dust, spraying the dog with its shotgun-

spread particles, but not enough to stop the loyal boy from chasing close 

behind, tongue flailing.  

Surely, it had been a while since Gyone’s legs were used for some 

recreation, rather than murder or desperate races against father time. Like 

that, a different man emerged from the hardened hunter for a brief while. 

Fresh from a hard day’s work in the ore mines and fetching groceries for 

dinner tonight. 

 

The duo stumbled through the front door, both panting from their extended 

marathon. Gyone’s forehead trickled with sweat.  

The chatter and laughter of the patrons dissipated when they blasted 

through. No less than thirty eyes trained to them like metal to a magnet. An 

awkward moment full of whispers passed, then attention turned away once 

more to what it was. 

Must be a regular occurrence.  

Clicks and clatter of tableware could be heard; either from eating or 

drumming away, fidgets of the wrist on their oval tables of sturdy wood.  

Hardy howls of laughter permeated the atmosphere from burly nomads 

back from expeditions. Mad cackles escaped aging men, swooning over 

flirtatious women, both young as their own daughters or as old as 

themselves. No real discrimination. Whoever looked vulnerable or 

hammered enough.  

Bruised and battered, many of these wanderers were no slouches. 

Cutthroat attitudes sized up the hunter, pricked at his flaws and features as 

an appetizer. Some even brought their sons – daughters, too.  
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Gyone took a seat in a booth second from the door. To his surprise, he 

was near immediately greeted by one of the waitresses, menu tucked in 

her armpit holding a notepad and pen without delay. 

“Welcome to Pappy’s Diner! How can I start ya off sugar?” Her fine-

tuned smile and stringed red hair bun was enough to sway any man 

speechless. 

“Well you, my dear, can start me off with a nice, cold pint of-“ He 

halted, looked down to the pup, subtly begging between his legs under 

the table with a pitiful whine. “Uhm ... Water. Just water.”  

“That’s some mighty weird body jewelry you’ve got there stranger, I 

must say.” The waitress’ curiosity peaked when she sat the menu down 

on the table. “Did it hurt?” Gyone looked up to her, began to chuckle to 

himself.  

“It’s a long story I’d rather not get into. But yeah, it hurt like hell.”  

Both shared a short laugh, pouring steam off of their busy schedules. 

“Alright sugar, I’ll be right back with your drink.”  

Gyone nodded with a sort of relief about his expression. However, as 

she turned away, the embittered (staunch sober) hunter directed his 

attention to the pitiful pup, appearing to glow with excitement, tail 

wagging.  

“You best be grateful, you little moocher.” Gyone chastised under his 

breath.  

Clearly lost in his own excitement, the pup only kept his look of bliss, 

tail now beating against the wooden base of the booth table. 

Lost in another reality.  

Gyone ultimately shrugged off his annoyance with a stray eye roll, 

picked up the menu and scoured its contents, proceeding to look through 

their best meats on offer.  

Not much time passed, however, before trouble found its way through. 

Malicious intent waltzed through the door and its festooned dust-orange 

drapery and turned to the walking anomaly that is Gyone. All was packed 
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within a group. They were thick-armed, square-skulled, toted blood red and 

sleeveless jacket vests and swarmed in a pack of three.  

The pack leader was quick to antagonize with a dirty shout, “Gyone!”  

The room fell to a dead quiet as he pointed. Gyone didn’t so much as bat 

an eye to the spectacle. 

Though, his face scowled with annoyance.  

Nevertheless, the nameless hunk of wood wasn’t going to let an 

anticlimax suffice, his hands gesturing as to order his cronies to stay behind 

an imminent bloodbath.  

“Why aren’t ya in that comfy, lil’ hole we dug for ya?! The boss man 

himself finished you off personally!” The meathead continued, stalked 

closer to Gyone’s booth alone. 

Ranks, huh? Please … Gyone smirked. 

“An’ I know a thing or two about Shigiro. He ain’t the type ta’ miss. So 

start explainin’!”  

Gyone’s ears perked up to the name. Finally, with enough elbow grease, 

Gyone decided to confront the goons, sliding from his booth. Like a 

snapping band of a slingshot, the hunter reverted back to his current self.  

Alert, cocky—a certain flavor of careless. 

He stared at them as he grabbed his weapon from the end of the booth, 

bringing the blade to a rest at his lower back. Shoulders relaxed against the 

handle, distinctly lazy in form and, honestly, intention.  

“Is that right? Please. Refresh my memory.” 

“Hmph. Caught ya by surprise an’ laid a single round inta’ your brains 

from the back. Remember it like yesterday when we wasted yer sorry ass 

for a high bounty.”  

The thug’s rural accent showed no quarter when butchering the English 

language. Garbled chunks of slurs fell from his stubbled jowls like foam at 

the mouth. Somehow, the proud admittance came off as funny. But Gyone 

would take what he could get. 
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“Well obviously, he missed. Brown-nosing from such a big oaf like 

you is very unbecoming.” Gyone anticipated a signature Bogmire 

backlash to spew from the thug.  

One look of this brute’s face afterwards all but confirmed the anger 

stemming from the Ferrum backlands and their sister colonies across the 

ocean.  

The thug growled and pulled a worn dagger of a copper shade from its 

scabbard from the right of his vest, at the chest. Vehemently, he clung to 

this blade like a son. Rage resonated from his mud brown eyes. 

“Shut yer mouth, ya cocky prick!” the thug screamed. Now, he 

brandished the small knife with intent. “We put ya in a hole once, we can 

do it again. Right boys?!” 

The other subordinate meatheads standing by the door roared a 

unanimous “Yeah!” in agreement.  

“Oh? What makes you so sure?”  

“All that’s different is some tats an’ some crazy body shit ta throw off 

yer trail.” The thug charged at Gyone. “Pretty sure ya still bleed, dead 

man!”  

As the thug approached, Gyone kicked up a strikingly fast momentum 

from the shaft’s blunt end and spun Gale around from the strap on his 

arm, creating a sort of deadly fan blade effect. Its vicious impact cut the 

thug’s chest vertical, down the middle, with the precision of a surgeon.  

The dumbstruck thug howled in pain, grasped onto his open wound and 

dropped the knife. Gyone then halted the whirlwind abruptly. Steady and 

calm as the air itself, he brandished Gale in both hands relaxed, then 

drove the blades forward in fluid, seamless motion.  

The thug only had moments to glimpse into his own end, to appreciate 

life as a whole.  

Finally, fate came around to a close.  

Gyone dug both blades deep into the thug’s lower torso in visceral 

fashion. As he did, his eyes met with the two others, tinged with a 

warning about them, as if promising the same fate.  
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“This is what I think about your traitor boss, asshole,” Gyone bit under 

his breath.   

Without any will to speak—doomed to cough out his weight in blood—

the thug was thrown astray from the blades and hit the ground with a bone-

crunching thud. He died moments later, choking on gasps, muffled to an 

eerie quiet.  

“H-holy shit, you killed him!” said one goon. They backed away to 

escape with their life – along with the other. Yet they dared turn back one 

last time.  

“We’ll be back for you, ya hear me?! We’ll kill ya three times!”  

Gyone scoffed, rested Gale over his shoulder.  

“Heh. Amateurs.” 

The victorious hunter’s concentration shattered, alongside his water glass 

on the ground. He looked behind him to find all patrons of Pappy’s Diner 

in absolute asunder. His waitress now held an empty tray.  

The air as damp as the wooden floorboards and its piles of dust and glass 

shards.  

“Uhm ... Check please.” Gyone’s cheeky approach failed to break the 

tension. 

“T-that won’t be necessary s-sugar.” 

“Right. Well, I’d better be off ...”  

Gyone scooted aside, maneuvered over the corpse. He brought himself to 

face and began to walk towards the door, puddle of blood spanning the 

door clearing itself. He wasn’t avoiding this mess. 

He had to get his boots to claim the blood.  

“Here pup,” he said, “I’m sure there’s somewhere else to eat.” 

The door swung to a close.  

An older patron broke the ever-prominent silence, the building horror.  

“Hmm,” he pondered, “I wonder what the hell all that was about.”  

“I dunno,” said the waitress. Impossibly, a smidgen of a smirk 

overlapped her better judgement. “Kinda cute though.”  

Men and women alike groaned in unison.  
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“What a barbarian!” a younger woman said. She garnered a healthy 

amount of agreement. However, that doesn’t include the stray nomad 

proclaiming to drink with the hunter; or their greenhorns who seemed to 

admire the techniques our hunter implored. In the blink of an eye, the 

atmosphere ignited with a healthy life.  

Business resumed as normal when an all-too-acquainted staff did away 

with the meathead’s lacerated husk.   

Whether in safety or harm’s wake. On a pedestal or on a most-wanted 

list. Gyone began his trek once more into the harsh desert.  

At least now, time was, again, his well-weathered ally.  
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Chapter 4 
Hand and the Hammer 

 

A room, as dark as night, only dimly illuminated by high-definition screen 

backlight. The faint blue guided a beautiful woman with long, orange hair, 

who blankly donned a black and white maid's outfit. She walked towards a 

figure with purpose; they relaxed in a revolving office chair fashioned of 

high-quality and shiny leather.  

"You have a call, Master Senyo." 

She halted her steps, overtaken.  

Senyo styled his black hair in a slicked-back business perm, wearing a 

classy three-piece black suit and designer glasses, complimented by a 

wrinkled white dress shirt beneath. He sat proudly with a snakelike slump 

about him. His heart matched his posture.  

That of a serpent.  

All the while, his face contorted a familiar grin. His attention never 

strayed from the screens. He was deep in anticipation for something, 

twirling a glass of wine with a sort of lazy effort.  

"Put it through, Lauren," said Senyo. Lauren pointed a remote at the 

screen and activated the transmission, static giving way partially to 

scattered images. 

"As you wish, my lord.”  

A daunting, humanoid figure filled the screen in rough clarity. He was 

surrounded by a dark, metallic room with a faint red glow about it. A bulk 

of the interior was supported by a metal uncommon in human settlements. 

The smelted ore known as Brokchalcium, a black-pigmented, mutated 

Obsidian chunk, crafted the jagged struts and beams around what appeared 

to be a cave. Nothing too crazy on its own. However, the impossibly bent 

state in which the metal sustained was boggling. Not even the torque of 

two tons could ever hope to inch the ore’s mighty mass.  
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A keen eye would depict their serrated architecture as something alien 

or just plain uncommon for the everyday set of pupils. But common to 

everyone, the structures spelled few things: intimidation and forebode. 

Death lye ahead.  

An oval of digital red pooled in the center of a grand table. It crackled 

and sparked blips of life. But these very same characters were depleting 

in number.  

Screams and gut-wrenching roars could be overheard, if only in 

murmurs from the outside. Undeniable, however, were their symmetry 

with the board’s starving population.  

“Senyo!—we need to have a talk ... Right. Now." The mysterious 

silhouette growled furiously, desperately grasped for rationale as to not 

rip the black ore further than it had been beaten.  

His very presence absolutely intimidating, the beastly man was 

distinctly inhuman. Those eyes especially drew a line between their two 

races, glowing an empty white as though he were divine.  

He stood over seven feet tall and possessed a tone, muscular figure. 

Scars etched their stories around his entire body.  

Tales of wars.  

Memories of betrayal.  

The years built a wretched and bitter heart. It was anyone’s guess as to 

where the light manifested behind his gaze.  

The unknown creature also donned a blood red cape over his back 

while his upper body remained exposed to challenge any naysayers and 

their pride.  

Over his jawline lye a steel contraption used to heal an injury as a sort 

of caste support. A mangled plot of scar tissue festered out of its range; 

wounds not even close to being fresh.  

A mark shaped of a silhouetted phoenix lay atop the strange creature's 

forehead, connected by multiple converging lines forming around his 

bald head. It was permanent, skin deep and seemed to pulsate with a 

strange surge of life. 
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He wore one steel shoulder guard on his right, bearing their insignia in 

the form of a solid gold badge. It looked to be a serpent, fangs out and 

dripping venom, hatching from an egg.  

The rise of a feared enemy.  

Senyo accepted this forward invitation like a welcomed friend.  

"Now, now. No need to get violent! What seems to be the problem, 

General Gore?" His approach was formal, yet loose with smarm. Gore 

pointed his finger to the screen as he stared Senyo down with his empty, 

glowing gaze.  

"The problem, you ask?!” he roared. “Your so-called ‘pet’ is killing more 

of my men with each passing second! We can't hold this thing!”  

The constant barrage gradually annoyed the well-off entrepreneur 

noticeably, ticks and tissue on his face itching to fire back. However, the 

attack was only getting off the ground.  

"If you want us to bring Gyone Irensho to you, we are going to need our 

men at peak potential.  

“And as it stands, I'm already down twenty. Bodies lye on both of our 

hands, mongrel. You said this thing would aid in our ambush! Tell me what 

you plan to do to avenge our people!"  

Senyo straightened himself from his chair, seemingly in a huff. No 

different than dealing with a child to the young, twenty-two-year-old 

Genshika.  

"Okay,” he sighed, “I'll bring her back here if she's such a burden. But 

that's coming out of your pay."  

Gore’s very composure toppled. 

"Would you mind running that by me again, human?!" On the verge of 

erupting. Senyo slyly began stroking his chin, pondered, looking up with a 

newfound light. 

"Well, you see, General. There are the transportation costs, the 

manpower to restrain ... hmm, oh! And those delicious treats she ever so 

adores!" mocked Senyo as he counted down.  

The conditions were set. But the humanoid tank wasn’t satisfied.  
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His iron jaw was close to unloading a warhead indiscriminately, in the 

serpent’s direction.  

Senyo dared further, “But if that doesn't work for you … I could 

always just leave her there for good. Wouldn't that be swell?"  

General Gore ignited with a thunderous scream.  

On instinct, he smashed his fist on the solid steel pillar next to him. 

The impact failed to even phase his stance: locked to the ground and 

melded in concrete. However, it did result in the beam being critically 

damaged and bent, causing rocks from above to trickle. 

"Fine, you tenacious piece of trash! I accept the conditions. Anything's 

better than watching my men get eaten by that damn monster!" Gore’s 

divine eyes stared at Senyo, strangled him silently. "But you better pay 

up when this little hunt of yours is over, understand?  

“100,000 credits, as promised! Or I swear to the Spirits I'm going to-"  

"Fine, fine," replied Senyo with a wave of the hand. "Though, we’d 

better bring that down to 95,000. That should cover it."  

Disgruntled growls could be heard. Then the transmission turned to 

static. 

"Why do I even bother, Lauren? You'd think a whole army could hold 

just one monster," exclaimed Senyo as he slumped back into his chair. 

Lauren collected the empty wine glass and placed it onto a tray, of which 

held the full bottle: “King’s Stash.” A finely-aged red wine worth a 

dozen fortunes.  

"Well, Master, if a whole army of brutes like them can't hold her down, 

Gyone can't possibly hope to take on such a monster." Lauren’s 

assurance was strange, words stumbling out of her comfort zone. She 

hoped that he’d understand- 

He laughed. 

 "If you think that, then you really don't know Gyone like I do.” 

"What do you mean my lord?" gently pushed Lauren. 

"Three confirmed kills as of four days ago.  
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“Our boy took them out within the same hour, but seemed to take a nap 

or something not long after." Lauren could only stand silent, utterly baffled 

by the thought alone. 

"Are ... Are you sure he was alone, Master?" 

"Please—wherever Gyone's going, he hasn't got a single hole to scurry 

into. No friends, no allies – nothing. If he's not alone, then it's whoever's 

unlucky enough to cross his path.  

“One thing's for sure, right?"  

"Hmm?" Lauren’s curiosity peaked. 

"I sure do know how to pick ‘em, don't I?" 

 

- - - 
 

Gyone found himself on-route to a city massive in scale, as could be seen 

in the distance over an upcoming cliff side. Where he wandered, 

escarpment layers bent in a semicircular fashion, stacked to entrench a plot 

of desert plains. 

“Oh great,” he groaned, pausing his advance shy of the edge. “Halsberth: 

home of religious asshats who can’t get along! I wonder if there’s another 

town around h-” His stomach growled, and the pup whined in grating 

hunger like far beyond feeding time. Instantly, scurrying around 

civilization would not fly. “Ugh, fine! But I swear, if one of them pushes a 

pamphlet in my face, I’m going ballistic …”  

  

The traveling hunter found himself left to wander, to ruminate while 

staring at the orange-tinted, afternoon sky; almost trancelike in attention. 

Clouds swiveled across faraway stretches and slowly converged in the 

center like a family reunion. 

I wonder what had happened that day ... I don't remember a damn thing 

about dying. Or more so, why Shigiro would want me dead to begin with. 

You'd think I'd at least have some recollection of hitting the ground, but. 
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Nothing. How'd he pull it off? And why? While we're at it: that dream ... 

Was that really Mia I was talking to? Or was it just some kind of 

reminder? It felt so ... real.  

Ah!—none of this makes the slightest bit of sense! 

 Oh well, illusion or not, I'd better hurry back home. She must have 

already done some grieving, poor girl … I can't wait to see the look on 

her face when I walk into that crappy apartment of ours and scare her 

pissless."  

Reassessed, Gyone then stared down at the puppy, following every last 

footstep to the tee.  

And hey, he momentarily shrugged, she always wanted a dog. Silver 

linings, Gyone – you’re in the clear.  

The hunter’s concentration was broken, the sound of voices cackling 

madly from below pined for his attention. They were partitioned only by 

a daring leap from this strata halfpipe. 

Rushing forward, he looked to find a toppled carriage set ablaze. 

Horses mangled and cut from their rains. Passengers, too, were 

slaughtered by grisly means.   

Further inspection brought his attention to a group of creatures chasing 

a teenage girl. Mobilized, well-armorered. And unwavering.  

She was around Gyone’s height – give or take a few inches. Her short, 

yellowish-green hair barely reached to her shoulders, slightly flowed 

through her velocity like lilies in bloom. She wore a light-blue Kimono 

dress which was etched with an indistinguishable flower pattern. Quite 

an elegant piece of clothing. Definitely not cheap. A glorified bullseye.  

Or her teal travel bag. Wouldn’t matter, anyway. 

Gyone recalled her pursuers.  

One good look of their rigid features and elaborate markings all but 

confirmed the hunter’s intuition as he was enamored by the scene.  

"Anubians ... Goddamn monsters are going to rip that poor girl apart if 

I don’t do something!” He hiccuped with apprehension. “But ... Mia ...  

“Ah, screw it! You ready for some action, pup?"  
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The pup expressed his excitement with a shy bark, certainly not from a 

seasoned hunting hound. Gyone nodded, scooped up the pup as he plunged 

into a leap of faith.  

From his abandon, the hunter’s luck landed them as to ride the jagged 

wave. Turbulence aside, sizzling rocks accompanied their descent. A glass 

house with a handful of stones: the sort of delicate brush Gyone lived for. 

The duo skidded down with spectacular fashion.  

With a purpose, they bolted for the horde’s direction, giving chase to the 

chasers.  

Right on target.  

They found a comfy distance and rapidly gained ground. At its tip, 

Gyone halted.  

“Hey guys!” he shouted.  

Many of their attentions seized; four of the group of five. They shot back 

hungry eyes, examined Gyone as if to determine if he was worth the 

trouble. 

His oddities ticked their curiosity, strung up fresh meat for the picking.   

“Which one of you spineless creatures wants a real fight, huh?!” Gale 

now at the ready. The pup was energized and riled up. He began to bark 

viciously.  

Though Gyone were aware of their existence, he wasn’t sure if the 

Anubians even spoke the same tongue. In the still, the pup snarled his 

fangs. Razor sharp. 

Useful in a firefight.  

A moment passed. Then, a breakthrough.  

“And just who the hell are you?” yelled one of the Anubians in fluent 

English.  

First contact, for all it was worth. 

“Wait just one damn minute,” interjected another beefier Anubian 

donning a steel cuirass. His jowls like crunching gravel, he stepped forward 

and unraveled a sheet of paper. “Are you—uh. Gyone Irensho?”  
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Gyone attempted to be cautious, but that name basis really shot up his 

ego. 

“I am, yes. Been looking for an ass-kicking, I take it?” He took to 

gloating, stretched his arms to the sky as if to casually pop his back.  

The Anubian began to laugh slowly, building up to a hardy howl which 

caught on with the rest like a disease. He then looked around to the 

horde, smitten with a scarred, razor-toothed grin. 

“Hear that boys? Then you’re comin’ with us, great Silent Death of 

Crygor!” 

Gyone’s pride faulted.  

That was what he was called by, but nobody knew Gyone and the 

Silent Death to be one in the same. 

The title, soaked in blood. The Silent Death had its believers and 

hopefuls, but the common consensus around was a wish to see him dead. 

His bullet ended a tyrannical reign of forced monarchy, yet the very same 

ended lives of shady gamblers; each with a lucrative payout. Far from 

charity work.  

However, his life in general has always been a delicate balance of 

money and morality, even without the alter ego shadowing his everyman 

life of old.   

Perplexed, the hunter’s head was assaulted.  

What? How do they- was all he could muster before nearly being 

blindsided by a surprise swing, the sharp face of a curved sword – 

courtesy of the big brute. The rest rushed in and took their place, circling 

around him hopelessly.  

Gyone grasped onto Gale with both hands, relaxed on the handle, then 

arced towards the brute in a spinning motion. The brute sluggishly 

blocked the oncoming attack and met the hunter’s stare.  

Vicious, white eyes, bloodshot branches creeping from the sides.  

The furious warrior beamed his several tours of war into Gyone’s gut. 

And the Anubian made it clear he was far from retirement. This would 

only be a topping to a growing stack of bodies.  
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With only so much strength to hold, Gyone scrambled to find a solution 

to dispatch his opponent, or at least slip by intact. Suddenly, the cocking of 

a gun whipped.  

“Hold ’em steady!” shouted the gun bearer, his slugs beefy enough to 

blast heads into a memory.  

“Wait, no!” Though the brute commanded, it was too late. Their hands 

had acted.  

Cracks deployed a stray bullet with a ragged boom, rattling the firearm to 

the core. Gyone acted quickly and threw the brute around to the bullet’s 

path. It connected in his upper back, ripping through his backplate.  

He groaned in pain, stumbled away from their deadlock with no further 

fight to spare. Then he retreated, prompting the horde to converge even 

closer to the Silent Death. Only a glimpse of this and Gyone was quickly 

snuffing the distance, ready to smote the brute’s guard.  

Clenching his hands at the right moment, Gyone struck, connected with 

the brute’s neck and sliced his head clean off. 

Fresh blood splattered on the sand.  

Now, the horde halted, held in jumbled grievance. One of the slimmer 

infantry called out, looking to the severed head in dismay.  

“By Spirit’s will ... Not the captain.” 

 He unsheathed his sword and thrusted it forward, hungry for vengeance. 

He screamed a rallying battle cry.  

“Avenge our brothe—augh!“  

The cry failed. 

His head was impaled with both blades straight through the ear. 

Quickly retracting the blades, Gyone wasted no time, rushed into the 

remaining head-on; but not before he shifted his grasp to the strap. He let it 

drop down without weight, carried on by the beat of desert breeze. As he 

approached, he clenched onto the strap and brought it in motion to a single, 

hail-mary swing.  

While luck continued to berate his fortune, luck had no say in his 

technique. And that technique was absolte. 
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Gyone’s tempered thrust hooked onto one’s neck, mowed his trachea 

like fresh crops. The dying infantry dropped to his knees as he clenched 

the wound with a grisly choke. The hunter’s grip relaxed and naturally 

led the weapon into a spin; alongside himself as the fearless Silent Death 

ducked beneath her wrath, flowed with her motions.  

One eager warrior attempted to swing, bringing his arm up to slice 

downward. But he met the same fate of a slit jugular which caused the 

sword to plunge midair, spiraling as it fell.  

The remaining two each took a step back from the chaos.  

Precious seconds each their own macabre nightmare.  

 A visceral bloodbath overwhelmed a race known for their sheer, 

independent strength. But they weren’t going to go down without a fight. 

Each pulled a gun; one with a pistol slung, the other with an assault rifle 

brought into action from his back.  

Gyone revealed to them, expected weapon in hand. However, the other 

hand held a surprise: the blade of the fallen swung alongside Gale. He 

sprang up and decapitated both, sprawling his arms out like that of a 

majestic bird while their bodies dropped lifeless.  

Looks like he could never escape his calling. No matter how hard he 

tried. But he was damn sure to be the best there ever was. 

 

Sounds of the teenager’s cries brought the Silent Death out of his 

prowessed state.  

"Hang in there, chick!" he broke into a sprint. 

  

Many yards ahead, but he soon found his way to the girl. And even then, to 

any other man, he would be too late. 

He’d have to move quickly.  

She was prone, left to wallow on the ground, kicking desperately at the 

creature.  

But this failed shortly after.  

The Anubian pulled the leg aside, moved with a spastic demeanor.  
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"Ya didn't think you'd get away from the Battered Bastards squad, did 

ya?!" He bellowed a cackling laughter. The girl—stripped of any rational 

escape—desperately clung to the dirt and attempted to pull herself from her 

captor.  

A fleeting resistance.  

He grabbed her by the hair, yanked her closer and pressed a small blade 

to her throat. Then regressed. Was he toying with her?  

With a smirk like his, he was surely getting off.   

“Here”—he hovered the blade just shy of her neck—“I’ll make it quick, I 

promise!”  

Suddenly, as the putrid, dried-out hand began its plunge, a stray grasp 

denied their climax. The Silent Death introduced himself, as he did to the 

Anubian’s comrades just minutes before.  

With the tip of a familiar blade.  

Of his brothers and of his homeland.  

Gyone pressed this slanted sword against the Anubian’s back armor plate 

roughly. 

  Faced with this change of fate, the creature evoked a wide range of 

emotions, but mostly, a deeply-woven itch of fear.  

“You’ve really got a way with women, don’t you?” said Gyone.  

“Hngah!”  

The defeated could only wail an ugly growl from his chops. That was 

when as he gave mind to his comrade’s corpses.  

“Impossible, you are just one man! What blind did you lead with you to 

our slaughter?! Surely, deader than dirt since you’re alone now!-” 

“Shut up and let the girl go!” Gyone snapped. He let the blade pierce 

through the armor, catching flesh in many serrated hitches.  

The Anubian proved to resemble something feral, but even his conviction 

to the kill couldn’t brush a stab wound. He released the girl – no will of his 

own.  

She frantically crawled away in a panic, looking back in awe. She moved 

to recover her carrying bag and clenched it like a newborn.  
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“Wait. You’re no ordinary man, are you? … You’re-“ Gyone 

maneuvered Gale swiftly around, placed its silver against the throat, 

effectively interrupting the trembling Anubian. He brandished both 

weapons in tandem.  

“The ‘Silent Death of Crygor,’ that’s right!” confirmed Gyone. “Are 

you a fan? They sure seemed like it.”  

“Are you s-serious? Everybody knows who you are! Ya think you’re 

some kind of secret or something?!  

“No way!  

“The general has his eye on you. And he intends ‘ta get his prize ... 

Mount you on the goddamn wall with a worn pike—just cleave inta’ 

those guts like the worthless slab a’ meat ya are!”  

The nameless condemned powered through Gale’s piercing 

stranglehold, deliberately scathing his own jugular just to face Gyone. 

Gleaming white irises fading fast and diming, as if once, they meant to 

shine like a star.  

“D-do me a favor … Be a good boy. And beg for your fucking life 

when he gets to ya!”  

His last words spilled out with a maniacal sort of tone, but were his last 

nonetheless. Gyone finished off what the Anubian had started and deeply 

carved in, leaving the creature to bleed out on his own failing breath. 

Their body collapsed to the bloodstained sand, crashed into the ground 

unceremoniously with a cracking impact.   

“Great talk.  

“I’ll see that somebody begs, don’t worry.” 

 A gust of wind caught onto Gyone’s flowing grey hair in tattered 

waves.  

The girl stared at him with innocent, gold eyes. Her lids moistened, 

overwhelmed. Her savior, donned in omens. Out here, brutality is the 

name of the game. That much, she brushed off. But he was something … 

new. 
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As wild as the hunter appeared, she felt it rude to not thank him. She rose 

from the ground, patted herself down upon looking at her ruffled vestings. 

However, when she looked to observe Gyone once again, he was already 

heading off. As if driven by some obligation, she caught up.  

“W-wait!”  

Gyone stopped in his tracks and faced the damsel. 

“What is it?” said Gyone, in a hurry to move on. But he parted with, 

“You’d better get going if you don’t want them coming back for you.” 

“I know, it’s just …” The girl became hysterical. She broke into tears 

right away with an overwhelmed heave. “I n-need an escort t-to Halsberth. 

I need to get to my father and make sure he’s safe!” 

Gyone’s interest peaked.  

He looked to the bloody wreckage, then what he, himself, waged. 

Sympathy slowly worked witchcraft on the hunter’s professional 

demeanor.  

Was he just to leave her alone in the wasteland to fend for herself?  

He soon turned back to the girl, of whom still desperately tried to keep 

her composure.  

“Hmm. What’s your name, first off?” asked Gyone, spinning Gale to her 

familiar rest.  

“I-It’s Eve ... M-my name is E-eve Muroshi.” Gyone slowly smirked, 

shrugged with a “fuck it” sort of stare. 

“Are you being hunted?”  

“N-no … We were on a g … getaway.”  

Gyone was smitten with her pathetic display. Something about her 

vulnerability sparked the Silent Death’s drive. Either that, or he wanted 

some friends to bounce snide wit off of. 

The dog just wasn’t going to cut it anymore.  

“Well, Miss Muroshi: you happen to be in luck today. Because I was just 

on my way there, too.”  

Eve appeared to glow with newfound relief and excitement, tears 

appearing to halt their downpour. 
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“Really?!” she said. “Oh, thank you thank you thank you thank you 

thank you!” She bowed multiple times, hands held together like she was 

about to pray. “How can I ever repay you ... um?” 

“Name’s Gyone.  

“Gyone Irensho. Welcome to our little ... huh?”  

Gyone, looking about the land, expressed a certain amount of panic, 

then finally came to the realization that his new companion had run off.  

“Hey pup! … Pup!”  

Suddenly, Eve’s bag began to ruffle back and forth. Instinctively, she 

dropped it, fearing it were some sort of wild creature as she yelped. The 

pup emerged from the bag, crumbs littering his face as he licked his 

jowls. He then leapt from the bag and immediately ran to Gyone.  

“Found him!” shouted Eve.  

Gyone turned to face the dog, gleaming. He embraced the little guy 

with open arms when the pup plunged. The stern gun-for-hire laughed 

pleasantly…  

…but he caught himself.  

He took notice of Eve, a hand masked over her lips with giggles 

overflowing.  

Vulnurablility: a feeling he hadn’t felt for quite some time.  

Vulnerability, just as Eve had fully succumbed to.  

“What’s that look for?” 

“You’re just a big ol’ sweetheart under that weird skull crap, aren’t 

ya?” She felt a weight part from her conscience. 

“No!” while evading eye contact. 

“Yeah huh, admit it!”  

“He just shouldn’t be running off to nowhere—y’know? Dogs are very 

acute hunters in the wild. Stupid useful.” 

“Whatever you say, macho man.”  

Gyone glanced back and unwound his arms. The newfound trio looked 

to the horizon while the sun began its descent behind the Flamboro sierra 

range.  
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“I think it’s time to get moving. No use just sitting around.” Gyone began 

walking, beckoned Eve to follow with the wave of a hand.  

Eve nodded in agreement and proceeded to walk with him, puppy trailing 

beside both near their middle.  

Don’t worry, Mia. One day, tops.  
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Chapter 5 
Awaken, Oxmen 

 

"Prepare the battlements!"  

General Gore paced amongst his well-fortified stronghold. Walls of 

mountain rock surrounded the area, isolated within a crater dug several 

hundred feet into the war-torn earth. The sunset draped the fortress in a 

deep, smoky black. "If we're going to capture Gyone,” he continued, “we 

will not spare our most coveted of arms! I know you will not disappoint 

me!" 

   Two Anubians rested near a small river created by a mini waterfall 

from the rock’s edge in an unnatural sputter, like it was dispersing from 

pipeline vein systems rather than naturally-occurred erosion.  

Gore stormed in their direction, glaring at the two with inconsolable 

disgust.  

"And what in the holiest of specters do you two think you're doing?" 

capping his anger on pins and needles. Quickly, the burliest of the two 

stood up to their feet.  

"Well um ... it's ah ...”  

The general’s cap came undone. 

"I don't care if your hands were torn apart finger by finger, you 

insubordinate turds! Get off your lazy hides and start stockpiling! … Or 

maybe you’d fare better on restraining duty.”  

The leaner of the two stood. 

"You're insane!” he exclaimed out of line, steadily marching. “That 

thing will eat us alive! It’s been trouble ever since it’s got here!"  

Unamused, the daunting general viciously grabbed his insubordinate 

by the throat in retaliation, slowly tightening his grasp.  

"At least feel grateful I’ll let you die with your own damn opinion.” 

Gore’s fumes subsided. “Be happy with that much.” He forced his cold, 
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metal jaw within spitting distance to the choking Anubian. “I should let 

that thing use you as a chew toy after what you did, Private Oxmen.  

“And be sure that the next stool you kick aside isn’t the one under your 

goddamn feet.  

“Because you’ve sure as hell done your fair share of kicking."  

For a finite moment, his glaze expressed disappointment.  

A flavor finely seasoned: father to son. But not entirely so. Not by blood, 

anyway.  

He proceeded to throw Private Oxmen to the ground and stormed away 

to the center of the Anubian stronghold where a large, steel platform was 

eager to take on his weight. Standing as a true leader, fit and imposing 

stature, the general demanded all eyes without a word.  

"Listen up men! One of our recon teams has reported that Gyone Irensho 

is drawing near. We need to continue our efforts twofold and keep vigilant.  

“We cannot—and I repeat this once—cannot let him pass us by, 

understand?!  

“Our only hope of survival rests within his capture. Once we have 

blasted him out of hiding and claimed our prize, we will prosper greatly 

and begin to rebuild our domain anew!” The crowd roared and cheered in 

unison. Their volume booming, only further amplified by the crater around 

them. A war chant worthy of calling even the moon to face their wrath.  

Gore waited for the point to settle, silenced the crowd with a wave of his 

hand.  

"Make no mistake: we need him alive, for those of you looking for blood. 

Even then, the thirsty should take heed that they don’t spill their own. Our 

target is absolutely lethal and has earned the name ‘Silent Death of 

Crygor.’  

“He will not hesitate to kill you given the chance!  

“Stand united, act as a unit, and never play the martyr. Dying should be a 

last resort.  

“I cannot lie to you and say that we are immortals. That we will get out 

of this hunt without a fallen brother.  
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“There is a reason I require you heavily prepared.  

“Some of you will die.  

“However, be aware that you are dying for the good of our race! Our 

forthcoming future is in thanks of your efforts. For we are, and are 

wholly proud to hold the title of the mighty Anubians of the New Age!"  

Gore's speech created uproar amongst the troops with bullets flying 

and chants abound.  

The two Anubians whispered, conversed stealthfully to each other in 

the distance, both wearing standard-issue battle armor – coated with steel 

plates that could take many bullets. A flimsy foundation enough to ward 

death, but not without its own exploits.   

They were just another statistic of the Anubian war machine. 

"Do you think this is gonna work man?” asked one slacker to another. 

“Stellar words and all that, but did you catch a look at who he's being 

chummy with? That big fucking sweetheart over there ain’t some crazy 

hybrid animal I’ve ever seen!  

“Gives me chills …" Oxmen was holding his neck to gather breath. 

"Of course I have!” said Oxmen hoarsely. “He’s not hard to miss. This 

Senyo guy's just using our ‘godly’ fucking general like a pup to a bone, 

using his damn desperation. And ego. Chances are he's not even going to 

pay up.  

“And who’s gonna look so godly when that bombshell hits?”  

He paused. “He's up to something."  

"You're telling me," replied the other Anubian, sitting back down on 

the harsh dirt.  

Oxmen turned his back on the whole subject, began gathering water 

from the river with his canteen and drenched himself with it as to cool 

his growing bitter itch.  

The water flowed down from the top of his naked scalp, branched out 

into rivulets to feed his curious markings. His battle brother looked at 

him, holding back a chuckle.  

"No booze today, Dimm?" Busting chops failed to hold back laughter.  
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Dimm is bald as all Anubian men are. Hereditary, not a choice made 

freely by their male breeds. Though something distinct helped the young 

warrior stand out of the mashing cogs: his birth markings.  

Etched upon his forehead from the womb resembled that of Anubian 

scholars: a dying breed in the form of an incomplete, triangular crest.  

He also bore a long, kempt brown goatee and lamb chops across his 

jawline. Cursed with a young face, fashioned with bravado. 

Dimm stared angrily with his white-pupil eyes.  

He threw the canteen at the back of the Anubian's head at a tipping point. 

If his friend were joking, the troubled scholar certainly wasn’t having it. 

"Ow! The fuck?!"  

The young scholar sat in silence, seeming to sulk in a paralyzing episode 

of melancholy. The Anubian shot a cursory glance at Dimm, reached out to 

him apologetically.  

"Hey, man—don't get all pissy again. Sorry." The burly brother pleaded, 

but without nuance. No clue how to flank.  

Dimm said nothing. 

He pulled a locket out of his pocket and opened it.  Within it was a 

picture of a female Anubian. The face resembled his, only she had thick, 

long brown dreadlocks which ran down to her tattered brown dress. He 

stared at it contently as if lost in his own train of thought, fulfilling a 

common ritual. The other Anubian approached Dimm.  

"You’ll never let it go, will you?"  

Dimm collected his thoughts while he stared angrily at his comrades, 

carrying many sorts of ammo, guns, and other equipment. Too much it 

seemed for only one manhunt. 

"And why should I?” he uttered with disdain. “I’ve given my blood to 

my brothers for strength and wisdom. She guided me through it all from 

beyond the clouds!”—peculiar stares shot back to his diatribe—“But as she 

tried to forgive, I can only sit with nothing but the realization of just what 

was done …  

“Fucking murderers."  
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The Anubian looked to Dimm, the young scholar alleviating visibly 

with a careful restraint to his breath. 

"It's not like we all took turns stabbing her,” he condemned, “it was the 

order of Gore and the Brotherhood, remember?! Blame them, if anybody. 

We all know why she did what she did. We’ve been over it time and time 

again! I know it must've been awful to watch your own mother die, but 

you’ve gotta understand ... We're your brothers no matter what, man. We 

look out for each other because we are all we have at the end of the day, 

you know that. And I'm sure I'm not the only one of us who wishes they 

could turn time around and prevent their judgement. And even if they are 

wrong, we have to stand together."  

Dimm stared at the locket. Then glanced at his friend, grateful smirk 

manifesting as his grasp back on reality tightened. 

Or a very convincing mimicry. 

"Thanks. Helping keep my head in order through all these years ... I'd 

be dead without you, Boren. 

Boren blended more with the coalition, as his birth markings were 

those of the commonplace Anubian soldier.  

The silhouette of a Falcon.  

Strange, how a type so common is associated with a bird that hasn’t 

been seen in over one-hundred years.  

He wore an eye patch over his right eye, while the left held their 

homogenized iris of gleaming white. A trait shared by all Anubians, male 

or female.  

He stroked his fully-bearded chin as he glanced back at the Anubian 

horde still relentlessly praising. His focus shifted to the desperate 

attempts to control Senyo's ‘pet’ with restraining chains.  

"Yeah. Anytime, Dimm."  

Enamored in the smoke-laden night sky—as chimneys scorched coal to 

keep their soldiers warm and their stomachs gorged with the biggest and 

deadliest of game—Boren’s mind fell into reminiscing.   

Smitten, the burly warrior turned around.  
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"Hey dude, you remember that time we-” he sprang from his position 

when his eyes caught wind of Dimm climbing the cliff near the waterfall, 

attempting to reach a convenient opening of their perimeter gate. 

He’d been dooped.  

“Dimm, you idiot! What the hell do you think you’re doing?!" Boren 

berated.  

Dimm looked down and held his arm out from the cliff. Clearly, this 

wasn’t up for debate. He resonated with enthusiasm. 

"Are you coming or what? Brothers till the end, right?" He mimed their 

well-known battle manifesto like collateral.  

Boren's breath exhaled audibly. His eyes couldn’t possibly roll any 

harder in that moment. He grabbed onto the cliff and, begrudgingly, started 

to scale the jagged rock wall upward. Unfounded levels of regret nearly 

trumped his love for his childhood friend. 

Nearly.  

He frequently peeked down, hoped to the Spirits beyond that this fool’s 

errand all went unnoticed. When they reached the peak of the crater, both 

crawled out in single file.  

Vertigo and a voice of reason never complimented each other the way 

Boren wanted them to.  

No.  

He figured that this tough love required some degree of bruises. And to 

do that, they needed to stand on even footing. Unfortunately, this meant 

that they would effectively have to momentarily go AWOL: a crime 

immediately punishable by death. Especially during their race’s dying 

days.  

If you abandoned the collective, you were no better than rotting hide – 

not even worth the chew.  

"This is some real role-reversal shit right here, Dimm!" confronted 

Boren, now stood up. "I thought you were supposed to be the Scholar—you 

should know better! If we get caught, I swear if we don't die right away, 

I'm gonna kill you myself!" 
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“Relax, Boren,” retorted Dimm, “you should know better than to think 

I’ll stay alive there anyway. My days are numbered … So”—he 

shrugged—"I’m leaving,” without a flinch. 

Boren knew he wasn’t bullshitting. 

"Man, you must be out of your damn mind, Dimm …?”  

"Well, who followed who?"  

"I didn't want to see you get your ass shot off, man!" He tempered to a 

whisper. "All it takes is one patrol—one!—to call in, and you're as good 

as dead! I won’t let that happen to you, Dimm. Buck the fuck up!" 

"No,” the scholar scoffed. “It's about time for a new life; one without 

all this crap." He turned his attention to the fresh night sky full of stars 

and a perfect crescent moon shining down.  

"Not this shit again," groaned Boren, holding his forehead. "What's an 

Anubian got in life outside his family?" Dimm said nothing, content to 

dream.  

The silence only pushed Boren further.  

"Hello? Still with us-"  

"I don't know, Boren! Not yet. But why would I just wait to die?" 

Dimm pointed to his crest. "But I feel a calling within me, like—this 

needs some room to breathe. Explore the vast unknown. A little 

freedom."  

Boren’s face rose with disbelief and a tint of mockery as he parted his 

arms in showcase. 

"Well, we have all the freedom we could drown in man. Where to on 

this quest of ‘enlightenment?’”   

Dimm pondered to himself.  

Long and hard, the runaway had plotted a plausible destination. 

Finally, a bulb sparked. The Scholar pointed down to a massive, walled-

in metropolis full of skyscrapers and gleaming lights; one of the last of 

its kind.  

"Anywhere but here right now. But I feel that we should pay this 

Senyo character a little piece of our mind, ay?" 
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“You don’t mean-” 

“I do. Crygor city’s just a few hours away.” 

“And just how the hell are we going to get back into that place?” 

“You remember the layout. 

“C’mon. We got in there without any trouble at all. Or at least I didn’t,” 

he suddenly recalled. “But with the right kind of plan, we could get this 

scrawny shit bag and take the credits ourselves!”  

Boren remained hesitant, arms firmly crossed at his chest as his eyes 

darted from side to side.  

What did he fear more? Criminal levels of ousting to possibly reclaim 

some hope for their people – and become the hero he always dreamed of?  

Or the long climb back down?  

Luckily, by some miracle amount of planning, that very same artificial 

pond never looked so puny.  

In his heart, he conceded Oxmen’s fate was sealed. And for that reason 

alone, Boren surrendered himself; not with a departing, cautionary fist, but 

with an entirely different flame kicking his doubt to the curb – if only for 

the moment.  

Suddenly, Boren slung his arm over Dimm's shoulder in embrace. Bitter 

annoyance turned savage delight, he, too, turned to the mega city with a 

star-like welcoming.  

Anubians are a people of extremes, and when an idea invades their head, 

it won’t stagnate. It’ll become their life’s goal. In this case, Boren had just 

stumbled upon a destiny: lead the blessed Scholar to the promised land, 

kick a suit type’s teeth in, and come back a king. Even so far as General 

Gore to grace him the captain position he imagined he damn well deserved. 

"Now you're talking my kind of language, man!” he shouted, 

disregarding his volume. “Lead the way, ‘oh valued Scholar.’” 

“What,” said Dimm. “You’re sticking around?” Boren paced ahead of 

Dimm. 

“Just—don’t push your luck.” 
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Chapter 6 
Harvestseed 

 

“What do you see?”  

“Looks like two of ours. The sun’s practically turnin’ their scalps to 

beacons. What a glow!” 

“What?” 

“They’re out in the wide open, just walking. Or I should say, chugging 

along.” 

“Ranks?” 

“Rookies at least. Hard to tell from the scope.” 

“What about marks?” 

“Does it matter? Calm it with the questions already. Besides, heads are 

slumped down, so no telling.” 

“You know what the general said. Manpower’s gotta stay on base 

unless they’re scouting. That sounds like some strays.” 

“I could go ahead and cap ‘em, but you forget who you’re talking to.” 

“That doesn’t excuse orders.” 

“Nothing excuses weening out troops for no good reason ... Let’s see 

where they’re headed.” 

 

- - - 
 

As the noon struck, Dimm and Boren continued their search for 

enlightenment. The heat intensified the dryness crusting this climate; any 

observation of the outer reaches of the Sedion Desert was blurred by 

searing fluctuations in the air.  

As if there were anything to witness, anyway.  
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Out within the open canyon, only small amounts of sandtraps in the 

dunes had any stay for miles. Or, more so, any sort of shelter from the 

intense beams – scattered stretches apart.  

The two had covered some distance between them and their abandoned 

duties, but each had no trouble seeing it creep over their backs. Nothing 

easily ignored for either of them. However, only one was willing to let it 

show. 

Their precious seconds gave way to constant observation of the land 

among them. Both harbored guilt in their heart; whether it be ill-placed or 

not.  

It was real.  

It was prominent even in the prime Scholar defector. Even so, both 

tirelessly covered the other’s back in these trying times. At least this is true 

of the Anubian soldier.  

Both hobbled forward, moistened heavily without a prayer. Boren turned 

to Dimm.  

“Into the great yonder, right?” sarcastically quipped Boren with a 

parched throat. “Gotta love this adventure!” 

“Don’t you have some more scanning to do?” replied Dimm in a similar 

fashion.  

“Well, excuse me for trying to stay alive, man! If I didn’t know any 

better, I’d think this was a suicide attempt.”  

“I dunno, is it?! Must be one of those ‘life mysteries’ of mine. That’d 

really suck for you!” Dimm’s warning accompanied a snigger. Boren rolled 

his eyes. Anything to save his breath.  

“Whatever it is, keep sharp-” 

Dimm shot his pointer finger right.  Both now gazed hungrily upon a 

steep incline of slate-faced rocks following up a small dune. Without much 

hesitation, they moved quickly to take up position behind. Boren peaked 

out to the closing, distant city of Crygor.  

Its structures and skyscrapers were daunting in stature – doubled by their 

ever-growing proximity. The activity just near the massive circular wall 
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was beyond busy; multiple refugee transport trucks parked themselves at 

the Northside checkpoint where poor migrants must be admitted before 

entering the city itself 

Highly exploitable, as they had known before.  

This uptopia’s never saw the world outside in varying grays. Crygor’s 

tolerance of Anubians runs the gambit of “thrown in prison for the rest of 

your life” or “shoot that tat-headed freak on-sight!” 

“Well?” asked Dimm, close behind and hugging the rock formation 

with his back. “What do you see?” 

“Seems like the rush is in full effect. Transports and personnel 

everywhere.” 

“Hold on a minute … Personnel outside the gate?”  Dimm’s voice 

hitched. “That’s new!” 

“Bet they got spooked by deadly ‘Anubian Insurgents,’” mimicking 

quotation marks. Both shared a brief reprieve in laughter. 

Much too long since they unwound like this.  

Boren retracted, forced his attention to more pressing issues.  

Dimm slid his way to the opposite end and peaked out for a different 

angle.  His fresh perspective produced a strange cave formation sitting 

just below one of many thin crusts of speared rock, surrounded by 

inclines of sand pockets on either side. A tattered, red cloth acted as a 

flag on a wooden pole just outside the opening. Its very foundation 

splayed and worn by violent winds, pelting dust specks out of nature’s 

semi-automatic. 

Thrilled, Dimm wasted no time in waving down Boren.  

“Boren, you’ve gotta see this!” he announced. Without a word, Boren 

came around, shared in the discovery. He was quick in expressing relief, 

as seen, firstly, by his deflating diaphragm. 

“Finally, a … Cannibal checkpoint … (Oh, great.)”   

“A what?”  

“Oh, that’s right!” Realization hit hard. “You’ve never had to deal with 

the Cannibals, have you?” Boren faced back to Dimm as if looking for 
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confirmation. But all he found were baffled eyes and a sort of curious 

twitch embedded in the Scholar’s expression – an unseasoned greenhorn 

cluelessness. 

“Say again—a what?!” 

“Okay, so Cannibals are littered throughout the wastelands here in small 

packs. It’s rare, though that a group will give us shit. Still. A rare few 

worth watching.” He sunk back into a previous tour, still trying to forget. 

“So. They’re the less deadly version of every other scumbag out here?” 

Boren shook his head.  

“Not even close man! Their diet’s what separates them from any other 

wannabe gang.” 

“Oh, I’m terrifie-“ 

“And that diet consists of nothing but human meat …”  

An immediate silence tailed. “And Anubian.” 

Dimm fell quiet, taking a shy breath, reinforced his expectations.  

“I’m still not afraid of some thugs …” 

“You should be.” Boren shrugged with an immediate, escaping chuckle. 

“I taste like shit, so you’re the next best dish!”  

Boren was competent at extracting Dimm and all his woes for a good 

time. However, much like right now, the unstable Scholar wasn’t in on the 

joke.  

“C’mon, time to move on,” Boren dismissed, dismounted their cover.  

His stance contorted to a hunch as he ran.  

The harder you tuck and wove, the harder a target even the biggest of 

warrior became. Dimm followed suit, hugged close behind Boren’s 

advance as both conquered the distance in a low sprint. Each kept their 

bronzed metal blade scabbards close to their grasp when they arrived under 

the shaded layer of spearhead rock. 

The relief was instantaneous, a cooling gust smacking againt their 

persons. 

They halted their advance just upon the flag, began sweeping the 

immediate area closely.  
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“All clear,” signaled Dimm, relaxing too soon. He looked at Boren for 

confirmation.  

“Out here. We need to sweep inside, too—look alive.”  

The anxious soldier paced about all the same, never ceasing his 

movement no matter how slow he had to manage his speed. Now 

following Boren’s trek with uncertainty, Dimm leaned himself against a 

crude support beam in protest. 

“Hold it, we’re not hunting! Just kicking back for a second, right?” 

“Just a quick sweep so we don’t get blind-sighted man. Besides, 

Cannibals aren’t too hard in small numbers – trust me. These checkpoints 

are usually cramped as hell.” 

“Well, alright then.” Dimm dismounted the jagged rock. “Take point – 

I’ve got your back.” He formed up to Boren’s six as they approached the 

narrowing cave funnel. They moved as one, and both seemed confident 

that whatever faced them in those muggy tunnels would fall victim to 

their years on the battlefield. 

Dimm trained as a sharpshooter.  

He once was a renowned marksman among their ranks, but even that 

reward came under scrutiny. Some believed the Scholars to be dirty 

fighters, or even cheaters in the line of duty. However rare they were in 

their social ranks, they were that amount tenfold under the Brotherhood 

banner.  

Boren kept proficient as an all-around in the arts of combat. Though he 

lacked any renown in practice, Private Yarsi could outdo Oxmen in a 

sword duel. Their bond filled the creases in stonework as smelted 

brokchalcium. Unbreakable and flawless.  

The front line before the horde.  

Suddenly, a gun shot rang through the narrow opening and bellowed a 

clacking discharge like through a brass wind instrument. The bullet 

whizzed by, escaped into the rustic, aluminum-padded beam behind 

them.  

Shredded through a chicken wire layer.  
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Either this was deliberate, or the shooter was aiming with a lazy eye. 

Whatever the case, the two immediately darted opposite from one another 

and sizzled their swords free from their scabbards.  

Bloodwicker, the horde had titled them. They draw as easily as they cut. 

Their momentum carries them thickly through the air to lob limbs – as easy 

as wicker threads.  

Soon, what approached them turned out to be a very large man, clad in 

ramshackle steel war attire, carrying a bayonet-mounted semi-auto rifle of 

black – spotted in lime bile. Smoke lingered gracefully from the barrel until 

it was pardoned with a heavy wisp of air from this hulking challenger’s 

lungs. Much like his outer self in all of its chromatic adorn, the process 

rattled and tinged slightly.  

Was he, himself, a mechanical apparatus? 

With a complexion of ashy brown, greasy strings of black hair meshed 

into a high ponytail, the figure pulled the bandana masking his face down 

to reveal a damaged, rotten-toothed snarl.  

He, the metal man, lifted his single-optic visor of brick red to admire the 

Anubians without digital influence. His gaze was one of vicious intent and 

ruthless potential. Empty of any expression. Nearly grey in appearance.   

“Pardon, but I think you've got the wrong homestead, friends,” greeted 

the figure with mushy twang, fighting infection. “You best state your 

business here real quick.” He parted the gun to his side and dropped the fun 

and games with an attentive glare.  

At this moment, many Cannibal grunts sprang from the blanket of sand 

behind – fully cloaked in ragged garb, armed with similarly crafted 

weaponry. The only kind of uniform they all shared. “Better yet ...” the 

Cannibal continued, one capable of being their leader by assumption as he 

raised his weapon along with his comrades, “let’s have a stroll!”  

“Listen, we’re-” Boren was dissuaded by a stray gunshot.  

“Peacekeepers?! 

“Anubian protocol dictates that all negotiations must be met by a party of 

four. Unarmed.”  
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Dimm and Boren turned to one another in disarray. How could one of 

these Cannibals know so much of the Anubian Code? Impossible, 

especially for a people who can read as well as a brick wall.  

Dimm peered over their steel-laden host, curiously examining him 

from every possible angle. 

“Who … are you?” 

“Call me Vera! Or as they’ve grown to calling me: the ‘Harvestseed.’” 

“The what?”  

“No more words!” shouted Vera, motioned to his men to form a 

converging blockade from behind. “You two will have plenty of time to 

chat on the journey back to The Pot.” His troops visibly reveled in the 

thought. Their mindless stares that much more barren and primal by 

peach-tinted, double-eyed optics of their own. 

The Cannibals huddled near the two, rubbing their noses, molesting 

their oder like dogs. Forcing their rifle barrels forward, the now captive 

rogues were forced to stumble through the cave.  

Vera chuckled as he caught onto Boren’s attention.  

Or what his men were whiffing.  

“Don’t you worry. You’ll be the first dinner!” 

 

- - - 
 

Another Anubian body plummeted to the ground as the sun finished its 

descent behind the mountains. Gyone dismounted Gale’s bloodstained 

blades from the corpse’s back when he took inventory of his new travel 

company, Eve.  

He groaned. “You’re not proving to be a good luck charm miss.” 

“I’m so very sorry mister!” begged Eve as she bowed. She performed 

this plea as courteous as possible. However, you could tell the shock 

hadn’t fully worn off, as foretold by the spastic and jumpy way she went 

about it.  
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“Yikes, would you calm down?  

“If I wasn’t gonna see this through, you would’ve been on your own a 

long time ago.” Her courteous demeanor shifted dramatically, revealing an 

annoyed glare and little to no attempted politeness.  

“Oh, you’d leave a small girl out alone to die? Real charmer you are.”  

“It’s nothing personal.”Finally, her matted act was showing some holes. 

Gyone stepped closer to challenge. “I can be a gentleman if I want to be. 

Consider yourself lucky!” 

“Right, right.” She waved aside in a sleepy tone of voice, stretching her 

arms over her head, yawning. “You should carry me the rest of the way, 

being the strong gentlemen that you are.”  

Gyone looked at the lazy hitchhiker like the thought itself would be a 

betrayal. He backed off.  

“Well … I don’t know if—gah!” His stalling proved unsuccessful as 

Eve’s weight then crashed on his back, settled on and over his shoulders 

while she clung around his neck tightly, “do you mind?!” Though apt to 

rebel so well, he caught her legs.   

“We’re almost th- … There anyway.” Eve’s voice nulled with a sleepy 

slur as she pointed to a carved archway, dug into an eroded palisade. Inside 

its core was the gate into Halsberth which greeted any visitors with an iron 

curtain. And they were just yards away.  

Gyone felt a slight sting. Eve’s hands had slumped down and made 

contact with the accursed amulet.  

She had failed her battle to stay awake.  

With only a shrug and a stern sigh, Gyone gripped tightly and continued 

to their destination.  

A promise is a promise, after all.  

Then again, the hunter was no stranger to lies. Maybe he felt an 

incomplete job would leave a sour mark on his reputation; or the pieces of 

what was left would lay bare for all to see. 
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Gyone finally stood before the gate, at its mercy. It was surrounded 

by a narrow pathway lining steep cliff faces. Her outsides were guarded 

by two men in gold-plated, black-underlined regalia. Another stood 

watch inside a watchtower hut built against the left pillar of the arch. 

They stood clandestine, ready to grant their vindication with heavy 

repeaters.  

As the Silent Death approached the holy city, one of the guards halted 

his advance. 

“Go no further,” demanded the goldish-red haired guard, palm forward 

with overzealous sting. “What deed brings you to this, the righteous city 

of Halsberth?” The other guard seemed noticeably annoyed; he 

scrunched his hand across his eyebrows. 

“Yeah hi, we’re looking for somewhere to stay the night. Maybe some 

dinner,” said Gyone with a cheeky shrug, trying to keep balance. At 

‘dinner’, the pup’s head sprang out of the bag still held against Eve’s 

lump shoulder with salivating jowls. All the while Gyone shrugged off a 

growing, stinging pain.  

“As you can see, I kind of have a full party.” 

“Why, that’s unfortunate for you. But we don’t just let anybody into 

our city! You must prove your worth to me before I even begin to 

consider your residence!” 

Again with th—you dipshit! a silent mouth cried from the watchtower. 

“Well—hng—If you really need a goddamn justification, fine!” Gyone 

erupted, strained stare beaming into this man’s very being. “Just a few 

miles away, you’ll see a carriage set ablaze, surrounded by multiple 

Anubian bodies. A party hellbent on turning this little girl here into a 

goddamn jigsaw puzzle of giblets! I saved her—stuck my neck out, no 

questions asked.” 

“What—an Anubian party? By yourself?! Ha! Off with you and your 

tall tales! You have no place within our walls!”  
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Furious, Gyone dismounted Eve’s body off his shoulders, her bag sliding 

with her descent as he turned away with the trot of a wild Mustang. 

“Fine!” he surrendered. “But be a good choir boy and make sure she and 

the dog are taken care of for the night! 

”Toss ‘em and it’ll be your ass, pal!”  

With only startled confusion, the guard looked down to Eve’s peaceful 

slumber; then to Gyone’s storming off; stuttering as his sight darted back 

and forth for a moment.  

 

Only minutes later, Gyone found himself traversing the surrounding 

mountainous exterior of the city. He had scoured atop after a fair while of 

climbing, and was now gazing upon the less-than-subtle srchitectures 

hidden from the outside world.  

Her foundation scaled with eminence at different elevations upwards. 

Three spire-like cliffs in the heart of the city the edifice of their ascent. 

They were separated by a gap in the center, close enough, centered to act as 

a singular beacon. It was in that moment where Gyone shrugged off any 

chance he’d survive the fall if he were to scale the banner chain rails 

stemming from their peaks.  

In the growing moonlight, the uniform buildings illuminated a sort of 

washed-out white when shone on; this sheen only complimented the red 

tribal lacework designs painted on their upper levels. Their implications 

escaped Gyone completely, much like any of the ideas littering streets 

down below in throwaway pamphlets and homestead that wove their 

alliegence.  

Good thing the nightlife was dead.  
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Chapter 7 
To the Sky 

 

A blissful Eve sprawled on a bed, decorated in acceptable white sheets, 

blankets sewn seamlessly with a ruby red fabric. All the while, her head 

was burrowed into a feathered pillow.  

Morning had arrived only a few minutes before as sunlight found its 

way onto her person. This light soon struck her eyes and attempted to 

wrestle her back into consciousness. It failed to outright pull her away 

from her slumber. 

But it was close.  

Futile as the effort became, Eve soon gave up and allowed herself to 

wake. Time to embrace the morning air, emulate her day as close to any 

other. Her ambitions were struck down abruptly when a Halsberth guard 

braced like a stone inside of her mysterious resting place near a door.  

A moment of panic ensued.  

She screeched, flailing about the bed till she collapsed off the side. The 

guard acted immediately, taking a knee and offering a helping hand in 

true chivalrous fashion.  

“I’m so terribly sorry m’lady, I did not mean to startle you!” pleaded 

the guard. “Surely, I mean you no harm!” 

“W-where am I?” the startled teenager pressed to the red-haired 

gentlemen in gold armor.  

“Never fear, for you are safe within these walls.” At least one of them 

felt safe. 

“I’ll be the judge of that, you creep!” The guard sneered. He retracted 

his hand as his guardian demeanor shifted.  

“Well, if we’re going to have such an attitude, then perhaps you don’t 

belong in Halsberth after all!” 

“What?” Eve gasped, sprang up. “I’m in Halsberth?!” The guard 

nodded.  
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“That’s right, in all her majesty! For years, the central grounds for-“ 

Her head appeared to slump down in disappointment.  

“Then that means … he just-“ 

“Up and vanished? I assume you’re talking of that delinquent.” 

“Not a damn delinquent!” Eve almost instantly corrected. “The stubborn 

oaf with the long, grey hair. Yeah. I guess he’s long gone.” 

Though she found relief, she also felt a sudden surge of … betrayal?  

Nonsense.  

Just another body to leave her in her time of need.  

She began scanning the room subtly, even outside of a narrow window, 

thin and castle-like in its design. Eve was instilled with a sense of vertigo 

as she caught on to the familiar three-pillar monument formations; and how 

her sight met with their middle base. Just shy of one-hundred feet off of the 

ground. Immediately darting her gaze aside, she pinpointed her bag, lying 

next to the guard’s position on the ground.  

“You wouldn’t happen to have a puppy running around here, would 

you?” 

The guard pondered for a moment, snapped his fingers in no time at all. 

As if giddy, he stepped out of the room and called out in the halls.  

“Estabon! Could you be a good pup and come forth?” As the phrase 

escaped him, so did the sound of tings and crunches, as if his plated armor 

was being gnawed at. The guard pulled back into the room, noticeably 

taken aback by a—quite frankly—unsurprising betrayal.  

Delusional, the flustered guard laughed awkwardly.  

“Ah, this is no time for rough-housing, Estabon!” he grimaced, slightly 

attempted to shake his arm. “Not in front of your mother!”  

Once more, the name alone only caused more retort.  

However, as those beady, little eyes resonated with Eve’s, he only 

growled before dismounting the arm. The guard cleared his throat with 

sense of relief and soon returned to his honored ‘damsel.’  

“Now, if you wouldn’t mind, my dear, we need to get you processed if 

you’re going to stay-“ 
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“Are you kidding me?!” Eve yelled. “I live here, you dunce!”  

She pulled a small, card from within her dress. It displayed much of 

her information, along with a picture of her. Fairly new, as though it was 

taken just days before her rendezvous with the Battered Bastards.  

The card read as such: 

  

Eve Muroshi 

Age: 17 

Citizen of Halsberth. 

 

One skim of the text flooded the guard with a still panic.  

W-wha-what? The Muroshi’s girl? High Priestess Malo’s daughter?! 

Dear Maiden, I must get her out of here! 

His rapid panic showed, clammy hands pining for a solution. Soon, his 

face fell as cold as the sweat bleeding from his forehead as he scrambled.  

Eve caught on quite easily.  

But as she opened her mouth to throw down, he stumbled over, 

nervously stroking his goldish-red goatee.  

“Oh, but of course I knew who you are, Miss Muroshi! Ha ha ha!” he 

nervously forced, “I’m such a prankster, you see!” He cleared his throat 

as he dared to dig further, holding out a hand to newfound royalty within 

his midst.  

At this point, she retrieved her bag. The pup kicked itself snug inside 

the improvised holder. His eyes trained at the man, glowling. Eve slipped 

her worn formal sandals on her feet, most definitely in a hurry to leave.  

“No time to waste! Allow me to escort you back home!” the guard 

insisted. “Surely, your mother is worried sick about you!”  

Then reality kicked in for the evading girl.  

Her expression fell at the word, mother: the high priestess, Malo. 

Without any desire to exemplify weakness, she turned aside, evaded to 

the door with an auspicious walk.  
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Just then, a playful thought burrowed through her sorrow. A fitting 

goodbye for the man who ensured her safety for the night. Eve turned back 

to him as she twisted the knob, creaking the door open.  

“There’s no need for that …  

“Not unless you want to explain this to her yourself.” Satisfied, she 

strolled out, but not without stealing a smirk from the abyss of her troubled 

mind.  

The guard stood at attention, swiftly retracting his offer.  

“Oh no, no, no! Off you go now!” He shooed her out the door with a 

wavering gesture. “Glad to be of service to her family! I’m sure you have 

to get ready for the rally today anyway!” He slammed the door behind her 

and pressed his back against it, exhaling a sigh of relief.  

“Damn it all!” he gritted through his teeth. “This one’s going to bite your 

butt, Harian …” 

 

The doors of a highly decorated domain slid open as Eve unlocked her 

home, located atop the city’s center. Her family’s renown was prominently 

on a pedestal atop the middle child of rock pillars.  

This luxurious abode was saved for key players within the area’s three 

main religions – each peak representing different holy bodies. Banners 

hung from the cliffside as to oust them from miles away to the public eye. 

In Eve’s case, she scaled for the beauty of the Church path.  

Not so much a climb up, but more so a long stroll through the city’s 

elaborate upper streets, crafted of fine cobblestone. And the lesser homes, 

too, shared each peak’s support. Though, they relied on manmade pillars 

and struts to fully embrace their weight the more they expanded.  

Trollies scaled the scaffolding.  

Back alley ways crafted breathing room for the high-class homes like a 

system of veins. For the eager, young Eve, she opted for Halsberth’s 

bloodlines to find her way up, as to not draw attention from the public. 

The early morning sun shined onto the floor, dimly illuminated the area 

while the circular windows drew in sparse amounts of light themselves.  
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“Dad!” she beckoned as she closed the door behind her, stepped further 

into the first-floor den. A statue carved of fine marble hung from the 

balcony, resembling a robed woman holding an open book. Her gaze set 

to the ceiling with a peaceful smile.  

“Dad!—you here?!”  

No response. Dead silence like a disease.  

Her spirits plummeted further into her stomach. But the search 

continued. She slowly ascended a staircase left of the way in. She 

observed her surroundings lazily: a brush she appeared to be far too 

accustomed to.  

“Great … he’s working again …” she grumbled. “‘I’ll catch up with 

you guys,’ my ass!”  

 She soon returned downstairs when she had finished checking both her 

room and her parent’s own master. Nothing special. Surprisingly 

minimalistic and plain when compared to the elaborate architecture of 

the house itself.  

Breaking down slowly, she hurdled desperately to the dining area 

where only some open cupboards showed any evidence of passing 

through. Any little morsel she could hope for, at this point.  

The table was clean.  

Window shutters were sealed.  

One more pass-around to the living area and Eve was back where she 

started.  

But it never changed.  

Nothing ever changed when she thought back on her dad. He was 

never home, why start now? That was when the barrier she had crafted 

for herself began to crumble. Her family would never be that close to 

whole ever again. Heartbroken, the troubled teen cried out once more, 

crackled by an inevitable resurgence of tears, “Dad—She’s …  

“S-she’s gone.” Eve threw herself against the staircase in defeat and 

clung onto the wooden railing.  

She’s dead. Eve dare not utter aloud. 
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Suddenly, the front door creaked open.  

With her eyes closed and conscience flooded, she paid no mind. That is, 

until the pup voluntarily hopped from the bag and ran towards the door. 

Audible now was the sound of crunching on the other side. Her gaze 

arched upward as crumbs hit the clean floors.  

To her surprise, Gyone emerged from the door, slowly chewing the last 

of some packaged snack chips.  

“God, you leave one hell of a breadcrumb trail, Eve,” criticized Gyone as 

he stopped his advance. “And what are you on about? Get a hold of 

yourself! I could hear the commotion all the way from outside.”  

Eve almost became embittered.  

Regardless, she accepted his presence as a piece of hope. At the very 

least, he was more than capable of prying an old man from his scientific 

research at Genshika Inc, if need be. 

“So you came back to me?” 

“Well … it’s only common for a follow-up. Huh.” He took note of her 

abode. “You never told me you were loaded, Eve.” 

“Remember the carriage?” she scoffed. 

“Damn right I do.” He leaned his elbow against the wall near the door. “I 

knew that was a pretty penny the first time I saw it. Yep. Kinda hard to 

forget.” 

“Well … my mother was with me when those Anubians attacked us.” 

Eve recollected as best as she could, but she remained adamantly 

indifferent; it must’ve took all her might to keep a straight face. “She didn’t 

stand a chance …  

“I only survived because she was the one they wanted. A decorated 

priestess over her nobody daughter. They left me to escape, but only for a 

little while.  

“If you’re looking for some cash … it died with her.” 

“Hey,” with perked brows. He began pacing closer to the girl as he went 

on. “With that attitude, you might as well be dead, too! Have some pride in 

yourself.”  
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“It’s not that. I’m glad to be alive, but …” Eve halted momentarily. 

Her eyes sank to the steps below her feet. “Her status will fall on me. 

“I haven’t even finished school yet!” 

“Well, who the hell has the right to say you’re nothing? To me, I think 

you showed so much just being alive! In fact”—he wondered as he 

cusped his chin—“they underestimated you.”  

Eve began to laugh.  

Flattery aside, she felt nothing that would justify any sort of comment.  

“Why the hell do you care, skull boy? Why are you even here?”  

“Because we’re not done. Neither of us are.” 

Muroshi was flabbergasted. She erratically placed her hands around her 

body.  

“I’m alive! I’m home, thanks!” She wildly jested the hunter, of whom 

feared his client was going mad. “Buh-bye!” 

“Where’s your dad?” Gyone produced a smirk. “Wasn’t part of the 

deal making sure that your dad was safe, too?” Caught in a sort of 

metaphorical legal tape binding the two, the maniacal Eve slouched over 

and groaned. 

“Alright, macho man. I guess I could use the company.”  

Eve let go of the rail, immediately turned herself around. She began 

trotting up the stairs slowly, only looking back briefly.  

“Come on – let me talk your ear off for a while … Thanks in advance.” 

A faint glimmer of moisture escaped her right eye, ousted by the light. 

Gyone nodded and promptly followed.  

 

They arrived at the top of the steps. Immediately, Eve walked into a sort of 

cylinder room through a thin-lined glass sliding door centered in the den. 

The inside resembled that of a shrine. Before the hunter an alcove which 

oversaw a large portion of Halsberth.  

From this height, the peaks revealed two other, equally-elaborate 

estates; one low to the left and one seemingly taller to the right. Either of 
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their towers being impossible to measure, but the roof workers were in for 

one hell of a fall if they took a wrong step.  

Gyone promptly followed her lead without question, not even going as 

far as to search for any underhanded traps. The balcony was in of itself, an 

extension of the room. No door dared cut the wild winds passage from the 

shrine itself.  

The renowned daughter rested against the overwatch’s edge, her 

shoulders bunched up and supporting her weight off the edge. Wind chimes 

hummed, crafted a delicate, impromptu melody from the balcony’s ceiling.  

Gyone met her here, resting his bottom onto the edge, looking out and 

engrossing his body in sheer vertigo as he surveyed the blooming night 

lights slowly flickering away to the amber sunrise.  

“This was the only place I didn’t check yet,” admitted Eve, never ceasing 

observation. “Dad always hated this room.”  

“Hmm.” Gyone acknowledged lazily, words failing to come to mind. 

Despite the lack of any prompt, Eve continued, directed her attention to the 

hunter undividedly.  

“You see that building way down in the middle of these peaks?” she 

questioned.  

Gyone looked down to a tall building out of uniform color, instead 

painted with a royal red and gold. The build was different as well. It was 

crafted like a temple, only without a middle roof.  

An empty ground of sand was all that met a straight line down into the 

center of the structure.  

“Nifty architecture,” Gyone shined on, giving his attention to Eve as 

well. “What is it?” 

“It’s where all paths meet every year to further ourselves to an ultimate 

truth. To settle who is actually right, in a sense.” 

“So, it’s a festive pissing match?” Gyone wasn’t going to let that passage 

go unmocked, a chuckle escaping him.  

To his surprise, the decorated, holy child chuckled along. 

“In a way.” 
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“Why does that matter to you?”  

“…Without my mother, the Church path has no representative. I have 

to take her place … But that’s only going to work in our favor, right? 

Everybody loves a sob story …” Eve turned away with a smirk, face 

distinctly doused in shame. “That house on the left is Academo”—she 

fell to an addressive tone suddenly—“while the one on the right is 

Spiritmother … That house’s been deserted for years …” 

“Well, aren’t you an open book today …” Gyone brushed off, yet fully 

attentive. 

“You’re here, I guess …” She sighed. “Holds me accountable for 

something. 

“To say that I tried.”  

Gyone turned away and returned to his observations.  

After a time, Eve dismounted the edge and walked back into the 

sanctuary. She shuddered at the foot of the glass door for a solid minute, 

soldiering back into the empty estate soon after.  

“Don’t come in,” she said, “I’m getting changed.” Gyone dismounted 

as well, turned his attention to her as he nodded.  

“Seems a little unnecessary,” said Gyone, crossing his arms. “You’re 

already dressed for an occasion.” Eve rivaled The Silent Death’s wit. 

“I kinda feel like wearing something without blood on it, y’know?” 

She presented the stray, muddled viscera stains lining her now-ragged 

kimono dress. Gyone chuckled, shooed her away while claiming his 

position on the edge once again.  

And it’s there at the edge where he waited for some time, silently 

contemplating and planning around this fresh, new terrain.  

The itch is in his blood after all.  

A dead end of intel means a dead end of progress. Or even a dead 

hunter.  

This was a feeling all too familiar.  
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With not quite enough time to progress much further in his own 

understanding, Gyone was brought back from his scouting by a timely 

sweep of an open door.  

Muroshi appeared to him fully rinsed out and refreshed, dressed in a red, 

gi-like top with dull white, softly shaped stripe patterns running along the 

fabric like gusts of wind. A purple silk belt tied around her waist to hold it 

all together.  

Upon her head was a wide circlet hat made of velvet where a transparent, 

white veil hung down and disguised her face. She also appeared to have 

replaced her sandals with a fresh pair, unscathed as if they were never 

introduced to a foot before.  

Eve held a sort of garb out in her hands. It looked to be a white 

ceremonial robe folded up seamlessly. When she shot Gyone a telling stare, 

she immediately chucked the robing in his direction. Thankfully he caught 

it, albeit off-guard and sloppily.  

A priceless robe just inches away from freefall.  

“While you’re here,” began Eve as she lifted her hat upward to reveal her 

face, “that skull crap’s gonna get your delinquent ass in trouble.  

“So like it or not“—she then stretched her arms upward, around to rest 

behind her neck, leaning against an open doorway—“you’re my bodyguard 

and defender of the path: Yarn.”   

“Yarn? Are you serious?!”  

Eve nodded and advanced delicately, trained in a subtle step birthed of 

nobility. 

“Ceremony’s coming up—lot’s to do. No complaining. Get dressed! 

“That’s an order,” followed by a smile. 

 

- - - 
“Well, that’s certainly interesting …” 

“What is it?” 
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“Our two strays seemed to have got themselves mixed up in Cannibal 

affairs.” 

“Some pretty shitty scouts, if you ask me. You should’ve taken the 

shot, Arrok.” 

“That’s an easy meal. No fun in giving them any freebies.” 

“Hrm …” 

“C’mon, Taoron. Time to move out and get our boys outta the fire pit.”   

“If they’re up to no good-“ 

“We put them down, right between the eyes. Easy. Simple as it gets.” 

“Hrrmm … Yes, sir.” 

“As close to content as I'll get from ya, big guns! We’ve got work to 

do.” 
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Chapter 8 
The Prize 

 

All options stripped away: their armor, their swords, and soon enough, 

their very skin.  

Dimm and Boren sat adjacent of Vera within a refugee transport truck, 

shackled with only a ragged loincloth covering each of their lower halves.  

Vera himself seemed very confident and steadfast; his stance lacked any 

alarm. His rifle remained pointed to the floor while it swayed from side to 

side.  

An entire famished day had passed, only a healthy feeding from a nine-

tail spared to tenderize their meal. The renegades faced humiliation to no 

gain; not even as much as a question was spat their way.  

A beating only for spectacle.  

It was then—in his recollection—that Dimm began to investigate certain 

aspects of their rifle builds. Most notably, the dull-green bone bayonets.  

Residue solidified itself around the base of the blade. Weird, how it 

appeared to be cauterized. Green goop with a dense, blood-like form. 

Usually, gunsmiths would want to leave their weld lines hidden. But not 

here. 

Dimm’s thought process scattered into a spiral. Little snippets of echoing 

whispers and fuzzy images.  

Why were these extensions so familiar?  

Before long, Vera noticed this attentive concentration, broke it with a 

chuckle, following his sabotage with a simple question.  

“What’s running through your head, young Scholar?” he asked, laying 

the gun on his lap with undivided attention. “I assure you, planning escape 

is a waste of such great potential. I would love to hear some philosophy 

from you.” Dimm shared his own glare, but soon turned his attention back 

to the weapon.  
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“Why not some gun talk, huh? About your rifle, Vera.” 

“Pretty straightforward questioning, Scholar-“   

“Dimm Oxmen.” Vera sighed.  

“Oxmen. I think you and I already know what this weapon is made of.  

“Don’t you know an enemy when it’s staring back at you?” Then the 

spiral hit its maximum.  

He was, indeed staring at a bygone enemy of the Brotherhood. At least 

– what remains. 

“Is that—Wermolt?” 

“No fucking way! Those damn bugs?!” yelled Boren. Dimm gave into 

Vera’s demand for an audience further.  

“I knew those bayonets looked off ...” 

 “But how?!” 

“The Wermolt hive was toppled to bits and pieces by the time we got 

there”—Vera paused—“along with most—or even all—of its residence.  

“I must commend Sarmak’s army for such a feat: to annihilate sum 

bitches with one war!” His words had an underlying toxicity. 

“Who’s to say it was Anubians?” retorted Dimm. “Besides … Sarmak 

is dead. We could never manage that kind of destruction as we are.”  

“Hmph. Well, isn’t that something?” Vera appeared to encroach, 

intrigue suddenly sprouting without any mockery. “But no matter who 

your Monarch is now, I know you Anubians well.  

“The Wermolt never killed another soul that wasn’t Anubian. Not even 

human! Your battles were … hard to miss.  

“Well-seen for sure. Everybody knew of the feud. For what they were 

looking to ascertain, I can only hope you proved who was the better—

thing.” 

Dimm’s eyes darted to the hard metal floor of the convoy truck. His 

shackled wrists blurred into focus as his familiarity with them dissipated.  

These don’t belong here. They’re not permanent.  

Alas, the Scholar lacked any idea of escape.  
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A sort of accomplishment evoked the metal man’s demeanor, using the 

gun as a support when he leaned further.  

“Thanks to you, I was able to harness the remains: to arm the Cannibals 

like they’ve never been armed before! Efficient and without shortage – 

that’s how you rally a people. Unlike that bureaucratic clown in charge, 

prior to myself, would ever do.” Vera then stood up, brandishing the rifle 

once more, at attention.  

Dimm and Boren longed from the rickety truck canopy as it burrowed its 

tires through rough terrain. They witnessed their goal shrinking in the 

distance – headed far away from Crygor.  

Their morale nose-dived.  

“I thank you, Oxmen, for sharing your mind with my own. But it’s 

inevitable that you will be the next step in my rule,” with pity as a snarl 

curled on Vera’s desert-worn face. “Forever a shame to myself, make no 

mistake.”  

The mechanical behemoth gazed above to the hidden heavens with a 

clanking punch to his chest.  

“Here’s to a new day-“  

His words ceased at the crunch of a rifle’s bolt-action fury.  

The echo’s path soon indented itself into the back of the truck on the 

bumper – nearly dislodging the frame, but still leaving a remarkable scar.  

Vera’s attention darted to the back in haste while he maneuvered to the 

hatch.  

Another shot discharged, this time striking the back-right tire, tearing it 

to pieces in a shroud of rubber and rusted hubcaps fragments. All 

passengers stumbled over themselves instantly.  

Boren fell flat to the floor while Dimm caught himself on one knee. The 

rotted smile faded, gritted across Vera’s bleeding gums. He gripped tightly 

onto the tarp frame overhead as he looked back to the two soldiers.  

“Were you boys expecting a rescue?!” he chastised, then shook his head 

in disbelief. “And here I thought we were breaking some even ground, 

Oxmen!” 
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“Oh, you can just go to hell!” roared Boren, picking himself up against 

the vibrating truckbed. “You really think you can take on the fucking 

Brotherhood, hotshot?  

“Ha!  

“We’re gonna wipe you off our fucking boots just like the Wermolt 

before you!” He mockingly gestured a thumbs-down, made difficult from 

the restraints.  

Vera growled in bitter annoyance, aimed the rifle to Boren’s head with 

full intent.  

“I’ve bit through lead before, shit beetle!”  

Suddenly, their rickety and unstable ride somehow became more so 

when an outside assault rifle discharged, effectively painting the front 

with fresh, malnourished blood; it almost lacked a red shade, giving it a 

rose pink shade. 

The truck careened violently to the left and drooped lower to the right, 

emitting sparks from what little rim there was left across the rough 

terrain.  

Its balance too delicate to maintain, the entire vehicle began toppling 

over. Vera collapsed onto the floor, the wind being knocked right out of 

him from the unexpected shift like reality itself just blindsided him.  

With their captor momentarily incapacitated, both Dimm and Boren 

scrambled for their gear. In the tumult, it nested under Vera’s side of the 

truck benches.  

At least now it was.  

The pieces had been nested right under their asses before they spilled 

from the benches beneath. The pieces also brought with it one of their 

blades. It soared, grooved with gravity for a brief moment. The tarp now 

shredded against the rocky desert way; its thin tarp frame now grasped at 

the terrain as if it had a will to live all its own.  

The two captives instinctively clung to the now-top bench, braced for 

dear life as their feet clamped themselves against the bottom bench. Any 
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footing besides that below was the equivalent to a meat grinder. The 

brothers wished not to tenderize themselves for their famished hosts.  

Ceasing the opportunity, Boren shifted himself upon the bench, nudging 

only inches with each stride and pull. Dimm paid mind to a stirred Vera 

quickly establishing his hold onto the bottom against the frontend, using 

both benches to anchor his massive being in an x formation.  

Boren’s strides then paced rapidly, fueled by panic of becoming a 

casualty of this entire rescue.  

Or assassination.  

Well. He was persistent enough to at least survive to find out which later.  

When he hovered over the quaking armor pieces and blade, Boren 

attempted to peck the weapon in-between his feet as he dangled from the 

bench.  

Unfortunately, he lost his focus.  

The momentum gnashed to a slow chugging along the ground, then to a 

dead stop. This caused Boren to clumsily unlatch his grip and spiral face-

first into the crevice under the bench. Thankfully, the blade’s scabbard 

spared the burly Anubian any clumsy lobotomies.  

It unnervingly bounced upright against the bench in the ruckus, however. 

At the instant, he shook off his mistake. Boren made it a point to finish his 

goal, taking ahold of the blade in both hands then carefully approached the 

back opening. 

Vera appeared limp when the shaken Scholar approached him. Relieved, 

Oxmen formed up near Boren’s six. Though as if his judgement overriding 

his motions, Dimm powered through the cramped space, to the right – 

ahead of his point man.  

“Boren, to the left!” he whispered, demanded further with a sporadic 

gesture. Boren immediately followed, laying hope that his gifted 

companion knew something that he didn’t.  

Soon, both now picked up on footsteps not too far from the outside. Out 

of key and asymmetrical like there were two figures fascinated with the 

damage.  
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“Oh, we’re so fucked.” said Boren. He struggled to unsheathe his 

sword. “Alright. I’ll go out swinging like a crazy person while you slip 

by and clock ‘em in the ass!”  

Dimm appeared dumbfounded. 

“That’s retarded!” His face was drenched in rivulets of sweat and dirt, 

eyes drained and breath heavy. Needless to say, this was a mirror to 

Boren.  

His voice settled back down to a whisper as he continued. “We can get 

through this. You. Me. And all our limbs intact.” 

“Alright, alright, alright … Why don’t we-“  

A knock drummed against the truck from the outside. Then, a high-

toned cat call.  

“Man, you guys bitch a lot!” the unknown figure exclaimed. “Come on 

out already and kiss our feet!”  

Both of their jaws fell galvanized.  

Being struck with banter rather than more bullets, they promptly pulled 

themselves together. Painstakingly careful in all his motions, Dimm 

pushed the tarp aside and peaked out, followed by Boren; their eyes took 

a second to adjust to the afternoon sun.  

Two figures stood in front of the boys, as far as they could tell at first 

glance. One, from the left, was much larger than the other. Finally, the 

foggy gaze subsided as both Dimm and Boren looked upon their rescuers 

in clarity.  

Questions immediately began answering themselves.  

They, too, were Anubians.  

In fact, Oxmen remembered seeing these two amongst the white noise 

of their Crygor Stronghold, but never got a name.  

The shorter one held a large, bulky sniper weapon, propping it up on its 

stock from the ground. Funny, how it came to his shoulders in height. 

Similarly, he stood only to the other’s lower torso; of whom, towered 

over damn near anything in the vicinity – sans the convoy vehicle if it 

were upright.  
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The shorter struck the first chord.  

“Sweet Spiritmother,” coyly uttered Arrok to Taoron as he stroked his 

clear-faced chin, “both of them look like they haven’t seen the sun for 

days!” 

“Just one day in a Cannibal checkpoint would make anyone appreciate 

the outside world.” Tao seemingly reminisced in a gruff, nail-hammering 

tone of voice. He shot unconvinced glares at the supposed scouts, deep into 

them with a frightening precision. 

He knew how to rip them apart.  

Arrok effortlessly picked up his massive rifle and rested it lazily over his 

right shoulder. 

“But do they have to be so dramatic about it?” He began to approach the 

two, who were just now venturing from the confines of their blender 

prison.   

Taoron followed up, demeanor radically different of Arrok’s calm stance 

and lazy strut. The steps of the brute took hulking strides forward as he 

walked. He prominently wore a scowl upon his face that could kill all on its 

own.  

“Over here guys!” Arrok parted a friendly wave. Unfortunately, Taoron 

wasn’t feeling the same comradery, storming towards them more 

vigorously. What little relief the two felt instantly sank, icy feet halting in 

place. That little possibility of being caught as rogues was starting to seem 

bigger by the second.  

Boren glared to Dimm, almost about ready to snap at him like a feral 

animal.  

It was there that the rogues stood in a deadlock of panic and pointing 

fingers until Taoron eclipsed their sunlight, standing over two feet high 

above them. The angry brute interjected between them, gripped onto both 

of their bare arms with ludicrous amounts of force and yanked them closer.  

Dimm and Boren grunted in pain, feeling the strain threaten to tear those 

appendages from their sockets.  
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“You two have a lot of explaining to do!” Taoron decreed. “What’re 

you two doing mucking around the Cannibals?! What kind of scouts are 

you?!” His storm showed no quarter, growing even more furious. “Are 

you even scouts at all?  

“Some goddamn AWOL cowards, I bet! Better answer now or I’ll 

answer for ya!”  

Stricken with fear, the boys scrambled for an answer.  

“Tao, would you stand down already?” Arrok chilled with a laugh. 

“I’m more than sure they’re capable of answering for themselves.” He 

paid close attention to Dimm in particular; more so, of his birth mark. 

“Isn’t that right guys?”  

As if against every twitch in his being, Taoron complied, undoing his 

grip.  

“Standing down, sir,” like a grumbling beast.  

“Alright, that’s what I like to see.” Arrok looked to Taoron, then back 

to the renegades. “Now.  

“What are you doing out here? Remember: a wrong answer means a 

bullet between the eyes.”  

Even this glowing beacon had to be shot down.  

Alarmingly, Dimm felt a flushing surge of energy manifest within his 

head, brought on by laying eyes into Arrok. Though slightly painful and 

strained, something was very different of this Anubian. Something under 

the red bandana.  

He, too, looked at Dimm in a similar manner, presumably to figure out 

the deadeye stare. As they prolonged eye contact, Boren contemplated. 

He feared their silence was becoming more and more suspicious.  

Arrok broke the silence with a gesture.  

“Well?” 

Boren obliged.  

“It’s just-” 
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“We appreciate the rescue,” Dimm then commandeered,” but classified 

information can’t be handed out to just anybody. We have our orders 

straight from the General himself.”  

“Hrrm, you’re lying,”. Arrok motioned his hand, signaling silence. 

“Hold on, let ‘em finish.”  

Dimm contemplated to himself shortly.  

He felt as though backtracking would be a more feasible option in this 

uphill climb. But ultimately, decided to wear this lie like a fine coat.  

“No, I’m sure I’m finished. No words could rectify the ass-kicking Gore 

would lay onto both our hides if I talked.” 

“C’mon, not even a hint?” Arrok chuckled.  

Dimm shook his head no, fully content with the strings he pulled. 

Smitten look prominent in the short marksman’s face, he then glanced over 

at the two; hum escaping as he finally drew to a conclusion.  

“Alright boys, I believe ya,” as he slung the rifle back to his shoulder. 

“Pleasure to assist you.  

“Just don’t make a habit of it.” Arrok nodded to Taoron, of whom 

appeared dumbfounded still.  

No audible words came from the pair when they began their trek. 

However, incomprehensible murmurs buzzed frequently when they closed 

a fair distance away. Either way, the renegades’ nightmare had just come to 

a close.  

Boren soon turned to the master sleuth, eyes widened. Dimm attempted 

to talk, but was cut off immediately.  

“Just ... get the gear ...” Dimm shrugged and began heading back to the 

decimated truck.  

“Are you not even gonna acknowledge that slick tongue work?” Dimm 

disobeyed. 

“I will acknowledge you’re one lucky son of a bitch.” Boren turned in 

the direction of Crygor, newfound enthusiasm reigniting itself on his fool’s 

errand. Dimm rolled his eyes, softly chuckled to himself as he entered the 

truck bed. 
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Suddenly, he was subdued.  

Vera clenched onto his being and drug him closer to his hiding place 

within the corner. With a firm grip of his leg, the figure’s mechanical 

muscles rendered Dimm immobile. The helpless Scholar now attended 

another unwated audience. 

“Well, young Scholar,” with a grimace, “I’m glad to see you well – as 

you should be. This little coup of yours has opened my eyes to much 

opportunity that a simple sacrifice could never accomplish.”  

“Boren, Vera’s still aliv-“  

Dimm’s mouth was snuffed out by Vera’s hand, cutting his pleas to 

lunatic rambles. Under their mechanical breath, a fair warning.  

“Prepare for war, Private Oxmen.  

“Next time will be a proper duel ... to both our deaths, if need be.”  

The promise was sweetened, bayonet of Vera’s rifle then puncturing 

the center of his captive’s cuffs.  

Dimm couldn’t muster—well. Anything. Was it better to be spared, or 

worse to live for what’s to come?  

For now, it didn’t matter.  

Vera rose and exited the truck as fast as his inner workings would 

allow him.  

What followed from Dimm’s paralyzed point of view was Boren 

fumbling on a grunt of swears when he presumably spotted this madman, 

soon confirmed by frantic boots scrambling. 

Dimm’s head had filled with bellowing hums of varying octaves 

circling around his center. He remained inert on the harsh, rocky ground 

below, illuminated by slight cuts of sun through the tarp above.  

Doom was prominent on the horizon.  

Something felt like it had awoken, however; like a contingency to the 

sense of danger the Scholar faced. They built themselves to what 

sounded like static.  

Soon to a piercing volume.  

Dimm was driven to shut his eyes, grunted through pained lungs.  
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… Mother? Is that you? 
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Chapter 9 
Her Shield of Glass pt. I 

 

“Shut your mouth, you intolerable bigot!” 

An older follower of the Academo path referred his convicting insult 

towards Church path followers adjacent to them. He donned their orange 

and blue robing.  

They stood in audience within the center of a temple deep within the 

spire mountains’ center. Or what was looking to become the beginnings 

of a blood sport.  

A middle-aged, portly woman with blonde hair took the reins of the 

retort in full gallop, dressed in white and gold vestments.  

“And you’re out of line!” Her voice rasped and nearly cracked outright. 

You could swear she even had trouble breathing. “I thought this was 

supposed to be a meeting of minds, not some—some … playground 

scuffle!” 

“Well, it was until somebody decided to scream in an old man’s ear!” 

retorted Academo’s ranks.  

“Well, that was only because you wouldn’t let the truth flow through 

you. You decide to close your mind to what’s clearly right in front of 

you.” 

“I’m sorry, but what the hell does that even mean?” 

“It means everything if you wish to ascend in your afterlife!” The older 

of the Academo gathering scoffed at this retort indefinitely, turned his 

head away to reload.  

“You know, you’re absolutely right, madam ... You are certainly more 

nourished in the truth than any of us.” 

Her expression glistened, slowly softened with a smile.  

“I ... well, thank you very much. I’m glad you finally see-“ 
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“I mean, it’s quite obvious,” under chapped, curling lips, “it’s written all 

over your figure that you are very well-fed!” Intense chuckling from the 

Academo group erupted.  

Her forehead pulsated in anger, the woman jeered, back in full force. 

“You bunch of children! I’ll have your heads!”  

The bickering continued. 

  

Gyone (Yarn) and Eve witnessed the pissing match from afar over the first 

floor of scaling balconies.  

“God, it hasn’t even started, and I can already see this ending in a 

fistfight.” Yarn leaned over the decorative railing, motioned his palm out in 

amused astonishment. “Now I see why you needed a ‘bodyguard’  

“... Hmm?”  

He turned to observe Eve’s body language; her entire figure was 

trembling. If her eyes could be seen over the tilted veil, they would relay a 

stark, unflinching focus. Gyone snapped his fingers in front of her jittered 

glare, effectively pressing Eve to face.  

“Anybody there, ma’lady?” he pressed with playful credence in her title.  

Her eyes widened, fell back again to their original view. 

“Oh, I’m sorry! Just some nerves is all.” A faint smile escaped her. 

“I’m sure this wouldn’t be easy for anybody,” with warmness “I know 

you’ll do her proud.” 

“I really hope so, Gyone. I … 

“… hey. Wait.”  

She was taken aback by the sight of an aging Anubian woman across the 

way. The woman sat by herself – not a follower or guard in sight. Muroshi 

admired her presence. 

The Anubian’s grey strands of hair thinned to piano wire, layered mildly 

with streaks of dirty white. She wore these weaves in a high-top bun, layers 

winding down in front of her face. She filled her slim figure in what 

appeared to be a ragged, muddy-green tunic without sleeves and piney 

skirting which reached the floor.  
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A brisk moment passed before the Anubian woman wandered off 

amidst the crowd.  

Though, she were blinded.  

Cloth wrapped itself around her eyes. Looked like it was ripped 

straight from the same cloth.  

“That woman,” Gyone pondered. “She’s an Anubian. Same kind of 

forehead crap, different from those birdbrains.” Indeed, a different crest – 

a circlet nocked and stretched like a off-kilter halo.  

He subtly took a more alert stance, reaching for Gale.  

“Settle down, Yarn,” ordered Eve, “she isn’t after us ... In fact. I have 

no idea what she’s doing here.” 

“Hmm? What do you mean?” He turned to his handler, relaxed.  

“That’s the Spiritmother’s high priestess. Their followers are mainly 

Anubian.” 

“Those creatures have a religion?!”  

Eve singed with a defensive agency.  

“They’re not all gun-toting jackasses, you moron! Though. Recently 

…” 

“Recently, what?”   

“None have been around.  

“No traveling nomads, no historians, no miners. No young. Moral 

ground is shaky—at best citywise, but they at least came by to pay 

tribute.”  

Gyone stole a sly glance of her, his expression painted in realization 

and wonder. Yarn opened his mouth to talk, but was shot down near 

immediately as his queen-for-the-day began walking. Any thought 

dormant in Gyone’s mind fell to the wayside.  

“C’mon, the ceremony’s about to start.” Her usual enthusiasm faltered. 

“We better get down there.”  

Retracting his words, the dutiful warrior accompanied her. 
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The turnout was large and the atmosphere damn close to overwhelming. 

If there were any place a stray assassin could be hiding out, this heart was 

certainly the place to blend in. Gyone recalled similar expeditions, running 

through the busy city square of Crygor. The busiest of streets are usually 

the most effective weapon. For now, he was blessed: Eve was none the 

wiser to his previous life.  

He planned to keep it that way.  

At the same time, the stray Irensho anticipated that his call name could 

very well creep up around this city some day; he only hoped that he could 

move on before she heard it. But he had a job to do for now, something to 

keep his mind in a good place. 

As the two strolled into the fray, voluminous allure followed. Breaths cut 

short along a narrow clearing, slowly parting through the crowd.  

Finally, within earshot of the fight, words became audible. The groups 

looked to be teetering on an all-out brawl. That is, until the Church path 

laid eyes upon their high priestess’ daughter.  

All screams of another’s downfall ceased – even that of the Academo 

camp. The man who rebutted for their side happened to be their 

grandmaster.  

The old man bore white facial hair lining from the sides of his face into a 

proper moustache. Other than that, not a single follicle laid on his head. He 

was the first to address her—oddly.  

“Eve?” with concerned eyes, in denial. “Why are you wearing Malo’s 

dress ...?  

“Why are you here in this way, sweet child?” Eve’s composure dwindled 

visibly.  

As if testing the waters, he offered a hand on her left shoulder. She soon 

surrendered to a flimsy diligence. All the while, crowds fell silent. The 

provocative, stout woman shuddered, feared for the worst. 

“My dear mother, Malo ... is no longer with us. She has ascended to the 

clouds with our crafter to lay amongst them in eternal freefall …” 

Her delivery almost came off as trained.  
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Maybe even a bit forced.  

Nevertheless, a unanimous gasp grooved about the crowds. Shock and 

moist eyes seized even the most headstrong.   

The Academo grandmaster held his head down, his composure 

unwavering as he did. That of which, even Academo’s clergy could not 

stomach.  

Gyone caught a glimpse of the balconies to survey. He trained on 

Harian: the pompous ass.  

It’s okay though.  

No need to panic with such a deceptive disguise.  

For all they knew, “Yarn” was one of their grieving own-  

Just then, an odd man overwhelmed his immediate attention as they 

passed. At least, the wild possibilities of their identity caught him off-

guard. The figure then departed into a passing crowd – eagerly, it 

appeared. 

Long red weaves of hair a damning focal point. Gyone’s imagination 

ran rampant.  

Soon, guilty feet galloped.  

You’re losing your touch, Shigiro. The Silent Death cut ties with his 

paranoia.  

Stricken with a vengeful purpose, Gyone turned to Eve, clenched onto 

Gale’s handle as he altered himself to nobility.  

As close as he could emulate, that is. 

“Your Holiness, I believe that we are in danger,” valiantly warned 

Yarn. “Please excuse me while I see to the threat.” Eve leaned in closely, 

glaring at him with red cheeks. 

“What kind of pompous accent was that?!” she scolded, whisper 

faltering through her tongue. “This is no time to be a sucky actor, 

Gyone!” 

“Look, there’s something I need to do – it’s super fucking important!” 

He retained a secretive whisper. 

“Seriously? Of all the times?!” 
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“It’ll only be a minute, I promise!”  

Eve sighed, began to mold to their façade. 

“Quickly. See to it that you do, Yarn,” she allowed with the upmost of 

permission.  

Unimpressed by her demeanor, Gyone shook his head in disapproval, but 

he played along with a dismissive bow, one “thy will be done” away from 

kissing too much ass. The guardian broke bolted across the central ground, 

Gale swiftly pulled from her rest to a featherlike brandish. 

 

Precious time brushed over.  

Cutting through the crowd thicket to find one person had proven more 

difficult than expected. Some guards felt the urge to step in to halt Yarn’s 

mad dash. One look of the robes appeared to be enough suading to stand 

down, however. 

The commons of the temple proved just as fruitless as the upper 

echelons. Shigiro was a ghost on the move, and possibly more acquainted 

with the holy city than Gyone ever was. Way more level-headed and gentle 

warrior, even The Silent Death could admit as much.  

Not too much of a stretch to call him a follower. 

Still, he couldn’t help but wonder as to what Shigiro was missing here – 

of all places. 

Wait a minute.  

A thought reeled back Gyone’s paranoia: a vicious timberwood handle 

housing a curved silver blade, fanged on the tip to pierce all who stand in 

her way.  

Where’s his scythe? Where’s Xieth? 

He halted his steps, fruitless. Gyone now found himself on an ivory 

passageway covering the distance of the peaks, lined with blue tile walls.  

Streams of running water glided down the sides into meticulously-placed 

drainage barriers. Their majestic appearance like an ocean ebb.  

Water acted as a bridging normalcy for the trio religions.  

Water came with this fragile liaison.  
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Throughout all of their traditional origins, sacred rituals, and ideas of 

the afterlife, the Earth’s very own nectar held a deep meaning within 

their scriptures. 

The Maiden’s tears nourished the grounds below.  

The Spirits blessed the soil to ward off the sins of the dead.  

Your material body transcends the White Veil to open your mind to 

Academo’s fulfilling embrace of self—or something like that on the 

brochures Gyone had skimmed.   

He continued scouting around intently to find his killer both ahead and 

above – with blood boiling. An itch festered around his bullet wound. 

This feeling.  

Betrayal, but numbness as well, like he understood why. This was the 

job. He was a job. And only one of these hunters could live to see their 

wealth in old age. An unfair comparison, seeing as how Shigiro was 

loaded out of the womb- 

“Subtlety escapes your ranks.” Criticism came from thin air. 

Like being plucked from musings, a close voice heckled Yarn’s very 

presence. Prompted, the hunter’s trek was ceased furthermore. 

Gyone closed in, turned to see a man donned in black and purple 

regalia propped casually against a wall just rounding the corner, 

inconspicuous and eager to a fault. 

“Save it.” Gyone fumed fire, retracting to continue onward. 

   “Whoa there, I’m just saying! You’re gonna spook whoever 

you’re looking for running around like a steadfast zealot. I’ve not 

seen you steeds gallop so loudly!”  

Gyone jerked his adrenaline-fueled stare; even so much as to bring 

with him the threat of Gale.  

“I said save it!  

“Who the hell are you supposed to be—you’re wasting my goddamn 

time!” The man’s hooded ears peaked at the sound of such damnation.  

He sighed with an illusively calm tone while he crossed his arms. 

“So, the clergy’s got a sense of humor now?” 
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“What?”  

“Hmm. Never mind ... You’re just a curious sort, I suppose.”  

Silence overtook them both as they appeared to share their ears with the 

new, prospecting priestess. Only audible now were the angelic chimes of 

Eve’s starting address. 

 

“Clarity be that who watches our skies. We are her flock, and will thrive 

under her wings.” 

 

Besides her initiation’s presence were the water streams. They flowed like 

flutters of a hummingbird’s hover.  

“Strange. You let me speak still,” stamped with a chuckle. “Were you 

here to toss me out—who am I kidding? Kill me!—you’d have done it by 

now.” 

At this point, Gyone had squandered his gain. Not like he were to get any 

closer with his eyes alone, anyway. He could at least take his frustrations 

out on this tall, brooding punching bag before him.  

He said nothing and prepared to repent.  

Quiet gasps flushed suddenly from the temple, soon silenced Eve’s 

words with their boom.  

The unmistakable sound of hissing sheathes soon followed.  

Gyone hastily sought out the commotion. His gut stung with guilt.  

“It’s not my doing, I plead of you ...” quickly detracted the figure. “My 

fireworks didn’t seem to ignite today.” Gyone paid very little mind.  

Fuck this guy! 

He made for the temple ground with a desperate heart.  

The man turned aside, slight disappointment sterning his expression.  

“Be their hell, Zealot.  

“Swift and deadly, like the beginning of time.”  

 

Yarn bore witness to the commotion upfront – an unfolding, delicate 

standoff brought on by Anubian soldiers.  
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A squad of four.  

Three armed only with their swords and one unarmed completely. This 

soldier handled himself poorly – his deep, unwavering stare to nowhere 

in particular giving away any battleground makeup he applied. 

Curiously, they loomed over the Spiritmother’s high priestess in the 

temple’s courtyard.  

Soon, the proclaimed captain took his place in the eye of the terrified, 

motionless masses. His bulky, chromatic armor—worn and warped from 

gnashing blows—clanged ferociously as he claimed his place like a 

throne. His shoulder guards were crafted with spikes, mace-like in potent 

killing utility. 

“People of the holy Halsberth city,” he beckoned with the volume of a 

war horn. “We come here on a hunt for a man named Gyone Irensho!” 

He motioned his blade to the crowd. “Present him quickly!” He motioned 

to the path leaders, their clergy surrounded within. “Or we’ll start 

claiming bodies … without prejudice!”  

“You’re too far ahead of yourself, Ornmen,” the unarmed soldier 

uttered. “We have no proof he is here! And to put the Spiritmother in 

danger is disgrace-” 

“You won’t make a mockery of this, Youngblood!” furiously smote the 

captain as he turned to scorn. “You know as well as I do that Gyone left a 

scouting party dead on the path here, so shut your mouth!  

“The plan continues!”  

“Gragh!” Before the bout continued, he heard a soothing-yet-withered 

voice. 

“My child,” beckoned the Spiritmother within the chaos. “Do as he 

says. Events will unfold as they should.”  

The Anubian whispered, his insides singed with adamant disdain.   

“As you say, O wise of elders.”  

Gyone was burning for confrontation not far off.  

The youngblood said nothing further. 
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“That’s what I thought! Now, shut up and keep watch!” the captain 

branded into bone.  

Although Yarn wished to dole out bloodshed as he does so well, 

something held him back. Perhaps he feared the aftermath? Doubt 

engrained in his mind, but he remained vigilant to an opportunity that 

clicked.  

Unfortunately, another volatile element emerged.  

A voice shrieked from the top balcony in horror, followed by the thud of 

cowardly persons ducking for cover. 

“From the oracles, he’s got a gun!” a stray man shuddered from above.  

Gyone turned to the balcony, but instinct wrestled itself back to the 

Anubians. Ultimately, he stepped back, allowed this scene to unfold as he 

disappeared into a cowering crowd.  

“Hey! You looking for Gyone, too?!”  

A slim, red-vested thug hung over the railing. His long black hair 

straightened and held aside mildly from his face with a red bandana.  

Three more armed themselves from unconscious guardsmen and 

occupied the other sides. Their wardrobes were in-sync with their scrawny 

counterpart.  

Strange, how he sneered.  

Each slide of his lanky features pulled authority on all who shared his 

uniform.   

“Oh, this chase just keeps getting better“—he changed his clip of his 

assault weapon with a finessed flourish—“and better …” 

“And what have we here boys?” scoffed the captain, prepped his lungs, 

“Who do you think you are, going against a veteran such as myself?!”  

“Us?” with muddled brown irises looking around aimlessly as he 

smirked. “Not much. Just affiliates of a very wealthy man who wants to 

talk with the ‘Silent Death.’” Eve’s expression fell when the call sign 

escaped the thug’s mouth. 

“Silent Death? Gyone?” she feared. “What ... aren’t you telling me?” 
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“Hah!” howled the captain, “just because you have the height 

advantage-“  

Their argument was cut short by a pinpoint gesture; Open Fire motion. 

The captain back-peddled immediately, shouting a hasted order to his 

battle brothers.  

“Scatter!” 

The thugs ignited a barrage of gunfire wildly.  

With only a grazing shot into one of their arms, it was clear this hail of 

bullets was meant to be a warning.  

Not so fortunate for the followers.  

Blood gouts emerged amidst the crowd.  

One follower of the Academo path was mortally wounded as he 

collapsed to the ground, wallowing. He clenched onto the wound, but it 

would need a miracle remedy to prevent death. The spray had dug a 

clump of holes into his upper chest.  

Next to him was the plump Church path follower. The spray had struck 

her head, killing her instantly.  

As the Anubians scattered—lingered close enough to guard their harem 

of hostages—Gyone was on the move. Slow as he goes, pushing the 

crowd asunder, stiff and frozen with fear.  

The kingpin chuckled to himself in satisfaction.  

“Oops ... wasn’t supposed to kill anybody.  

“Hmph. No bother,” he retracted. His commands bellowed. “Alright, 

everybody in the building! There ain’t nothing for you to see here! And 

quite frankly“—he brought his assault weapon to the ground, blasting a 

stray bullet into a terrified man’s back—“you’re in our fuckin’ breathing 

room! Get lost!”  

At the shot already, people were struggling to keep themselves 

composed; that direct order ignited the commotion to a full-blown panic. 

Droves of people, from top to bottom, rushed through the nearest exits.  
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All the Anubians could do was watch in shame as all their hostages were 

swept from under them. They crossed their former captors with violent 

shoves.  

Except for two.  

Eve and the Spiritmother stood their ground under the cover of pillars to 

witness what was unfolding.  

Shortly after many had cleared the temple, Yarn emerged from the crowd 

with a slow strut forward.  

“Now, would you look at the weapon on him ...” pondered the thug. It 

was not long before his boss’ description chimed in his head like a million 

bells. Anything to feed his growing hunger for mayhem was good enough a 

description to humor.  

This foe and his merry band of meatheads shifted.  

“You’re mine, Gyone!” his eager trigger finger already hammering.  

Suddenly, Harian stormed from behind and withheld the thug in a full 

nelson, straying from his place on the ground in an act of suicidal heroism. 

“You will not take another life under my watch, you heathenous pigs!”  

The struggle began with a surefire victory, but soon divulged into a 

struggle. It appeared that this thug in particular was trained better than his 

demeanor would suggest. Gradually, his slim arms pulsated as the engine 

that was his body jumpstarted like a defib to the chest. However, this 

created what appeared to be a perfect opportunity for Gyone to seize the 

day.  

As crazy as an attempt of any kind would be, he was soon off like a steed 

into the wide open of the sacred grounds.  

Yarn arrived near the vulnerable Anubian quartet, Gale at the ready as he 

charged through their path with slippery dexterity. He pushed one aside, 

the velocity able to stagger him momentarily.  

By the time the soldier regained a bead on Gyone, he could only witness 

as his captain was exploited as a stepping stone while chaotic gunfire 

followed his chase. Gyone launched in stride, caught himself onto one of 

the pillars, left arm hugging the structure as firm as a son. His feet only 
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tapped the railing before he was off again, curling around the beam and 

kicking off with a spread dismount carrying the weight of the impact. 

Naturally, his stance took over as he approached his opponents, ready to 

eviscerate all over again. He was instead motioned aside by Harian 

remained in his struggle.  

“Wait, no!” he grunted. “I’ve got this hooligan!”  

And that he did.  

The elite Halberth guard exemplified dominance, overtook control, 

toppling both to the ground as he plunged with a dirty slug to the thug’s 

jaw.  

Yarn looked to him, nodded in approval then turned to the other sides 

of the balcony floor.  

Each lined with steel railing, both thick and thin pillars divided evenly 

amongst themselves. Silk banners matched the temple palette. As well, 

this hallowed ground seemed to be filling with the henchmen ever so 

slowly.  

First, there were four.  

Then four more after that – like locusts.  

Gyone took action fast, darted to the right side where two more thugs 

armed with combat knives rushed from the stairwell to confront. 

With a deadly slash, guided with a firm grip, Gale lobbed off one of the 

unfortunate infantry’s hands, the stump spewing a geyser of fresh blood. 

The thug screamed in pain, but was immediately silenced with a kick that 

caused him to topple over the railing – shooed aside in favor of his 

comrade.  

The Silent Death brought his blades to slant where they narrowly 

escaped grazing the floor. He resumed his rush at the second, the 

preemptive stance acting as a safeguard for any would-be impatient 

enemies attempting to blindside. However, any preplanning went out the 

window and completely stripped Gyone’s next intention in favor of 

survival. 

Guns got involved.  
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He found himself scurrying around incoming fire closing in from the 

other end, as well as a jab of a similar knife by sliding his body downward 

through their path.  

For such a uniform collective, friendly fire didn’t appear to dissuade their 

advances. In fact, this flavor of troop sometimes lacked the bare 

necessities. While one had a gun, the other went with only a small bladed 

weapon.  

The momentum of the passionate jab and stray bullet confirmed Gyone’s 

identity, indefinitely pulling away Yarn’s hood.  

This was an unfortunate oversight in strategy that cost this man his life.  

Gyone violently ripped through both the meathead’s legs – calves down 

from his body as he then collapsed. Stumps now oozed his life away.  

It was in that gore-stained moment that hasted trotting banged from 

behind, along with the all-too familiar click of a tactical pistol being 

loaded.  

The armed thug shouted, “That’s it, Gyone! This ends now!” He cracked 

off three shots of the weapon, fury charring the coals in his heart.  

Gyone swiftly whisked in dodge maneuvers to the best of his abilities. 

One bullet cracked the floor at his feet as it struck the silver blades and 

ricocheted. Another missed completely, flew aimlessly astray as Gyone 

predictably covered the distance.  

However. The Silent Death got careless, rushing in for the kill.  

The third dug into his sternum, prompting a strained grunt. He ducked 

down suddenly.  

But he pressed forward regardless.  

All the adrenaline he could scrape from his body was retooled to deny 

this nobody his prize. He rectified this moment of weakness, followed with 

a leaping strike that dug into the top of the thug’s head, split it open like 

fresh watermelon.  

A blow of spite, no doubt.  

Gyone swiped the pistol from his hand violently and ripped Gale from 

his cranium. Blood promptly gushed. The hotshot toppled against one of 
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the side pillars. Much like the wounded hunter, who also fell on his ass to 

lean against that same pillar.  

“I hope you feel fucking—lucky, kid,” Gyone said to the corpse. “Most 

people who’ve made me bleed wished they’d die ...”  

A quick glace around the pillar made it clear that Harian had lost his 

struggle as well – laying bruised and bloodied on the sand below.  

“Alright, ya goddamn weasel!” snarled the victorious kingpin while 

Gyone tended to his wound. “The rest of the boys’ll be here shortly.” He 

cut off a bottom sliver of his robing methodically with Gale’s dagger 

appendage and wrapped the fabric around his waist. “Shit day for church, 

huh?!”  

Erratic stomping and shouting, audible like an orchestra in the distance. 

Its path encompassed all directions in an encircling bellow.  

With a cock of his weapon, clip partially full, and Gale sloppily braced 

against the pillar, Gyone prepped himself for the inevitable riot.  

The Anubians had completely retreated to the side areas, overhead 

balconies and support beams shielding them from further attack.  

Even outgunned, they drew their swords.  

Though without armament, the Youngblood appeared smitten with 

both Eve and the Spiritmother. He entrenched himself near their position, 

ready to die outright.  

Gyone confided in himself, looking to the small tactical weapon with 

both relief …  

… and a hint of regret. 

“Can I even use this thing anymore?” in a strained voice. “Dammit dad 

... Guess I have to break Irensho tradition—and fight dirty.” 
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Chapter 10 
Her Shield of Glass pt. II 

 

“Now don’tcha wish you pocketed that hand cannon before we left?”  

An Anubian soldier soaked in age was with another less grizzled warrior, 

bullet hole carved into his shoulder as he snuffed out the blood.  

Him and his party fortified against a grisly firefight above their heads; 

they were outgunned, scurried into corners at ground level. It was here 

where the Anubian quartet contemplated their next move. Supreme in age 

or not, the comment appeared to anger the wounded soldier. 

“Hng—this isn’t the time for hindsight, Gonzo!” they retched. “Just—

gah fuck!” His volume control failed when his wound pierced his nervous 

system like a pin needle. He collapsed onto the sand pit with a sifting thud. 

Gaze to the ceiling, the Spiritmother invaded his vision like a premonition, 

hovered over his body as if telling the end.  

Eve followed closely just in the compass of his peripheral window. 

Flabbergasted, the soldier sprang up, immediately looking to the elder 

Gonzo as if for some confirmation.  

“I haven’t lost enough blood to hallucinate, right?”  

“That’s the Spiritmother alright, Darkon,” chimed Captain Ornmen, 

straying from deep contemplation. He hugged a pillar and surveyed the 

happenings as best he could. “And that white-robed warrior is none other 

than the ‘Silent Death’ himself.” The words escaped him like a victory 

speech spilled from his gut – now vibrant.  

However strong the feeling was, it was quickly shadowed by an 

unbelievable amount of defeat.  

“His name’s Gyone!” rebuked Eve, fists clenched. She stepped forward 

as though she still retained authority. “Why do you keep calling him that, 

dammit?!” The captain menacingly glanced through his spiked shoulder 

armor, her questions unearthing venomous disdain.  
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“Don’t you think I know that, little one?!” Ornmen berated, face 

obscured to her. “I don’t know how the bastard got it, but it sounds better 

than-” 

“Gyone Irensho is a man well-revered in the city of Crygor,” 

interrupted the Youngblood soldier, knowledge prepared like straight 

from a book. “He earned it in blood from what I’ve heard. But the blood 

of those such as the human’s old king Koro. General bad seeds littering 

the area.” 

Ornmen went on the attack. 

“You dare talk over me, Nowa?!”  

This soldier-in-training, Nowa, somehow clambered up to a place far 

beyond where the captain’s rank could take hold. He met their glare, 

closed the distance to pollute his air. 

“After today, you are no leader of mine!” his greenhorn voice bloating. 

“What?!” 

“You heard me ... What brother of mine uses our Spritmother as 

fuckin’ bait for a manhunt?!  

“Nobody! No sooner would humans, either! 

“You have lost all control and should be hung from the highest 

goddamn tower.” 

“She was unfortunate collateral!” Ornmen wrestled for control. 

“Our recon mission around the city? Our peace party-turned-headhunt 

outside of Gore’s jurisdiction?! The gall to smuggle swords from the 

armory?!” He swiped his hand away in a deflecting motion. “Our 

mission … your mission is a fuckin’ failure.”  

A firm shove of Ornmen’s stone-like arm lashed against Nowa’s 

attempted ascent to the throne; he smoldered this furious flame into the 

ground like cigarette butts. 

“I do not have to justify anything to you!” as he slowly reclaimed 

dominance. “Now …” He turned his attention to the Spiritmother and 

Eve, “what to do with you two …” 
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Only moments later, Harian careened head-first, down to the lower sand 

pit, only a brief yelp able to convey his failed attempt to subdue the kingpin 

before impact.  

This victory appeared to have emboldened the nameless, red-vested 

anomaly.  

His reign had begun.  

The red lunatic beckoned Gyone to come out of hiding from afar. Then 

the battle cries from each side of the temple echoed abound to signal a 

forthcoming riot.  

“What in the hell …” feared Gonzo.  

The captain drew his sword at the instant, began to fathom the numbers 

behind these gates.  

One hundred hands, at the very least, with the volume of thousands.  

“Men ... Get ready for a fight.” 

 

- - - 

 
The hired gun, Gyone Irensho, took a deep breath in this pit of hounds as to 

deny them a cry. Nothing new there, yet something wholly new, all the 

same. 

A pissed off crime boss was one thing.  

A pissed off crime boss with an army is another.  

He took his chances glancing astray from the pillar’s protection, lucky 

enough to catch onto the infantry in a moment of reprieve. However, his 

sleuthing proved detrimental.  

The growing numbers signaled to the wounded hunter’s position. 

Reloaded, aimed, and growing more vicious by the second; they wasted no 

time in mounting attacks from either side. Like a weird, cologne-

intoxicated cloud, they shrouded the area with their heaps of testosterone. 
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A lone gunman made his presence known, converging to the hunter’s 

right. Unbeknownst to the gunman, Gyone had caught on to his trail by 

feet patterns alone.  

The rosy thug was ready to get this party rolling, itching even – raising 

his weapon spontaneously to aim and to rest. Finally, tension overtook 

his itch, eerily on que in The Silent Death’s head as he charged steadily 

ahead, assault rifle clamped onto nervously.  

Gyone exhaled as to coincide with the thug’s emergence.  

A calm step aside and an aim to the brain, he dropped the thug with a 

thunderous crack without a second thought. Even before the man could 

even raise his weapon, his fate painted the wood in a thick red mesh.  

“At least it matched the building,” Gyone digressed. No time to censor 

himself politically.  

Gyone was on borrowed time and borrowed blood.  

If a premise elicited a chuckle, the wounded hunter was all for preying 

on this joke like a hound.  

Gyone rushed the limp body as it crashed, catching it by the waist and 

propping it as a makeshift bullet shield; he switched directions, darte to 

the left.  

It proved effective.  

The oncoming sprays pelted the body to an even bloodier mess; as well 

as shredding the drooping, silk banners to an unrecognizable, tattered 

tarp.  

Prying for satisfaction, the act of tarnishing banners caused Gyone to 

howl with laughter. However, the gods themselves lashed at his 

amusement, sending jolts of agony to his fresh bullet wound which had 

since been numbed by the hunter’s sheer will to live. 

Suddenly, two more thugs emerged from the nearby stairwell. These 

growing numbers reminded Gyone of chants growing closer by the 

moment. Even chaotic bangs echoed from the bottom upon the 

barricaded entry gates below on each side; the opposition rebelled 
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relentlessly against its fortress-like hold. Gyone made quick work of the 

first in line, blasting him dead with a slightly sloppy pop of the trigger.  

In true cowardice, the other ducked away before emerging. Gyone 

attempted to shoot off a warning shot. Only empty clicks escaped the 

pistol.  

The burly thug caught wind of Gyone’s panicked expression, confidently 

charged out with his combat knife brandished with a roar.  

At this moment—stripped of all options—Gyone spotted the assault 

weapon still miraculously slung around the corpse. He tossed the body in a 

feinting motion, but not before securing a grip on the weapon.  

The thug garbled on the bait like a famished salmon, soon blindsided 

with a barrage of bullets emerging from the tenderized meatshield. Freshly 

eviscerated, the burly infantry cradled the meatshield in his last moments, 

fell limp with fleeting gesture, reaching out to the light.  

One might say he were the victim of overkill. 

Maybe the heavens will make a note of that. 

  

- - - 
 

The bangs grew louder. Explosive cracks echoed from the doors; they and 

their barricade beams were withering away with each passing slug and pull.  

“Stand your ground! Wait for my signal!” demanded Captain Ornmen, 

his men formed in the middle alongside him. They faced each possible 

entry point. A day they were not envious of.  

They appeared as though they were each one end of a bow being nocked. 

They were its arrows.  

At the instant this formation was achieved to its fullest potential, the 

doors were breached. Red infantry began flooding into the main area. 

Armed or not, the four were then signaled by their captain.  

“Now!”  
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Each of the four battle brothers shot off into the fray; even moments in, 

they began to accumulate a body count. 

 

- - - 
 

Gyone’s breath was heavy, potential stabbing into his lungs to keep going. 

Even then, his entire being began to fatigue.  

He guided the assault weapon strap off the corpse, tossed the empty 

pistol aside in favor of its automatic sibling. The fading hunter began 

searching the various pouches and pockets thoroughly. Slight satisfaction 

enveloped his expression when his hand clamped against a spare 

cartridge of ammo.  

Now fully backed up, Gyone began intensely contemplating his next 

move. A prime target entered his mental crosshair in this tumultuous, 

flooding crusade of crimson red chumps.  

Gonzo was being chased from the fray, fled to the nearby stairwell 

leading near the hunter’s position. To even cause this formidable soldier 

to back up, the thugs had allocated multiple units just to rush his position 

like psychotics.  

Sloppy swings and even sloppier punches.  

Guns only proved to thin the numbers faster. Gonzo was keen on 

tossing these dimwits like javelins and propping them up to soak bullets.  

Checking the available clip and moving to the other side where the 

stairwell entrance resided, Gyone loaded up, set his sights forward with a 

satisfied, yet strained smirk.  

The Anubian showed his face just shy a few feet from Gyone’s 

approach. Much like a new neighbor, the hunter was keen on showing 

him some hot-shelled hospitality.  

The barrel triggered an animalistic response from the Anubian – eyes 

wide and motionless. He barreled forward with a roar, ducking aside the 
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railings and pillars as he maneuvered sporadically onward to meet. Gyone 

instinctively sprayed wildly in his general direction.  

His panic guaranteed that the wall of muscles dodged each shot; and sure 

enough, would set up the Silent Death for a whole new level of hurt.  

Gyone reacted by bracing, but collapsed under their charging weight 

when they clashed. However, as the brute attempted to come from the air in 

a crushing tackle, Gyone forced a complete shift of motion. He caught the 

brute and flung him that little bit further by allowing him to launch from 

his feet, rolled over. The giant Anubian soared face first against the 

floorboards.  

Victorious for the moment, the hunter momentarily laid prone, the strain 

threatening to spill blood from his wound as he winced in agony. The 

Anubian picked himself up, turned to Gyone with a dumbfounded glare 

with a swift brandish of his blade.  

Gyone’s opponent donned their familiar armor, yet his resembled an 

older, more rusted set of gear. They still appeared to be able to take shots, 

but how many shots did this have left?  

Gyone carefully propped himself to stand.  

Suddenly, as he aimed down the iron sights, he spotted new chasers 

emerging behind this hulking figure from the stairwell.  

They charged forward, aiming down their pistol barrels, grasping onto 

their knives famishedly.  

It appeared to Gonzo that the same could be said vice versa.  

Combatants met wits for a moment.  

Gyone’s vivid hazel gaze recognized the gleaming white irises as the 

enemy of his enemy.  

They nodded in an unspoken agreement.  

Keeping up the show, both charged forward, each bellowing out their 

battle cry readying their weapons for the kill. When the distance closed 

face-to-face, they shifted in jerking gestures. Gyone laid waste to the two 

gunmen behind the Anubian while the Anubian ran through Gyone’s 

pursuer with his razor-sharp blade. An equal exchange. 
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“Make it an interesting fight, ‘Silent Death,’” Gonzo challenged in 

passing.  

Gyone accepted with a nod.  

The two warriors soon backed away from one another, each 

respectfully parading their weapon of choice.  

As easy as it would be to shoot the Anubian dead, Gyone saw this as a 

challenge: a proper duel of honor for his Irensho blood. Much like his 

ancestors before him, Gale, a priceless family heirloom, came to his 

beckon touch as he presented her to his challenger.  

However, this was cocky. They were to be surrounded by the thugs 

soon.  

No bother.  

The battle couldn’t wait any longer.  

With a clash of steel against silver, they began trading blows 

relentlessly. This spectacle was only meant to test each other’s grit; and 

they both took the time to jot down notes in their heads. Gyone first acted 

as he normally would: as though his wound were nonexistent, driving his 

body solely on a seemingly never-ending supply of adrenaline. 

Much to his benefit, his body worked in ways it had never done before. 

His systems noticeably tended to the wound rapidly, near doted on the 

idea of a full heal. 

How is it possible? he expressed fiendishly. I should be down and out 

by now ... but it’s closing up so damn fast!  

Alright, Gyone. No holding back now! He’s just another one of them. 

And he’s going down like one, too!  

Optimistic barrage soon took its toll on him quickly.  

He slowed his assault, stumbled into a more defensive style, allowing 

most of the shaft to flak the damage. That was when his condition 

worsened.  

The Anubian quickly caught on, audible chuckle escaping him as he 

finished his barrage.  
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“You’re pretty good kid, but you’re slowing down.” They retracted from 

a clash like breathing room to vent.  

“That’s—hng—a lie!” hunched over slightly. The Anubian sighed.  

“Who taught you how to fight?” His enthusiasm wound up, unable to be 

withheld forever. 

“You’ve got some nerve interrogating me while I’m still standing.”  

“Lighten up, Irensho!” inflated with a  laugh, shifting the attack and 

acquiring a leg-up on the proceeding clash. “I’m not a big fan of repeating 

myself.” Gyone groaned, just narrowly catching the blows.  

“My f-father.” 

“Sullus sure knew how to swing that thing.”  

“You knew Sullus?” Gyone froze for a moment, daring to relax his grip 

slightly.  

“Yep. 

“Funny, how you Irenshos always find your way into Anubian affairs. If 

you’re half as good as Sullus was, I’m sure you could beat me!  

“But not with a blow like that.” His admittance was genuine, a warm 

smile escaping his tired heart.  

The Anubian acknowledged the bullet wound with curious eyes, now 

seeping blood through the fabric at an alarming rate.  

“We can fix you right up kid, just come with us!” 

“Like hell!” He lunged. 

However cunning, it proved fruitless, the soldier clenching Gyone by the 

robe and stringing him up for an easy kill. In response, the helpless 

guardian started flailing wildly, wincing and groaning in pain with fleeting, 

squirming motion. In his rage, blood arose from his mouth. 

The resistance brought forth proved only to be slightly annoying – nearly 

pitiful in its display. But by the sounds of boots stomping and guns being 

cocked, the circumstances slowly shifted. The Anubian found himself 

surrounded.  

Both sides locked down. A far-away gunman caught wind of their 

exchange.  
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With only seconds to decide, Gonzo swung Gyone’s body, chucked his 

slim figure through a nearby window leading into the temple’s kitchen 

area. The glass cascaded into shards with pieces colliding violently near 

a stainless steel prep table. Although cut slightly and robbed of a steady 

breath, he was surely no closer to death.  

When he began to stabilize, Gonzo jumped in with him at the instant 

Gyone regained his perception.  

The hulking giant landed without any trouble, ducked for cover under 

the window and faced his glorified brick as if expecting a ‘thank you.’ 

He wasn’t going to get it.  

“Look,” he began, hand held out, “my name’s Gonzo. My brothers, 

Darkon, Nowa, and Captain Ornmen were meant to only scout out 

Halsberth in a peace party. But Ornmen got cocky.  

“And now—well. You know the rest!”  

The hectic atmosphere was complimented by a symphony of relentless 

gunfire – chips of wood breaking away from the very foundation the 

kitchen was built on. 

 Gyone only sat in silence, turned his head away. Either stubborn or 

not, an understandable apprehension.  

“I know you’re gonna hate this, but you’ll have to help me help you by 

storming through this shitstorm together.” The hunter continued his 

protest, shook his head faintly in disbelief. Seconds passed without so 

much as a glance.  

No other hole to scurry through.  

Gyone made a single look count. 

“... And how are ‘we’ gonna get through this, Gonzo?!” as he reached 

for the old Anubian’s grip.  

Gonzo happily embraced the hunter’s gesture tightly in a thread-woven 

agreement.  

Or more so, wicker.  

He only smirked, mind racing as he modestly recalled the temple’s 

layout like a mental blueprint. 
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For any guess that Gyone had about today, straddling onto a beefy 

Anubian’s shoulder like a glorified turret swizzle was not on that 

surprisingly varied list.  

They made their way through a transitional hall reinforced in marble 

stone. The insides were illuminated by the outside sun through a reinforced 

glass frame which acted as a water pool’s outlook. Though narrowed in 

their focus, both Gonzo and Gyone were taken aback to shadows breaking 

the wavy glow.  

The Halsberth Guard and the thugs waged a large-scale brawl, but it 

appeared that the thugs were hopelessly overpowered, funneled into the 

temple grounds in smaller numbers. An unplanned charge, feet first into 

calamity. Executions without channels or paperwork.  

“Well, that explains the lack of cavalry.” Gyone quipped with a chuckle, 

voice soft and strained. Gonzo jerked his shoulders back as to rejuvenate 

his arm cannon.  

“Looks like the boys in red are cornered … with us.”  

A dead thug dunked into the water, littered full of holes.  

They began trekking towards a door leading to the outside balcony, 

trotting slowly up a curving flight of stairs.  

Then the war machine halted briefly.  

Infantry meathead groups threw themselves into a stack formation near 

the outside door; they lacked the quiet touch, tipped off easily. Gonzo 

cracked his knuckles, wound up a steady kick.  

Gyone, acting as a shoulder devil, concluded, “Sucks for them …” 

 

- - - 
 

Trapped in a firefight converging into the lower stairwell column, both 

Nowa and Darkon sheltered Eve and the Spiritmother in a crevice under its 

ascending steps. Although without a weapon, Nowa’s bloodied knuckles 
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were proof enough that he was capable of holding his own. In fact, he was 

more determined than ever.  

Protecting the Spiritmother was an honor all on its own.  

He tended to her aid, rested his aching hands for a short while in the 

shrinking calm. Suddenly, Darkon hastily retreated from his position into 

their cubby, barely able to accommodate the Anubian’s bulky bodies.  

The panicked soldier took cover near the doorway. He was out of 

breath and barely able to withstand his wounds.  

“Uragh.  

“Hey kid, break time’s over!” Darkon slammed against the stonework 

as to test its sturdiness, to catch his weight.  

Nowa nodded, stood himself from his knees. 

“Don’t worry yourself, young one. You’re strong enough.” The 

Spiritmother’s words mirrored her delicate self. A fragrant sort that 

rarely bloomed.  

Nowa looked back with a subtle smile, but his walk was halted as Eve 

reached out with fumbled response.  

“Please …” A worrisome delay clogged her throat, had to be 

swallowed down. “Tell me why you want Gyone! Is it something that 

he’s taken? I can-“ 

 “I’m sorry, but there’s nothing even you can do. We need him.” Her 

hand retracted and she silently regressed, head hung low.  

Nowa turned away to debrief with Darkon, face unmistakably molded 

without any expression.  

“How are you holding up brother?” he said coldly with not quite the 

chill needed. Darkon shook his head in denial—scoffing briefly— 

dropping a heated pistol. 

“Me? Well, a war wasn’t what I had in mind today. How’s your first 

taste in the fray Youngblood?” 

“It’s … conflicting.” 

“Ah, it’ll grow on ya!” the soldier celebrated. “Not quite your last—not 

by a long shot!” 
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The viscera upon his face, both old and new. Darkon wasn’t fooling 

anybody. 

He reveled in this mayhem.  

He bent down, grabbed ahold of his pistol once more. Eyes fleeted back 

to check on the captain, neck-deep in battle among the outside atrium, 

effortlessly carving his way through. Then to Gonzo’s clash with the Silent 

Death up above. Darkon smirked, let out a relieving sigh.  

“Well, well, well. Gonzo’s got ‘em right where he wants—what?!” 

Praise abruptly dissipated.  

He sprang up, witnessing their resident heavy trooper chuck their prize 

through a window. The sight appeared to anger Darkon to the core. He 

slammed his clenched hand into a wall, effectively flaring up intense pain 

in his shoulder once again as his cheap factory-standard firearm broke 

apart.  

“What’s the matter?!” Nowa said quickly, beginning to look out the 

doorway in a panic. 

“Argh – he’s gonna kill him!”  

“What do you mean, Darkon?!” 

“Gonzo just chucked ‘em like a goddamn ragdoll!” 

“Where?!” 

“I can’t tell!” His body pushed off the wall, attention fully on Nowa. 

Failing to stabilize himself fully, he recollected his breath, turned away for 

a moment. He grasped onto the Youngblood’s shoulders and braced against 

him as if relaying his own desperation.  

”Listen to me, Nowa. No matter what you do, what you’re comfortable 

doing, or what boundaries you have to cross do not let Gyone die!” Nowa 

could only allow himself to nod, despite his lack of urgency. 

Suddenly, looking over the soldier’s wounded shoulder exposed a 

charging thug from his preemptive sneak attack. Compromised, they 

barreled through with a knife. And closing fast.  

Nothing could stop him.  
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“You get out there and make us proud brothe-“ a blade punctured his 

confiding speech through the abdomen. 

“Darkon!”  

The Youngblood tried to intervene. 

A move too late, his flight reaction perpetuating growing chaos. He 

was pushed aside, parried inert by a firm kick as the thug dislodged the 

knife and stabbed straight into Darkon’s neck – drawing a massive 

amount of blood. A punctured artery, as fate would have it. A victory the 

thug had no right to savor. 

No right! Nowa’s heart fumed.  

Nowa’s entire being filled with unrelenting, potent rage. His very 

instinct overshadowed even that of the Spiritmother. He arose with a 

belly of fire, charged the unsuspecting and cocky killer, pinning them 

against the wall with absolution. An overburdening, draining amount of 

force reserved for scores of men. 

All at once.  

He berated them with brute strength, weaponized by repeated, 

ferocious slamming of their feeble head against the wall. The thug’s head 

caved into a gory farce of what it once was. Its appearance like a 

controversial piece of art, Nowa looked to his own hands as their 

respective creator.  He hated them vehemently. But he knew they were 

useful so he embraced their potential. 

Little could be done for a dying Darkon, who could only look up and 

muster a single gasp before slowly fading away in a pool of his own 

blood. Nowa bent down, laid both a caring hand and his forehead against 

his fallen brother in silent mourning. 

To remind himself he wasn’t a monster.  

He took a moment to collect himself. Darkon’s blade caught the 

Youngblood’s attention in no time at all.  

It seemed to invite him with recompense. More blood.  

He showed no resistance to the idea and reached over to take hold of 

its. Of what little silver lining there was, now he was armed. He looked 
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to the silent Eve and Spiritmother with a glint in his eye – a menacing 

glare.  

Something had awoken within the Youngblood.  

And it was hungry.  
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Chapter 11 
Her Shield of Glass pt. III 

 

“I’ve been meaning to ask you, Spiritmother.” 

“What troubles you young one?” 

“Well ...“ Eve began hesitantly. “You’ve been away a long time ... 

years even.” 

“It would appear so,” the elder Anubian reinforced. 

“So why now? What brought you back?”  

The Spritmother stood up from her meditative position on the tile 

flooring, narrowed her presence humbly to confide in the young 

priestess.  

“Today ... there was to be a rekindling. Brother and sister alike coming 

together to stop a terrible foe.” 

“It looks like it,” softly spoken.  

“Not these misguided warriors.” Spiritmother shooed with a confident 

smile, “But they are an ember to the fire he set.  

“O, will it burn so fierce.” 

 

- - - 
 

An ambush lied in wait for the two warriors to emerge from the temple 

halls, but was quickly dismantled by a powerful kick into the door.  

Immediately, its hinges imploded, blasting its reinforced wood frame 

forward with the force of a cannonball. The wooden battering ram 

launched the entire congregation asunder; two soared over the edge to 

meet an even worse end.  

Maybe. 
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Gyone held onto Gonzo’s back, steadying an assault rifle from his brisk 

shoulder and discharging into a scrambling bunch of their infantry.  

The pieces set up on this board.  

The kingpin now positioned ahead of his two targets on the balcony 

opposite of theirs. He barked orders in a desperate fashion to retain his 

reign. Their toll was certainly being felt, though it was always hard to tell 

with this deranged heckler – numb to all but his own muscle fiber twitches.  

There, Gyone and Gonzo formed a skirmish in their minds, confirmed 

with a simple nod to one another. Gyone finished reloading his empty clip 

with the last of his ammunition, slapping off the safety with a prominent 

clap.  

Without much hesitation, the two charged to the left, a clearing 

congested with opposition.  

A barricade of guns and guts.  

They approached what appeared to be the shredded corpse of a holy 

banner. Etched into the fabric was that of the Church path’s own Maiden 

insignia, reaching to the clouds as she, herself, wished to fly with them. 

This design was all within a simple, solid-wove embroidery.  

As they passed, Gyone leapt recklessly, grabbed ahold of the drooping 

banner like some sort of primate. He swung his body forward while Gonzo 

began rushing through the crowd shoulder-first.  

What it was like to be hit by this wall of fury could only be summed up 

as crippling and deadly.  

Carelessly, the hunter began his maneuver by spraying a few bullets 

towards the presumed kingpin as he glided forward. His target scrambled 

into cover behind the middle pillar by a narrow margin. Unsuccessful in his 

attempt, Gyone then unloaded a fair chunk of the clip from a flank, 

peppering a few and disbanding the cluster near Gonzo into smaller 

chunks.  

The hunter then swung himself around with a healthy momentum, soon 

dismounted boots-first into a window. He braved the stray shards all over 

again. Luckily, he caught himself in a roll; barreling into a luxuriously-
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crafted love seat with a thunderous crash. At least it wasn’t a bloodbath 

this time.  

While he shook off the event, he spotted a crimson jackass begin to 

mount over the window frame – blunt, wooden club at the ready. For 

how excited the smirking meathead was, his expression transformed to 

confusion quickly.  

His attention was nabbed at the sound of traveling screams.  

A thug smacked against the floor behind his feet, looking to have been 

beaten by a hammer.  

It was no hammer. 

That’d be too merciful.  

By the sound of a conquering and determined Gonzo, another thug was 

punted the same direction, crashing into the club-brandishing thug, 

knocking his aspirations out cold.  

Soon after, Gonzo emerged, offered a hand to propel their onslaught 

further. Much to their realization—and own sick enjoyment—this was 

only a single step in the mud. 

 

- - - 
 

In the midst of a battle on ground level, Nowa and Ornmen exchange 

blows with a restless effort. Some were more fortunate to be trained than 

other, more gun-ho combatants; but the fact remained clear: more of this, 

and their forces would be all but decimated.  

And all will be reminded of why not to fuck with the Anubian 

Brotherhood by the ground they soil.  

Weened, but stubborn soldiers decorated to be the most formidable of 

their kind. Now, they stand as the only Anubians left alive in Licentia 

and all of its outer islands.  
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Nowa sought to quench what thirst had come over his being, naturally 

able to swing his fallen brother’s sword with little mistakes in between his 

assaults.  

Ornmen was a trained veteran – no stranger to the heat of battle, 

exemplifying his abilities by wiping out a fair few with only a single thrust 

of his shoulder armor into their skulls.  

The splatter of blood was prominent on either’s face.  

Nowa, a youthful complexion showered in vengeance; and Captain 

Ornmen, pores rejuvenated with what he considered his life’s essence. 

Both slammed onto each other’s backs as they met in the center of the 

battlefield.  

“Hmph,” growled Ornmen, averting his gaze to Nowa’s blade, “Darkon 

was never one to share …  

“Pity. He was a fine soldier.” Nowa kept his stance at peak potential in 

the soft, blood-gout sand.  

“And now his blood is on your hands.” The Youngblood bit to paralyze, 

at least to puncture Ornmen’s thick skin. 

“Our hands. But more bearing to his enemies,” on instinct, as if he had 

been accused many times before.  

The captain clashed with a group of two trying to steal his blade away 

with prying parries—and their bare hands. Sure enough, he knocked them 

backwards with the flat of his blade and finished both of the greedy thieves 

off with a steady swing to their torsos.  

“This is no time to lose your head over grief, Youngblood!” Surely 

annoyed, but instilled with invigoration. “Relish in battle as Darkon would 

wish!”  

Nowa’s swings became more ferocious, but did so at the cost of his 

collected motions.  

“You know nothing!” he retorted in the thick.  

 As he did, Nowa’s blade was parried by a sundering jab.  

The dying waves squeezed their way in, closing fast.  
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His knuckles still bloodied, carved with unspeakable amounts of cuts, 

he charged forward to meet one of them with a powerful punch. 

However, as he closed in at the front, he witnessed Ornmen swoop in and 

sever a collective of wavering arms, hands, and fingers; pieces of 

weaponry—and themselves—now littered the ground.  

He used their dismay as a window of time to recover the blade, 

presented it to Nowa with an extended reach. The Youngblood’s 

momentum suddenly died in the beat.  

“I know enough.”  

Nowa reached for his blade, but Ornmen retracted suddenly as he 

looked to the Youngblood’s eyes in judgement.  

“What do you fight for?”  

Annoyed, Nowa grabbed for the sword yet again.  

Ornmen still held back the blade, allowing the thugs to converge closer 

by the second.  

“What do you fight for?!” repeated Ornmen in a demanding uproar.  

Their beings stormed over one another for moments – completely 

deadlocked, unflinching. The center of a vulture’s picnic. The area 

around them was starved of patience, drowned by the rhythm of frantic 

footsteps barraging their way through one another. Nowa tore away his 

stare, darted it all around them panicked. All the while, Ornmen did the 

same; only he observed in a more collected manner. It was clear he was 

looking for an answer. And he’d let them both die if he didn’t get it soon.  

“For the betterment of our people!”  

The turn of a key. He leapt and took ahold of the bloody sword at last. 

Ornmen seemed pleased without an ounce of resistance further. He 

traded a glance to the Youngblood with a satisfied grin of sharp, canine-

like teeth.  

Nowa panted and sweated profusely, yet their enemy swarmed even 

further. He swore he would not be buckled, gasping for breath in 

preparation. He turned around—as well as Ornmen did at the instant—to 

lay waste to their enemies.  
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Suddenly, a large bang echoed from the upper balcony – vibrant crash of 

a door kicked from its hinges. Only Ornmen noticed this event clearly 

enough to see who had done the damage. He bathed in his thoughts, 

carelessly halting his attacks atop a pile of bodies.  

“Gonzo, you crazy, old bastard. I hope you didn’t make a friend …” 

 

- - - 
 

After much fighting, two unlikely companions found themselves near the 

end of the board; the king was within their reach. They resided behind a big 

pillar. Just around this corner support was their target. The element of 

surprise was gone, as clearly portrayed by a steady aim on their point. Aim 

shaken by nerves, but reliable nonetheless.  

“You’ve got a plan right?” asked Gonzo, sword covered in fresh blood.  

Both him and his blade exfoliated sweat from their bodies.  

The hunter, no longer capable of withstanding the expedition, slumped 

over the giant soldier’s shoulder brace. He appeared incapable of opening 

his eyes for very long. 

“Shoot him like the rest.”  

Gyone shook himself, slowly dismounted from Gonzo’s back. He 

checked his famished clip to find he had only a few shots to spare.  

Ten. Maybe even less.  

Its contents shook slightly from a rattle; these casings had room to 

breathe for sure.  

Gonzo parted a pondering hum when he monitored Gyone’s tipsy 

movements and delayed reload.  

“That’s a thin window, Irensho. Sure you’re in good enough spirits?” 

Gyone loaded the clip back and cocked it, steadily motivating himself for 

one last barrage.  

Before he could answer, the king addressed his audience. 
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“Don’t you wish ya just stayed dead, Gyone?” as he spread and flung 

his arms out. “All this death.  

“All these bodies!?” He kicked aside one of his dead underlings. 

“Coulda been good if ya just. Stayed. Buried!” 

“Yeah?!” confirmed Gyone, looking to barter. “Well, we can throw 

another one to the pile! Or none, if you tell me where your boss ran off 

to!” To this, the kingpin laughed not unlike a psychopath, tone seeming 

to force itself, even upon looking to his retreating brothers in arms.  

Red gave way to gold as the majority palette from the outside. The 

guards were on the attack. 

“No! That’s not how this works!” The kingpin shook his head and 

dropped his assault rifle. “You and I, we fight to the bitter—end! So you 

and your fuckin’ meat shield come on out”—he took a short pause with a 

crazed, heaving breath—“and make this interesting.”  

The two well-tested allies looked to one another. The kingpin’s offer 

was laced in venom. Carefully, both Gyone and Gonzo emerged from 

cover to get a good look at their target.  

Thin and boney on the outside, almost a snarl to his teeth and a reddish 

tint to his brown irises. This ‘man’ looked insane and unpredictable.  

Just as they counted on as Gyone then slung his rifle to take a shot, 

smearing any intention this would be a battle of honor off their masks. 

Fighting fire with fire, the thug wasn’t without his own plan.  

In retaliation, the thug sent a sort of makeshift explosive into the air. 

Gyone reacted quickly, as well as Gonzo.  

Both hastily bolted towards the thug, jumped out of the way right 

before detonation. The device exploded into scattered mesh and copper 

wire. Its blast cone tore away a large chunk of floor, and ate away at one 

of the support pillars to only half of its width of inner stone.  

The hunter rolled right into action and threw a preemptive swing of the 

rifle’s butt towards their smug kisser. Alas, the attack was evaded 

effortlessly. The kingpin had gracefully leaned like threading a needle.  
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Immediately, Gyone enacted plan B: line up a shot and hammer like hell, 

for all it’s got. However, he slung up the gun to only have weight lock it 

down, denied by the seemingly supercharged grip of the daring kingpin. 

Fiery bullets laid waste to the floor in a encroaching trial.  

Nothing gained but fuming holes.  

The gun was propped like a guardrail while the thug pulled himself 

closer, causing Gyone to buckle under the sudden jolt.  

He wasted no time, “Thanks for the”—he exhumed mid stride, acted in 

exploit as his knee collided with his prey’s skull amulet hidden 

underneath—“lift!”  

Gyone grunted, dropped his weapon.  

As he did, he was then punted to the edge of the balcony’s railing with a 

swift, trained gut jab.  

Gonzo rushed in, sword brandished, nosed forward with absolute 

prowess, roaring. He swung in a splitting motion, force fully braced by 

every nerve in his body. But this anomaly was quick in exploiting his 

advantage.  

The kingpin leapt into a back flip, steadied his aim halfway through the 

leap and recklessly attempted to empty the clip into the dumbstruck warrior 

…  

… To his surprise, only one bit of ammo carved its way into Gonzo’s 

shoulder. Lack of foresight faltered his less-than-stellar dismount, his 

fingers intensely beating the trigger as though it owed him. 

Gyone sought an opportunity. Before him, an opening.  

He shook the ever-growing intensity of pain rioting through his body. 

His quickened recovery fell sluggish, died down anticlimactically in a 

matter of seconds. At one point, his body worked like magic, but that must 

have dissipated some time ago—like something had flipped a switch. 

Nevertheless, he brought forth Gale into fierce swings.  

It was anyone’s guess how much training this lunatic had endured to be 

able to tackle both an Anubian soldier and the Silent Death—even crippled 

as he was. Let alone all at once.  
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But he made his answer short and his abilities clear.  

He chucked his empty rifle at Gyone.  

Instinctively, the hunter slammed the blades down and punctured 

through the weapon like a ka-bob—just as the thug had intended. He 

followed through without delay, blindsided Gyone with a flurry of blows. 

Two solid jabs to the face topped with a spinning kick to the chest 

effectively knocked the weakened hunter back into submission. 

The breaking point raged through the soldier, Gonzo. Desperately, he 

flung his sword in a spinning motion like a fan blade. Thankfully, this 

impulsive act managed to graze the kingpin’s right arm to at least prove 

he weren’t some sort of mad deity; he bled plenty, too.  

He snarled.  

Immediately, he discarded Gyone and dug sharp eyes maniacally into 

Gonzo.  

Without reprieve, the old soldier sped like a wild bull, knocking the 

kingpin back a fair distance before he regained his footing and forced 

himself to brake. Suddenly, his weight shifted, giving into Gonzo’s 

charge in a way. He mutated the momentum, kicked himself aside and 

leapt over Gonzo’s head, still firmly gripping his arms as the kingpin 

straddled atop his shoulders.  

As he locked his legs around the giant’s head, fervent laughter 

escaping akin to a child, jerking him to and fro. He bucked him just shy 

of the rails.  

Gyone had just stabilized himself to his knees before forcibly springing 

up to embrace the giant’s backside.  

Sure enough, they bent and pulverized the railing with their combined 

weight.  

Mere seconds into their descent was perpetuated tenfold, initiated by a 

dismounting kick from the madman’s self-righteous soles.  

This taunting sendoff spiraled Gonzo’s body into a flipping motion.  

Momentum gained quickly.  
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With only so much energy left, Gyone braced himself for the fall atop 

Gonzo’s back. If nothing at all, he could at least live a few seconds longer. 

 

- - - 
 

“That’s right, you cowardly bastards!” shouted Captain Ornmen with a 

blood-soaked sword to the air. “Run! Run as fast as you possibly can!—

haha!”  

He witnessed what little there was left of the red-vested militia stumble 

into the hands of a swarming, heavily-armed golden guard platoon. Then to 

Nowa.  

“You’re one hell of a warrior, Youngblood,” as he sheathed his blade, 

held his arm out to his fresh battle brother.  

Nowa appeared reluctant to meet his gesture.  

He slowly raised his arm to embrace. They took eachother’s hands in 

their own and clenched tight, locking their forearms to one another.  

The entirety of their embrace cursed with rotten sense.  

Nowa had earned his honor, but was that really enough for him when it 

was Ornmen hanging the olive branch his direction? As they dismounted, 

Nowa repeated his oath solemnly as to remind himself, “For the betterment 

of our people.”  

“Quite right,” confirmed Ornmen, nodded in approval. “Darkon would 

be very proud to see your awakening.  

“You feed your crest ferociously, Youngblood! Never let it go hungry.”  

Nowa nodded.  

“Spiritmother and Muroshi clan girl!” he beckoned. “It is safe! You may 

emerge now-"  

Suddenly, his words stopped, the corner of his vision obsessed with his 

right.  

His soul ran cold as he looked upon the toppled giant, Gonzo crashing 

down. 
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“Impossible,” his heart bargained.  

Both of the soldiers feared the worst. They hastily darted forward to 

the approximate landing. 

No logistics 

No grid-like calculations 

Just based off of heart alone.  

The Silent Death was then spotted clinging to the top of Gonzo as they 

collided with the ground. Implications only worsening in the Anubian’s 

attempt to fill in the gaps. Dust kicked up from the impact, obscuring the 

scene for a brief while.  

But they revealed from the shroud; cold, dirty, and without a twitch 

relaying survival. Ornmen feared the worst.  

Damn him ...  

He abolished the thought of defeat by Gyone’s hand moments later. He 

caught wind of the proud and playful kingpin, retracting his prolonged 

kicking stretch—shrewd and in jest. Both glared, wits locked.  

The thug then sniggered, down to Ornmen as low as the ground he was 

standing on.  

“You Anubian fucks really need to step up your trainin’ or something.”  

The air grew quiet, stilled. Well enough for the kingpin to safely 

assume they’d watch his every move. So he threw himself from the 

balcony and landed feet first. He buckled a faint bit, shrouding any sense 

of pain with a grimace peering directly into Ornmen.  

Without so much as a moment to breathe, both Ornmen and Nowa 

were on him with full force. The cocky king ensnared himself in the 

draw, batting them away with his assault rifle like a bat – trashing its 

carbon-black trim with dents. In mere seconds, their clash intensified to 

an even playing field. Even as he proved formidable, the maniac was 

noticeably starting to fatigue – crippling jabs beginning to lose their 

edge. 

The sky now bore small, scattered clouds above, as could be told by 

the pockets of shadow forming on the bloodied battlefield. Gonzo forced 
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himself to a crawl, shook Gyone’s now unconscious body off of his back, 

trembling in suppressed anguish.  

Time to move on, no matter the pain.  

The shadows the sky birthed blanketed everything behind Gonzo as he 

slowly stumbled forward. Blood dripped from his mouth and busted 

nostrils. He leaned around to find Gyone, attempted to wake him by any 

means necessary. First rough shake-ups, then a firm smack to the face.  

Nothing.  

His mission was failing before his very eyes.  

The crippled soldier sighed and surveyed the ongoing battle, witnessing 

Nowa, his own flesh and blood, plunge to the ground, pummeled by a 

punch of iron right to the nose.  

“You’re not dying today, Irensho … Not if my son has anything to say 

about it.” He promised in a strained whisper while he propped himself. His 

legs wriggled back to stability; he now hovered over The Silent Death—a 

guardian angel.  

He swept his worn, muscular arms under Gyone, supporting him proudly 

with an earnest effort. But he had to prop him over his shoulders, allow its 

weight to rest against his back. Sadly, he could only make it so far before 

he was ousted.  

“Hey!” screamed the thug, knocking Ornmen aside and aiming his rifle. 

The soldier swung himself about-face. “We’re not done yet, you sack of 

fucking disappointment!” His beckon was followed by a crushing tap of the 

trigger. Its bullet path ate through Gonzo violently: a deliberate and 

torturous mortal wound. All he could do was turn away, shield his partner 

and pray to the Spirits he wouldn’t get skewered through.  

Second by second, the maniac let loose of a single bullet every step, only 

ceasing when Gonzo buckled and dropped Gyone from his cradle.  

“Damn you!” grieved Nowa, on the cusp of becoming a basterd son. 

Ornmen could only stare in defeat, grief felt for either Tenogan clan and 

their suffering.  
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As much as his face showed—of his agony, of his own dying body 

crumpling ‘neath cold lead—Gonzo relented no further, spreading his 

arms out as he glared at the kingpin with tear-glossed irises.  

The kingpin smirked, far removed from mercy—maybe even pity. He 

began laughing hysterically, and soon began the process of reloading his 

clip.  

All was lost for this renowned warrior, staring down the barrel of a 

merc.  

Suddenly, the thug was blind-sighted from behind.  

An unknown embrace by golden arms. They clasped, locked in a tight 

and trembling grip. Sudden suppression galvanized the kingpin, struck 

with an unfamiliar plague. He let loose his weapon to the sand. His 

apprehendor emerged from the right shoulder, revealed them to be a 

bloodied, bruised, and vengeful Harian.  

“Now!” as he swerved against rebellion. “Kill this monkey while you 

have the chance!”  

“Hng!—I didn’t say you could survive that fall!” said the king in 

folley. Their vision darted around Nowa to Ornmen rapidly, who actively 

spitted at his attempt to kill them; weapons were recovered and brought 

to brandish. Only a few steps to go. 

His biteless words were met with a tighter grip birthed from sheer 

annoyance. There was no way Harian was going to lose him this time, 

even to bode to his juvenile attitude.  

“Shut your trap, you insufferable worm!” 

“Please, heh ... Call me-“  

Words halted.  

Ornmen drove forward, sliced the nameless thug down the middle, 

crooked to the left as to miss Harian’s head; but unavoidably lobbing his 

arm off in the process. During this victorious second, the thug murmured 

his last word as he put a name to the madness.  

“Ru ... dolph ...”  
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His cleaved halves exploded in a red mist, harmonized with Harian’s 

injury. Rudolph collapsed into two pieces in a gory mess at the instant. 

Harian screamed in agony as he retracted from his sacrifice. He 

immediately grabbed ahold of the wound in a vain attempt to stop the 

bleeding. Both Harian and Ornmen found themselves showered in the 

spectacle.  

Ornmen slowly sheathed his sword, confided to Harian in regret. And 

relief. 

“A noble sacrifice.” 

“Whatever keeps our way of life alive,” added Harian in a strained, 

breathy voice, “I would die outright.” 

“Well. You’ve earned it today.” Ornmen offered his hand in an open, 

human handshake. A token of appreciation not without its own blasphemy 

in his mind. But Harian held himself from accepting. 

“Keep your thanks ...” He turned away. “Leave this place and never 

return!” Ornmen was taken aback, snarling as he turned his flustered stare 

to Nowa.  

“Tend to Gonzo, Youngblood,” he deflected, pointing to Gonzo across 

the vermillion-coated sandlot. For once, Nowa was more than quick to 

oblige.  

Nowa took a knee to check his vitals.  

Maybe he just passed out, with vapid reasoning. Though only optimism 

was at work by the time he got a closer look at the bullet wounds. Rounds 

unmistakably fatal buried themselves into Gonzo’s rib cage. However 

unlikely, Gonzo’s hand slowly rested itself onto Nowa’s arm. His dying 

father, his mentor of all he knew on the battlefield, turned to face Nowa 

with this unconditional love one last time – hindered by coughing blood. 

“Glad to see you’re alive, Nowa.” His faint voice holding on as he took a 

deep breath. “How was your first taste of combat? Was it everything you 

hoped for?” Nowa could barely hold himself together, nodded in approval 

blindly, far gone from the question.  
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Gonzo had already long accepted his fate. And his face told Nowa all 

he needed to know. He pushed no further with small talk. He turned his 

gaze to Gyone’s body, to his right.  

Nowa began to tear up slightly, looking down as his son and nothing 

more. So many things to say, but no time at all to give them justice.  

“If you are to fall ...” counseled Gonzo, struggling to sustain himself, 

took one more breath as his grip loosened, “make sure it is for the right 

reasons ... For your home … For your brothers and sisters.” His eyes 

shut, embraced the shimmer calling him away.  

“Be the soldier I know you can be.” 

A lone cloud shadowed the sun’s light at just the right time to cover the 

area in a strange shade. Eve ran head-first, hysterical with the 

Spiritmother not far behind.  

“Gyone …? Gyone?!”  

She slid to his side, trying to wake him with firm smacks across the 

cheek. “Wake up, tough guy!” Thankfully, she calmed when she realized 

he was breathing around the fifth strike. Her conditional rampage 

lingered as permeated, red hand prints.  

Suddenly, the grieving few heard an unsheathing of a blade, the 

scathing slit of a leather scabbard they would rather never hear again in 

their lives. Followed by Ornmen’s grizzled voice drop to a somber tone 

as he held the Spiritmother hostage in her tracks. 

“I’m sorry, but we’re not leaving without him …” like programming 

taking over. Nowa sprang up. 

“You bastard son, Ornmen!” He stomped recklessly closer. “I won’t 

allow this any longer!” Ornmen pressed the blade against her neck, 

effectively keeping the belligerent warrior in his place, fearing she would 

be injured further. Or worse.  

“That’s enough out of you, Youngblood!  

“Hurry up and retrieve Gyone. We’re done here!” His stern glare 

invaded Nowa, threats frothing from his brain. He dared no further 

action, closed his eyes and drooped his head low in shame.  
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Huffed nostrils interwoven to his surrender.  

He drudged the walk back to the hitman’s motionless body. Eve wasn’t 

ready to give her guardian away.  

She held her place, shielding his chest with her back. However, one look 

into the Youngblood’s eyes painted a picture of reluctant order – like he 

was stripped of any options. Down to a vulnerable core. She contested no 

further between Gyone and the reach of the Anubian Brotherhood. A moot 

struggle.  

As he lifted Gyone’s body from the ground, he felt the strange presence 

of his late father cloud him. An epiphany struck, mimicked Gonzo’s 

embrace of the hunter’s person.  

He’s not the only one with collateral …  

Nowa halted his movements for a moment, looking to their prey. Swiftly, 

he unsheathed his own blade while catching The Silent Death dangerously 

with the left hand. Nowa strung up Gyone’s unconscious body, placing him 

to his knees as he then glided the flat of his blade to the jugular. 

“Traitor!”  

Even for all the potential that he sought in him, Nowa was no longer 

worth the captain’s branch.  

“Let her go!” A mirrored delivery of Ornmen.  

Moments of silence passed; neither was letting down their piece of trade 

for anything. At this time, the small cluster of clouds inched away, 

allowing the sun to gleam off of the many golden guard’s armor. Their 

shine flooded each entryway with able bodies.  

Ornmen turned aside, the glares noticeably hindering his eyes and 

judgement. The captain found himself victim in the realm of his fast-

decaying situation. 

“You swore an oath to me ...” Ornmen distraughtly capitalized. 

“For the betterment of our people ...” Nowa began to shift, the blade 

slowly bending to lethality. “This mission has brought chaos and 

desperation to our kind. I am doing what I swore, one way or another!” 

Ornmen shook with flustered anger as he growled.  
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He shoved aside the Spiritmother, seeded an oath of his own personally 

towards the Youngblood.  

“You disgraceful—Consider yourself an enemy to the Brotherhood 

from this day forward ...” He cautiously approached the nearest exit gate. 

In expected fashion, the guards stood their ground, but were soon 

dismantled by a single motion by Harian’s command. A simple nod 

caused a path to slowly part aside. Upon being presented a clear way out, 

Captain Ornmen marched alone bitterly, proceeded through the anxious 

crowd of personnel with a rigid scowl.  

The struggle finally concluded.  

A breath of fresh air overwhelmed the area and all who inhabited the 

desecrated holy ground. Nowa dropped Gyone’s body as he sheathed his 

blade. Eve reclaimed her spot near The Silent Death. Upon retracting the 

sword to rest, he felt overwhelmed and began drawing near the 

Spiritmother. Disgusted, he dropped it, walked slowly towards her in a 

sort of quiet pleading. 

“Forgive my bloodshed. I did what I had to do.”  

He held his head low, felt no right to be near her. Surprisingly, she 

motioned her fingers as to invite him closer. Without a home, he took his 

place, knelt down on a single knee. She relayed sympathy with a gentle 

pet to his scalp. 

“Do not fret, young one. This is far from a surrendering.” 

“What if they come back for you …?” white-knuckled with fear.  

The Spiritmother chuckled. 

“I’d be lucky to get any more company,” blooming with a joke. 

However, this subtle jab didn’t appear to lift the Youngblood’s mood.  

“I’m not afraid,” the Spiritmother affirmed in all her protective 

wisdom, “for I’ll have a strong warrior by my side to protect me.” She 

kneeled to meet Nowa’s battle-worn face, holding his shoulders firmly in 

embrace.  

The Anubian’s face pigmented a drained red at the delivery as he met 

her eyeless gaze.  
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Harian breathed a sigh of relief, gritted his own agony, looked to Eve.  

“My lady, thank god you’re okay. I don’t know if I could-“ His address 

was interrupted. 

“Help him ... Please.”  

Harian examined the worn assassin. He mustered a smile from his being 

as he prepped up to Her Holiness. 

“Your deliquen—friend will be back up in no time!” His good arm 

brought to a clenched-fist promise. He consoled to the bright, blue sky 

above. “So sayeth the high priestess: heaven’s will be done!” 
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Chapter 12 
Fides Enim 

 

They lye upon sheer nothingness as the serene, blank white dimmed to 

what seemed like a starry night of orange dots littering the sky. Gyone 

swooned over Mia, both without any form of clothing to their bodies as 

they hugged closely – feeding off each other’s essence desperately.  

Not a word spoken.  

Not a single breath unheard as their hands entangled and their lips met 

in perfect harmony. Their stares met in a gooey bliss.  

Mia fell back further while Gyone caressed her curvy figure from the 

thighs, sat upright as an admirer. She giggled coyly. 

“Gyone, my love,” she cooed as she shut her gleaming, baby-blue eyes. 

“Yes?” Gyone played along, only an instant later a gawker of the 

night’s shining stars bleeding into the blackness like melting candles.  

His expression galvanized.  

He hoped to attain a compass of comfort, looking to Mia with 

worrisome eyes. 

“Submit to me,” Mia murmured in a seductive whisper. 

“What?”  

Gyone pulled aside their deep-blue bed covers, as if he were perplexed 

by her very presence. Investigating if she was even the woman he 

bedded.  

She opened her eyes. Now a fiery purple.  

Her voice fluctuated when she shouted in a sinister and disjointed tone 

of voice, her expression contorted with boney cheeks. 

“Submit!” 

 

Suddenly, Gyone sprang awake, sweat beading from his 

forehead. 
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The night sky of reality—although not as glamourous—was soon giving 

way to a dawn with clouds abundant.  

This sudden jump triggered a startled reaction from Eve, forcing her to 

let her grip on his legs fall as his lower body came crashing down into the 

hard, pebble-bathed trail they led beneath him.  

His eyes darted around in a panic, still drawn, held as though he were 

plastered against a cell wall. His immediate shock—or lack thereof—held 

no voltage as he reunited his gaze with that of Eve’s.  

“Holy shit!” released Eve in a strained whisper. “You scared the crap out 

of me!” She leveled her volume carefully.  

Though, surveying his eyes a few cliques outbound, Gyone realized that 

they were far away from the Halsberth canyons and the walls of rock which 

guarded the holy city.  

Who was she going to wake up, housed in this strange, narrow clearing 

edging dangerously close to a scenic drop into freezing ocean water?  

Waves crashed miles below them against the cliffside. Her mute was 

unneeded.  

Gyone took in the explosive showers of mist and brisk, soothing spats of 

wind which escaped the cave-like archways leading forward. While 

basking, a sudden, dull pain subtly formed on his cheek. A large patch of 

red sored his face, presumably embedded into him by an Anubian hand.  

If not all the details, the guardian recalled the four ‘birdbrains’ holding 

up the area in exchange for himself. Judging by the situation, one of the 

possibilities led to him winning—somehow.  

Besides an itching pain from nowhere, an assault on the senses flooded 

his mind.  

Hindered, his priorities shifted, moved on to undoing whatever held his 

upper body prisoner. He found no chains or irons hoisting from his armpits 

as he glanced to the heavens. But the worn, callused hands of the 

Spiritmother and her motherly grip. 

“And who the hell are you—gah!“ His challenge fell on deaf ears as he 

dropped. 
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“Ah, how well it is to see you are awake, Irensho clan,” calmly 

expressed the Spiritmother in a whisper, pressing her hands together in 

harmony. 

“Start talking!” he said, wiping the dirt from his usual battle attire, he 

just then realized replaced the holy robes.  

“Pipe down!” retorted Eve with a smack to the back of his head. 

“You’re going to get us caught!” 

“Wh-“—Gyone caught himself, continued in a whisper—“who the 

fuck—what the fuck?  

“What did I miss?!” The Spiritmother stepped forward. 

 “We shall explain in time, fair warrior,” with a hand guided to his 

renown. “As she calls you, ‘Yarn.’ 

“Eve,” she inquired warmly. 

“Yes?”  

“I hope you remember what I said about the mines.” Eve nodded. 

“Follow the cart shaft the whole way. never stray from the tracks,” in 

confident whispering. The Spiritmother smiled as she nodded in 

approval. 

“And do not enter Sona ...” Her enchanting expression souring slightly. 

“Only evil lye in those abandoned halls.” 

“Yes, Spiritmother—I remember.” Eve addressed her as a student, 

although both now treaded even ground in the confines of their clergies.  

“Splendid! Then we shall be parting ways soon.” 

Gyone stood himself up effortlessly, despite his fatal encounter with a 

nine-millimeter round to the gut. Adding to his list of ever-growing 

surprises, the bullet wound was now properly treated with white 

bandages which lined his entire lower torso with a taut snug.  

“Wait,” he questioned, “you’re the … Spiritmother?” The woman 

embraced the title with genuine appreciation, as told by her flattered 

expression. 

“Quite right.”  
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Gyone encompassed both Eve and the Spiritmother with his vision as he 

pushed further.  

“Where were we taking me in the dead of night?”  

Eve’s eyes sought refuge in retreating contact from his, staring blankly to 

the sky as she fidgeted with her palms.  

“Muroshi clan will explain everything to you, Yarn,” Spiritmother 

assured in full earnest. Eve appearing less than thrilled. Gyone lacked the 

energy to dwell on the horrible alias, ghosted it from his expression 

actively. “We cannot accompany you two on your wa-“ 

“We?” The Spiritmother was cut off abruptly by Gyone.  

He pulled himself aside, curiously glanced behind himself and the 

Spiritmother’s position in search. As if timings were fated to align, a 

mysterious, muscular grey-robed figure emerged from around the corner of 

one final archway before a clearing.  

He carried on his person a sheathed blade scabbard of Anubian origin to 

his side. He obscured his face with a hood of matching color to his curious 

vestments. It appeared that the sleeves had been torn off to further 

exemplify the figure’s muscles.  

Gyone grabbed for Gale on instinct which was thankfully slung on his 

person like normal.  

“Not a step closer!” He brandished Gale, took a firm stance to charge. 

“Wait, Gyone! No!” pleaded Eve as she blocked the potential war path 

with her own body. “He’s with us!” Alarmingly amused like introducing a 

friend to the family, the Spiritmother joined Eve, but stepped even further 

out as she chuckled.  

“Both of you”—she motioned them to meet in the middle—“make nice 

with one another.” Gyone was especially taken aback by this approach.  

However, it appeared to work on the intruder. They obliged without 

question.  

They, the shrouded challenger, removed their hand from their weapon, 

began walking forward with an iron-like step to their march. 
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“Dear boy, you are certainly a dominant presence in that robe,” 

complimented the Spiritmother in a playful tone of voice. “Please reveal 

yourself to the renowned blood of the Irensho clan.”  

“Enough with the flattery!” grumbled Gyone as he kept his guard 

steady. Soon, Nowa stood before them by the sweep of his hood, dawned 

in the robes of the Spiritmother. Both a sign of allegiance and a means to 

hide from the crippled fist of the Brotherhood.  

“You’re the protector of the High Priestess’ daughter?” scoffed Nowa 

as he stood upright, arms crossed and boots entrenched in his position – 

deep with purpose. 

“In a sense,” quipped Gyone. “Who are you supposed to be?”  

“I guard the Spiritmother!” Pride radiantly gleamed from his title. “At 

least, that is what I do now.” 

“Hmm, wait. Don’t tell me.”  

Oh, here we go, swelling through Eve’s head.  

Gyone began to approach the young guardian. “You were a part of that 

four-man-“ 

“Peace party,” ready to correct The Silent Death in his assumptions.  

“Huh!” Gyone scoffed again and shook his head. His hand gestured as 

to wave off the answer. “Funny—that’s not what I’d call a peaceful 

getaway.” 

“Ornmen got cocky!” retorted Nowa, his approach smoldering the 

ground beneath him. “Our captain—he. Convinced us that in these trying 

times, in this hunt for you, we needed fear on our side. Nevertheless, it 

was just that, to start: extra protection … We had no intention of starting 

a battle.” 

“Listen,” as the hunter’s temper began boiling over, “you 

motherfucker’s have gone from gunning me down mercilessly, to 

guarding me with your life in the same twenty-four hours!  

“Forgive me if I think you’re full of it!” Nowa’s demeanor shifted 

drastically. He unsheathed his blade with feign wishes for silence.  

Their meeting was about to get messy. 
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“Many died for you, Irensho! Show your goddamn appreciation!” 

“Well, maybe I would if you’d tell your race to get bent with this stupid 

hunt!” chastised the Church’s guard as he, too, now met his opponent with 

blade in hand.  

Nowa blasted forward in a charging motion, their encounter clashing 

with the famished ocean waves in volume – looking to tithe the hungry 

undertow. 

“I will not dishonor my clan further for your stubborn heart!” Both 

erupted into primal barbarians. All that could escape Gyone’s trap was yet 

another battle cry, possibly closing in some sort of record within a single 

twenty-four-hour period. 

The Spiritmother stepped between the two with a strange, blissful mood 

about her.  

Eve reached out in vain with a helpless gasp.  

Nowa skidded to a stop, but only by inches. The elder Anubian turned 

herself to face him.  

“Dear Nowa, were they clear to pass?” with warm, tender tone. 

“I ... uh.” His stammered tongue sloppily blurt out. He instantly retracted 

his blade, railroaded his mind into a completely different state of priority. 

“Yes, Spiritmother! Not a soul brave enough to breathe our air.” 

“Nowa!” the Spiritmother coined happily. She patted Nowa’s shoulder. 

“I didn’t know you were such an accomplished lyrist!” This pit of thinking 

came across the young warrior as another language entirely. But her 

craning figure only gave so much time for rumination.  

Bred from the day he was born – day in and day out by his father’s side.  

Aim. Fight. Endure. 

These words molded his identity.  

With ‘Lyrist’ thrown in, cogs dismounted out of order, tampered with his 

mechanisms on a scarily personal level.  

Soon, he shook himself back into reality.  

He turned to Gyone with a tauntive glare, shifting his boots to depart.  
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“Take heed on your travels ... ‘Yarn.’” He paraded a dominant flourish 

in his following laughter as if testing that he wasn’t brittle. He  produced 

a satisfied quip. The journey back to the Spiritmother’s side, however—a 

shitshow.  

Both ventured back to Halsberth side by side – inseparable from the 

hip. Even Gyone could realize their bond as a unit, but he couldn’t shake 

his scowl. 

Gyone and Eve were left to their own vices. Though, to the stirred 

hunter, his path was aimless.  

They began through a clearing where an approaching plot allowed a 

faint amount of weed-like grass to populate onward pebble beds. They 

peeked around the hill bend to witness a great, jagged mountain with a 

mine shaft leading into the base.  

Old, rusted cart tracks lead under a worn, wooden archway down a 

narrow mouth lousy with splintered caves.   

“What does he know?” as Gyone crossed his arms. “I didn’t need their 

help.” Like a blast from a cannon, Eve collided a strong wallop with the 

back of his head, sneering.  

Much like the insult, Gyone slammed down hard, not able to prepare to 

be back-sided by Her Fragile Holiness. Eve towered over him, met his 

stare on the ground below as she scorned.  

“Are you fucking-“ 

- - - 
 

“-Kidding me?” shouted Eve to Harian, of which now bore white, blood-

stained bandages over his arm stump.  

The small, homely room echoed this roar. And it was here that Gyone 

slumbered in a shanty bed, still dressed in tattered robing from the battle 

mere hours ago. 
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“Listen, ma’lady,” begged Harian, “all I’m saying is that after today’s 

events, you should be guarded at all times.” He tempered with disdain, 

“Lest the worst happens to you.” 

“The worst thing to be done now is sit on our asses and wait!” She 

furiously paced about the room. “I mean, if we’re a priority target! What if 

they found him, too?!” 

“Who’s to say,” in his typical, haughty manner. “Your father has never 

been one to pick a fight with. Such a man, always prone to violence and 

skepticism ...”  

Negotiations were thrown out the window. 

Eve barreled toward the devote knight, gripped onto his unscathed arm as 

hard as she could. Her combusting glare enacted the beginnings of a wild 

fire within her very soul. 

“Insult my father again, and I swear there isn’t a deity strong enough to 

stop me from turning you into a glorified mouth with legs!”  

She appeared to tremble.  

The silence deafening, Harian didn’t dare utter another word to war 

against Her Holiness.  

He pulled away in defeat.  

“I. Apologize, ma’lady ...”  

As his head slumped, he felt a comforting embrace swoop in from behind 

by the priestess herself.  

“There now. I’m—just—a little shaken up is all. No need to be getting all 

melancholy on me.” He smiled brightly, disbanded his mood and stood at 

attention. Then a soft-yet-hoarse voice chimed in not too far away.  

“As ferocious as she is delicate,” appraised the Spiritmother.  

Her and an armored Nowa stood beside Gyone at bedside. The blinded 

woman turned to face Nowa’s stoic expression. He crossed his arms, 

fortified his very stance in stone.  

“Look sharp, dear boy.  

“How will you ever win her heart with a stern face like that?”  
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The newly-appointed guard caught a first taste of the Spiritmother’s 

nature. Even so, he had no training against the forces of romance; truly 

the bane of most Anubians his age.  

These new lot of Anubian soldiers were born without having to deal 

with the prospects that came with wedding a female. None were left to 

wed; or were too old and independent.  

His face noticeably jerked alive with embarrassment, as foretold by his 

wide eyes and rose-red cheeks. Eve caught wind then chuckled coyly.  

“Now’s hardly the time.”  

“Quite right!” backed up Harian with a cleared throat. “You ladies and 

... erm“—he stuttered when he pointed to Nowa—”whatever formal term 

your kind uses ... Prepare yourselves for a feast this evening!” 

“Oh, sweet! I haven’t eaten a good meal since before I ran into …” She 

turned to Gyone in realization. “Wait. Should we really leave him 

alone?”  

This stoked a curious itch in Harian, personified as he ran fingers 

through his reddish-gold goatee.  

“I could leave a guard here, if you’d so wish.” The arrangement 

worked fine for all in attendance, Nobody seemed to disagree.  

Except for Nowa.  

“Of what he’s brought down on this city, you’d need an entire squad.” 

Harian appeared to take offense. 

“And what do you impose instead boy?” Nowa nodded towards the 

Spiritmother.  

She mimicked him in silent approval.  

“… Or a single Anubian warrior,” he presented. 

“Oh really,” with a snoot scoff as to call Nowa’s bluff.  

After a brief moment, he conceded with an amused smirk. “Prove me 

wrong boy! Or at least make me laugh.” This pseudo-confidence angered 

Nowa greatly, near inconsolably so. But he wished not to stir the nest any 

further.  
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The young Anubian warrior bit his tongue and turned around, seeking the 

words of the Spiritmother to work their magic.  

“Don’t mind. I’m sure he’s coping in his own way.” She seemingly 

watched Harian exit the room and close the door. Eve began to snicker to 

herself, failed to hold back a flushed laughter with her palm. The strong 

urge to share got the best of the priestess. 

“Yeah, I’m sure he has a ‘firm grip’ on the situation.” Eve relented her 

restraint.  

Blank stares fell to Her Holiness. “Y’know ...” awkwardly with intent to 

salvage. “No arm so he ... heh.” Her last laugh acted as a deflated sigh.  

She fell on the bed as flat as her joke, leaned her head back and groaned. 

Much to her surprise, a reprising laughter escaped Nowa, built to a howl 

rapidly.  

“Aha—I just got it! Good one, girl!” 

The Spiritmother walked slowly to Gyone, halted when she hovered over 

him. She began pulling aside the sheet in which the hunter was nested 

under. She showed no frustration, but certainly no amusement either. Only 

a smile. 

“My, you two,” addressed the Spiritmother, “are you just going to let the 

Irensho clan lay in these filthy robes?” Alarmingly, she revealed a small 

dagger hidden under her garments, proceeded to carefully cut the tattered 

vestment down the middle. “Excuse me, but I wish not to strip Yarn of any 

dignity by undressing his person while he rests.” She surgically parted the 

pieces aside. “But these dirty things clearly have to go.”  

Eve and Nowa appeared baffled enough that she—the voice of peace and 

reason amongst the Anubian race—were armed in such a sneaky manner.  

In fact, the entire scene unfolding had a strange, eerily passive vibe 

surrounding it. They turned to each other for a moment, heavy expressions; 

then she retracted back to her process, fully parted the robes.  

The haunting, necromantic amulet introduced itself with an aroma of 

death to the two Anubians.  

Her smile faded as she caught a whiff of its origin. 
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“O specters,” the Spiritmother dreaded.  

“What’s wrong?” Eve reached out as she walked closer. She was 

shooed away, however, Spiritmother then placing a hand to feel out the 

accursed symbol. 

“Something evil rests within this man … A cold, searing fire flickers 

within his heart … And it craves chaos.”  

Eve looked upon her savior with critical eyes. Could there be more to 

his taste of wardrobe and fashion?  

The priestess-in-training was quick with the benefit of the doubt. 

Though, it presented itself so invitingly that it was hard to shrug off, even 

for her and her optimistic nature.  

The Spiritmother brought her ear closer.  

Sure enough, she felt a lively beating stem from the amulet as she 

hooked her fingers in the artificial eyes.  

“Yes—it feeds right here …” Eve’s expression sank, desperately 

rationalizing in her mind, following any thread to its conclusion.  

There’s no way your heart isn't pure. I can't believe any different – not 

after all you’ve done. Eve took a breath through her nostrils. “He didn’t 

even-“ 

 

- - - 
 

“-Change your shirt!” chastised Eve to Gyone as they now stood near a 

cliff next to their path forward.  

On the horizon lye a massive crater island, walled in by peaks and 

guarded within the circumference of an entire body of water. A bridge of 

thin iron plates strung along the journey by sturdy rope as thick as 

Gyone’s arm. No other way appeared to each of their lazy observations. 

They, instead, sought an upcoming sunrise which formed behind the 

Flamboro Mountains across the pond.  
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Stray sunlight failed to strike them so far below, but it already lit 

everything above with brilliant rays of warmth.  

Within the crater was what appeared to be an abandoned civilization. 

Stone towers contested the height of mountains. Humble shacks nestled 

under these towers in small villages where withered crops and overgrown 

weeds conquered the plantations.  

Gyone couldn’t help but dig further into the seemingly abandoned 

formation as his client spoke. Her words only appeared to drive him to 

concentrate harder. 

“What?” shrugged Gyone in retort. “I wasn’t gonna just leave my battle 

gear behind! This is way more than just a vest,” with a showcase of its 

stained fibers. 

“Oh yeah, looks impenetrable!” Eve mocked, took ahold to appraise. 

Much to her surprise, the vest was padded well, but was certainly not 

enough to stop, say.  

A bullet.  

“Uh—still!  

“Walking around bare-chested like that. How savage ...” Her eyes 

entranced themselves on the amulet. Her words fell meek. Gyone 

recovered the conversation, turned to her like a database.  

“So, tell me about this here.” He pointed outward. “It looks like a 

goddamn ghost town.” Eve stumbled on her response; the mental 

embodiment of tumbling down a flight of stairs.  

“Oh, uh ... that’s an old Anubian stronghold,” as she nervously rubbed 

her right arm.”  

“Does it have a name?”  

Eve loosened up more, even so far as to lug her eyes away to the relic of 

time and entertain her knowledge. 

“Well, they have this really clever name for it,” she began with a 

chuckle. “They call it-“ 
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- - - 
 

“-Halsberth Stronghold? Yeah, I’m sure somebody got promoted for 

that clever name,” quipped Eve, faintly traveling through Gyone’s dark 

room.  

Nowa sat on a wooden table chair in darkness near the door, listening 

intently, but cautiously shutting his eyes to the room around him as he 

combated against slumber.  

“Mhm, but it is a sacred place,” the Spiritmother picked up, Nowa 

especially perking up to hear what she had to say from the dining room 

outside. “No one is allowed on the grounds – only specially-appointed 

guards from the Brotherhood. Now, she’s just a relic of the old civil 

war.” At the mention of the Anubian Brotherhood, Nowa tuned out the 

chatter, lost himself in thought. His own unique thoughts without banner. 

The very practice was deemed dangerous for Youngbloods.  

Well, at least she’s enjoying herself. Still, why did she make me watch 

this ... guy? His eyes creaked open and trained themselves on the 

slumbering hunter as he went on. What makes you so special?   

Gyone’s heartbeat caught his attention, quickly warped his worried 

thoughts to preemptive action. It was artificial, yet not mechanical when 

put under scrutiny. A strong pump like that of an iron lung, it’s hard not 

to sense the unnatural rhythm over time.  

“I should’ve killed you right then and there,” Nowa growled faintly as 

he made his way to the foot of the bed. “Spiritmother senses your true 

intention, but knows your worth to the Church girl ... That can be the 

only reason you live.” Nowa crept to the side. “You’re the cause to all of 

this ... Worse now. I can’t even trust that you’re human at all.” His hands 

wandered to his sheathed blade in the still of the moment, but nothing 

came of it.  

He sighed in a vain attempt to calm his nerves, eliminating any sort of 

intentions like pulling hairs from his chin. 
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At least, for now.  

“The moment you step out of line, Irensho.” 

Suddenly, a hook audibly slung, chiseled into the window sill, practically 

taking Nowa’s attention hostage. Voices accompanied the ting and 

contested hiking trots.  

“Yeah, that’s right!” stated an unknown voice. “Nobody fucks with the 

Blood Red Velvets!”  

Nowa sprang into action immediately, slowly pulling aside the red 

curtains to see what commotion awaited him.  

A backlash commenced: to reclaim spilled blood. The warrior witnessed 

three red-vested thugs ascending the fair, two-story housing. They neared 

the window as one began to banter once more in confirmation.  

“Alright boys, Shigiro’s gonna be mighty happy if we pull this o-“ The 

window creaked open. Words diluted to nothing more but unintelligible 

slurs.  

Nowa stood before them with rope in hand – supporting their weight as 

well as any stucco filling could ever hope to do. The top of the order 

fulfilled his thought in a terrified stammer.  

“—ff ... Oh, shit ...”  

Nowa clenched onto the thug’s rope and tugged them upward with a 

mighty heave – like a single snapping motion whipping them into plaster-

lined jowls.  

The thug cowered as he reflected every decision up till this point as he 

flew into the room, audible by a repeated cry. 

“Oh. Shit!” 
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Chapter 13 
Vita Enim 

 

A crowded table of high players surrounded a dining area in a respectable, 

four-person household. One humbled piece within Halsberth’s veins. 

Supper was provided to rival that of the greatest of kings: good tithings as 

the guests spoke to one another civily; conversation mostly pertaining to 

the happenings from earlier in the day.  

Certainly, this event stood as an insult to the house with their 

festivities. Much a blessing to its host: the titular Harian.  

That being said, the temple of the three paths was currently a sour 

place to reside, so their attitudes and egos be confined to the equivalent 

of a middle-class family’s dining room with something as clouted as the 

future of the holy temple in the balance.  

Eve and the Spiritmother are in attendance, chatting.  

“Wow,” expressed Eve, “so your people abandoned an entire 

stronghold out of respect for the dead?” Spiritmother nodded, bowed her 

head to her plate of various, dry greens.  

“The civil war is a bloody mark on our history. Speckles in the clouds, 

but among them, still.” The Spiritmother recalled with less-than-

favorable memories as she went on. “We just felt it was the right thing to 

do.”  

Before even a moment of silence to savor, rough beatings and terrified 

screams echoed through the entire house – stemming from Gyone’s 

resting place.  

“P-please!” shouted what sounded like a gruff, meat-headed man after 

only a few audible swings, “I’ll give you anything you want, just s-spare 

me!” With a keen ear, you could swear he were balling his eyes out when 

he pressed.  

Being a generous kind of soldier, Nowa addressed his woes. 
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“Sorry, but I’m all out of negoti-“—the door barged open. Three red-

vested thugs came tumbling out—“-ations!” Nowa emerged from the room 

and planted his boot atop their backs in grandeur.  

Conversations halted immediately, leaving only the groans of the 

defeated to vibrate across the room. All eyes trained on a triumphant 

Nowa, only a flexed muscle away from looking cocky. Harian appeared 

fully capable of caring less as he continued to tend to his soup bowl: not 

worth the swallow.  

“Ah.” He exhaled after a hardy swig of the broth. “Perhaps I had you 

wrong, boy!  

“Though, now I need a new door.”  

He slurped the rest of his vegetable stew from the bowl, wiping his 

slobbery chops with his good arm. “Come, join us for dinner!”  

“But Gyone’s still vulnerable.” Nowa implored ungenty. Harian 

chuckled at the young Anubian’s enthusiasm, eased his doubts with a flick 

of his wrist. 

“Oh, I didn’t mean you. I meant your new friends.”  

“What?!” Nowa dismounted his dais of meatheads, roared in bafflement, 

no respect to the host. “These piles of dirt deserve nothing less than another 

ass-kicking!” Harian stood from his chair and slowly faced Nowa, good 

arm to his back as he redirected to said meatheads with a furled brow.  

“Don’t be so rude!” with a slinged dead-eyed glare out of nowhere. 

“After all ... 

“… Guilty men at least deserve a last meal.” A grin topped off the evil 

thoughts in store.  

This strange peace offering was met with trembling and many more 

stammered teeth; these men had practically turned to a soft mesh, able to 

be melded like clay. Just as the leader of a guard unit likes to see in new 

recruits. 

As if on que, the head of the Academo path—adjacent to the two 

ladies—attempted to spark a different topic, broke the scene with a 

prominent, audible breath.  
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“So, Eve – if I may still call you that,” in humbe request. 

“Of course you may,” confirmed Eve with a small blush around her 

cheeks. “Simmer down the formal stuff, Regioh. I’m not used to it yet.” 

“Well, no matter how it would’ve happened or what differences yours 

and my family share.” Regioh waved his fork around as though it would 

reinforce his words like some sort of magical wand. “I’m sure you will 

lead your clergy down the right path.” Eve blushed even harder. She 

tucked her head down under her formal headwear.  

“Do you ... really mean that, Regioh?” A warmness now cracked 

through her face. 

“Most certainly!” Regioh gushed as he most-informally chewed his 

meat – stringy, yet baked to a well-done tenderness. “And I should 

know! You’ve always been top of the class—ever since you were little. I 

expect no different moving forward.” Malo would’ve loved her now—so 

bright.  

The wise man’s robes covered what was shown to be a healthy 

appetite, but nothing could conceal Eve’s wild, rampant shifts of the 

mind. Both on the verge of tears for good and bad flecks inside her. 

Regioh cleared his throat as he brought his demeanor back to its present. 

Former and direct, as these gatherings usually go. Allegedly.  

“Now, mind my haste in such questioning,” his tone tinged with 

warning,” but when can we expect Her Holiness’ blessing upon those 

who have fallen?” At first, Eve appeared clueless – unable to fully handle 

the question. By grace, she soon found stable footing as her mind 

wandered to a suitable place where her titledid all the talking. If only just 

to try it on for size.  

“Master Aramis,” by title, “this is hardly the time or place to discuss 

such matters.”  

Her voice rang close to a trained professional, though she primarily just 

cherry-picked certain mannerisms of her late mother. Regioh almost 

looked as though he enjoyed being questioned in such a way. And to hear 
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it from somebody of which he’s known since she was even able to speak at 

all. 

Simply incredible.  

Eve’s uncanny resemblance to her mother—though the face was veiled—

struck very familiar chords with the gathering. All ears fell to the debate at 

hand.  

“Priestess Muroshi.”  

Regioh rebounded; a sense of enjoyment was still prominent, yet faded 

into the backdrop of his intention. “The cleansing is in effect as we speak. 

Clearly, this is a very time-sensitive matter.” With little else to occupy 

themselves, the three now-bound thugs lent their attention as they resided 

on the floor near Harian’s guard.  

“You don’t-“ Eve stopped, cleared her throat. Ruthless yelling would go 

no further than the ceremony itself in terms of comradery. She picked up 

immediately as she left off in her new royal moniker. “If I may, rushing a 

sacred ritual of such profound implications should never occur under any 

circumstances—The fallen and their souls deserve our best and brightest.” 

“That says maybe, Your Holiness,” extended Regioh as he began 

snacking once again, “but the fact of the matter is the sooner we cleanse the 

temple, the sooner we can all go back to spreading our good words. 

Besides, leaving the temple out of commission would spell a bad image for 

all of us if we were to just let wounds fester.  

“And I can assure, both light and dark corners of the promised land will 

take notice.” 

Her Holiness and her power shift slowly began to crumble away, unable 

to contend against his points. Baby babble would go as far.  

“Ahh, fine!” she conceded in a pouting fashion, throwing her hands up. 

“You win, Regioh … I’ll get it done in the morning.” Her face 

encapsulated the epitome of a sour sport: no eye contact and a grumpy 

scowl as she crossed her arms.  
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Regioh only snickered proudly, consumed more as a victory meal. He 

turned his attention to the understandably-inattentive Spiritmother and 

swallowed his meal. He donned his royal demeanor, just in case. 

“Now that that’s out of the way-”  

He wasn’t able to proceed as planned.  

“What of the two fallen warriors of my people?” forecasted the 

Spiritmother.  

“Precisely.” 

“Well, that is not my decision to make, is it dear?” She dismissed, 

gravitated her gazings to Eve with full clarity.  

“Certainly, it is of your decision if you wish these two to be blessed or 

not.” Regioh rushed to correct.  

Nevertheless, the elder Anubian was very adamant about her stance.  

“We both know that you understand this system more than I,” argued 

the Spiritmother without fight. “The fallen are of the Church’s 

jurisdiction, not of mine. Respecting our business is the only way we 

three corners find a united land here in Halsberth.  

“Isn’t that right, Master Amaris?” The heavy Academo head was quick 

to drop this fruitless argument, conceding with a defeated breath.  

His expression lacked the enthusiasm had in Eve’s cocoon-shed 

diplomacy, as if he were fed up with the rest of his peers. 

“Well, alright.” He, and the Spiritmother, turned to the young priestess, 

“what do you wish to do with the fallen, Priestess Muroshi?”  

The weight of life never seemed so burdening.  

Like anvils as tall as the skies themselves crashing down on the planet, 

splitting open geysers of magma from the ground. 

 

- - - 
 

“So you gave them your ‘blessing?’” questioned Gyone, not seeming to 

fully invest any real interest in the practice.  
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As he spoke, Eve’s eyes turned to the only kempt area of the abandoned 

Halsberth Stronghold. A burial ground tucked away in the upper right 

corner from their perspective, surrounded by fresh foliage, rich soil, and 

small amounts of troops standing watch. A striking contrast to the dirty 

cottages, rusted metals, and bleak emptiness the rest of the area emitted.   

She buried herself in thought, caking her answer.  

“… Yes, I did,” like digging through mud. 

“Hmm … I guess everybody does deserves a proper burial ... no matter 

what they've done.”  

With these words spoken aloud, his head slumped forward with a scowl. 

His eyes trained to his curse.  

“Gyone?”  

She turned on a dime to investigate his body language. But as she did, 

that very name echoed in her head: “The Silent Death of Crygor.” She 

recalled how his being harbored evil within it.  

The fire set to ignite. 

 All at once, her steps seized, hindered on eggshells. Where exactly did 

Gyone learn to fight like that? Why is killing Anubians and bandits so easy 

and natural? And what of the chaos in his heart?  

Especially now, Gyone remained evasive, something tucked away. 

Something bothered him. 

“Eve ...” muttered Gyone, in curdled tongue as though he had caught on 

to her critical mindset. “Why were you sneaking me away?—It’s almost 

morning now ... What aren't you telling me?” Her savior’s presence 

stressing like ready to burst. His voice was suspicious – like he was taking 

his own means of defense.  

“I ...” She hesitated her motions, took a small step back. “We were afraid 

they were going to … kill you.”  

Her admission opened the way for Gyone to face her, but only to her 

feet. He noticed that she wore something more suited for a long journey: a 

pair of trekking boots. Black as to match his own steel-toed set. Eve had 

also ditched the veil, yet retained her red and white gi.  
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Gyone prepared himself like bracing for a tsunami. To question what 

she wasn't telling him was insanely hypocritical. 

Practice what you preach, Gyone! his head screamed.  

Eve was battered, brought to moist eyes. Yet still, she fired back. 

“’The Silent Death of Crygor.’ Does that name mean anything to you 

…? Th-they called you by that name a lot when they stormed the temple. 

Both of them did …” Tears encroached, but never has she fought harder 

to keep them at bay.  

Finally. She erupted.  

“What are you hiding from me?! I need you to tell me what you are!” 

The Silent Death, as Gyone, felt ready to come clean – something of 

which not even his beloved had heard.  

Or as far as he could remember.  

Nevertheless, it was clear this young girl was ready to travel far, and he 

doubted she intended to do it alone. Nay, he would never allow it. To 

keep going, trust had to be solidified. Gyone, himself, was fatigued with 

secrecy. 

“Don’t worry,” with a heavy heart on his shoulder. “I wouldn’t ever 

think of hurting you, after all you’ve done for me ... That name means 

nothing now. But Irensho … that’s the man that saved you.” 

“Please, Gyone ...” she begged, waterworks held back against a 

cracking dam wall, “what are you? What have you’ve done … all of it.  

“I know somewhere deep inside you is evil, b-but you don't wear that 

evil ... right? You are a good person—you ... protected me when no one 

else could.” Gyone couldn't even bare to look to the curse.  

Not to crush her down even further, he threaded his next few words 

carefully.    

“…Well ... The ‘Silent Death’ was a gun-for-hire in Crygor. A man: a 

figure head for some. But universally feared as a ruthless and efficient 

killer of kings ... A killer of criminals … A killer, period.”  

Eve’s defenses failed her.  
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Her very image of Gyone’s chipper attitude gave way to who appeared to 

be a completely different man. “I could try to say I was only hunting those 

who deserved it ... but demand was gaining, and contracts were starting to 

pile in. Bad men wanted good men dead ... and our prosperous life was 

threatened.  

“But it wasn’t in me … not in the heart of an Irensho.  

“It was time that I needed to change for the better and become what I 

always needed to be ... for my sake. And my family's.” Gale was clenched 

as a sort of reminder as he went on. “A hero to the people, as my father was 

before me. A member of the Irensho family, vanquishers of all that is 

wicked in this world!” 

“S-sweet Maiden, I-” Eve choked with a sorrowed, swollen expression. 

“I don’t even kn-now what t-… to say. Did you find your way?! H-how 

many people have you killed …?” Gyone could only turn away, managed 

to crack a shy smirk, if only to distract from the forming tear in his right 

eye.  

“I buried The Silent Death with one last contract …” Gyone recollected 

from the fragments of his memory.  

Pieces flew into place as they had not done before as he poured his past 

out for her to see. 

 

“One more routine cleanup of the trash. Just one more to get away!” He 

would’ve made it, too and would’ve been away from those bodies he 

accumulated as a high-roller ... if the ‘Silent Death’ hadn’t stumbled into 

that very pile.” 

  

Eve’s mind was near pulverized by sunrise. Even then, one could say she 

was coming around to forgiveness of the Silent Death as a demon of the 

past ...   

… But how was one even supposed to begin to fathom such a bold 

statement? 
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“W… What are you saying?” stuttered Eve as she backed away 

indefinitely. Gyone paused for a moment, mustered the courage to 

continue as he slowly shone the amulet like a mark of shame.  

“That mission killed me …” he unveiled impossibly to her; at the same 

time, to himself for the first time. 

  

The cold, rainy air of night camouflaging his advance with a sniper rifle in 

tow.  

The distracted stare of an old man veering off into a television screen 

as The Silent Death took aim through a window. 

  

Crippled desperation had come over him in that time; of how vulnerable 

his alias was as the media had ousted Gyone as a high-priority target. His 

last moments echoed weakness through that depiction of himself. Nothing 

more than a drowned rat on the run. Unfulfilled ambitions of bettering his 

life. Their life together.  

In that moment, he remembered there were no open arms awaiting him 

in Crygor.  

“W-what do you mean-“ 

“I died …!” Gyone screamed with a voice that was drowned.  

His fist crushed the air between them, dug his nails into his palms. Fell 

as he did, he gathered the shattered narrative as best he could.  

No words from Eve, terrified as she was speechless. None that she dare 

utter.  

“… I shouldn’t be here!” in hysteria, regaining his composure for that 

little while longer with a sultry breath. “But I’ve been given another 

chance by means I can’t even explain to you, let alone myself. That is the 

evil you feel inside me!  

“And I—fucking wear it, alright!  

“I am a product of necromancy! Not even death itself could stop The 

Silent Death …” Gyone clenched onto the amulet as he further broke 

down. “This thing is my heart now. Does it look pure to you?”  
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Gyone sizzled from the core, wild tears escaping as he broke down 

further. “Can you handle what I really am? Is this the hero you wanted?!”  

His eyes met Eve’s, with a flushness neath his lids down to his angular 

features. The steps he took were now hindered like cinder blocks tied 

around his heel. Even hindered, he drug through.  

But as he took a step forward, she took a step back.  

Soon, her head shook in disbelief; her state of mind succumbed to fear.  

“No …” 

“Stay away from me!” Eve shouted, her back to him now as she began to 

blindly run towards the mine entrance.  

Gyone reached out to her briefly before he realized what a moot gesture 

it was. The Silent Death turned away to wallow. He took her evasion in 

strides. Frustrated—in maybe a sense of responsibility or his stubborn heart 

eclipsing this hollow anchor—Gyone gave chase to the priestess when no 

one else would.  

Soon, both stumbled through the caves of the mountain; Eve was well 

ahead of Gyone, yet making her position known – crashing into various 

pieces of abandoned tools and weakened, wooden support beams. Much to 

her eventual hindsight reel, the Spiritmother’s advice was discarded. She 

now, an aimless wanderer in foreign, hostile tunnels.  

Her father was a man of science, and right now, he would laugh at Eve’s 

fears, of how shadows could come alive and run ya down the hall.  

Well, dad. Lookatme now!  

Without her bodyguard, the priestess felt vulnerable—despite herself. 

But nothing could stop her plowing forward. Gyone’s own recklessness 

appeared to have rubbed on her like dust from a breezed dune hill. Eve 

soon grew weary. Every attempt to catch her breath was rushed into 

another panicked dash when Gyone’s voice echoed through, calling her 

name.  

“Eve!” over and over again as he, too, fell into a state of worry. “Eve 

…!” 
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Echoes soon faded further away, bellowed through cold, dank halls of 

years-old amplitudes, Eve could only hope that now, she was alone.  

Would that be any better?  

Soon, her frustration fell over which weakened her to the core by a 

strained exhaling breath. Eve collapsed onto a wooden support beam, slid 

slowly down to the ground and self-destructed.  

A position mirrored only hours ago at the end of their dinner.  

 

- - - 
 

Eve huddled over, hiding her eyes from the outside world within her arms 

as she cried. From above, a hand rested onto her shoulder. A hand which 

belonged to the Spiritmother in all of her peaceful presence. She sat on her 

knees as to meet Her Holiness’ damaged soul as far as it fell.  

“Weep well for all that troubles you,” she poured softly as Eve then 

emerged from her kneed-in shell. The Spiritmother reached deeper, 

embraced Eve from both shoulders, “You have every right to your tears, 

And of your rite, Malo, would be very proud to see how you have 

blossomed.” Her disconnected approach only worsened Eve’s flooded 

eyes; of which now spilled tears onto her formal gi.  

“I see now. I feel it in my very being, young priestess. You seek the 

strength to overcome such grief ... You must find it yourself in the harsh 

lands beyond the divine’s homestead. And you will surely find death 

without his guiding light.” Eve’s expression—though worn and ugly 

from today’s overburdening state of affairs—fell baffled further by the 

Spiritmother’s words. Her tone turned sour.  

“You m-mean … Gyone?”   

The Spiritmother nodded in assurance.  

Eve’s head pivoted, now looking to the floor in contemplation.  

“You said he was evil ...” She backed away slightly from the troubled 

priestess. 
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 “Truth be told …” Spiritmother confessed, “I do not know fully.  

But his blood does not lie.  

“And it will not lie to you.”  
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Chapter 14 
The Tainted Orphan 

 

Nothing but racket and miscellaneous fidgets could be understood from 

what appeared to be clear-glassed holding cells. They were encased below 

both Senyo and Lauren’s feet on either side of the narrow walkway; 

trotting through, with a purpose.  

The elegant man of mystery held himself much more relaxed and 

carefree compared to the stoic and uptight maid that was Lauren. Not so 

much as a glint could be found from these dimly-lit cells, but the gurgles 

of life were there. Packed in tight.  

“Oh, if only our beasts were as loyal as them, Lauren,” wished Senyo.  

Though directed, Lauren remained contemplative, like lost in her own 

mind. Her eyes trained to the steps she echoed in these walls. Senyo’s 

polished dress shoes reluctantly remained motionless. He spoke aloud 

once more as a beckoning.  

“Now’s not the time to keep me wondering.” Tongue quipping, 

chuckling coyly, listing his gaze with a grin. 

“My lord,” bowing formally, “I apologize ... I just can’t seem to find 

myself at the moment.” The blissful businessman shrugged, without a 

word.  

Without guidance—no leads to follow devotion—Lauren fell back to 

her mind. An act she were not accustomed to. Her visions were murky, 

and any ponders that entered her conscience snuffed away as fleeting as 

wind.  

 

They arrived near a double doorway.  

As if her only purpose in life were to be shattered, Lauren—merely 

tailing her Master without attention to her surrounding—stumbled over 

herself, landed butt-first onto the cold, tile floor while attempting to rush 

forward to open the door.  
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Senyo immediately howled with strong laughter. Crippled, he knelt over 

and held his knees.  

Lauren shyly forced her sight to a ground so inviting. The activity below 

met her empty gaze. Those clusters of stubborn horde reached up to assist. 

To home her away in their cells.  

Senyo soon brushed off his amusement with the flick of a tear from his 

eye, held a hand out to his hired help.  

“Oh, come on now, my dear Lauren,” insisted Senyo with a grin, “turn 

that frown away! It was just a silly mishap, after all.” 

At a turn, Lauren remained sleet-sober. Cold, jaded. Out of touch with 

humanity. She accepted the hand up without question, dusted off her skirt 

as she rose.  

Senyo held her ear hostage for a little while longer.  

They looked to each other; his eyes glimmered a shiny purple as they 

always, devilishly did.  

And her eyes, a muggy baby blue. Senyo stood tall, “Besides, no matter 

the mistakes we mortals shall make,” not unlike hooked from a poet as he 

unlocked the steel entryway. Slowly, he pressed the door forward, 

revealing the beginnings of a new sun emerging off from which they 

cannot see, though their base bathed in light. As he stood in witness to the 

light, his shadow clumped together with many other bodies. “Do we not 

have everything we want?” 

 

- - - 
 

Eve slouched against a support beam, exhausted. Her nose sniffled as what 

little of her tears remained drained down like a faucet, melting away her 

immaculate complexion fringe.  

Her heart remained conflicted, but she, herself, was now completely lost 

– unable to venture any further with any semblance of direction.  
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Suddenly, the young priestess felt slow, cramped movement ruffle 

around her teal travel bag. Not vying to leave, but rather, in an attempt to 

get … comfortable?  

She crawled from her funk and investigated; she found one sleeping 

pup awaken with a full stretch of his little body; each paw pressed 

against the rough fabric to slightly stretch it outward. Eve mustered a 

smirk.  

“Oh ... it’s just you.” The pup looked up. “Decided to stay with me, 

huh?”  

With a newfound enthusiasm birthed from sheer fatigue, Eve reached 

in to cradle him. As she dug through, the sight of the puppy brought her 

back to The Silent Death all over again.  

“Oh, that horrible man!” she shuttered. “Or demon, or. Whatever he is! 

We don’t need him!—Right, little guy?!” It was anyone’s guess what 

was going through the pup’s mind, but it certainly wasn’t anything 

conveyed clearly as he continued to stare at her doe-eyed, lids collapsing 

down every so often as a sign of one drowsy mutt.  

Eve became more aggressive, jerked the dog forward, of which awoke 

him once more, in a jolt, “Right?!”  

For moments, Eve stood silent as if actually expecting an answer – nay, 

demanding one from the maddening stare her fiery golden eyes emitted. 

She snapped from her state after what can only be described as an 

uncomfortable amount of time, rightfully feeling the fool as she sighed.  

“What am I doing …?” Her tone bitter and deflated, she placed the 

puppy down to the cold, rocky ground lined with rusty tracks down the 

center line.  

Immediately, the pup’s ears perked up to the dimly-illuminated cavern.  

“What’s the matter with you, little gu—hey!” Further questioning 

proved useless. The dog brought her to shock, ran as fast as his paws 

could muster through the tunnel. Eve was quick to give chase to the 

darting animal, “Is it something I said?!” 
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The dog lead a fair distance into the formation from Eve; though she was 

rapidly—but sloppily—gaining. Her footing was further obstructed by 

awkward puddle divots and loose debris. They reached a branching fork in 

the railway, separated by a large rock chunk that had been carved to fit.  

From a glance, the pup didn’t waiver from the center. Finally, Eve struck 

a golden opportunity.  

“Hah! Little ditcher’s got nowhere to go now!” She closed the distance 

with triumphant strides. But what appeared to be a poor decision turned out 

to be quite clever to a flustered, teenage girl at her wit’s end.  

Like a magic trick, the pup vanished through a small tunnel at the base, 

burrowed to perfection as to indicate there were technique involved from 

needlepoint mining equipment.  

Eve reached out in vain.  

Her head slung down; hands clenched into fists. She tensed her entire 

body in anger as her inner fury came to a peak. 

A far cry from peace.  

“Y-you son of a bitch ...!”  

The rock pillar acted as a prime target for her aggression. Why would the 

Maiden’s blessing have her lose her only friend in her most vulnerable 

moments?  

The Muroshi clan unleashed her own demons in the form of erratic, 

formless punches that only led to the beginnings of bloodied knuckles 

against the sponge-like rock face.  

Though she jerked in pain, Eve was fruitlessly determined to fell what 

was un-killable or un-hurtable: the earth itself, which burdened her so.  

“Eve?”  

A distressed voice echoed from afar, “Eve, is that you?!” Usually, the 

crude-yet-charming tone of Gyone’s voice was enough to stir comfort these 

past few days.  

But at the dawning of this early morning, that was turned to fear. 
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Frightened, she forcibly halted her outburst. Eve held herself and her 

functions prisoner, huddled near the rock, only breathing from the nose 

as quiet as possible.  

“Don’t find me,” her mind cried. “Sweet Maiden of the Sky ... Don’t 

find me ...”     

 

- - - 
 

Gyone wandered the other side, small glimpse of hope stomped out like an 

ember. All he could do is keep trying. What was he to say when he reached 

her? He played with the possibilities.  

“Your people skills need serious work, Gyone ...” with continued steps 

to nowhere.  

He was never the one for pessimism, but he realized from the start that 

this was only the beginning of a long, drudging apology. If anything else, 

his blood yearned to reunite Eve with her father.  

The Silent Death asked of him to fulfill his contract.  

For once, the two voices in his mind agreed with one another.  

While he wandered, a nagging abnormality echoed among the white 

noise light buzzes and drips that sounded the caves – like that of a 

cackling far off.  

Then reprised as if it were only feet away.  

The hunter remained quiet, listening intently for some time as he lost 

himself in thought.  

This place is confusing  ... really damn earie, too. The stuff of horror 

novels …  

Gyone slowly turned to the left as if by muscle memory to an 

immediate presence. Surprisingly, he saw the evasive pup atop a rock, 

crafted hole led atop a tiny rock mound. “Holy sh-” He was startled for a 

moment. As he realized though, the hunter treated his lungs to a deep 
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sigh of relief as he continued. “Oh … It’s good to see you, little guy,” as he 

extended his arms to catch the comforting, dirt-covered ball of fur.  

The dog was not too keen on following Gyone’s lead. He looked beyond 

and growled; his very body began to tremble.  

“Look”—his face fumed with frustration—“I know I’m not the best of 

human beings. You can sense that, but-“  

His confession was cut short.  

The man of evil deeds was toppled by the charging velocity of raw evil 

itself. The tar-bathed beasts appeared to have caught up with his evasion 

from the forest. And in caves so thin, this singular, carnivorous animal was 

hellbent on suffocating the Silent Death – much like he did to its brothers 

and sisters before.  

The beady-eyed animal pinned Gyone to the ground as it dug its claws 

into the earth below, easily using its tentacle-like tendons to act as adhesive 

against the rock.  

The beast began snapping its formless, razor-sharp teeth at its game. The 

hunter desperately clung his grasp onto both sides of its jaw – unnerving 

and nearly impossible to hold. A jawline as sturdy as puppet strings. It 

wildly tangled into a thick, goopy knot.  

However aware now, Gyone was going to fight this battle to a gruesome 

end. With a combination of quick reflexes and dumb luck, he freed his leg, 

delivered a crippling kick to the beast’s very own amulet. He unraveled his 

way to freedom while the monster staggered and swerved upright 

momentarily.  

Unfortunately, this opportunity was very short-lived.  

Without so much as a second to recover or to brandish Gale, the 

deformed monstrosity charged, promised to strike once more, and closing 

fast.  

Gyone hatched a wild and barbaric idea to ending this duel in one precise 

motion. A darting glimpse of its very core determined his stance as he 

closed the distance head-on.  
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The Silent Death’s hand formed like a clenching claw of his own. 

Propelled by adrenaline, it dug into the slimy beast’s chest, tearing 

through and grasping onto its anchor as he roared.  

“Kneel before the alpha!” with feral dominance. He ripped and tore 

away the desperate tendons trying to recover its anchor until he finally 

managed to dislodge both the amulet and a stringy mesh of dripping 

flesh.  

The beast toppled as it then slowly deteriorated from existence, but not 

before bleeding its thick bile over Gyone in chunky viscera. The 

substance stung to the touch, stunk even stronger. It seemed to clamp on 

with a will all its own.  

What a bizarre feeling to have of what is essentially blood.  

It rebelled, clung on unlike the thickest sludge. He began to bat it away 

from his person as he collected himself.  

All of a sudden, the amulet sprouted to life in the palm of his hand. 

Flanging, sharpened tentacles flailed wildly against Gyone’s grip.  

“What the hell?!” he shouted with a bewildered toss of the skull. As he 

let go, the wild anomaly dug into his arm with all appendages – scraping 

Gyone’s skin like a fresh razor blade from eight different angles. The 

hunter winced in agony. His blood now poured from an open wound. As 

he bled, his vision blurred. Then he was enamored by a sort of 

remembrance.  

The shadowy figure Gyone saw stood atop fresh ooze puddles of 

vanquished monsters.  

On its own, it was a frightening sight, but it became uncanny when 

Gyone caught a glimpse of the ooze-infected humanoid and its features.  

“Is that ... me?”  

Gyone walled in with his thoughts. A moment of contemplated silence 

followed, but only briefly as a small voice shattered the isolation in these 

caves. It boomed with such ferocity, yet remained very meek and cracked 

often.  
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“Daddy was right,” the voice muttered, “you are a mean one.” Gyone 

was quick to survey the area left and right, but in his hurried scouting, he 

overlooked a small figure presumably formed from the damned ooze 

puddle, now feet-high submerged in it.  

The evil emitting from the creature was nothing new to Gyone, but 

something demanded his humanity when he readied to start this slaying 

process all over again.  

His steps forward stopped dead as he noticed an alarming feature 

seemingly misplaced on its body: an untouched, human arm with a gloss 

about it.  

And then as well, its eyes were unaffected, but were strikingly lifeless, 

like plastic. These features were eclipsed by what appeared to be its proper 

body.  

Protrusions bulked his right side completely, filled the seams in a coat of 

hardened sludge. With its completion came a large, three-pronged claw 

appendage to cover the other arm. However, the left side only slightly 

formed as well as the other.  

A human torso was hid away, only spotted through a large, oval-like 

opening.  

Tiny, like that of a small child.  

For once, Gyone had to discern that what he was looking at was not 

human. All the more troubling as the hunter was able to put a body to the 

voice. 

“What’s the matter?” the anomaly chimed in. “Could ya stare any harder, 

Mr. Kill Guy?!” 

“…You’re talking,” Gyone froze. “You things are not supposed to talk!” 

The childlike anomaly slithered subtly closer by the inch, the seconds 

winding down, and not a single one uncherished by his giddiness.  

“Then wh—hah! What am I doing right now?!” the child hysterically 

concluded as he unevenly brought his arms to the ground. His beefier 

appendage crashed into the rock and cracked the foundation. “Are you so 
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freakin’ dense that you’d deny that I’m talking to you?” Gyone was at a 

loss for words or witty retorts.  

What’s to say about this?  

What was transpiring was unnatural. Fear, pity, with a dried hint of 

guilt adding onto his conscience, he shakenly attempted to bring Gale 

forward. How unprepared the hunter were to see it coming, the anomaly 

took a cheap pot shot, yelled meekly like a cub as claws dove forward. 

Gyone darted out of the way of the appendage, but was grazed on his left 

arm.  

Although technically unsuccessful, the hunter’s skin remained torn and 

damaged.  

And open to his unbeknownst mutation.  

As Gyone swung with a follow-up of his own, surges of pain shortly 

flowed through his being – throwing off his momentum mid-swing.  

“Come. On!” the child taunted, hopping. “Are you for real?!”  

Child or not, Gyone flared up in his heart. Instinctively, he rushed and 

carved through the air erratically. Though, each attack proved 

unsuccessful, the child dodging effortlessly through The Silent Death’s 

flourishes.  

Gyone disregarded Gale’s lead, let loose of any finesse. The hunter 

was many things, but forgiving—not a chance in hell.  

The child took advantage of this weakness, slinging his body in a 

dance as he then leapt to create some distance between them. Strangely, 

the ooze anomaly appeared to invite the next hit on the nose. He 

playfully teased Gyone, laid a finger on his nostril tip. 

Arguably, Gyone would have a hard time denying himself such an 

opportunity in any condition. The difference here was how woefully 

unprepared he was. His darting maneuver was denied from his own body 

when pain regurgitated in his chest.  

Gyone collapsed to the ground just inches away.  

The child’s plastic eyes belittled his toy further, He planted his bare, 

slimy sole atop Gyone’s head.  
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“I think we’re done here,” declared the mutant child with a grin, stomped 

down and submerged the hunter’s head into sludge.  

The Silent Death gurgled as he fought against the child’s attempt.  

No good—he was doomed to suffocate.  

The child showcased some mercy, allowed his hold to weaken, of which 

Gyone used to catch his breath. Even that was difficult with the thick ooze 

clogging his orifices.  

As he coughed up and reclaimed some mind to react, he was drowned 

again. Gaslit his chance of survival, on their terms. However, Gyone 

caught a glimpse of yet another oddity stemming from his wicked enemy. 

A fleshy cord traveled from his back into the unlit chasms of the tunnel, but 

any other investigation was halted indefinitely.  

“This can’t be so easy, can it?” trivialized the child, carefully extending 

his attention to Gyone’s fatal mistake. The bullet hole—not much deeper 

than his previous wound—oddly never began the healing process. It 

stubbornly stuck around like an uninvited guest. At the very least, some 

sort of miracle warded infection away. 

The child snapped his fingers. 

“Oh!” An epiphany. “You’re holding back on me …” Gyone swallowed 

his comments as he came back up for air.  

“Is that what you think …” his retort, furious and  breathless. His 

controller dismounted Gyone’s battered being, but invaded the space near 

his ear, scrunched down, hanging his balance on the front of his feet. His 

movements fully encapsulated a young boy.  

“Grr, but it’s all I know, kill guy,” they hummed.  

He scooped a helping of the sludge, force fed the hunter – but Gyone was 

quick to spit it away. Flustered, the boy kicked the hunter aside which 

barreled him to now lye on his back.  

Something especially strange occurred outside of the hunter’s sight as he 

scuttled out of the ooze. The very same substance subsided from its puddle 

and began travelling to his damaged arm. 
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The boy continued his search as he appeared to look through the 

distance. He enthusiastically scouted the tunnel with a squint.  

“Maybe we can scare it out of you.”  

A fumbling boom began its cycle among the darkness. Gyone visibly 

trembled to the rhythm as he seemingly attempted to anticipate its beat. 

The boy’s umbilical cord gave slack; stomps marched forward.  

The hunter’s perceptive nature could pick up on how they mirrored 

each other with little delay. A disembodied gurgle then muddled the air.  

“Right on time, Booker,” the boy greeted. 

Finally, an apelike arm made itself known from an adjacent tunnel; 

with the strides followed more appendages that clung onto the archway 

in a set of two. Then another two.  

The force of four more grouped together. Their combined stress visibly 

tore away at the wood. It appeared as though the monstrous presence 

retracted slightly, but only to come back with one bowlike leap, causing 

the support beams to implode from their place.  

There, a simian monster revealed itself to be headless, hulking over 

The Silent Death without a way to feast. Its eight spider legs sheathed 

into its back pouch—audible, slimy slides.  

The monster leaned over, its mutilated stump revealing the veins and 

ventricles that connected itself to the tainted child; of whom approached 

the flesh-torn ape with a heart of gold. Gyone’s mind only echoed a 

single thought, Run, Eve! Wherever you are!  

“Did ya learn about these in school? It’s the Icormantis—y’know! 

Hybrid anatomy one-oh-one!” The child squeezed further of the hunter, 

leaned against his lifeline, elbow-out. Although excited, he was graced 

with no snark, only writhing pain. He dared not even open his eyes.  

The child dismounted in a huff, face soaked with anger as he unevenly 

balanced his footsteps forward with his lopsided frame.  

“Hey, I’m talking to you!” He led as if talking to a new pet.  

Gyone’s grip suddenly twitched uncontrollably. Then his teeth showed.  

Curved canines with an alien flash. A mirror to the boy.  
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By command, The Silent Death’s eyes sprang open with an excellent 

glow of purple. His brow wrinkled in fury as he then spearheaded his intent 

to the boy.  

Ooze drizzled from Gyone’s hand.  

He formed a fist, hammered it into the ground in protest many times 

while that very purple illumination took over his engravings once again. 

Each beat triggered a rev of his chest.  

The hunter’s mind flashed to fresh memories of just days before when 

his reservoirs erupted. A familiar scene in the forest which bolstered the 

evolving hunter’s primal confidence.  

He was undefeated. 

They were unstoppable. 

The dark alter ego then arose to his feet, raised a hand to allow the ooze 

to flow on small crevices on his chest and face with its essence. They sunk, 

now an unbreakable cuiass.  

The child hysterically laughed, stepping to appraise. 

“This is so. Cool!” He momentarily paused, gawked eagerly at Gyone’s 

transformation.  

The hunter slung around his chaotic Gale in otherworldly finesse, waving 

the blade in a spiral with wild ambition not even The Silent Death could 

hope to pull off.  

Purple flame engulfed his very fingertips as he allowed the hefty base to 

then crush the stone beneath. Each breath the primal figure took was a full 

effort: inflating and deflating fully, never without brute fangs.  

He let loose a piercing screech, aura of flame stoking at his feet; air 

around him sizzled to a boil.  

The child was beside himself, a grin curled, as to prove somebody 

wrong. In other reaches of the caves, fear seeped through. 
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Chapter 15 
Ignite 

 

Two shadows stared at each other in the thick blight of the caves. One 

eager to make friends while the other remained bloodhungry.  

Gyone now dominated the air, allowed whatever sin these creatures 

harbored to muse his strength tenfold to inhuman levels. Though, he 

lacked the very ability to cherish such a feat with his voice – let alone 

accept it as himself, as the Irensho clan. His mind fell into the recesses of 

this creature’s will and its house.  

Make no mistake: this was its show, while Gyone was the opening act.  

The child stood as an observer. He admired The Silent Death’s true 

colors. He took a few minor steps forward, but his path was denied as 

Gyone bolted forward and, in mere seconds, quickly dismantled their 

distance, carrying an unnatural miasma to wave over the child’s face; the 

air itself struggled to keep this disorienting pace.  

The child’s flawed expressions jerked impressed. Now, only an inch 

partitioned the two. 

“Hmph,” he scoffed, rolling his shoulders in preparation and playfully 

cracking his prosthetic knuckles. “And I thought you were quiet before 

…” 

Gyone could only growl further.  

His mind trapped itself in days gone by; it observed what to purge from 

the hunter’s identity. His family, his love life, his ambition. All were 

facing the executioner’s axe. That would be the case, if it were not for his 

Irensho blood adamantly fighting back.  

If only by a thin-woven tandem, a balance was agreed upon in his 

heart. And that very conflicted muscle turned both of their hands to 

swing Gale’s corrupted identity to the forefront with purpose.  

The child’s giddiness flattened with regressing steps.  
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“W-what?” The child jittered. “You’re not gonna swing back, are ya? … 

Are ya?!”  

Despite the boy’s pleading—distraught like losing a dog—Gyone 

allowed himself some room to then let loose with a thunderous swing 

which carved through the rock impossibly, causing an overhead collective 

to collapse. The grooves it erected rampaged along the halls deeply.  

Wisps across Gale’s initial motion imbued little flickers of purple flame.  

Curious how they danced only to Gyone’s weaves; how they would char 

something in which shared—presumably—his very curse.  

Both Gyone and his intruder met in the middle to settle this bout as one. 

In the realms of reality, two shadows were set to ignite.  

Gyone first, with an evil shrill. 

The Silent Death began his slaughter as any other, with a dash of 

otherworldly might.  

Gale evoked pure, carnal rage, stray shockwaves rumbling the very core 

of the caves dangerously. Unlike before, the alter ego retained some 

semblance of restraint; adapt to its surroundings. It was hungry, not 

suicidal.  

Maddened, the child gritted hits barely, propped his clublike appendage 

as a shield. Every passing moment further dug confusion, which drove 

whatever his mind was even further into dismay. 

“This is the time you surrender to us, y’know!” reminded as his voice 

cracked, unable to fully brace what his possession was attempting to 

puppeteer. “Stop the games and I’ll leave you in one piece! I swear it!”  

Gyone’s muddled snarl came back again, but it gave into its shakes and 

tremors shortly after, receded to a controlled scowl. The child unstably 

followed the Silent Death’s next moves. 

“No …” a deep and foreign voice emerged.  

His blink was delayed as Gyone’s hazel-green eyes sprang back to life. 

The monster fell back. Gyone rushed forward. They retreated 

momentarily, but followed up immediately with one magnificent toss of the 

blade.  
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It spiraled: a decimating fan blade gyration – chipping away all that 

stood in its path as the horizontal blender disc shifted diagonally against 

either fortitude of ground and roof. As it minced stone, it also 

inadvertently cauterized those same wounds.   

The child was grazed, yet blown aside as though a cannonball 

explosion. The child’s once catch-of-the-day turned out to be his worst 

nightmare. 

He shouldn’t have so much control! the child pried from his mind.  

You know he’ll beat you … A residing entity discouraged from that 

very same mind. Just die! 

Suddenly, the child beat on his skull like a drum, “Nobody asked you!” 

he chastised with a screeched sort of tone as he picked himself from the 

rubble.  

The air amplified with heat ripple. He sweated Gyone’s slow chase 

forward. His eyes, their eyes traded back and forth between their two 

sets, it appeared. Irensho.  

Then the doll.  

Then even both as time passed by, resided in either socket.  

Finally, they reverted to the doll fully, of which wasted no time in 

showmanship – hurdling through the air as though him and his blade held 

some magnetic connection with a single hand’s reach.  

Wild strands of wire purple flickered like lightning through Gyone’s 

fingertips.  

For a moment, the child panicked, his attention punted high to low. 

Gale smelted the ground with her burrowlike grip through rock, so there 

was no chance he could just catch her.  

Not without consequences.  

However, as his eyes then surveyed the lows, they shone hope; his cord 

was tugging along. Just like that, he knew that Booker had a plan. So he 

allowed himself a grin, let the cards sprawl on the table for all to see.  

Boom.  
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Sabotaged by a crushing fist. Booker was back. Its preemptive assault 

originated from one of many side tunnels littering the caves like maggot 

dens.  

The Silent Death’s stride was forcefully redirected through a beam, then 

through the rock – breaking away the seams even further as his body 

melded a raw frame through the stone.  

Unlucky for the undead primate, the doll peeled away from his mold 

quickly, mashing handfuls of stone to giblets. He pushed away with a 

growl. Their area began to shake violently when they met their immense 

power in the middle.  

Gyone lost his will of restraint over their power noticeably as the air 

around him boiled even further. The ape roared – a bellowing, ugly wail 

emitting from the animal’s open stump as its flesh parted in four places like 

flaps.  

The doll met the same ferocious frequency.  

They let loose, proceeded to unleash a trade of savage stabs towards one 

another in their claustrophobic cage. 

 

- - - 
 

It’s no surprise that Eve caught a handful of the ungodly event unfolding. 

She fled even further into the caves. That is, until a thrashing emitted 

through the systems at a magnitude reserved for platonic shifts.  

She fell against the rocks, scraped her bare flesh good, but was otherwise 

lucky enough to survive.  

“De …” she stuttered against the crashes in prayer. “Dear Maiden. P-

please see me through this tur—ah!” A tunnel gave into the trauma and was 

buried right before her eyes, “Turmoil!”  

She salvaged the scripture with a scream, huddled in fear.  

“And. And …” Her words failed.  
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A soft, fluffy entity then brushed against her knee shell. The crashes 

peaked to a high, then suddenly their clash stopped cold. Curiously, Eve 

peaked down to her feet and saw a stout, tabby-furred feline to her 

rescue. The young priestess arose to a slouching position, gazed 

longingly to a light fixture hanging above an archway.  

“Well,” Eve began with shrug, “apology accepted.”  

Eve’s state of mind was incurable. But as the cat continued to stare, she 

began to feel an odd bit protected.  

Its warm pelt of fur shuddered briefly as it then let out a fanged-

widened yawn. It veered attention away momentarily, eyes scrunched 

shut in the process.  

Odd.  

That word especially, Protected.  

Maybe so much so that it nullified worries. Before the priestess could 

so much as dare move an inch, the cat claimed domain of her lap.  

It made its new bed, claws gripping to her sacred clothes; a vibrating 

purr slowly rose from the feline’s lungs. Surreal sensations overcame 

Eve as her hand glided over the cat’s crisp, whitish-tan fluff. To Eve, her 

mind raced to the conclusion that its coat resembled a marshmallow 

roasted over a mild fire.  

No more coaxing was necessary, if any was needed at all. She 

enveloped the cat in a hug, clung on as her expression bloomed to match 

the cat’s coat.  

“How bizarre you found me down here,” as her head sprang up, 

surveyed the mazelike tunnel system branching every which way. “You 

must be a miracle from above, huh!” Her voice popped to a welcoming 

nurture – now holding the big cat by the belly and examining its nether-

regions.  

Much to her undoubted relief, as she contemplated when staring at her 

bag, the female cat wouldn’t dare spray Eve’s belongings in the eternity 

she anticipated to spend with this animal.  
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Eve pulled herself from the confines of the dirty gravel and arose to her 

feet in holy blood.  

She placed her new furry friend inside her bag without rebellion, began 

walking to her left. Her clouded sense of direction, too, seemed to dissipate 

itself; never a sour step then on. 

“C’mon,” she rallied with a proud finger pointed forward, “time to get 

the hell out of here.” 

 

- - - 
 

Far away from its origin, Gyone’s clash with the Icormantis raged on 

through the halls.  

The behemoth dismounted its spider legs from the walls and crashed 

down upon a sprawling hub: remarkably, the heart of the mining ducts.  

Stalacmites anticipated in the background, spelling possibility for any 

would-be battles warring through.  

This area begged for a body.  

Both were more than happy to oblige.  

The instant the Icormantis recovered its dismount, Gyone darted, 

clashed. The mutated primate’s feet gave into the struggle as they slid 

backward on the terrain roughly, splitting against his goopy toes – 

collecting loose rubble in between his foot webbing.  

It howled from its headless membrane. Though it pushed, the beast didn’t 

possess any will of its own.  

Gyone knew the difference between a willing combatant and a slave. But 

the doll had no qualms in morality; neither did Gyone, who was just as 

thirsty as his alter ego.  

A surge of purple fire imbued upon his engravings as this faint thought 

escaped Gyone. The doll became enraged; his eyes chaotically huffed with 

the fire. A diatribe, Damn human sentiments.  
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With one hulking push of Gale’s shaft—and a ring of fire behind at his 

back—he launched the ape to feed him a taste of Gyone’s own suffering. 

The Icormantis cascaded through the air, absolutely demolished the rock 

– ripping away further the stability of this dome.  

One attentive jolt near the primate’s direction prompted some 

intervention from the child. Not so content in letting his lifeline take a 

beating, he blockaded the path with his claw appendage as he denied 

Gyone’s advance.  

“Y’think you’re the only one who can use his fire?” he berated, slight 

offense taken. Then an abnormal voice seemingly interrupted from the 

same mouth, You’re better than him. It snickered briefly. His face 

contorted strangely to accommodate the child’s flux. Then yet again, 

contorting only an instant later.  

“No! Shut”—his plastic arm smacked across a cheek, full force, back 

and forth—“The. Fuck. Up!”  

Dumbfounded, Gyone took the reins once again in his own unhindered 

vision.  

“What’s the matter?” the doll mocked, taunted further by showcasing 

his arm tattoos begin to ignite. “Got something to share—little boy?” The 

boy’s playful charade crumpled under a shrill.  

He barreled towards Gyone.  

A similar fire conflagration spread through the stem of his claws, soon 

hiking up his sharp digits as the gap between him and Gyone was 

shattered by a leaping drive of his clublike arm into the ground.  

To no one’s surprise, The Silent Death dodged in spectacular fashion, 

weaving his very soul into the act as he cartwheeled clear out of range. 

Gale spun to match his motions from his back with only as little as his 

middle finger guiding the chaos.  

He dismounted, feet gracefully complimenting each other as they 

landed, not even a second apart with flawless motion.  

Close as he was, he suddenly felt backlash from the idea of cleaving 

into the appendage. 
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This is too easy, like Gyone stealing the mic. Hold yourself steady. And 

be prepared to jump. A snarl escaped the doll.  

Little by little, the host slowly regained some control over their actions. 

A darting glace to judge the width from here to the cone-shaped maximum 

of the caves transpired.  

Both shared a socket again at this moment.  

They examined the child’s arm, of which now appeared to transfer its 

inferno through the rock. A shit-eating rictus gave away the kid’s cheeky 

plan. Then the ground began to shake. 

“Eat fire, halfbreed!” as fire then spat upwards against the push of the 

appendage. Cracks began to glisten the ceiling, too in a low glow.  

One geyser erupted. 

Then another. 

Then another juxtaposed to that. 

“Daddy said you were the persistent type!” the child cried as he dug 

further in. Its flow liquified the stone at Gyone’s feet to magma.  

Much as he was instructed to, the doll skyrocketed to the top. Oh, he 

jumped, alright. Straight over the geyser’s length as he clung to the above 

rock like an insect.  

It shook its eyes to beads again as a grin curled menacingly. The grasp on 

Gale tightened in anticipation.  

The child panted heavily, noticeably fatigued amongst the subsided 

flames. Though, to his surprise, his stationary scout through the ember-

cluttered, smoky air proved Gyone was nowhere to be seen. He 

preemptively patted himself on the shoulder with a laugh, shut his eyes to 

his surroundings.  

When he attempted to lift his appendage from the ground, Gale’s 

murderous blades descended from the top and pinned both it and the boy. 

Fresh bile guzzled from his arm – nearly lobbed off and hanging from key 

threads.  

The child grew hysterical. He desperately attempted to jostle himself 

free. For all the evil he had become, the boy still retained very human tears, 
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which now trickled against the ooze, slightly dissipated its hold as 

miniscule pieces began to drop like something still alive.  

But it was too late.  

His plastic vision blurred; the pain was too great. Relief came in the 

form of his enemy shortly after as the doll then plopped to the ground 

and grabbed ahold of his appendage.  

With both arms, The Silent Death forced pressure against his ligaments 

and the rest of his body, and finally separated the two in a violent tear. 

The doll then wailed. Shock overcame the boy.  

He screamed a very unfamiliar sort of tone. It overshadowed whatever 

mastered control of the small child. A pit of Gyone’s alter ego felt pity as 

they pulled Gale from the flesh. Then the doll had an idea, peering 

longingly at the severed limb.  

Desperation driving the child to scurry away from its wrath, Gyone 

now slowly paced against their escape. He toyed with his food 

sickeningly, now brandished Gale and his prey’s clawed appendage like 

a club.  

A glimmer of hope reassured the child’s darkness in the form of 

Booker – who wasted no time and booked it towards The Silent Death in 

a mad dash. 

This noticeably annoyed the doll.  

No good alive, the doll uttered for the first time in their head, as though 

unfamiliar with the concept of speaking at all. Submit. 

The doll braced the charge with little to no effort – pushed back onl a 

single foot. Like a skewer, it then dug the claws viciously through its 

lower torso.  

Even in this form, Gyone had issues handling such a bulky weapon. 

And an improvised one at that, he was taking massive disadvantage on 

his roll.  

Booker’s stump belched a cry of pain. He turned his back to the doll, 

appeared to shelter his wounded other as best he could. Of course, the 

doll was having no part. It began picking up the pace – soon bolting 
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forward hastily with full mind to cleave through the two at once. 

Unfortunately, the child was conscious, aware enough to send a huff of fire 

through his foot like a shotgun blast. It knocked the doll away, instead 

prompted them to spin Gale to fan the flames.  

With enough time bought, Booker opened his chest cavity, appeared to 

swallow the child within him. He sprouted his spider legs immediately then 

broke the club from his being and speared it towards Gyone. He carved 

through the item easily, but this proved to be a ruse.  

The Icormantis rushed through the tunnels and magnetized his silky 

appendages to the sides. By the time Gyone was aware of their escape, they 

had already covered a fair bit of distance.  

No matter.  

With a step behind him, as he conjured a ring of fire at his feet, Gyone 

soared from the ground and propelled himself like a bullet. The doll 

influenced Gale down the way, knowing that their current pace wasn’t 

going to fly. She spun at a speed like Hummingbird wings; and within this 

distorted circle painted a crest. An insignia of crescents and circles 

meshing that pledged no allegiance to anything from this century.  

Within the seconds that gifted the child sanctuary were the very same 

that tore it from his hands. Gyone closed the gap steadfastly. Death was 

very well promised.  

The mangled ape was full of holes; not just from small firearms, but as 

though ballistics had torn through the body and created gaping openings to 

offer its loose, tentacle-like insides to the dogs. It was within its tangled 

innards where the boy resided, contemplatively dissecting The Silent 

Death. What could he possibly use to gain the edge?  

The direct approach, for all the guts it would take, would see them torn 

apart while the doll resided. At least. He hoped.  

Then it struck him.  

“T-those. Eyes,” he said as the doll shifted to dole Gyone his moment of 

control. He wondered of how they operated.  
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Would the bulb be conditioned to hostile takeover from the outside-in? 

Or was there another pair just waiting to cycle from the back? Was that 

the blink’s purpose?! He momentarily fell to rapid questions that led 

nowhere, but he shook away his tendency – trashing the breadless trails 

until only one phrase remained.  

Strip it of its eyes! 

The thought barely finished its rounds before Booker dramatically 

shifted his charge with a sharp left into another tunnel. There, a light 

broke through.  

A faint, fear-fueled shriek escaped a crevice as they passed.  

Just then, Eve was greeted with the origin of the small rattles and roars 

from before. As well as a darting glimpse of her then-savior in his alter 

ego.  

Though, she didn’t recognize it at the time.  

An alarming red flag to turn back the way she came. However, it 

elicited a very strange urge to follow; its very own fire within her heart. 

She sought closure; a curious sort without origin. The cat seemed to 

agree as she conveyed an answer with her thin irises.  

Gyone mimicked the ape’s gesture and fanned his propeller against the 

corner, absolutely shredding the integrity of the tunnel to pieces. He 

rebounded into his before-pace with combustive ignition.  

The eyes reverted to Gyone completely, almost as if in fear. That was 

when a faint sound pierced through the shaken, percussive beating.  

Mists of water trickled against a wooden surface.  

Then, as they both entered the magnificent light, mile-wide waves of 

water crashed against the rustic shroud of a plate steel canopy. Their 

chase covered a fair way into the bridge.  

Suddenly, the ape halted with one round back to face Gyone, leaping 

from the struts and retracting his legs back to the sack.  

It took a hell of a stranglehold on Gyone’s part to dissuade the doll 

from charging head-first into another trap. But they had already been 

fooled.  
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Clouds of water showered the bridge’s edges; droplets served as a 

pesticide for either of the shadow’s bodies and their forms. By the curds, 

pieces slowly failed to keep hold, drizzled down like microscopic slugs. 

The process burned greatly.  

“Ha!” the child wailed, pushed against the Icormantis’ torso and 

revealed. “Now that puppy’s got a leash, I should mind”—his voice shifted 

to childish mockery—“my manners!”  

“What do you hope to gain from this?” Gyone’s distorted voice box 

interrogated as he braced the burns. “You cleanse both of us, we all 

starve!”  

His words possessed a sort of familiarity about them. Knowledge such as 

this was impossible to dig up from The Silent Death’s mind.  

No.  

This was from depths unknown to the current state of the world – a 

presence far back in time.  

Gyone heard it all, but feared he would retain the doll’s knowledge only 

briefly as he were.  

“My name is Jake,” stuffed down Gyone’s throat, treading closer and 

closer. No way would he leave without a formal introduction. His mockery 

erupted again; like a mask.  

“I have been—rrg—very grateful to have shared this occasion with you. 

Gyone Irensho.”  

The entity trembled into the sidelines as Jake titled his opponent like 

nobility. Judging by his delivery, he only considered the title worthy of a 

small sand castle. Nevertheless, Gyone emerged once again, “You didn’t 

answer me, runt!”  

Gyone pushed with his own trademark demeanor. And as well, with a 

stride forward while he still retained the ability to do so.  

The duo followed suit, but Booker’s spider legs—when they erupted to 

action—appeared worn and emaciated, as though a glaze had been washed 

from its appendages. They clung to the beams with all the ferocity, but 

lacked the previous flavor.  
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Their clash was about to start all over again. That is, until Booker 

redirected his course. The child’s eyes peered through the flesh, 

designated Booker’s wrath upon a new target.  

Eve.  

The drastic shift turned Gyone’s head to face the end of the bridge 

where the Muroshi clan reveled, heartbeat rapid and on the verge of 

ludicrous.  

Her mind fell to a calming prayer, shadows both redirected towards her 

wildly – as if in competition to devour her. Eyes shut to the world, only 

to her own soul as she recited her mother’s bedtime ritual. 

“Dear Maiden of the Sky. Provider of life and all that we cherish … 

Shine your light upon me in my hours of need. 

“And deliver my oppressors to your guidance!” 

Silence walled the crashing waves from tuning her out, but they soon 

faded in with a crescendo, accompanied by a very echo-y incision of 

blade-against-carapace crunch.  

Eve opened to the world, wide-eyed to find the horrible Icormantis 

without half of its spider legs, toppling over near the edge where full 

whisks of water plunged themselves against its coat. Relief cooed within 

her body, but why?—why was she spared?  

As much as her curiosity grew, she tempered herself to reside where 

she stood now. Curiosity killed the cat, after all.  

Booker enacted himself quickly then desperately clashed with Gyone. 

A moot gesture as his strength dwarfed the wounded primate; and he 

taunted it well. He held the ape in false hopes, holding each other at bay. 

But then. Gyone came to the forefront, darting glimpse turning around to 

face his contract.  

His friend.  

“Eve!” Gyone’s purest of tones shouted through. She stammered.  

“G-gyone …” contrasting his stare with what he had become. 

“Gyone?!” 
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“I know I’m not a perfect human being”—his voice now fluctuated from 

distortion to himself—“but I have a promise to fulfill to you! What you see 

now … this is what I’m cursed to bare. The combination of all the awful 

crimes I’ve committed. But I’m not what I’ve done!” Eve couldn’t help but 

chuckle to herself; it was the only thing that made sense to her today. “I am 

Gyone! And if you’re still willing to … I want to help you—find your dad! 

I want to use this second chance at life for something better!”  

Eve expressed, inconsolably, “We can do it together! You are forgiven, 

Gyone!”  

She reached within herself. She felt a warm presence steal away her 

doubts all at once. And it was from here that she fully embraced the role in 

which she thought to be a curse of her own.  

Gyone, her guardian, grabbed ahold of the Icormantis. He braced his grip 

as he burrowed under the beast then conjured his circle again. Its crackling 

energy bolstered; he readied to throw.  

With one mighty heave, Gyone chucked both the child and the ape 

through the air – hopelessly dooming them to fall over the edge.  

Both victims were aware. Booker just narrowly snagged onto one of the 

beams, at the cost of half of his person being submerged in the raging 

waters. Slowly, he sat there deteriorating while the child desperately 

attempted the pry himself free to the dry side.  

Booker fought against his fate, but even his primal being gave in to the 

water’s intended flow. His grip began to falter, if only to spite Gyone’s 

satisfaction of the kill. However, even as the hunter’s alter ego melted 

away, he made it a point to see his opponent off, face-to-face, only 

partitioned by an inch once more for the last time. 

The child gazed at The Silent Death, desperately clinging to his fallen 

incubator’s soaking pelt with his plastic human arm. Resounding humanity 

escaped his shell, shakenly panting in fear.  

“You—did pretty good, Kill Guy,” Jake conveyed with failing breath. He 

pushed away from the flesh, clung onto his very own anchor to life. An 

inner amulet that fed from Booker’s corroded spine.  
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Jake moved with the ape’s motions by bracing his stump against the 

outside fur and his hand on the accursed item.  

With all he had left, Jake then ripped the amulet from its host, took a 

long breath in preparation. The boy’s purple-cased eyes shone through 

Gyone’s like the real deal. As they may have done in his previous life.  

“Thank you.” 

They plunged into the great blue below. Gyone turned back to Eve in a 

slow, crippled walk.  

Gale’s chaotic blades appeared to dull, then melted away outright when 

he dropped its frame to bathe further. The blades first, which resembled 

melting candles mixing into one another into thick paint.  

His body slowly cleansed, the black tar now completely warded from 

his being. And before long, Gyone and Eve were where they were before. 

Against the grain. Bound off to parts unknown at the other’s mercy. 

Gyone dropped to his knees without a word, his original self falling 

forward. Lucky for him, Eve caught the exhausted hunter swiftly with a 

sliding save.  

Though wounded, his stubbornness jumpstarted him to stay awake. No 

way was he going to fall asleep on the job.  

Not while he was on the clock.  

His head slowly lifted to face the priestess. At the instant, she was 

relieved. She embraced the hunter in a hug. The seconds rolled down as 

Eve held her guardian.  

Suddenly, a familiar sniffing nose greeted the scene when the pup 

found his way home. The priestess took a quick roll call of her new 

companions. In that tranquil moment, she knew that everything was 

going to be okay.  
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Chapter 16 
Masters of the Earth 

 

Great Meadow Basin 

A place of peace and tranquility – all hidden in a simple alcove on the 

road to bigger things. 

“Every man, women, child, and their Anubian kin are just a neighbor in 

need of some sugar. Be that cup they so desperately need.” 

-Nigeri Slovska- 

-Founder and Overseer of Great Meadow Basin- 

This phrase was embroidered on every corner in a bronze plaque.  

Such corners were cut and fabricated into the most lavish of intrinsic 

architecture that suited this small mountain area to some sense of delicacy.  

From the outside-in, steel workings hint at life on the peaks pop; yet 

another fortress or just another terraformed encampment that embraces 

industry within their confines.  

When an individual, however, scales the artificial cliffs, bridges, and rail-

line hiker trollies to breathe their air, you would swear it were made of 

hope – inspiring to the war-torn land that there is still a light to pursue. 

Luxuries in which some children have never known their entire time on the 

planet.  

Not here.  

The area sprawled out to overlook the surrounding desert plains from 

their cubby hole. Bounties of flower varieties blossom impossibly year-

round. And buildings retain a sense of homely allure, as most were 

constructed from sturdy, well-refined stone and decorative latticework 

frames, in a form of artistic branches scaling the base. Surely, Great 

Meadow Basin is heaven to some. But for the poor.  

They can only last so long. 
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An old man exploding with nick-knacks from his travel backpack, 

pockets—you name it—is being processed through the endearing 

blockade of safety protocols awaiting travelers at Great Meadow Basin’s 

gate. He presents a dirty brown duffle bag with muddled black lace 

weaves embroidered in the leather straps to the skeptical bunch of 

guards.  

From a distance, they appeared to strongarm the bag from the curious 

old man’s person, began rummaging through the contents in a pack.  

Dimm Oxmen expected no less, observed the situation from afar in a 

garden-rich café, complete with finely-trimmed bushes, cobblestone wall 

fixtures, and a very classy (expensive) menu propped in the center of 

their glass table. Who’s toting around bags through checkpoints in 

Licentia like they were nothing? Even in the apparent most peaceful zone 

on the continent, they would not turn a blind eye to such carelessness. 

Boren sat opposite of his brother, soon caught on to Dimm’s 

distraction, sipping his homebrewed coffee. Espresso strength, mounded 

with double the grounds. It sufficed the burly warrior’s growing drowse, 

cadenced time to time by throaty, beastlike yawns.  

“What are we going to do?” started the warrior with a blank stare, 

façade crusting away as immediacy took over. “Dimm!”  

Daze defeated, Dimm’s attention darted to Boren, “Huh?” 

“What are.”—Boren slowly reiterated piecemeal— “We going. To 

do?!” 

“Cut through the mountains—duh?” Dimm mocked cautiously. “You 

really need some sleep, Boren. Already forgetting shit on me.” 

“No, I mean everything else,” with a tempered tone. Dimm took an 

elongated pause; his eyes dropped to his feet. 

“I don’t know, Boren …”  

He immersed himself in his surroundings. He caught onto an old man –  

fine red vestments as sharp as his steps, with purpose. They approached 

the guards who now restrained the curious visitor.  
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Their words were impossible to understand, but it preoccupied Dimm, 

nonetheless. Suddenly, the old man’s voice peaked. 

  

“Hanashi Soronta! What brings you to our humble abode?” the man 

proclaimed with an astonished stretch of his arms, voice hoarsened by 

years of shouting.  

His action lowered at once when he witnessed the navy-blue blazered 

guards pummel the old toymaker into submission. Like a beacon of 

authority, his demeanor shifted.  

“Men, stand down!”  

A resounding “yes, sir, Mr. Slovska, sir!” escaped the three servile men, 

froze in salute. Hanashi retrieved his confiscated belongings, suited himself 

back up as he were.  

“Bah, don’t worry about ole’ ‘Tinkerbones, Nigeri!” Hanashi brushed 

off—god knows his overalls needed it. “The boys’re just doing their jobs is 

all.”  

The two men then, locked each other in a decades-in-the-making 

embrace.  

“You’re hardly the war machine, Hanashi,” Slovska chuckled, braced 

against the short man’s shoulders. Nigeri eclipsed the toy maker by at least 

a foot and a half. From Dimm’s distance, he could swear Nigeri was using 

Hanashi to stop himself from falling over. 

 

Boren lacked the energy to force Oxmen’s attention away. He sighed and 

confided in his coffee.  

Dimm’s voice reemerged after a moment of contemplation, turning his 

head around to show his longtime friend the attention he deserved.  

“Do you think Vera was serious?” Dimm questioned. “About starting a 

war with the Anubians?” Boren approached the question like a landmine, 

as he ruminated too on the machine man’s oath. Mercy ain’t free, after all.  

He burst with a dismissive roll of the lips. 

“Pfft, no way!  
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“The Cannibals may have some new toys and a glorified piston engine 

for a boss, buut”—he emphasized for dramatic effect at first. But his 

attempt transformed to disarray as his eyes wandered to the gate scuffle. 

An Anubian scout party waited patiently in line behind—” … We have 

bigger guns—Dimm!” Boren hastily finished. He ducked his head behind 

the menu placement, “Hide!”  

“Calm down, Boren! What is it-” 

“Anubian scouts!—they’re looking for us!” in a stammered whisper.  

Dimm retracted his attention back to the gate, promise of danger only 

feeding the Scholar with more ammo. He had constantly patted himself 

on the shoulder for his slick tongue-work.  

Debatable, of course.  

He quickly turned back to Boren with a smirk. 

“These guys?”—followed with a mock, hardy laugh—“They couldn’t 

find grey on steel!” He smacked his hand against the table, only nearly 

avoiding causing any real damage to the fragile table frame.  

But as he did, the scouts cleared through without much of a fuss; peace 

party done right—fuck. Dimm noticeably cringed, but the same cocky 

flair still splinted.  

“I’m sure they’re just passing through,” he bargained. 

“Don’t make me repeat myself human!” the captain erupted towards 

the guards. “Are you harboring AWOL Brotherhood?!” Boren ducked 

down further.  

“ … So here’s the idea: we flank them from the left.” Dimm’s 

suggestion failed to rally even an ounce of Boren, of whom smacked his 

head against the table with a groan worth a thousand ‘no’s.’  

Dimm shook his head in frustration. His eyes rolled back. His master 

plan was denied as if  scribbled down on a bar napkin. Suddenly, a tap of 

the shoulder zapped Boren back upright. The mostly-fearless soldier 

arose from his chair with a yelp. His “Alcove Bean” coffee now 

dampened a patch of gravel and weed grass.  
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The brew had time to settle and cool down; Boren envied those last sips 

as much as he’d envy a clear day.  

He turned to face Hanashi and his smile, flirting with a rictus—but not 

quite. The old man snickered at the burly warrior, “Didn’t mean to scare 

ya, big guns!” as he extended his hand. “I’m Hanashi Soronta, and I am 

willing to offer you two”—he slung his duffle bag on the table like letting 

go of a boulder. It toppled the fragile legs and brought the whole décor 

crashing down in on itself—“a job!” Dimm and Boren looked at each 

other, curfuffled.  

With so much on their plates, work was far from what the duo desired.  

Hah, hah,” Dimm chuckled awkwardly, further observing the distance 

this man had conquer in no time at all. “That’s real neat … swear! Have to 

decline, though.” It was around these words when he caught a good 

glimpse of the Anubian captain. Regrettably, Dimm was able to put a name 

to the head. 

Fuck me! his mind screamed. Not Ornmen!  

Hanashi began rummaging through the haphazardly-thrown together 

items that filled his bag. He threw out curious figurines at their feet, almost 

intentionally as the oblivious geezer caught himself, “Just a sec.” Hanashi 

leashed them along further, tossing some garments atop the toys. “I haven’t 

finished my plea to you strapping, young lads yet!  

“Trust me, I know you can’t say no. Easy credits,” with a snake oil 

charm. Suddenly, Dimm had stumbled on a way out.  

The clothes were garish. Teal-blue stripes stitched against the clash of 

white, all seamed into jumper-style overalls. But they were the last thing an 

Anubian soldier was going to be caught dead wearing.  

Following Hanashi’s prompt, Dimm began scavenging the pile, starting 

with the outfit. Neatly folded under it was a brown fur-lined jacket; extra-

large to take on the bulk of a hardy, hunky set of guns and a matching cap 

nestled in the fabric.  

He took a gander at the dangerously perceptive scouts, went back to the 

pile.  
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“You have yourself a deal, old man!” Dimm realigned. He held his fist 

out to bump.  

“That’s great!” Hanashi exclaimed, awkwardly cradling the fist, 

shaking it.  

Usually, Anubians would kill for less. But the Scholar wasn’t slave to 

that; Maybe a few battles could’ve been spared if they just explained the 

gesture in the first place.  

Nevertheless, the Soronta clan was given a pass.  

Boren kneeled down, picked a plastic figure from the ground. It 

depicted gilded warriors with exaggerated features – not unlike gluing an 

Anubian torso to a lanky man.  

At least the arms were in proportion.  

His eyes fell to the clothes. Then back to the figures. A stunning 

realization took hold as the two appeared to complement each other as a 

set. By this point, he already saw Dimm sign them away on a job he 

knew nothing about.  

“Wait a minute!” barged Boren as he stole Dimm to the sidelines. His 

voice transformed to a mellow tone. “We’re just gonna take the clothes 

and run, right?” Dimm hesitated at first, plugging the ideas together as to 

see how much he could wager.  

“Well … he was promising credits.” 

“But we have to go!” Boren argued, his track of Hanashi long-since 

gone with a curious slant of the eyes. As he did so, the Scholar chucked 

the overalls at his face and proceeded to a nearby bathroom fixture; even 

their intricate crapper buildings were crafted to match. 

“Trust me, ole’ pal,” Dimm lazily pleaded. He slung the jacket over his 

shoulders, grasped onto the goggles, “I’m getting us out of this mess, if it 

kills me.” Though he didn’t fully trust that they would get out scoff-free, 

Boren cracked a smile – if only for his friend’s endearing promises.  

“Maybe everything will be okay,” Boren’s grog gaze surrendered as he 

then followed after Dimm. Maybe. 
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Only maybe, it seemed. 

Boren stood in horror, against the surrounding crowds, with Hanashi 

parading a banner and a rusty megaphone.  

Generic music, found in any sort of battle play or morning cartoon, 

scratched its way out of an old radio the coot had brought with him. All of 

this attention called to the surrounding market infectiously.  

Not just the children, but the parents with their children, too; they 

allowed this otherworldy magic to engulf their wallets. Both donned their 

appropriate disguises just shy of the bathroom entrance archway.  

“Huh …” Dimm reveled in company. “Let’s just leave before he-” 

“Ladies, Gentlemen, Anu-kin—or whatever you call it!” Hanashi 

beckoned, stretched his banner out clearly for the crowd to read. It entailed 

with a crude, burlap sack-like fabric: Masters of the Earth. The old man 

cleared his throat. He took a step on a small soapbox.  

“In a world on the brink of despair: threatened each and every day 

by the evil Zabu,” 

—he turned towards his heroes for the day— 

“Two heroes fight to save the world!” 

The boys stood baffled, froze in place. Hanashi awkwardly chuckles as 

he repeats his call to arms.  

“I said, two heroes fight to save the world!” 

Included in the busy crowds were Slovska and Captain Ornmen, 

expression cold and alert – but also willing to be impressed. His men 

sniffed through the gathering intently. They knew how this game of cat and 

mouse goes, surely.  

The captain directed eye contact towards the two ‘actors.’ It was a 

godsend for these suits to come with their own headwear and eye 

protection. Boren shivered as his superior’s rage-instilled figure capped 

only so loosely.  

“Oh, shit, he’ll know it’s us for sure if we go up there, Dimm …  

“Dimm!?”  
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All that remained near the soldier’s side was thin air. Then thunderous 

applause beat through the district like a riot. Boren jerked back to the 

show. Where Dimm now flexed for the crowd in grandeur.  

“Introducing The Aviator! Master of mortal skies!” 

The crowd ate the spectacle right up.  

They grew restless, seemed to lose a certain decency when some dared 

sift closer to the showgrounds—ready to pounce like rabbits in heat. 

“You heard that right, citizens of Great Meadow! Why, the 

Aviator has done the impossible: harnessed a machine that can”—he 

allowed his arm to duck and weave as to mimic flight—“soar through 

the skies like a bird! His trusty super automobile, Jet! (sold 

separately!) 

They searched out such a spectacular machine. “Flight? From a 

machine? That reeked of devil’s speak; or tall tales!” Nobody had even 

attempted to dream so big in this world.  

Alas, no such machine was present. Hanashi tried to salvage the crowd.  

“Erm—don’t worry, folks. Jet’s got a fancy cloak feature! 

Anyway. Shh—wait! Did ya hear that?” 

An elongated roar erupted from the speakers. Adults remained amused 

while some young found themselves legitimately startled; the scouts and 

Ornmen were included in this category. Hanashi cracked a mile-wide 

grin as he retracted his hand from his utility belt. A plastic ping device 

brought on thunderous howls.  

“The iron beast draws near! Manned by our second hero, no 

doubt! Good people, I give the fiercest of the duo – the Master of 

Land! I give you …” 

He pointed towards Boren. The time had come. For death? Possibly. 

But as time grinded to a halt and fate threw its footsteps forward with axe 

in hand, Private Yarsi felt a dusky breeze fall over his aching bones.  

The crowds granted him an audience with no strings attached.  

No humiliating examples for the other Youngbloods to suffer through 

in training so many years ago. No bittersweet honor speech for besting 
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his defected blood family when they abandoned their duties as Brotherhood 

during those days in training.  

Private Yarsi has spent too much time propping up the heroes in the clan.  

He wanted the fame you could live on.  

Now, his wish stared at him star-eyed, with a seductive face impossible 

to resist. With one hulking charge forward, Boren slid to his knees and 

struck a pose – brandishing his admittedly-huge guns and undoubtedly 

upfront fondness to the spotlight.  

“The Loco Motive!” 

A chuckle escaped Dimm, but nothing could dissuade Boren’s sudden 

dedication to character.  

The show ramped up the theatrics another notch, the music including a 

single line of vocals to wrap up the intro.  

“Masters of the earth!~” delivered by a female vocalist, followed by a 

chime that sounded like sparkling sheen.  

Ornmen’s squad stared at the two actors like into an abyss. Nevertheless, 

they regrouped, slowly moved through the crowd as a unit of three. The 

crowd, however, made this maneuver like trekking through hot magma 

when their eruptive cheers.  

Hanashi approached his two stars with a delighted smile about him.  

“I knew you boys had a thing for the crowds,” he said as he fidgeted with 

his plastic music trigger. “Now’s time for the real demonstration, me 

thinks.”  

Dimm fronted, casually laughed on cue. “Crazy, how they bought that 

story about a goddamn flying machine!” 

“Boy, wait till you see what I have in store for the kiddos!” 

Then came the rising star, descending from his high: “Holy specter shit!” 

Boren interjected. “I feel so alive! What else you got for the Masters?!” 

Dimm’s brow perked when he realized how much Boren was enjoying 

himself. 

“Well.” Hanashi revved up, appeared to spread some distance from the 

two Anubians. Then unloaded a host of mock punches, “I hope. You boys. 
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Read those scripts—hyah!—in yer bloomers!” These strikes held the 

staggering impact of a butter knife. And at least those still had serration.  

Both perked up.  

“Scripts?” Dimm pondered. He searched his various pockets and 

slots—as well as Boren, who first picked through his front overalls. 

“Yep!” the old man exclaimed. “It’s no big deal, just say some heroic 

babble when I give the cue. 

“And break character looking over our backs for a card or something?” 

Dimm contested. “How the hell is that going to work?” 

“Boys, I’ll be right there with ya.  

“Cuz you’ll be fightin’ me!”  

A synchronized “What?!” busted from their mouths, but Hanashi gave 

no punchline. He headed opposite of them, strolling away with a distinct 

kick to his step as he hummed a little ditty to himself – back to his many 

props and supplies.  

Without their ringleader, the young scholar shook his head in disbelief. 

But more importantly, he felt it were the right time to console his partner. 

He grabbed ahold of Boren, shooed him away from the attentive 

audience.  

“Are you feeling okay, bro?” Dimm inquired, suspecting madness.  

“Dimm, I’m just having some fun. Trust me!” 

Oxmen wasn’t buying it. Boren never fancied himself the life of a 

party—let alone a starring role. 

“Okay,” he swallowed with a smirk. He patted The Loco Motive’s 

shoulder, “Just keep your head together, alright?” Boren nodded, that 

very rational stare he bore pulled out like some calling card.  

 

The radio score peeled sloppily. It enstilled in the air something most 

nefarious. Percussion smashed through the speaker, emitting static from its 

worn system. A fitting touch to the Masters’ challenger across the 

battlefield.  

But wait!  
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Their heroes were nowhere to be seen!  

The evil being donned tattered garmets of matte purple that shrouded his 

entire body. Their enormous and disproportionate head depicted a face 

sapped of color – gleeful rictus appearing to stretch, snapped into place. 

Chalk it up to poor craftsmanship, but it was a strange detail that held the 

same care like any other. Its eyes were empty, resembling that of an 

Anubian Monarch such as General Gore. Ornmen especially took note of 

the odd design which took him back just a few days ago after his shameful 

display in Halsberth. 

  

- - - 
 

He recalled when he was thrown onto the shredding grate floor by the 

General himself – fuming with anger, lurching forward. 

“Three dead? Three?!” they chastised as he unsheathed his blade to the 

Captain’s person.  

An immaculately forged version of what their kind carry, decorated in 

the words of a council long since decayed and dead.  

“You’re a hazard to our survival, Ornmen! What kind of damage have 

you managed in the holy city?!” 

“Many more fell before us!” Ornmen dared to rebuke, propped his head 

up proudly.  

Gore made it clear that such an act was enough to draw blood. He then 

drove the reinforced iron blade to shred the metal-grated floor. The captain 

on trial could make out the delicate cursive embroidered into the 

masterwork, he was so close. 

Live and die by the Monarch. 

Be the blade you bare. 

Each side shared a mirrored version of the same message. As if 

christened by decree, Ornmen went further. 
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“We were on the tail of victory, General!” with bleated heave. “… 

Putting me on display will get us no further.” Gore’s divine rite shone 

through a scrunched, furious set of eyes. Some part of him questioned the 

captain’s words—if only to spare his floor. To collude any other day 

would be sacrilege, but he relented. General Gore stormed away with a 

growl.  

Blips from his digital clocktower painted a clear picture: his troops 

were spread too thin. The numbers were weened to the point where Gore 

could almost cherish a name to each signature. With them, too, their 

ranks among Crygor Stronghold; he gave any eager hopeful a weapon 

and a king’s bounty of ammo. Scouts were soldiers, captains led suicide 

runs through Cannibal territory to cover distance more quickly. And even 

that faction was accruing bodies with a suspicious efficiency.  

Gore and his base of operations were caving under their own 

reputation. With a tumbling grain of dirt slowly reclaiming the crater for 

its own. 

This home did not belong here anymore. 

It was in this moment that Gore recalled that word: Home. 

“Oxmen and Yarsi,” Gore recalled aloud. “Captain!—on your feet! 

Now!” Ornmen rose without any rebellion. 

“General?”  

“We have some strays that I need you to gather up. If you don’t want to 

be the example. Then you will bring them to me.” 

“Strays, huh?” secretly salivating. His blood boiled for revenge. “Do 

you have a scout report to go off of?” 

“No. You go in blind, Ornmen.”  

  

- - - 
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“Keep bloodthirst at bay, Captain,” Gore’s words echoed in Captain 

Ornmen like mantra; his eyes locked onto Dimm and Boren’s triumphant 

entrance.  

The Aviator leapt from the back of a sturdy kiosk for a small amount of 

airtime while The Loco Motive charged through a stack of sandbags, 

whirling up a dust cloud as he slid through the gravel.  

“I expect you to bring the Scholar back alive.” 

“What’s this I see?!” 

“Oh no! It looks like Zabu’s loose in the city!” 

“Time to kick some a—I mean—tail, brother!” 

The two brothers bumped fists together, took each other’s forearms in 

embrace; Ornmen jotted. More than evident now. He pushed back against 

the crowds again: without mercy. 

They concluded their scene in flourish, both turning to face Zabu in an 

exaggerated, cartoonish manner, like theater. Both announced in sync, 

slight nod to one another. 

“Prepare to fall to the might of the Earth!”  
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Chapter 17 
What Do You Fight For? 

  

“Your time has come, Masters of the Earth! I will burn this place to 

the ground, and nobody can stop me! Aahahahaha!” 

Hanashi did his best as a menacing monstrosity, but his hick twang 

wasn’t doing him any favors. But he was into the motions nonetheless, 

excessively extending his fists to the sky, only to rubber-band back into 

his coat. He was sure to jerk his prop head to face the crowds; about the 

most terrifying thing there.  

Some few children clung to their parents and turned away.  

That’s to be expected for an effective (marketable) super villain. 

However, even the adults felt an off vibe. What exactly was it supposed 

to be? A man? A monster? Both?  

Certain people visibly shrugged when the thought hit them – others 

hoped that the back of the box answered some of their questions as they 

observed.  

Boren took point, struck a pose – fists on display and cupcake-tipped 

hat bouncing.  

“We’ll see about that, chump!” 

“Oh, but you’re already blind. Take this!” 

Zabu splayed his right arm from the coat, stretching the fabric to 

resemble a wing. A small purple glow flickered behind a thin paper 

membrane. Then it grew in illumination.  

A loud fan blade noticeably sputtered to a start which cut the air 

rapidly. It expanded the ramshackle fabric to groove against the 

circulation. The Aviator stepped forward, immediately—and 

impromptu—motioning his arms in a counter-clockwise maneuver. He 

blurted out a choreographed trademark. 

“Big Shield Typhoon!” 
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A small ball shot from the coat. He swiped a strong parrying brace. Now 

slave to the spotlight, The Aviator braved the impact, noted by a prominent 

ping. 

Huh. Maybe I should be an actor, as he was suckered into his applause.  

Suddenly, the toy ball exploded with a cloud of thick smoke. The 

ignition startled Dimm, whose focus darted with flabbergast. Who’s to say 

what would happen if he were justa  second off.  

“Real smoke bombs?!” Dimm broke character, faced Boren, who shared 

a dumbfounded stammer. ‘Zabu’s’ arm reached to his nape and he rubbed 

nervously. Under the mask, the toymaker’s smile shared the scale of his 

character. 

Before the fight could commence, a figure then parted through the smoke 

screen with fiery intent. Captain Ornmen pierced through their eyes like 

freshly-sharpened spears. He prowled closer; his war-torn figure didn’t 

exactly cry “I’m a fan.”  

“So,” with arms crossed, “you’re the Masters of the Earth.” He seemed to 

accuse as he dug his boots into the sandlot. Dimm and Boren had to un-

learn their salute.  

With all of their will, they fortified a line of defense.  

“That’s right, citizen!” Dimm: The Aviator addressed with full heroics. 

“Who do we owe the honor, for the Brotherhood to witness our show?!” 

Ornmen’s two scouts rallied to his command.  

“Well, Aviator. You strike me as a very strong and fit man; as well you, 

Loco.” Ornmen exiled a chuckle. His jaw shrugged to an apt smile. “Let’s 

be serious for a second: who are you two, really, under all this? It’s really 

absurd to think that you’re these superheroes.”  

“Erm, I-”  

“We have enemies everywhere!” Boren butted in, recalling to ‘keep a 

secret identity.’ “We just can’t give that information to just anybody.” 

Boren may have adopted the brash one-note character well, but his 

performance stemmed too close to home. Became way too familiar.  
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His head stuffed with evidence, Ornmen’s scarred lips raised with a 

smirk; teeth produced.  

“Tell me.  

“When you cut through the gates at the base of Crygor Stronghold”—

he raised an underhand fist that feint-clenched the air, only to crush it—

“did you feel regret?  

“Did you understand what you were implicating when you ran? 

“Did you care at all?” 

Both actors froze. The common man or creature knew not of their 

deeply-tied bond to the Brotherhood banner. But as the common folk of 

Great Meadow Basin have shown, they adore a spectacle.  

During, Hanashi had stealthily sleuthed his way to his display, erected 

like magic by what appeared to be a hired assortment of young teens.  

A sturdy, hollow block of wood immaculately decorated with Masters 

of the Earth merchandise was ransacked of all its alpha figures. 

Curiously, the only figures still in stable supply happened to be some sort 

of catlike sculpture, Dimm noticed as his attention evaded his fate 

briefly. 

Boren’s heart fell into his stomach. His head slumped down, but his 

one-eyed stare kept trained to Ornmen. Fortunately, that very eye was 

undercover in his goggles which refracted Ornmen’s ability to identify 

their special irises. Though, any semblance of escape had since been 

discarded. One piece for every ten against you just wasn’t going to 

satisfy.  

His trap opened faintly, only to be hushed by a commanding, at-ease 

gesture.  

“Not. Another”—arose to a howl—”word!” His, other hand collected 

two steel, bulky, and aged pairs of cuffs which dangled from his horn-

slung fingers; one from the index and the other from the pinky. Needle-

thick openings surfaced the inner rings in a hexagon. One flick too far 

resulted in a nasty sting.  
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“Dimm Oxmen and Boren Yarsi: under the command of General Gore, 

you shall be executed for abandoning your post without chance to appeal!” 

That’s when the two other scouts stepped forward. At first, they watched 

with skepticism. But now, they were throwing their support behind 

Ornmen.  

Cheers fell to silence.  

The area thickened, chirped with worrisome, whispering souls. 

“Is this part of the show?” a man said to his wife: a middle-class couple 

coddling their young boy’s shoulders.  

“Come forth at once, and we can be on our way,” Ornmen offered. His 

stare was blank; didn’t mean a damn thing about it. Dimm slowly grabbed 

his headwear and goggles, yanked them off as to get it over with. A 

coldness ran through their veins as they shot ugly, bitter eyes across the 

way. He swore to never give the Brotherhood a body to make a mockery 

of. Not like they did to his mother.  

Not again. 

“You’ll have to kill me before I hang,” the young Scholar said on choked 

breath. “Can you do that for me, brother?” 

“Dimm, no!” Boron pleaded.  

He went unanswered. Captain Ornmen swelled with laughter of an 

atavistic order. He regressed his pinky and let one of the cuffs crash to the 

ground. He clamped the other on his person, freely flexed his elbows 

outward in a swiveling motion, ready to oblige. 

“It doesn’t matter who gets to witness,” the old captain snarled viciously. 

“A crowd is too much for an outcast like you!” He closed the distance in 

time, wound up his fist to a closing punch.  

The usual routine.  

Bracing, Dimm closed his eyes.  

Strange enough, he felt no pain. He felt no effort. He felt.  

Absolutely nothing.  

Perplexed, the Scholar allowed himself a peak. Ornmen collapsed to 

pieces before his eyes, like a porcelain doll being grinded to powder.  
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As the captain’s frame crumbled, Dimm’s breath faltered; he 

sidestepped on-alert. The area around him stood completely still. Its 

residents resembled mannequins more so than people, lifeless and 

propped for show.  

The very flow of time was interrupted. But as to why has yet to be 

uncovered.  

Dimm glanced to the left of him and saw how Boren posed in a call to 

action. Had fallen to the same ailment. It appeared as though despite the 

death knell being called upon the two runaways, Boren was ready to go 

out swinging.  

He wandered further, attempting to make sense of this odd event. 

Divine intervention seemed unlikely. No such dues were owed to him. 

No voices dare flush the quiet. However, seeing how a Brotherhood 

Captain just crumpled to dust, Dimm rightfully feared it to be the work 

of opposite forces.  

Wait.  

That wasn’t dust at all, Dimm soon concluded as he dared to sift the 

dead Anubian’s remains around like pining for gold. Perishable, in soft 

particles; a residue of a campfire which had run its course.  

These were ashes. 

In a stunned jolt, Dimm patted down the implications of death on his 

get-up. As he did though, even his clothes evaporated into strongly-

scented ash. So much collapsed from him at once, that when it hit the 

ground, stray pieces kicked up again like mini mushroom clouds.  

Within moments, Private Oxmen found himself completely naked. 

Panicked, he pinched onto his skin, begging—even praying—that he 

wasn’t going to evaporate, too. He calmed down slightly when a breeze 

failed to tear him apart.  

Wait … the wind?  

Dimm invited its current, but found it strange; if a door had been pried 

open to allow a fresh storm to barge through. While the Earth whistled in 

a northeast current, voices escaped the streams.  
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“Bird heads,” a soft voice called to attention – one that has surely been 

graced with child. Derogatory labels never bothered Oxmen too much, but 

it was the first time it elicited any reprieve. He anxiously turned around.  

But the voice turned out to belong to no one.  

Before the Scholar could express his concern, another voice joined along. 

“Shit!” an unseen bystander panicked. “Who let those Brotherhood 

punks in here?” 

Voices only poured in further. Young and old, buyers and the curious all 

the same, Dimm discerned with inconclusive reasoning. No mouths laid 

claim upfront, but he could tell that something vibrated from the crowds – 

strings being plucked and rung out.  

Somebody needs to teach these freaks a lesson! 

My son won’t buy shit from some birdbrains! 

This could be bad for business ... Hanashi’s voice lamented, just fully 

freed from the mask.  

What awful things to say … Dimm picked through his thoughts, 

noticeably disturbed, now forced to the ground as a dull vibration 

butchered his head. What the hell is going on?! 

One glance at the motionless masses hooked an epiphany.  

Wait—his brain conjured an image of highways of light looping and 

feeding into a common nucleus—It’s not them speaking … 

The very same voices repeated a number of their two-cent trains, 

ideologies looping in bow knots. Agreeable redundancy. 

On the clearest day of the year, moisture found its way to the ground, 

brought on by thick storm clouds now cluttering the sky. As the drops 

crashed, the people’s forms were compromised.  

Features crumpled – flesh caved in with gaping holes, sometimes even 

running through the body completely. Suddenly, the ground below Dimm’s 

feet ruptured with sinkholes. Then the very foundation began to cave in 

itself.  

Maneuvering with the tremors, Dimm ran. Even as they crumbled, the 

voices only grew in frequency. The assault continued and did the Scholar 
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no favors in keeping a steady pace. His trots were wild, constantly 

bobbing off. He maintained the ability to stand, however, by some sheer 

miracle.  

He neared a cliff’s edge; fight or flight had come. Something within 

him urged to test the gravity here over this rigid massif. Before he could 

daringly leap hundreds of feet to his probable death, however, the 

mysterious storm wind denied him so.  

His body hitched, with a cold breath; the ash began to swallow Dimm 

whole. Though he fought against the stream, no amount of luck was 

going to save him this time.  

Lost in a sea of black, he might as well be blind for all the good sight 

would do him here.  

Voices tore evermore deeply; their tones heightened in pitch. 

Commentary became more juvenile; much less political. The strange 

sensations Dimm felt were unreal. If there were any way he could recall, 

it’s as though all the parents, at once, decided to shut up; but allowed 

their young to blabble, instead.  

Dimm found a breakthrough: a physical touch to his soles. Solid 

concreate paved as a walkway.  

Then came the rain’s embrace as it impacted around his back.  

Were he hunched over, Dimm thought? No telling, but it was real. 

Tangible and obtainable if he decided to collect the drops in his hands. 

But … why did he feel a sense of fear in doing so?  

I can hear people. Lots of activity. So many people moving around, I 

can—hear every last one of them.  

Wait. Ow! What the fuck was that? I need to open my eyes, but it 

hurts—ghh—so much!  

The Scholar took a deep breath, forcibly peeled back his lids – intense, 

angry snarl erupting from him as he did. 

The atmosphere tilted dramatically—he swore he could hear buzzing. 

A distant tune rang through the air as if reflecting off of a massive 

edifice.  
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“What the. This is Crygor …”  

Two human children alarmingly towered over him. A shanty alley way 

between two highrises guaranteed no witnesses.   

Dimm now donned a thick pelt coat of an unknown origin to combat the 

weather. Nothing to protect him underneath as he felt a dull pain swell up 

from his gut. 

Neon signs flickered in the backdrop. Crowded sidewalks bristled with 

people passing by, window shopping, dining into one of the several cafés 

here. Anything but paying attention.  

“What are you looking at?!”  

A kick connected in Dimm’s gut. 

“That’s whatcha get for being a frickin’ freak!” a sniveling youngster 

proclaimed then prompted to run to a girl snickering out of kicking 

distance. Dimm fumed with anger. He extended his fist to slip out of the 

coat, swearing vengeance.  

“Get back here, you little piece of … shit?!” Oxmen noticed how limber 

his arm was.  

It was spotless. No scars, cuts, or callouses to speak of. He retracted at 

the utterance of his previous phrase, examined his arm like a foreign entity. 

Curiosity took over; he began to arise. He peaked over to the reflective 

sheen of sopped stoneplate, fluffed his coat to rid it of droplets.  

That was when he could see himself as he was eleven years ago.  

His adolescent tone echoed as he gasped. Dimm pushed away from his 

reflection—a panted heave to say no. Slowly, the young Anubian sought an 

escape. He turned to run through but a slit in this utopian machine. But 

suddenly, his path was obstructed by a woman weighed down in groceries.  

Her breath seemed to exhale with relief as she shadowed over the young 

Scholar. 

“There you are, Dimm!” She glanced aside from her bags with her 

familiar white irises and kneeled to his level, freeing her arms at once. 

“You’ve got to stop running off  like this …”  
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A genuine smirk formed on her thin lips; she perked up to Dimm’s 

crest, revealing her own in the process, like a cross formed from four 

points in a circle.  

“Can’t blame you. You were born curious.” She arose her kneel, 

scooped up one of the two grocery bags. 

He denied it adamantly.  

What being could be so cruel or so generous to grace him with the face 

of his late mother? The very same that was stricken down at the gallows 

in front of him just shy of six years forward in time?  

“M-mother …” Dimm’s adolescence stammered.  

“It can’t be.”  
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Chapter 18 
Who Would You Die For? 

 

Everything about her was untouched.  

Each of the Anubians donned a similar coat, only tailored differently to 

size. One-of-a-kind crafts especially made for the Oxmen clan, by the 

Oxmen clan. Dimm knew that she was the real deal, or drug himself far 

enough to believe that what he was seeing was his mother.  

Nevertheless, he rushed to her side, hugged onto her legs which were 

covered in ragged dress garb of a muddy-green variety. The Anubian 

smiled wide, embraced him with a hug, infallibly.  

“Dimm, you’ve only been gone ten minutes,” she informed play. “I 

forgive you!” A tender hand drifted over her son’s scalp and swept the 

hood piece to drape over incoming droplets.  

Speechless, Dimm realized how ridiculous he must look. But damn if it 

didn’t feel real.  

He peeled away from her, face enamored – sketched with naïve, 

expressive eyes.  

Sun collided with storm.  

A bright white eclipsed the clouds, but not without patches of grey. A 

median. They appeared to be smack-dab in between, and only time would 

tell if Dimm had caught the storm too early or too late.  

“Would you grab that other bag for me?” she parted. Dimm gave a slight 

nod as he motioned over to retrieve the assorted, presumably exotic fruits 

this plastic sack held. 

  

The Oxmens strolled through flooding streets. Several passers were quick 

to take a second glance; some were more curious and awe-struck, when it 

came to the younger crowds anyway. Others rapid-fired dirty looks handed 
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down through the generations. This demographic hovered around the mid-

twenties to myth-like seventies. But neither Dimm nor his mother appeared 

to care. This was a usual visit to the market district.  

“Don’t pay them any mind,” Mrs. Oxemen softly spoke. “They just 

don’t understand us, is all. One day, they will call us brothers and sisters. 

We share the same land—we are of the same cloth.” 

Fifteen years suddenly rolled by within the Scholar’s conscience. As an 

adult, he found this prospect to be dead and barren.  

But back then?  

He could recall just how much the thought comforted him. Being able 

to walk into Crygor without a visa.  

Halsberth,  

Great Meadow Basin.  

Being ignored for once and left to their peace.  

Because all this dissecting converged to the same conclusion every 

time: they are stronger, but they still bleed. We can help them bleed 

faster, but can we use them first? 

This pattern led their kind to dig themselves homes near bedrock. If the 

humans had claimed the first crust layer that Licentia had to offer, then 

they conspired to take the others for themselves. It would be nice to 

breathe without having magma so close to home. Oh, how nice it would 

be.  

The air teemed with the smell of rain, clashed against strong kitchen 

prep aromas. “Restaurant Row” slung from a ribbon which intersected 

between two support braces, connecting just over an asphalt street way.  

Mainly, streets lye barren or were used just as sidewalks would be. The 

only vehicle traffic—in most cases—came from delivery vans and lazy 

commuters willing to gamble and sway through scores of people. 

Partitions between the old world and Crygor came in the form of utility. 

Nobody was going to be using half of these streets when there’s no 

traffic to clog them, as the unearthed blueprints had intended. So, these 

unused areas were overtaken, given a purpose in a new way: the old way. 
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Tension began to upheave as the Oxmens crossed that banner. An old 

man lounging on a box of mysterious contents was the first with cordial 

features to greet.  

“Afternoon, Kazak!” he bleated from a portable speechbox. 

“Greetings, Bol,” Kazak returned with a wave.  

“Strange weather we’re having, huh?” 

“The strangest, but she’s good for farming season.” 

“Too right.” He recessed back to his business. Kazak never halted her 

pace.  

They weren’t close friends; Bol was just another person. The good of 

Crygor that neither of them really got to see all that much of in the other 

districts.  

Another group of people gave their friendly gestures, but even some 

huffs escaped their masks.  

They were surrounded on either side by stacks of massive building 

complexes, retrofitted to house businesses as far as the naked eye could 

see. Dimm recalled how manageable these buildings seemed to be when 

revisiting the place as an adult—illegally. Regardless, he gawked upward 

in awe; just for the heaven from yesterday.  

He was soon tethered back to reality. 

“Are you hungry?” asked Kazak. Dimm, well aware to differentiate that 

this was a hallucination, indulged. Always wanted to revisit his favorite 

noodle shop anyway. 

 It was unnamed—just a fixture in a red brick high-rise. It had barely 

been in business for a month. A sign was planned to be erected, as foretold 

by curved, crescent-like brackets that had recently been beaten into the 

building. He never did get to figure out the name.  

No words needed. One glance to her son gave all the answers, with his 

giddy, teeth-bared smile. To Dimm, this had become an alcove – a haven 

away from the hustle and bustle outside.  
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In haste, he rushed ahead of his mom; his hood fully swept back, 

causing an older man to spit his drink when he spotted the young 

Scholar’s markings.  

A dumbfounded set of green eyes darted to Kazak: “My God,” with 

reverence, “those marks are vivid, miss Ox!” 

“I know!” she gushed. “He’s growing so fast.” 

 

A dim glow of orange only served to compliment the roasting fire striking 

up every so often in the kitchen area behind the counter.  

Utensils clicked out of sync; patrons kept their own unique paces. 

Some unfamiliar paintings now overtook what used to be blank space. 

And it was then that Dimm realized that his bad habits of daydreaming 

began at a very young age.  

He slurped away at his meal of bell peppers and beef without quarter. 

Firm curds of meat topped with pepper strings, all mixed into a perfectly-

woven coat of ramen. It was beyond spicy, but the taste outweighed the 

havoc it was reaping on his insides.  

Dimm laid low in the furthermost booth from the door, closest to a 

curtain-blinded corridor. Possibly a bathroom. Hopefully a bathroom, he 

hoped. His starry daze soon led him to lock onto Kazak, perched on a 

stool at the front counter; she lowered her guard, acted as a puzzle piece 

fulfilling an image. Her lips cooed as she nodded to whatever Hugo had 

to say: the owner.  

He beat the heat with a sleeveless white tank top and styled his aging 

black hairline in a back-swept mop look. It was hard to tell from over the 

counter, but Dimm could swear that he could see the beginnings of a 

combat knife peeking out from where he stood. 

“How’s your visa looking, doll?” Hugo pressed with a key no one else 

had. Kazak turned aside to glance over to her son momentarily, with a 

shining smile. 

“Just for the day. We’ve got plenty of time.” 
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“You know I’d front you the real deal in a heartbeat.” Hugo, too, 

momentarily took inventory of his patrons with a lazy gaze. “No charge at 

all for you and your son. Besides, now that Sarmak’s in talks with King 

Koro, you wouldn’t even have to be a fugitive for long. Your specs would 

fill that pass out with citizenship status in no time at all.” 

“Just me and my son,” she smirked. Her gaze fell to Hugo’s business – 

cleaning out glasses from a countertop sink system underlining it on the 

opposite end. “Aren’t you forgetting somebody?” 

A confident “nope!” bounced across the room, lousy with criticism. 

Hugo stacked his load into a drying rack as to avert his coyish cheeks.  

“Let’s just say, Brotherhood troops are harder to justify with my 

connections. War machines like those”—he swung the dishwasher door 

open, to the right of him—“are gonna be more complicated.” His voice 

evaded, claimed no responsibility to his hot air.  

Nobody but the highest could ascertain a peep from that conference hall. 

“But no trouble for their wife and son.” She produced her hand, waiting 

for a drink. Her body, hunched over the stool, was now supported by the 

counter, head propped by a free wrist. A smile hatched from Hugo’s gruff 

exterior. He snatched a glass that had no business being rubbed again.  

“Trouble all around,” he said.  

Kazak caught a whiff of what was cooking. Her lids sank delicately. 

 

Dimm was finishing up his meal.  

One last go at the bowl, and he had now devoured an adult-sized portion 

in about half the time. He dismounted the booth, now began strolling 

through a maze of stools.  

As he did, a cackle couldn’t help but be found, shadowed behind a bulky 

book; it was lousy with dog-eared edges with no intent on being read. They 

occupied the middle-set booth on his way to the counter.  

“Looks like I just beat the lunch rush!” the old figure exclaimed to 

himself, turning the page. Then he dropped the book to reveal he was none 

other than Hanashi, who turned his attention to the Scholar with a smirk. “I 
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hope you got some of that stew in your mouth, kid!” He snickered and 

returned to his book.  

How odd. But it was very possible that he got around. Hell, knowing 

the stamp between times, Dimm discerned that the only notable 

difference in Hanashi’s two versions was the fullness of his scalp; even 

then, it was thinning beyond help.  

Dimm scuttled by, noticeably unnerved. As he turned around, however, 

his mother was nowhere to be seen, and neither was Hugo. The further he 

dug into this expansive hole-in-the-wall establishment, the more he felt 

the itch to leave.  

He agreed with his gut instinct: this phenomenon wouldn’t end without 

his say so.  

As Oxmen started for the door, its pathway shook, then flooded with 

riff-raff. Famished souls looking for their fill groaned in their own 

chatter channel, high above Dimm’s head like streams from a waterfall. 

He started to panic, overwhelmed. 

“Mom?” he began, but only added to. “Mom!”  

No response.  

With blind will, he pressed through the growing bark of wandering legs 

populating the thicket. Damn them, if there even is a “them.” Dimm 

knew that somehow, someway, his mind was lulled into what he knew, 

only to be berated with the unknown. But he couldn’t ever hope to know 

exactly why this was happening to him. He shook his head clear into the 

moment, now residing on the other side of the noodle shop. The entire 

shop became obscured in a strange ink-black and blotchy white. Empty 

holes paraded themselves as eyes, trained to the young Scholar.  

Scolding silently – tearing their share of his person.  

The boy was paralyzed, only able to tremble as if ordered to. An arm 

belonging to an Anubian donned in brown, cult-like vestments stretched 

outward. Dimm could only watch as the fabric draped, connected the two 

by the shoulder.  
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“You have every right to your tears,” the abominable figure coddled 

through a sheet of steel. “But that aggression”—Dimm’s mind echoed with 

bloodied knuckles beating against a blurry figure—“you pried from the 

Elders. And for that. You are now a part of our regime, Oxmen.” These 

words came from General Gore himself the day of 

No! Not again … Please. Not again! I don’t want to relive that. 

The fists came flying again. One, two, three, four in a beat.  

“No …” Dimm snarled. “Stop!” 

Lightening reverberated in a colossal boom outside. Then complete 

blackness took ahold of the room for a dance. Dimm scoured the empty pit 

until he happened upon a single candlelight in the distance. However, 

coming to see the light up close revealed monolithic bodies superimposed, 

in their own little heaven.  

Anubian lips blew out this light, just as she appeared to then embrace the 

mysterious man at her side.  

Then the thunder came.  

But rather, it was a gut-wrenching snap – mimicking Dimm’s weakest 

moment in a familiar downpour. 

  

Kazak hung from steel gallows. There was a half-dais leading up to her and 

a crowd which satiated at its first steps. Suddenly, he appreciated his place 

in the middle of that riffraff—nobody deserved this.  

Not one head, in a crowd eclipsing one-hundred, bowed their heads in 

respect. Nigh, they showed the opposite.  

Some even cheered.  

It took him his very next steps before he realized that he had regained 

those years since shed in the noodle shop. He found himself parting 

through the crowds toting his battle attire just as it were. He longed for The 

Aviator, desperately. 

At least he could’ve done something. 

His teenage self wailed onto a Grand Elder without mercy; what he 

recalled to be the orchestrator.  
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The crowd stood before him in shock, scolding silently – tearing their 

share of his person. A display of strength amongst his peers, but done on 

the worst possible punching bag.  

But they knew.  

Oh, they knew well what was happening on that mantle.  

Present Dimm hurried his way up the dais, stood before his dead 

mother.  

Silence overtook like nature intended in Halsberth Stronghold all 

along. Droplets splashing, sea waters crashing against the island 

ferociously, trees flowing against the wind sonorously like faint 

tambourines. Soon though, a familiar voice joined the chorus. 

“Not my best moment, is it?” Kazak recited where the crowd once was. 

Dimm’s head turned over his left shoulder. He stood silent. “What a 

mess …”  

The Scholar craned his body around to face her outright: “What is all 

of this?”  

Kazak’s cheeks masked a smile. She held on, shook her head as she 

lost her battle.  

“Dimm … We’re all prone to making mistakes. You have to 

understand that.” 

“Just because you had a thing with H-Hugo does not excuse anything! 

Okay?!” He stepped from the mantle, approached his mother like a sort 

of foreign entity. “My mother did not deserve to die for protecting what 

she loved! Drako—dad had a gun to me. And you stopped him!” 

“I killed him! And I had to suffer the consequences!  

“My intent was double-sided and born from malice. But these woes are 

not yours to bear, Dimm. You hold this bubble over me: this perfect orb. 

I am not, you are not, and they”—she motioned around an empty 

courtyard—“are just as imperfect as you and I. You hold such hatred and 

resentment for your brothers, when they were nowhere to be seen that 

early solstice …  

“… People who would die for you.  
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“And people who already have.” Dimm fell to one knee, struggled to 

maintain his breathing. 

“I can’t justify what they did to you—I … just.” Kazak’s presence could 

be felt, two doting hands upon his temples.  

“It’s not your job to justify them,” she rebuked. “But you need to find it 

in yourself to forgive, Dimm. Move on—and build the life you’ve always 

wanted.”  

No more words to be said.  

Dimm fell apart as his other knee submitted to the ground in solidarity. 

Kazak took him in one last time, with a hug worth a thousand lifetimes.  

Dimm shut his eyes to this cursed place – never to see it again. In that 

moment of somber, sounds of crowds faded in.  

This time, accompanied by generic action music. 

 

A purple plastic ball struck Dimm on the shoulder, flung to the side and left 

a small welt in his arm.  

“Ow!”  

To his surprise, he found himself where he was before Ornmen had 

stormed onto the scene – locked in a deadly battle against the evil Zabu, 

circled within an adoring audience. Boren, The Loco Motive, dramatically 

stepped forward, a distressed fist out as he shouted.  

“Brother! Are you okay?!” 

“Yeah, I’m-“ Dimm halted his meek delivery, coming back in touch with 

the name he took. A slight glance to the entry gate seemingly presented 

itself as proof that he had nothing to worry about.  

In reality, Captain Ornmen and his cronies never cleared the gate and 

were shooed away. Not without a struggle, sure, but it didn’t go any farther 

than that. Boren looked at his partner anxiously.  

That is when The Aviator came back into the forefront.  

“I mean—yes! Not only am I okay!” 

His glare directed menacingly towards their enemy. 

“I’m ready to lay the beat-down!” 
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Energy bridged the gap between the two Anubians – molten to the 

core. They converged into the center as they charged in for the killing 

blow, then put on a spectacle with overzealous flurries, each topped with 

grating one-liners worse than the last.  

Hanashi braved at least two solid strikes that were real, but he appeared 

to shrug it off just fine. At least the mask covered up any bleeding.  

When they had successfully “saved the day,” Dimm wore comradery 

on his chest. Across the way, as they each took a side of the pie with 

pens to sign autographs, he couldn’t help but gaze upon his lifelong 

friend.  

Each looked back to one another, contained smirks ripe with 

satisfaction.  

Boren. We’re going home.  
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Chapter 19 
Debt 

 

Gyone and Eve found themselves traversing the harsh desert in the verge of 

a new night in a blanket of rosy clouds.  

Backtracking proved to be more difficult than the duo thought, especially 

in Gyone’s drained condition. For a solid hour, she hauled him around, 

fulfilling an eye-for-eye exchange. Even then, she was also weighed down 

by thoughts of letting him go entirely.  

As much as she racketed that ball back and forth, leaving just felt wrong 

– in every sense, title and heart. She owed Gyone her life, no matter who 

he turned out to be. 

Even now, while trailing behind his lead, ostensibly evil vibes expelled 

from Gyone’s body.  

They weren’t him.  

That thing had no say against macho man. She confidently smiled. That 

was when he spoke up in his usual mock-heroics. 

“So, is it supposed to be fate that you just so happen to need an escort to 

Crygor?” as he nested his neck with both hands, lazily walking ahead. 

“Good and evil coming together as one! I love it.”  

His eyes rolled over his shoulder while a smirk graced Her Holiness. Eve 

didn’t fall in love with his delivery, but he did portray a vivid picture which 

she showed no qualms in sharing the feeling.  

“Yeah, what a time to be alive,” she said with conviction. Before long, 

she replicated her guardian’s stroll. “Only a priestess could shovel your 

dirty laundry. “What are you going to Crygor for?” 

“Me?” The hunter shrugged. “I just want to lay in my own bed for once.” 
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“I’m sure somebody’s put two and two together, mister ‘Silent 

Death.’” Eve scaled her tone to match what impact the title held. 

Unfortunately for her, the impact was lost on the name-bearer.  

“Ooo,” Gyone mocked, “shivers!” 

“Well, I hope you’re as good as your legend speaks for you,” said Eve. 

“Don’t worry, I packed your vestments with me, so you’re golden.” She 

patted a bulge pressing through the bag.  

A genuine, relieved smile then eclipsed the hunter’s cheeks. “Thank 

you,” in reverence. As he did, a puffy, white tail sprung from the bag like 

fuming smoke. His mood faded into a baffled smirk, built to anger as a 

cat’s head grew curious of its surroundings and took a peek.   

"Say, Eve." Gyone played the coy card. "We already have a puppy to 

look over, right?"    

"Yes. Why?” A stern look escaped her, loomed over like a black cloud. 

Gyone raised his voice to an uproar, ditching the charade.  

"Then why do we need a cat?!" His voice echoed through the hollow 

valley, promptly scaring the poor cat to recluse. No wonder the mutt was 

trailing!  

Eve stopped and brought her hand around, slapping him in the face 

with an immediate stinging clap.    

"Hey! Don't be so mean to Tabs!—she's not bothering you!"   

"And it already has a name, for shit’s sake! Where'd you even find that 

ball of fur?!" Gyone’s arm slung out in disbelief, "Some alley way in 

Halsberth, I'm guessing!"  

His reaction was less than welcomed.  

Eve meant to tell him when they first escaped the caves.  

 

Though delusional, Gyone could still hold a conversation; even though he 

couldn’t retain consciousness for long.  

All of the scenarios she could discern.  

All the mud piles she had to hurdle through to get them here. 

And this hysteria was what she got.  
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Anger was an understatement for what she exhumed in that moment.  

"I found her in your thick-ass skull, ya damn brute!" valley acoustics 

gradually backing her travels.   

"Ha! Real funny, kid!" Gyone taunted.    

"Kid?! I'm eighteen, numbskull! I ain't no kid … And what are you, 

fifty?!"  

Gyone grew evermore furious.    

"Fifty?! I'm only Twenty-three!" Eve turned away, steadily snickered for 

a moment.    

“Really now?” she tossed aside with intent. “With that grey hair, I'm sure 

if I blew a whistle and screamed rape, you'd have the whole CPF on your 

ass!"  

She was, of course, referring to the Crygor Guard stationed around the 

city, trailing only a few miles from where they resided.  

The tallest towers revealed over the peaks as a beacon to their 

destination. The Guard are truly militaristic and only matched by the 

Brotherhood in their prime.  

This wasn’t a debate of facts, however.  

Gyone acted accordingly; not only taking the bait, but scraping the hook 

on his gums for fun.   

"The CPF doesn't listen to immature brats. They’ve got real shit to worry 

about then crying wolves!" The hunter turned away triumphant. Without 

retort, Eve stuck her tongue out at Gyone, gave him the raspberry.  

Expelled of the moment, Gyone surrendered, not allowing their stupid 

scuffle to continue; a certain line was crossed. He returned as cool-headed 

as he could muster: "Think about it. Where are we going to get enough 

credits to take care of two animals when we can’t even get enough for 

ourselves?”  

Eve flaunted five credit chips—gold finishes in-between stock gunmetal 

blue—and faintly fanned herself.  

Flustered, the hunter proceeded to seek out more flaws.  
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“Well, cats need litterboxes. A-and are way too independent to offer 

any-” He gauged Eve’s facial character to see if he was getting to her. 

Not even close. 

Gyone’s head sunk. He promptly halted with a befuddled groan. 

“You don’t like cats, do you?” said Eve.  

“I remember back when I was a kid.” He appeared to force out 

memories from a dark place. “My dad had this evil, little bastard named 

Moki.” 

“Uh huuh,” with a perked ear. 

“He’d chase me around the house, claw my arm to shit, etcetera”—he 

swerved his wrist like caddling air—“etcetera. Etcetera.” Some curious 

passes from Eve and the cat’s eyes; both appeared unimpressed. “No, I 

hate them.” Gyone turned back with a stride eager to go.  

Ever since they’ve met, Eve had only seen Gyone revert to a stoic state 

one other time: when he was faking it. She benevolently allowed macho 

man to take point – all the while keeping a keen eye and a curled, taut 

smirk.  

 

A stout, heavyset hand splayed Her Holiness’ credit chips in close 

examination. The duo waited patiently.  

And waited.  

And waited some more.  

This small shack wasn’t much to take in, only characterized by the 

haphazard aisles leading through a lane of various vehicle maintenance 

supplies.  

The floorboards were masked with a thin layer of tile-like covering. It 

was cheap and noticeably lacking seamless craft. To have money 

questioned at all didn’t make any sense.  

“Ma’am, I can’t accept this,” the man finally exclaimed. “You’re way 

too young to take out a Smug Slug.”  

“Please?” as she sunk into the countertop.  

“Sorry, but there’s no way.” 
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“B-but we have so long to go!” she groaned, then pointing to Gyone as 

she stumbled for a way in. “Look! I even have a driver with me.” Gyone 

nodded along with her effort, but knew all too well that he might have to 

sign a binding paper. And the hunter was the wrong sort of hot commodity 

to be binding to any legal documents.  

The young, hefty fellow audibly sighed.  

“Look, if he can sign, you’ll be in the clear,” he budged.  

Just what Gyone feared.  

He dismissed with a nod of the neck and a disturbed expression. The 

counter worker had no choice but to reiterate his stance.  

“Then there’s nothing we can do for you.”  

From then on, he avoided direct eye contact, pining out the window, 

hoping for another set of customers.  

Eve walked out the door with her guardian close behind. Reality instilled 

itself in the moment after being overtaken with possible, premature relief.  

They were back on foot for the duration of a few miles.  

Though Gyone was more than content with making the journey his body 

was acclimated to, this utility vehicle shack was Eve’s trump card ever 

since she chose to lead down this direction through the spiked canyon 

seams.  

There was a poignant somber through her steps.  

Her comfortable lifestyle only held small snippets of dirt and trail. Be it 

so, these were family outings – not comparable to anything she’s been 

victim to the past few days, and far from able to prepare her for anything 

besides a brisk hike.  

In a way, Gyone and Eve came to each other at exactly the right time; 

literal divine intervention at its most intrusive and deliberate. 

While Gyone was the sword, she found herself as the voice guiding it. 

And in that moment of revelation, she unlatched herself from her own 

weaknesses and decided to act upon her rite. First, with a smile.  
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Then with a daring shot of her eyes, she relayed her plan to Gyone. He 

acknowledged as if poking her brain since the door. He was amused that 

he wasn’t the first to suggest it. 

“So how long can you keep his attention?” the hunter itched. 

“As long as you need to swipe a key, tough guy.”  

Gyone lifted Gale from his person, offered it to Eve.  

Taken aback, the young priestess nabbed the timeless weapon from its 

nanosecond freefall. She could barely believe it; but there it was, plopped 

in her delicate hands with a strange sense of history emblazoned into its 

frame.  

She looked up to Gyone, who was already beginning to limber up his 

body with a few stretches, “Be near the car lot in two minutes.” He 

walked off out of sight. Eve nodded in agreement as she eyeballed the 

mishmash lot, spanning five times the size of the shack, easy – fully 

cozied in under a bullet-red canopy.  

Divine exchange isn’t as cut-and-dry as it used to be. 

 

She left the money on the counter with some to spare. Undisclosed, 

undocumented credits that the man could pocket, if he so chose. Though, in 

her recollection, maybe the hysterical crying was enough and didn’t need 

the scythe to get the point across. 

I need that car! My feet aren’t going to be the only thing on fire if I 

have to walk! 

But as they now cruised down the dirt road—and the buildings of 

Crygor undress themselves the more they clear the canyon—things were 

looking brighter than ever.  

She tamed the Smug Slug well, only rarely dropped off to anything 

below “average” in her driving.  

Why the hell do I have to drive?! 

I’ve never driven a car before! Now go! 
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Tabs and the dog took the passenger side – the mutt immediately taking a 

liking to cool breezes bashing against his tongue. Some even knocked the 

boy back temporarily.  

All the while Tabs took the drowning sunshine as a que to get some shut-

eye; she balled up against Yarn’s identity.  

Speaking of which, the hunter spread his aching body on the back seats. 

Though haphazard for a prospective driver, she took note of his presence 

with a quick glance in the rear-view mirror every so often.  

She’s never seen him more at peace. Speculation at best, but she could 

bet money that her undead bodyguard hasn’t been able to relax at all.  

Or bathe.  

She whiffed with alarm. She knew the litany attempts would be deafened 

by macho man’s conviction to that damn vest. It reeked of mud and 

blood—stained heavy in either.  

Eve looked as far and wide as she could recognize. No Anubian or red 

vests anywhere. No creeping shadows trekking along their path. No sign of 

anybody’s handiwork.  

Just them, and the road ahead.  

 

She was quick to recall a certain cave that housed a spring with a lukewarm 

water bed and an emerald glow. Eve and her mother would bond regularly 

at this spot. But more importantly, she could finally baptize that murder 

smell right off Gyone with a nice, relaxing bath. Maybe she was finally 

going to get that family outing after all. 

 

The engine hum ceased, inadvertently awakened Gyone. One eye sprung 

open to find that night hadn’t arrived yet; he hoped the reasons for stopping 

were good enough to interrupt his nap.  

As he picked himself from the seats, he realized that he was alone in the 

Slug. Further investigation led him to a small note attached to the 

dashboard. He began to read it aloud, struggling to make out the fine 

cursive handwriting.  
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Gyone, he began, squinted, take my bag with you into the cove—he 

recognized Eve’s bag hidden under the driver’s seat with nary an animal 

in sight—and make sure to change out of those dirty clothes! I’ll see you 
inside. 

-Eve 
She placed a smiley face next to her signature.  
The implications made Gyone feel a bit dirty. More so—with a bounty 

like his—how he was offered for any vulture to pick at.  

Against his better judgement, he ventured out with Gale and Eve’s bag 

in tow.  

He immediately noticed an inviting green glimmer stemming from a 

small area carved through the canyon wall. Waves of water glided 

through the light’s reflection, acting as an unmistakable beacon for the 

hunter to track. But that type of thinking wasn’t necessary.  

A single hallway of earth was all there was to follow. As Gyone 

continued, he noticed flaws beginning to upset the formation – holes 

corroding the boring walls with an almost intentional amount of flair. 

These scattered paths led to dead ends, were caged in with thin layers of 

stalagmites. Licentia had an eye for beauty.  

Among the natural erosion, Gyone let down his guard completely. He 

took his time admiring the view; nature as something he never knew he 

needed. The area was lit by a rising moonlight that cut through several 

small cracks in the ceiling.  

After a fair minute, he happened upon Eve soaking her feet in a pond 

of steaming hot water as she wringed out her hair. She glanced back to 

him with a relieved smile enveloping her cheeks. Never before have her 

eyes ever been so vivid to take in.  

“Never thought you’d make it back here,” she immediately criticized. 

For once, Gyone had no words to say. And that was more troubling to 

him than any shot he’s taken since.  
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“It wasn’t that hard to find,” he said meekly, gaze wandering to the dress 

which hugged her. “How long have we been here?”  

“Not long enough,” she lamented, turned herself around and brought her 

feet from the pool. “C’mon, jump in!” 

“I—don’t think that’s a great idea …”  

Lucky for him, that excuse was valid. He looked down to his amulet. 

“You saw what water did to me.” Eve stood herself up; she had forgotten a 

step.  

“Oh crap!” She hurried and scuttled over carefully, barefoot on the flat 

rock. “Here!—there should be a towel inside the bag.”  

She made personal space an afterthought. Her body clung to the dress 

like a magnet, movements failing to loosen the silk as she dug through her 

bag still dangling from Gyone’s shoulder.  

He could feel her steam tangle around his arm; a white flag among war 

banners.  

The beginning surrender.  

Eve unearthed a white towel after too much time, began folding it neatly. 

Her lids sank to Gyone’s chest, carefully contemplated her next move. The 

bandages also had to be taken into account; adjusted delicate amounts 

before its embrace was taut. 

“Hold still, alright?” 

“Uhm. Sure thing.” 

With his permission, Eve elegantly wrapped the amulet with at least two 

periods of coverage, ending each cycle with a careful knot-off in the front 

that allowed an extra layer.  

“That should do you well enough for a while,” she concluded with a 

daring glimpse, successfully stealing a picture.  

Little did she know that the hunter had caught her in the act. The green 

glow of the cave compromised her expression: a warm rose against 

emerald.  

“Are you feeling okay?” Gyone inquired, taking a step back. 

“I’m perfectly alright, how are you?” as she followed. 
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“… You’re acting a little off.”  

“Is it that obvious?” catching herself a fool. 

“Too obvious.” 

“Oh well.”  

Her breath gave. She leaned forward and kissed her guardian in the 

spur of the moment. To tally, the hunter has been blind-sighted twice.  

Unlike the other time, however, there was still something he could do. 

But she wouldn’t let it go without a fight. And the fight he had was weak 

in comparison; though his mind fell to a troubled place. Where Mia sat 

alone and waited for him patiently. 

That was the first time he ever doubted the fantasy to any degree. 

Just as he seemed to give into the forces at work, her fight subsided 

suddenly, freed his presence from her own. “Damn …” She spoke up 

meekly. “Am I that bad of a kisser?”  

Despite everything, the hunter had a remark locked and loaded for the 

moment: “You’re fine, but you’ve got to work on your technique.” Her 

smile perked up again, but immediately sank. 

“You didn’t feel anything, did you? 

“Not a thing,” he lied. He approached the pool ahead of her.  

“Yeah. Me either.  

“Hey, Gyone?” She snagged him away from his path by the shoulder. 

“Yes?” More than enough to go by as she then whipped the vest off of 

his person.  

“I told you to change out of this ragged thing!” she yelled. Before he 

flew off the wagon once again, Gyone bit his tongue, turned aside to his 

own business.  

“Y’know what? Go nuts.” He shooed and resumed to the emerald pool.  

An embellished “thank youu” reverberated through the tunnel as Eve 

then headed to where a similar glow illuminated.  

He felt her eyes peer back to him before deciding to fully undress. 

Once his bare legs submerged in the water, the relief began right away. 

Dirt and grime washed from his body. He allowed his slender frame to 
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sink, exhuming when the water tinged against his hairs; goosebumps 

perked. When he did inevitably allow his upper chest to get wet, the sting 

he was expecting came to pass, but never lingered.  

The last thing on his mental to-do list checked off, Gyone knocked his 

head back and fully loosened up.  

Quiet enveloped the cave. Quiet, for once. 

Gyone found himself dozing off in the water, allowing his hair to soak as 

he adjusted. When he did, Eve came back into his mind.  

In the best case scenario, he felt dirty about the whole thing.  

In reality? He wondered if he were kidding himself.  

The whole world knew that he was The Silent Death; who’s to say that 

she didn’t as well? But he hoped to whoever could hear him that she was 

still around.  

Eve was just a detour: a client, but undeniably, also a friend. Recalling 

how far out they were from Crygor, he figured that they’d find out soon 

enough. Then something hit him that failed to register before. His eyes 

sprang open.  

“They have a stronghold near Crygor in the bowl …” Gyone recalled 

aloud, soon sitting himself upright as he inhaled coldly. “Shit, the 

Anubians could be on top of us—fuck.” As if unable to let the peace go, he 

relapsed slowly into alert.  

His usual scout instinct soon kicked in. His ears perked up. The sound of 

shuffling—of all times! subtle at first, but growing in frequency.  

Louder and more vicious by the second, Gyone made his way out of the 

water, immediately darted for Eve’s bag. He shook the contents out in a 

hurry, his fresh outfit tumbling out along with several rations and 

assortments of dog food baggies.  

He slipped on the robes, pants, and all that he needed as fast as he could 

muster then stealthily crept through to the next emerald pool Eve and the 

animals were.  
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Much to his relief, the closer he got, the sounds didn’t resemble 

marching of a murderous army, but rather, vigorous scrubbing of an 

agitated girl.  

“Dammit, Gyone,” Eve uttered under her breath. The context could go 

in all of two directions, but the hunter was willing to bet it was a 

combination of both.  

Suddenly, the air grew heavy with a sudden loss of breath, followed by 

a splash.  

Fuck stealth, Gyone was off like a bullet.  

A towering, bald giant lingered over Eve’s body as the hunter rounded 

the corner. As he approached, guns hung back between him from each 

corner of the tunnelway. Rustic, bronzing machine guns the Brotherhood 

forged.  

The two Anubian soldiers appeared to be captains – or the best they 

had to offer. 

“Gyone Irensho,” welcomed General Gore, his iron caste gleamed off 

the water. “We finally meet.”  

“What the hell did you do to her, you Anubian trash?!” Gyone’s blood 

boiled. He dared to raise Gale.  

He felt ready to die again.  

Gore let out a small laugh, lifted Eve from the pool and faced his prize. 

“I made her a negotiation tool,” he suggested forebodingly as he strung 

her up from one leg. “You’ve garnered a body count, Irensho clan.  

“What’s to stop me from collecting on that debt?  

“What about yourself? Sullus wouldn’t like to hear you went out like a 

coward.”  

Gyone fumed silently as he clenched onto his weapon and tried to dig 

his way to a clear head. Satisfied, Gore tossed aside Eve’s body not 

unlike a ragdoll which pushed Gyone to the breaking point. The hunter 

reached out while the barrels of trained assault weapons dissuaded any 

movement.  
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“Don’t be brash, Irensho. We’re not here for her, but we will make her an 

example.” Torn against every stubborn ping in his body, Gyone separated 

Gale from his hand. Allowed her history to eat into the ground like the 

clang of a pickaxe.  

Gore’s triumph was hard to reconcile; no point in hiding it anyway. In 

fact, he proceeded to size up his catch, pacing around the hunter. Slow as 

the time ticked, Gore made a final sweep, this time parting words.  

“Even The Silent Death can show empathy.” He clenched Gyone’s 

shoulders with an iron grip. “May your bloodline thrive.”  

Without recompense, a fist slid under and struck Gyone’s chest. The 

blow caused him to spit his breath.  

No quarter.  

General Gore then tossed his crippled captive to the wall, following his 

advance with entire tons of force the General had harbored for so long, in 

the form of one steel-clad knee to Gyone’s lungs.  

The Silent Death curled up in defeat.  

General Gore halted as if expecting further resistance. That never came 

to be. Gyone fell limp against the rocks, defeated and at the mercy of 

General Gore’s regime.  

Upon him like an offering, the general’s celebration dissipated as he 

allowed Gyone’s body to sink under his support.  

“A most valued victory for our leader,” one of the captains declared, rifle 

raised to the sky. However, his pride was challenged.  

“Get these two out of my sight!” Gore shouted immediately, dismantling 

all bravado. At once, the two captains fell quiet, retrieved the unconscious 

bodies. He turned aside with not as glamorous a glow to his eyes; more like 

a tired glaze relieved of duty. 

“You’d best be on your way, serpent. Because now, we’re done.”  
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Chapter 20 
I, the Monarch 

 

Finally, The Silent Death was mine.  

After weeks of preparation; after weeks of casualties and outright 

failures, he was my prisoner. My men and I stormed through to the desert 

bowl on the double in our armor-plated War Bug vehicle. They were 

more ecstatic than I about the whole endeavor – and how easy it all 

ended up being at the end of the day. Not a glint of sunshine too soon 

before night came after us. 

Comms have since been going crazy; my captains relayed back to the 

Stronghold of our successful mission.  

“Praise to the Monarch!” they’d surely cheer upon my return.  

“To the New Age!”  

If only they knew how much more there was to be done.  

But with the money the serpent provides, I can begin reestablishing our 

hold. If I had known he was pitting me against an Irensho ahead of time, 

I would’ve demanded he double down. But this will do.  

It better do. 

We were nearing the stronghold basin when one of my captains, Kratt, 

faced me from the passenger side back.  

“Sir,” he said with solemn discipline. “ETA five minutes before arrival. 

Should I rally a greeting party to collect the cargo?” I disagreed heavily 

with wasting a soldier’s time. 

“No,” I rejected. “Let’s not make this more of a spectacle than it 

already is.”  

For one brief moment, the air grew uncertain, as if judging my lack of 

parade. They knew better than to let it slip in front of me, but I could feel 

it.  
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“We hand him over to Senyo and be done with it. We’ve had enough 

blood for one day.”  

They each sounded off with an “understood, Sir” rolling from their 

training, rather than their furious vigor. As though the spirits could read 

my thoughts, my radio line pinged alive with static.  

“General,” the line addressed from what I could recognize as one of my 

higher-ranking scouts, “we detect movement approximately ten cliques 

from your position.”  

We crossed the mountain line where the land opened up tremendously. In 

the middle of this vast desert was Crygor city, looming over us as it croons 

my failures back at me. “Appears to be a convoy closing in on-route to 

Crygor Stronghold. Permission to engage?”  

“Taoron, you better tell that boy to disengage that rifle of his,” I said. 

Taoron could never get used to how casually I addressed him. Neither 

could anyone else, for that matter.  

A stupefied stammer escaped that soldier before he confirmed that Arrok 

had ceased. A moment any longer would’ve seen my boot up both their 

hides.  

Our path split to the left where the road narrowed through a discreet 

tunnelway. Its iron barrier slowly parted on both sides, taking their place 

amongst the stones in time as we headed through.  

We could’ve taken our place in the anemic armory to unload, but I made 

it clear that we should waste no time on our way to the war room. Without 

hesitation, they slowed our driving speed to a crawl to squeeze through the 

outer barracks.  

Finally, I can instill some morale to the wounded that littered the area.  

We came across a bend in the road where a line of my troops stationed 

themselves against the walls. If they could stand, they stood. If not, they 

tried to test their legs when they witnessed us on approach.  

I decided to savor the moment and ordered a full stop near the ward. 

Upon my exit, soldiers fleeted from their rest, froze at attention. One dared 

to look into my eyes as if pleading an answer.  
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His arm was hoisted into rest from a caste, blood dried to a brown 

upon previously shredded skin near the base. A carryover from the 

Wermolt wars, no doubt.  

His heart begged “did you get ‘em?” To which, I nodded in approval. 

Stricken, the soldier’s pain alleviated.  

And what was a scorned, beaten brother shone a ray of hope.  

Under my own pulverized jaw, I couldn’t help but lack the same 

enthusiasm, knowing that it would be some time before he would see 

another battle. Be it better to let him believe our salvation has come than 

beat him down any farther. Their Monarch parted the clouds once again 

in their time of need. General Gore: the protector.  

Long live the king. 

Many took their turns prodding our prize. I refrained from lifting the 

back tarp to show them a body. For mine and Gyone’s sake, I wanted 

him in one piece.  

As much as I hate keeping any more secrets from my troops, it was 

better this way.  

No more delays, we had to be on our way.  

We loaded back up, drove down until my stop at the war room further 

down the descending elbow. No need to theatrically make an entrance – 

ascending the steps through the main grounds. I decided to use my secret 

entrance that only a small amount even knew existed.  

Upon our arrival, he dismissed my captains back to their duties – 

seeing that Gyone were restrained and ready for the trade once Senyo 

arrived to collect. I began the sequence to enter with a pronounced 

pressure against a rock fixture.  

The cogs churned, stones geld into the sides with minimal crunch. He 

was greeted by a wall of reflective steel I’ve not seen since the battle of 

Halsberth Stronghold. Though dingy and worn, I could still make myself 

out after all of these years, even before my eyes were graced with the 

Spirit’s essence.  

Before I changed to—Something else.  
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I swear, this room was where I could see myself more clearly than any 

other place.  

He clung to his usual paces and turned eyes religiously to that damn red 

pool. I’m sure it kept the good general in control, precisely seeing his 

people die by the dozens. They still do, pertaining to what little there was 

left of his regime.  

Remember when we drove out the Bastard Clans—our own brothers—off 

of the holy land? Sullus showed no qualms in aiding you in our time of 

need.  

You never would’ve won without an Irensho by your side. And now, you 

carry their blade around like a trophy.  

How about when Sergeant … I’m sorry, ‘Private’ Oxmen demolished the 

Wermolt hive? You were quick to garner the attention of that victory as 

well, weren’t you?  

Shunned that conflicted boy for foiling your plans by being better than 

you! 

You hear that, don’t you? Your new handler’s calling. Well, I think he’s 

going to have to wait.  

Look to your red pool, General Gore!  

Look at me! 

 

Gore stammered from his preemptive action to answer the transmission.  

He could hardly believe his eyes as the digital, netlike pixel frame built a 

clear simulation of his younger self; even before he was crowned king. He 

expressed much like his subordinates now do: as a prospective cog. He 

stood to scale within the stronghold just another blip on the radar.  

“Been a while since you’ve thought of me, Gore,” the figure noted. 

“How does it feel on top of the pile?”  

With hesitation, Gore grasped onto the edges of the circular table. He 

exhumed worry from his caged jaw.  

“Go away, Sarmak …” he scorned.  
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“Not a chance in hell,” Sarmak fortified as he paced about the central 

grounds, directing to the abominable beast Gore allowed to taint the area. 

“You’ve done enough damage under that name!” 

“How would you handle it differently?!” a firm, hammered fist beating 

against brokchalcium edges. “You failed the Monarch name and allowed 

that Bastard Clan traitor to live!  

“And what did he do then …?” He clasped his caste in reminder. 

“Tossed you from the cliff and left you to die.”  

An incessant ringing made itself known, slinging from the dome of the 

cave in a droning, unchanging measure. It only served to drown the 

general’s concentration.  

“You became what you had to be. And rightfully so, I had to clean up 

your failure!”  

Just then, a blip buried in the barracks dimmed, then dropped out of 

sight. Sarmak’s glare only further shone as he marched closer to the 

disturbance.  

While he moved, his pixels tingled, breached wireframe boundaries. It 

was natural when compared to the stock, delayed movements of other 

bodies; as though he breathed the same air as Gore did.  

“And who’s going to clean up yours?” he said. Gore grew impatient; 

damn near inconsolable as he growled tartly.  

Another blip fell not too far from the last. This time, Sarmak was 

adamant in directing Gore’s feral attention like coxing an animal.  

“Very strange how, even though you confiscated his weapon, that 

people still appear to be dying. Are you going to be honest with that 

serpent? Or are you going to sweep that under the rug, too?” His divine 

eyes widened in realization as though he had glazed over the first 

disturbance with rose-colored glasses.  

One by one, a steady trail of three disappeared; a captain was within 

that count as well. Sarmak took his place near the general’s grip. 

Suddenly, he let go and lunged in for the kill.  
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“Look what you have done to my army, Gore! You have failed time and 

time again and hold no glory to back up on!” 

“I hold the key to The New Age-“ 

“You hold!—Nothing of the sort! Remember who you are, general!”  

Sarmak’s eyes ignited.  

His frame began constructing itself to a monolith. And his Brothers stood 

before him, baring the tools to erect the armature to stature a god. 

“You! Are! Sarmak!” 

Rage stormed down on Gore’s red pool, beaten down into the system 

with a single punch imbued from above.  

For only a brief period—as blackness overtook the room—Gore had felt 

himself channel the Monarch’s very essence for the first time in years.  

A power he had since feared to have been disconnected.  

Shame to its price. When the power rebooted, transmissions jumbled and 

wavered incomprehensibly. The very stability of the models flickered in 

zeroes and ones. And just as he then realized his mistake, Gore resumed his 

task; ringing chimed in once again.  

This was the first time Senyo decided to answer without his face 

accompanying his bile. The display replaced a camera feed with a blue 

sound bar, bouncing to life as the serpent spoke in a distinctly low-quality 

broadcast.  

“Well, well,” he hissed. “The Silent Death is yours, is he?” The thought 

alone dug up a chuckle, faintly muted by a tire’s journey across rough 

terrain. “Your timing couldn’t have been better!” Of course, Gore was in 

no mood for celebration.  

His words fell to a bow, “What do you want?”  

“What, I can’t just call to say hello every once in a while?” Senyo held a 

pause, conveyed a cheery welcome about his tone.  

That didn’t last long.  

His scowl could dig up ancient artifacts, it was so deep.  

“I do believe I owe you something. Right?” with uniform precision. 

“Damn right you do …” 
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“You said that I had blood on my hands to answer for”—he indulgently 

racked his brain around for a number he knew all too well—“thirty or 

something of your men. Well. I brought you three-hundred. Be ready for 

our arrival.”  

Holding no further faith for words, Senyo ended the call. And Gore 

was left without a clue where to start rallying troops. 

  

- - - 
 

The clandestine businessman exhaled as he rode sidelined within one of his 

transport convoys.  

Cargo packed itself inside tight, mass suffocated by a mysterious 

blight. Fabricated lungs clung to life. Empty ovals that were once eyes 

corroded. All that took hold was the demonic sludge.  

Circle-laced lattice cages separated Senyo and Lauren from their cattle. 

They were sanctioned to a glorified first-class suite just shy of their 

hollow eyes.  

“So how long did it take-“ Lauren forwarded preemptively before 

Senyo took over. 

“One hour, at best.” 

“Gyone’s already on the move?”  

“Even better.” Senyo salvaged with anticipation, “he’s already carving 

through the barracks. Look at that little hero go. You’d think an entire 

army of brutes could”—he shot eyes to his maid, slithered over a perched 

shoulder on an armrest—“Oh—Heh. Perhaps not.”  

Lauren’s face visibly perked up at the news, delving deeper as to 

condone a shy smirk. Senyo took notice, beckoned her closer, within 

earshot. She obliged.  

“And it appears he’s alone this time,” he doled with tantalizing 

promise. Her blush knew no equal but to an apple’s coat. She sank to her 

knees, sat vulnerable with giggles seeping out. A tiny, smarmy grin 
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curled on Senyo’s face as gurgles of life then horned against the 

mouthpiece that was the gate.  

Lauren took a seatdelicately near the cell, drained of all her bubbles. Her 

expression soured.  

“My Lord,” as though it were below even her to do so. “He wishes to 

speak with you again.” Without question, her Lord arose at the peasant’s 

beckon; he showed no signs of farce when he peered elegantly through 

empty voids as close as he could muster.  

The mutated humanoid only sparsely emerged from the hold, incoherent 

black-on-black bleeding into each other that obscured his body. But from 

the air he collected into his breathing apparatus, one could feel a searing 

force around him, unlike his clones. 

“My Lord,” a bass-fueled decree heaved as boney fingers hooked onto 

their barrier. “Humor me. The … time.” Without delay, Senyo lifted his 

fingers to three digits. The mutant took great pleasure in the gesture; 

engravings scaling over his head sparked with purple flame. The trail 

encompassed his entire body; head to toe.  

Full corruption of his fire. 

The young Genshika teemed with delight, webbing his fingers with the 

corrupted.  

“I promise I will … show you he’s no good alive.”  

As their hands locked, there was an apprehension in their goop. It 

showed no desire to spread to Senyo’s person. In fact, it seemed to reject 

him as a host altogether – visibly defensive like a micro tidal wave 

suspended on the tip of his sooted bone.  

“Mystic: man of my own blood,” Senyo fancied as he pushed away from 

the gate. “You and I will definitely have to see about that.  

“Have you been training to meet The Silent Death?” 

“Without reprieve,” sworn as if under oath. 

“Show me.”  

The creature demanded room so he shoved his inferiors with little 

respect. Even less care to where they ended up in his territory.  
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Nobody fought back, however rough they flew. Even they could 

recognize a chain of command.  

Slowly, his fire combusted in spurts across his vignette, scoured to his 

scalp. This liaison came to fill the scalp in a magnificent weave. And the 

wielder made it no secret how deft he was in handling the fire, quenching 

his hands in its tangles to engulf them.  

He clashed against the gate once again, but only able to mush the steel 

within his grasp as it began to liquefy immediately. His blank stare—

though shadowed—displayed a stubborn will. Even Lauren took notice, 

slightly envious. No one would ever believe that he was just getting 

started. 

“Simmer down,” the serpent acknowledged with an anemic clap of his 

delicate hands. “I believe you’ll be evenly matched.” At the parting of 

“evenly,” Mystic’s awesome potential almost erupted once again. But by 

Senyo’s command, he successfully chilled and contained himself. 

  

- - - 
 

“Three hundred for thirty might seem like too much. But in the end, I’ll be 

getting back so much more.” 

 

The Silent Death had raged through the path of some unsuspecting guards 

roaming their prison block.  

Full alert appeared to have gone neglected, despite an accruing body 

count of four. The first two were dispatched by snapping their necks, but 

the next two wore chest-deep stab wounds to their funeral.  

Gyone had his difficulties with their swords, but his aggravated heart 

powered through any nuance he lacked.  

He tossed the blade aside, began the tedious task of ridding the two 

new bodies in some nearby trash pile. As is par for the course, luck 
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prevented any of these blocks from housing anybody who cared; that is, 

anybody conscious enough to notice.  

Anubians were never too keen on keeping prisoners for long.  

“I swear to anyone who will listen,” Gyone began, “I’ll kill every last 

goddamn one of you! You think you can just go around stealing what’s 

mine?!”  

He threw a body against the stone with a strained heave, “Bullshit!” 

  

“I gave you back to this world on a silver platter – and I very well stand to 

profit off of this venture. Not you.” 

 

“… If you still have her here, then you better fucking hope I don’t find out. 

She’s pure, unlike all of you!”  

Another body crunched against the wall.  

Enveloped in his drums, Gyone disregarded the stealthy approach. He 

was now banging incessantly, hoping for the victims he craved. “I gave 

you what you wanted, on a silver platter! And you didn’t even have the 

decency to kill me! Well, mark these words …” He surveyed through the 

openings in the architecture like gutted pane apertures, soon spotted 

General Gore high above a watchtower decorated in banners, and heavily 

fortified.  

Sure enough, he displayed Gale around to an adoring crowd. 

 

“I’m coming to take back what’s mine!” 

“I’m coming to take back what’s mine!” 
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Chapter 21 
Embryo pt. I 

 

Eve bore a savage glint in her eye, stomping the life out of the Slug’s 

accelerator to dart haphazardly through the canyons.  

The pain she felt drove her to savage twitches; an ugly bruise blotched 

her cheek with purple, but she had no idea where it had come from.  

Or from who.  

She was pissed, regardless.  

Tire tracks painted a damning path to follow, so she figured she’d tail 

along while the blood was boiling. A habit she had picked up from 

Gyone, no doubt. 

Her first seconds back to consciousness replayed over and over again 

in her head.  

Her panic.  

Her fear.  

But most importantly, when she decided to chase them down.  

It was a short council and was prime “suicide mission” material for 

her, without a weapon or a clue. Whatever had knocked her down and 

stolen Gyone from under her watch, however, she vowed they were 

going to hurt worse than her.  

Anubians. Velvets. Petty bounty hunters—didn’t matter. Ill-fitted for a 

body of the Church, but nothing could stop the teenager from finishing 

her duty.  

As to hide herself from the Maiden, she hid her anger under a white 

veil.  

She didn’t know how she was going to pull off saving Gyone, but she 

wouldn’t allow herself to be seen as a coward who did nothing for a man 

who’s done so much for her.  
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That’s when she crossed into the bowl and saw Crygor Stronghold sink 

in with the tracks, like a hurdle placed methodically to stand before her. 

Immediately, her mind contemplated a way in.  

Gyone would probably barrel through that damn gate and hope for the 

best … Secretly, she processed the wild possibilities, had to shake off its 

allure.  

Looking at her animals did the trick.  

“Fuck—if only I didn’t have cargo!  

“Ugh. Who am I kidding? I can barely throw a punch, and here I am 

trying to face the entire Brotherhood to save a guy I just got rejected by!” 

Her tone churned a bitter aftertaste. “Who do I think I am, the fucking 

queen or-“  

She caught a good look at her gi from the rear-view mirror, adjusted 

awkwardly as to keep an eye on her guardian. Her crush.  

She couldn’t decide for sure.  

“No, I’m not,” she lamented. “But I’m something close.” 

 

A mad woman now sat before a wall of speculative rifles locked on her 

from above the armory entrance. She was exposed in her Slug – only a 

flick of the wrist away from turning Eve into a morbid stew. 

“So, run this by me again, human,” an Anubian guard slandered. “You 

demand an audience with General Gore.”  

“That is correct. Do I have to repeat myself again?”  

Eve wore the words formally, but under those null, spineless responses 

were slanders such as “no shit, dipstick,” or “birdbrains don’t hear really 

well, do they?” No matter the way it was put, her request was mocked.  

“Get this, boys. Priest girl’s tryna size me up like she’s somethin’!” The 

guard’s heckle rallied an outburst of laughter.  

Eve expressed lines of despair in her face; maybe she wasn’t as lucky as 

she fancied herself to be.  

“You don’t mean shit, girl! So shove off!”  
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Of course, Eve was none too impressed being shooed away so easily. If 

she couldn’t do this formally, she could definitely try barging in, sans the 

car and animals. So she retreated, poked around the nearby rock deposits 

to hide out until the sun fully set. 

Only minutes later, the young priestess used the night to disguise her 

advance.  

She faced both Tabs and the puppy, regretfully having to part with 

them. The pup received a peck on the forehead before Eve was off.  

On the other side of that poignant stare, concerns grew quick. 

 

- - - 
 

“Nowa,” the Spiritmother summoned, worry deep in her very 

being.  

A curious hum peaked as Nowa arose from his place near their fire, 

hidden away in the belly of a cave system far from home. “I wish to see 

the bowl,” she put lightly.  

She now saw Eve discover a conspicuous slit in the outer fence of the 

stronghold. 

“Why would you ever want to go there?” he seemingly pleaded. She 

only nodded before insisting once again.  

“It’s time I check on my children.”  

Nowa reluctantly began a bitter shuffle, tearing down camp and 

snuffing out the fire with a hefty waterskin shower.  

“So be it.” 

 

- - - 
 

General Gore’s comms erupted.  
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He was on his way to deal with Irensho personally, sweeping through the 

cell blocks, hoping to snuff out the fire before panic reared its ugly head.  

The structure played to his advantage with layers and stairwells that loop 

into one another. It would take him some time to fully navigate their 

labyrinth to any advantageous end.  

If he were to heed to this alarm—a nobody intruder so far—the general 

would surely lose his opportunity. But when they began referring to her as 

a “crazed priestess,” his priorities shifted on a dime.  

The news brought with it a slew of old memories building trust with the 

Halsberth Trinity: the only relationship he’s yet to strain.  

Surely, no other holy bodies but them would dare set foot in a 

stronghold. It was a shame that he already had given their city something to 

bite on when he held Malo’s daughter up against The Silent Death.  

Not so much as a minute wasted, he brutishly slung Gale back to a rest 

on his extremely bulky figure; the rubber sling stretched at least twice, or 

thrice as much as it was used to. Merely carrying the weapon proved to be 

more harm than good.  

Gore made his way to the courtyard where the voices informed they had 

secured her, a young girl with hair that “shared a dye with the trees.” Gore 

found himself approaching his previous collateral being detained on either 

end by powerful hands.  

Eve showed no fight in her. Rather, she looked as though she were biding 

her time.  

Under her white veil, he could only judge Eve on her mouth – and she 

dared to smirk in their faces.  

Finally, they met.  

She had a bite to her he’s not seen in someone so young. Though, from 

looking into her gold, shimmering stare, she was vulnerable under that coat 

of royalty. Even so, her bruises made him swallow. 

“Sir!” one of the guards addressed. “We shooed her away at the gate. But 

she was insistent that she have an audience with you.” 
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“Blessed,” Gore chuckled, “did you try the front door?” Eve was in too 

deep to falter with her words. However, she felt as though she would’ve 

been dead the second she shared a presence with their Monarch. 

“Yes,” with a careful step in shallow water, “but I was turned away”—

she turned an ousting glare that Gore followed to the guard—“told that I 

didn’t mean shit.” The guard’s expression twisted cold, caloused lip 

tightening.  

“I—uh. She’s lyin’!” Gore signaled for silence, but sealed their fate all 

the same in the way he nodded him away.  

“We haven’t long, but I will hear what you have to say.” Gore turned 

around as a new lead to follow.  

Her face brightened, released as her body was, too. She never expected 

to leave this camp alive, but now she found herself being trailed along to 

a formal meeting arrangement with a monster. 

  

She took in their heavy, smog-ridden air that reeked of smelted irons, 

sleepless soldiers, and overpowering eateries.  

She desperately wanted to hurl the more they walked.  

Overhead, an orange tint refracted from smoke stacks’ efforts. Morale 

around the stronghold was low. Each movement the soldiers made inched 

closer and closer to exhaustion. Of the many square miles this crater took 

up, only a few dozen remained to hold the fort.  

The remaining space appeared to be evacuated in a rush.  

Eve could not deny her eyes anymore: the Anubians were dealing with 

evil beings. The beast nested upright as if exhausted by play. Its tusks 

were gout in blood.  

That’s when she realized just how desperate Gore had become, 

harboring feral hexes in hopes of capturing her guardian.   

Eve ceased her sole cutthroat intentions.  

Further as she walked the state of the base, her tongue had to make a 

shift. “Where’s Gyone?!” didn’t seem like the best starter anymore.  

Maybe “what’s your price?” was more appropriate.  
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She effectively became her own worst critic. A weak feeling crept 

through. But it never occurred to her that these beasts of men could be just 

a medium in the machine. After all, who would even question the Anubians 

going to war? Nobody with two eyes and an opinion that matters. 

 

They entered the war room, immediately took their places at opposite ends 

of the red pool. It shows as far as a fair way’s out into the bowl.  

“You’ve grown since I’ve last seen you,” the general began.  

No response came from the priestess; only blankness.  

“It’s unfortunate that it came down to hurting a holy figure. But it was 

something I had to do, nonetheless.”  

“Convince me why I should strike that from the record, general.” Eve 

sprouted like a wild vein deep in the jungle, fully dressing into a certain 

reach she held here in this meeting. Gore retracted his welcome, had to turn 

away from her judgmental stare.  

“Leave it if you must. But you came to me, young priestess. Don’t forget 

that.” His escape soon turned to a power play as he intently examined his 

faulty red pool. “What can I do for you, Muroshi clan?”  

Eve choked on angry rebukes. After a brief moment, she recollected.  

“What’s your asking price for Irensho?” as her face faded into a 

marketplace sneer. “He must be a valuable target for you to throw so much 

at him.”  

“He’s dangerous, that’s for certain.” Gore reigned in control of their 

exchange. “You’d have to double our embassy funds, and then some.” He 

shot this information with confident eyes back into her. “What are your 

stakes with the Irensho clan, girl?” 

“… He’s under the jurisdiction of the Halsberth Guard, general,” she 

claimed, naked. Gore caught onto her lack of conviction.  

He began circling around to her in a crescent motion, trailing his hand 

against the railing the entire way.  

“Don’t lie to a Monarch, Muroshi clan!” Gore revolted. “Your mother 

must’ve raised you better than that-“ 
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“My mother’s dead …” Eve shuddered.  

Gore halted his advance immediately.  

“I feared as much … You running off with delinquents, unsupervised 

and wild. You must be so lost.” He spilled with a bow of the head. “The 

Brotherhood sends their deepest regards.” Other than accept, Eve’s 

expression turned sour, directed it to the general in disgust.  

“You don’t even know, do you?” she realized with shock in her voice. 

The pot seared through him, pouring over premature growls to froth 

through his mouth. 

“What don’t I know, Muroshi clan?!”  

“Malo was killed by you! A fucking Anubian pack led by a captain!” 

Her formal façade liquefied to pure, emotional barks.  

“I ordered no such attack!” the general exclaimed. “The Brotherhood 

had nothing to do with Malo’s death!” 

“Well, who did?” Eve interjected. She crossed her arms, holding back 

any urge to look weak. Gore approached further, broke away from the 

railing, refusing to face her any further.  

He took a deep breath, exhumed his frustration.  

“Where did this attack happen?” he extended to the young priestess. 

“Komeato …” Eve surrendered as her mind raced through the terrible 

event.  

 

Her distressed mother peered back to her as she was ejected from the 

carriage by two of those awful creatures.  

“Don’t worry, Eve!” she said. “The Maiden will guide you to safety.” 

Even in death, her tone was soft and assuring. Even in despair, she 

accepted the Maiden’s will above all else.  

At least she got what she wanted in the end. 

  

“Five of them, black armor. Serpentine insignia just like yours … They 

acted like animals. No restraint and no clear code of conscience.” The 

general’s curiosity peaked. He dared to face the priestess again. 
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“The Bastards …” He laid blame with a tongue of sombre. “Once a 

Bastard Clan, always a Bastard Clan, it seems.  

“Muroshi clan. Eve,” packed in hopeful truth. “They’re an outside party 

unaffiliated with the Brotherhood; that armor has no say in these walls.” He 

almost declared it so with a defensive snarl. “But all the same, I will see 

these BC be dealt with.” 

“No need. They already were.” She turned away, assuming full control of 

the exchange and exploited the general’s personal approach with dryness. 

“Gyone Irensho saved my life … And I intend to do the same for him.”  

Suddenly, Gore felt he couldn’t keep lying his way out. He could only 

think of how close he was to exchanging Gyone to some sleuth business 

type with far too many questionable assets at his disposal.  

He would never do this.  

Sarmak would never allow the fate of his people to be dictated by a 

money figure.  

Glimmers of his formal self stared back at him through the red pool. 

Long and well, the good general had sat atop his fortifications.  

Now. He began the slow and treacherous process of tearing them down. 

“You need to stay here,” Gore insisted, meddling with the computer 

interface.  

Doors slammed down, pistons churned. Atomic mechanisms suddenly 

began bunkering the war room from the outside. 

“What is all this?!” Eve staggered. “Answer me-“  

“Gyone’s buyer works with shadows. He said he was bringing a force of 

three-hundred with him any minute now. You have to stay hidden; we’ll 

only have so much time to prepare!” The young priestess agreed, she 

thinks. Though, only the slightest scoop in the sand, it appeared as though 

she had gotten through to the Monarch on some level.  

“The freakin’ Monarch!” she would later address when retelling the 

story.  

The thought alone was a gift. 
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Gore opened a channel on the comm: islotated and encrypted as to 

ghost his brothers.  

“This is General Gore. Rally your squads to the courtyard—scouts 

included. Meet up in the war room! Keep it to the minute mark, men!” A 

unanimous “Sir!” buzzed over the comms that Eve could pick up on.  

Their amplitude was raised by a warming comradery. In no time at all, 

she watched in awe as beacons on the radar converged to the center. All 

except a single dot still trekking circles around the prison block.  

“Is that-“ 

“Don’t worry, Eve,” Gore assured with a bravado that was missing 

before, a Mauli53 rifle firmly gripped to his left he had stashed under the 

console. “I’ll bring back your lover in one piece.”  

She got a fine look at Gale dangling from the Monarch’s back. A part 

of her wanted to warn him not to parade her around. Another more 

obnoxious part of her wanted Gore to get a taste of boot on his royal ass.  

Before she amused the thought further, erratic poundings attempted to 

puncture through the door; like somebody needed to use the bathroom as 

opposed to an alert state.  

Gore immediately glanced at the doors: “Sound off!”  

“Blood as ours, the thickest river!” resonated from the other ends at 

different intervals. It was like they were racing against the clock.  

That was because they were.  

Gore undid the lockdown protocol, turned and clicked a grubby, bulky 

watch.  

“01:06,” the timer interface taunted to the three captains as they 

funneled from two of three cylindrical entryways.  

“You’re late,” with a sort of playful undertone. Their desperate 

expressions lightened up. The duo that had emerged from a single door 

looked to one another, standing almost to the same height, but one 

obviously much more built than the other.  

“Sorry boss,” brashly claimed the leaner captain, “grub that good’s 

‘otta be savored.” 
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“Too right. Just ask Captain Gorbov.” Gorbov had a savage snigger, 

bursting within the giant’s cheeks like a combustion engine. Just as the 

banter started, Gore called for attention with a silent wave of the hand.  

“We have much to discuss” was all he was able to shoot off before sights 

turned to their special guest.  

“Wait atick?” the lean captain interjected as his eyes paved around Eve. 

“Is this the en’rtainment?”  

“No,” Gore dismissed. “Eve is a highly renowned guest from Halsberth.”  

“Good find! How mush ‘es she goin’ for-“ 

“Enough!” Gore detained the chaos, allowed his vocals to strain ever so 

slightly, peering with promises; “demotion” was prominent on that list. 

“She actually came to us, Rumok. Now, as you are all aware, our buyer, 

Senyo Genshika, is approximately ten minutes out on arrival to Crygor 

Stronghold.” He began to pace about the pool, silently judging each 

character for a certain purpose—Eve included, if it must come to it. “Upon 

certain events that have come to my attention, I have changed my mind on 

selling The Silent Death …” The captains’ faces locked into befuddled, 

nervous expressions.  

That is until Gore finished: “… to him.”  

Gore had to keep the focus lively, and he couldn’t use his captains if they 

weren’t unified in mind. Their doubts permeated into Eve’s face instead, 

once lightened by the news. Still, she kept herself focused.  

“Our little priestess here offered to double our funds from the embassy if 

we are to hand over Gyone to her, instead. A fixed bounty will only get us 

so far, but with the help of our best ally, we could double whatever Senyo 

had been offering us.”  

A silent critic then crowed, perched in waiting.  

“So why have you summoned us, general? This is an unusual precaution 

to discuss prices.”  

He attempted to scent over his intent with a calm tone and formal 

questioning. But nothing could cover the scowl he wore.  
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“Senyo doesn’t like no for an answer, Kratt. I have word that he will be 

bringing a fighting force with him.”  

“Just what we need—More dead men.” Kratt fell back with crossed 

arms.  

Gore let the comment slide.  

“We fortify our standing in the courtyard. Welcome their arrival as a 

standing ovation.” The captains only nodded, but even some of these 

craned iffily. “Each of you will rally a team to secure the barracks of any 

injured. Break off and secure an escape route through the tunnels.”  

Gore turned eyes to Gorbov as he continued. 

 

- - - 
 

“Gorbov, gather your scouts to assemble near the towers. They’ll be our 

safety net.” 

Arrok wove into a squad of fellow snipers, branching off to different 

sightlines on the tower treeroots. He decided to take place on a vacant 

elbow catwalk connecting two towers guiding along the east wall of the 

stronghold.  

He took a glance at the efforts around him and glided a hand across the 

segmented rails. Orders were clear: stay out of sight. Plan a route in case 

of inspection.  

What better than a straight line? 

He began a trained ritual. 

Arrok scrunched his bandana, swept it down to cover his left eye. He 

gripped onto the iron bars sparing him from the ground below, shut his 

firing eye to the world as well. It was in this moment that his Scholar 

birth marks had room to breathe. 

  

“Rumok, you lead the march out for our wounded brothers. You’ll merge in 

with Gorbov’s unit on-route to securing the west side.” 
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Taoron led a clearing of the west side with time to spare.  

Amusingly, he felt eyes close in beyond the rocks. A smirk smugly 

intruded on his battle-scarred demeanor. Some smarm scope that belonged 

to his pupil. Damn near a son of his own.  

Suddenly, a terrible, slimy shuffle echoed through the chambers.  

Their commander called to stop with a fist held high.  

Guns raised to attention.  

Slowly, Taoron pushed the assault forward, silently dreading to scatter 

ammo shells in his home. 

  

“Kratt.” 

“General?” 

“You’re in charge of the welcome committee. Scatter your best in the 

crowd and be ready for my signal. We’ll rendezvous in the overwatch if the 

shit hits the fan. And I promise you: no man will be expendable.” 

 

Gyone speared the crevice of a cell door to lock his blade in place. He 

followed up with a powerful kick which tore through its archaic steelwork 

and obliterated the door from its hinges.  

On the other side, Private Ornmen emerged. What greeted him resembled 

a holy figure, a testament to his failed campaign.  

Yarn.  

Neither had a single word to share before Gyone moved onto his new 

lead, only parting his side of the debt to rest, with a nod. 
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Chapter 22 
Embryo pt. II 

 

Otherworldly, inhuman gurgles broke through the silence. Through the 

walls, through Earth that cradled the barracks within.  

“It” shared a common tongue; that damn monster must be calling 

friends.  

Taoron and his group could only hope.  

They had seen enough good men fall to Gore’s wildcard. The boys in 

battered chassis and bloody boots were ecstatic to take a shot. Even a 

grazing pass; it was good enough to see it bleed.  

“Lousy with activity,” Taoron began, his team shared a shivering 

dread. “None of ours, so they’re better off dead!” Not another arm of his 

unit would dare confirm or deny aloud.  

They stuttered in their movements—and he could feel it. “Move!” he 

roared.  

His squad was used to his blunt attitude, but even his usual came off 

with its own doubts. Those dreaded shuffles rattled him unlike ammo 

sprays could anymore.  

Stay on target his gut fortified. Don’t call in ghosts until you know. 

Keep off that trigger.  

The giant stepped forward, fighting every pulse that argued otherwise. 

Suddenly, clogged voices shrilled against sludge.  

Taoron stopped his advance as it built with a crescendo. Hands swept 

to hold his chassis as he stepped forward. With a mighty tear from his 

belted armor harness, his radio was torn off. He slammed it on his nearest 

private, prompting a trade.  

“Cut through the courtyard,” he stubbornly disbanded, soon doing 

away with his rifle as well. “Weave into the crowd, find Gore, and-“ 

“But Tao, just-“ 
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“Just, nothing!”  as though vindicted. “Not a word, not a bullet, not a 

goddamn prayer—got it?!”  

The giant had a way of breathing fire unlike his contemporaries. Of 

course a private’s sound logic was no match for Tao’s single-track mind. 

He now saw why such a seasoned war veteran only held a sergeant 

position. His captains probably saved him for suicide runs he was more 

than happy to oblige to.  

Certainly, he was not a leader.  

With a nervous nod, he tracked Tao, who backed away, prepping his herd 

to follow instruction. 

“The rest of you, move on through the tunnels and meet me on the other 

side … I won’t see any of you die for no good reason.” The pack of ten—

now stripped to nine as the runner headed for the courtyard—nodded with 

content as they broke off to the alternative ventricles. Cluttered, narrow, 

and claustrophobic by comparison to the main hall, but secure and 

straightforward. Nothing had leg room to figure a workaround against a 

troop enema.  

Taoron extended a parting nod before facing back to the curious noises 

bellowing. When he began to dive, a faraway static pleaded from the 

runner.  

“Tao?! Tao! What are you doing, big guns? Answer me! I don’t have a 

clear shot!”  

The private had nothing to add, so he let Arrok continue. His head rushed 

with uncertainty the more he heard the young Scholar beg. Nevertheless, he 

was determined to continue the mission.  

Hailing through the signal could tip off the wrong sort of attention. All 

captains called for radio silence, no matter what. For all he knew, Arrok 

was breaking protocol, surely compromising the operation.  

Nothing would stop his stride; not even his better judgement. 

  

- - - 
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Arrok reluctantly parted from his comms with a complexion white as snow. 

A twitch staining his touch, the Scholar swayed his rifle away from his 

brother’s line of sight in the courtyard.  

He hadn’t picked up on the gurgles. Rather, mind’s eye painted a bleak 

picture if Tao was willing to dismiss his troops. This was his final stand.  

Well, Arrok wasn’t going to have it. Not with Tao.  

“If you think you’re going to take all the credit without me,” adrenaline 

pounding as he hurried, “then you’re out of your fuckin’ mind, Tao. We 

walk together!” 

He scooped his scope through the smallest of crevices: the slimmest of 

slits in the sediment.  

Nothing.  

He decided to switch his rifle to night optics. He loathed this setting, 

and felt it hurt his eyes more than anything. To his stubborn revelation, 

though, optics did the trick.  

Finally he could justify his worry; he acquired snippets of Taoron’s 

slow advance.  

“What the hell do you think you’re doing?” quietly, with shaken 

breath.  

He clenched to any bit of glow he could. Any moment without 

confirmation froze the Scholar’s blood. Arrok soon noticed something 

off about Tao’s illuminated silhouette.  

Blotches slowly crept along the cracks, but these were solid black. 

Fucking cracks filled in with a calcified drape like slowly shutting out 

the light. Nothing could terrify Arrok more. 

Tao was being followed by shadows.  

Realizations came fully automatic as Arrok’s brow perked.  

“Son of a bitch.” He escaped the scope, turned to their “captive” beast 

as it eerily curled peacefully in its nest of chains. Panicked, Arrok swung 

his enormous rifle across his back and- 
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Wait. Heavy activity digging through the bowl. An entire convoy of 

silver trucks trailed around the corner.  

A shot he regretted never taking.  

Sightline was limited, but showed how numerous they were. Fortified for 

this hellish wasteland, yet sleek enough as to be emblazoned with Genshika 

Incorporated’s dull-white insignia. A new standard from an up and coming 

war machine.  

He turned back to his route across the catwalk. However, he quickly 

discarded this, began plotting a new route behind him. A complicated 

string that would take some deft maneuvering to make due with, but would 

be the quickest route to Tao without tipping off the serpent. If only he 

weren’t strictly prohibited to kick his teeth in.  

He took a deep breath, rationalizing his motions to rid suspicious 

twitches. He began a marching step towards a catwalk that drooped, parting 

right diagonally.  

Headed west, Arrok anticipated where he could stretch his legs. Blocky 

geometry on the guard towers held some ample opportunities to leap, all 

while the towers juxtaposed would cover his ass from the serpent’s 

wandering eye. He hoped.  

Some cylinder overlooks that housed the balconies could shed some 

precious seconds, but they came with their own bag of risks. Arrok planned 

on his stroll to not only leave Senyo’s fast approaching forces in the dark, 

but his brothers as well.  

Nobody could jeopardize the mission.  

“Threadwalker,” his platoon had started to label it. The sleuth-like 

Scholar presumed, naturally, that if their scout unit was naming the 

operation before Gore could, then there was some wiggle room in the grand 

scheme of things. 

“Threadwalker: Phase two,” Arrok clung to, as to remedy his growing 

panic. “Stop Taoron from dying like a goddamn martyr.”  
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Finally, he crept near a tower with some cracks in the foundation. A line of 

banners decorated these higher structures, lining under their catwalks. The 

perfect cover; the mission was a go.  

Arrok pressed his foot against the flaws and felt around for a solid 

hold. He hesitated with a nervous sweat. With a boot firmly planted in, 

he flung himself upwards to catch onto some peeking stones.  

The Scholar was none too keen on athletics. In fact, he was the lowest-

scoring Youngblood in his division; that is, to any reasonable degree.  

Damn, did he have an aim, though.  

Wind compensation, leading shots, reload times? Simply stellar, even 

if they thought he was a dirty cheat. He was useful, nonetheless. Days he 

lamented as his arms began to wobble under the weight.  

He kept his pain to himself, though it was searing already, threatening 

to tear like a jerky slab against two hounds. He picked out a proper outer 

scaffold up ahead. Just few dozen feet to go.  

For now, all he could do was pray to the Spirits nobody decided to take 

an ash break. 

 

- - - 
 

“Lift barrack gate C-203, start a breadcrumb trail.” General Gore guided 

holding cell operations as he surveyed a dwindling feed of offline cameras 

whether they be dismantled or malfunctioned with age.  

Only a handful remained operational; these cameras were taxing on 

their power grid.  

He combusted with sudden annoyance in his voice. “And would you 

stop toying with the doors!”  

Eve and a lonely Anubian engineer played with the brig’s logistic 

systems, shutting doors as fast as they were opened. Of course, the feed 

scrounged up footage of Gyone. He was utterly terrified, with a dash of 

pissed off.  
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Her Holiness wore a snickering smile as if lost in a therapeutic calm—so 

did the everyday laborer.  

He was the first to cut it out.  

She didn’t offer a shred of attention, on the other hand. Nervously, the 

engineer jerked his grin back to a neutral, stubble-patched mug. He jolted 

his hands back from the controls, used the motion to ward off any other 

attempts. Still, she sniggered as she focused on the general.  

He recognized how desperately she needed this time, but time wasn’t on 

their side.  

Gore let go of his command pedestal, trekked the ring to greet her. His 

stride was immediate and rigid with practice.  

Eve’s smile was quick to fade.  

She didn’t know how to accommodate to the good general’s advance. 

Just as I did with Regioh, she concluded. Not the first time a big man’s 

hung his power over me. Not gonna be the last, either.  

Silently, she braced herself. Carefully, she planned an attack. An attack, 

thankfully, that never came to pass.  

Gore settled his march near her, but at an unusual distance. Kicking 

distance away, sure, but not far enough to escape an easy headshot.  

“Eve, I need you diligent in these trying times,” he meekly demanded, at 

least meek for a Monarch’s will.  

A brief and quiet “Yes, Sir” blurted out in response with shy, evasive 

tonality.  

Gore was befuddled.  

Cautiously, he reached out to grasp her shoulder. She nearly winced at 

the thought alone. Before she could swing, he grasped onto her. Odd, how 

it felt so restrained. Almost nurturing in a way. But his scowl remained the 

same.  

That is, until he allowed a second to settle before blurting out a throaty 

laugh: “Ha! Ha! Ha!”  

His cheeks strained against his caste, near desperate to bust his face from 

the steel.  
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“Oh, we’re nowhere near that level of greeting, Muroshi clan! I’m 

below the Spiritmother, after all. Should I call you madam, instead?”  

Eve stammered with shock. She would never think that the Monarch 

was capable—or even allowed. Well. Let go.  

No time like the present, though. A ticket to shoot her mouth at the 

Monarch was not going to go unredeemed.  

“Um,” she pondered, still building her confidence, “are you calling me 

old, general?”  

“Not even close. You’re as ripe as our summer crops.”—a small 

snigger infected his delivery—“They plucked you out much too soon.” 

Eve cracked a smile, faced back to the engineer’s effort to guide Gyone 

through the tunnels.  

Finally, their rat had found the cheese. A moldy, unrefined block of 

cheddar, but was cheese either way.  

An opening that had nothing to say. No guards to scurry around 

silently. No foreseeable cell systems tangling the way out.  

Freedom.  

Gyone broke into a mad dash towards the exit. Just then, a thought 

grazed Gore’s mind. 

“Close the door!” he suddenly shifted. Startled, Eve jolted. Was this all 

a front, after all? As quickly as she had dropped them, the young 

priestess fell back to her defenses.  

“What in the hell are you doing?” she demanded with authority she 

may not even have.  

“We can’t let him leave just yet.” Gore was sure to stare at her, as if in 

assured respect. He retreaded back to his console to give his feed a 

second look. “Genshika has arrived. By the Spirits, he came armed.”  

“Where?”  

His veiny, chiseled hand guided to the south-most part of the 

stronghold. Though tattered and torn, the red pool rendered their activity. 

Gore opened his channel to the captains.  
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“This is General Gore. Grant clearance and rally back to the courtyard. 

Have we successfully evacuated the wounded?”  

A silence deafened the room with only a second. A second, however, that 

lasted a thousand generations.  

“Gorbov, reporting in! We’re a go on the evacuation. My boys are 

keeping them in good company and are now on-route though to point 

Brimstone and Crater.” Gore sighed, moved by the military jargon.  

Eve shared in his victory: a lifting of dark clouds.  

“Excellent,” Gore said, immediately provided another lively address 

from Rumok.  

“Aye—me troops ‘ave merged with Gorbuv’s. The ring’s confirmed 

clear’d.”  

“Anybody unaccounted for?”  

“Lemme check. One, two, ‘h’ree.” The general hoped to the spirits he 

was pulling a fast one. Even then, he’d be livid.  

“Ey, where’s Tao?” His heavy accent conferred with the squad. Gore 

overheard a few lines, the principle being that he “stayed behind.”  

“Says that ‘e stayed-“ 

“I heard, Rumok. Send some boys back west to retrieve him,” then 

killing his line with intent on the pool. “Feed is dead quiet.”  

He turned back to Senyo’s convoy just now clearing the gate. His face 

loomed with doubt. The general disconnected from the comms as he 

continued in a pondering whisper.  

“What are you hiding from me, serpent?”  

As Eve approached to further grasp to what he saw, Gore turned away, 

headed for the door in a hurry.  

“Eve,” he directed, spun around to face, “keep my channel open on the 

console. I’ll radio in if anything changes.” She nodded, began trekking to 

the other side of the pool before she was halted again. “And another thing.” 

“Yes, general?”  
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“I … leaked his bounty out to the BC clan still up and about. I knew 

that the Irensho clan would be okay and they’d crawl out of hiding to 

reap the benefits. I only regret he didn’t find you sooner.”  

He didn’t wait for a reaction.  

Anything further would compromise. No time for that in battle, but it 

had to be said. Gore parted ways with Muroshi clan with few further 

words, “I felt you should know.” 

In a way, she had forgiven Gore in many respects. Releasing Gyone to 

freedom at the door closing, however, showed she’d refuse to call him 

“Sir” anytime soon. A reality the good general had accounted for the 

second she helmed the panel. 

 

The ceremony had begun. A few one-hundred stood at attention, quiet and 

armed to the teeth.  

Senyo followed along his cargo, revealed from the caves and now laid 

eyes on the welcoming party. His trademark grin gleamed with 

bureaucratic fangs, taking his waltz in strides as he rallied the convoy 

with so little as a wave of the hand.  

They operated like a hive mind.  

All the while, his red carpet awaited. Gore stood at the end, not even 

bothering with his Sunday vest for the occasion. He showed Senyo no 

fanfare, only a glaze lying in wait like a predator. 

It took some time for Senyo to finish his stroll through the soldiers. His 

lips suckled, eyes whisking by many sleeper cells in the madness. They 

wondered, in the way that he scanned so confidently, that he could smell 

their guilty musk.  

Kratt especially found it off-putting. His ceremonious chrome plate 

was enough to gnaw, so he hid away from direct eye contact.  

The hideous shadow beast perked up like a pup as her master reached 

the end of the welcoming party. Senyo managed a smile.  
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“My, my.” The serpent took a step up to the central platform. “You’ve 

got a way with theatrics, general. What’s the occasion?” Gore took the first 

opportunity to override. 

“Your prize is being transported as we speak,” he distantly muttered.  

“That’s wonderful.” The way Senyo replied instigated anything but a 

charmed mood. His head shifted back and forth as if expecting the worst 

case scenario. A mildly exaggerated breath escaped him. Then his tone 

shifted: “I want him now.”  

“Where are my three-hundred men, Genshika?” Gore invited. “Do these 

ones breathe?”  

“Of course they do.” He almost backed off. “Thanks for reminding me, I 

would’ve left you empty-handed, otherwise.” Gore glowered, of which 

Senyo made no attempt to hide how it amused him.  

The businessman twirled his finger around. Not a moment wasted for his 

posse.  

The truck doors crashed down, claiming a crescent perimeter of the 

courtyard. What emerged were homogenized meshes of humanoid bodies 

covered in hardened tar.  

By no means in order, but the chunks hardened like armor. Their heads 

were nothing more but coal-black skulls, hooked and lined with a sort of 

breathing apparatus. 

Oh, did they ever breathe our air.  

Mechanical, like doses on a timer.  

Some even synchronized.  

Gore wasted no time taking notes on their features; none held guns, only 

swords.  

Maybe they’re too dumb to fire a weapon. 

 A strange purple glow like two eyes. Small skulls dug through their 

chests. Gyone immediately came to mind, personified by the rise of his 

brow. As he pondered, Senyo shot impatient glares at the good general. He 

pulled back reluctantly.  
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“Come, Senyo. Let us get to higher ground.” The businessman gushed 

in flattery.  

“Lead the way.” 

Gore disbanded the ceremony. And now, two sides amalgamated in the 

gorge. The shadows didn’t move, had nothing to say either. No one 

mingled, but the Anubians scattered as inconspicuous as they possibly 

could into their own clusters.  

Snipers held back a strong urge to fire the first shot into whatever the 

hell Gore had allowed to walk through the front door.  

As their leaders ascended the main over-watch tower, dimly lit in a 

latticework cube elevator, both parties could feel the tension. 

 

- - - 
 

Black bones shattered against timeless stones, being tossed by Taoron as he 

roared. He was surrounded.  

Good, he thought.  

This is the way he wanted to die, securing the mission in the best way 

possible: be the single casualty. He was covered in small, superfluous 

lacerations, rivulets of sweat bathing his scalp.  

“Try as you might, shadow bastards.” He threw a devastating punch to 

another ribcage, shattering the fragile husk to slimy shards. “You will 

not. Break. Us. Down!”  

He pummeled another with every word.  

Carefully, he gritted his lungs as to not overwhelm the barracks with 

his anger. Unfortunately, a good jab of their blade punctured through the 

giant’s shoulder plate, toppling his reign and forcing him to scream, let 

loose of his pain. Just as he was an easy target, the shadows disbanded.  

They crept slanderously into a circle around Taoron. Among the 

cackles and their harmony, one dared to deviate from their tone.  

One that thought for itself.  
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“You have … an arm,” Mystic recognized as he emerged from his 

underlings. “Your mind is weak!”  

He was the only one of these creatures to think of clothing himself.  

Itself.  

Whatever self it felt like today, as far as Tao was concerned.  

A stark grey, blazer-type trench coat swerved through the crowd, and he 

stood as to face Taoron directly, quenching his perceptions.  

His flame weave flowed delicately astray; it looked artificial like 

propelled by a fan. Strikingly human, kept up by effort.  

Taoron could laugh, but he didn’t dare.  

Mystic radiated with awesome potential. Just looking in his black holes 

made Tao bite his cheeks in revolt. He held his place, perched to one knee, 

but each step the shadow took forward made standing still feel like bowing 

to defeat. More than enough to persuade the giant back to his feet, if the 

carbon coat slowly shelling the area wasn’t enough. 

“The only weak thing here is your worthless bones!”  

He crushed his fist in his left hand then began to bulge his chest out 

while he brandished his five-fingered death dealers.  

“Come on!” A striking, deafening phenomena couldn’t be ignored 

anymore. The room fell completely quiet, except for their breathing, their 

subtle fidgets and functions. His ears swelled up not unlike his treks 

through canyons.  

Good.  

That is when Mystic put his acoustics to the test. 

“Worthy, you are not!”  

Mystic rushed forward, all the while his coat arms began to combust with 

a dark purple burn-through.  

Bulky as he may be, Taoron braced onto the shadow’s extended arm, 

catching it near-effortlessly. However, he burned to the touch, so Taoron 

had to back off. Eventually.  

He gritted the heat for a moment, then punished Mystic’s confidence 

with a swift jab of the knee to his ribcage. The shadow creature stumbled 
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away before catching onto his brethren, sidelined by a single hit. He 

masked another approach, with a disheartened glint in his holes.  

Taoron’s internal fear swallowed far down into the pit of his gut.  

All talk. He ain’t so fucking tough! 

He summoned a hardy laugh, now thought aloud, “Youngbloods hit 

harder than you ever could!” He finished with a dismounting kick to the 

shadow, blasting him into the drones, wobbling and desperate to recover 

his footing.  

For a moment, Mystic stood back, inhaling deeply into his robotics 

before perking up to face Tao again.  

“One lucky shot … No good!” Like clockwork, he was on the 

offensive. 

He endured a similar plunder. This time, he knew what he was up 

against, and the more he knew, the singes on his coat grew. A gaping 

hole now showcased Mystic’s marking.  

Purple ashes departed by the breeze; ashes plenty fed. Fuel was far 

from going dry.  

Taoron crept closer by the second.  

“Don’t play down your power, bones,” he said smugly, nearly letting 

down his guard. “This can’t be all you are able to show me!” In his 

current state—at least, in his eyes—he was only half a soldier. Lauding 

over something so powerful alone was the very definition of liberating to 

him. He was itching to get Arrok involved!  

His advance shifted to a full steed charge. Despite his curiosity, he 

knew that he had no time to entertain this any further. It was then that 

Mystic’s blank stare ignited with a dull flame.  

Suddenly, a tortured scream jeered Tao’s advance as the Shadow 

extended one of his boney arms – coat arm burning away to nothing but a 

seamstress’ memory.  

Flames tailed and curved against themselves, a dangerous stream 

rocketing towards the giant. Startled, Tao dove out of its wrath, instead 
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charring some three Shadows to a fine powder; smoldered pile of crater-

faced ooze clung to the residence like welded iron.  

Upon looking at their remains, Taoron reverted back to full alert.  

Mystic recovered, damn well invigorated to unleash a cacophony more.  

“You’re right, but you’re dead!”  

His left arm singed with the same marks as the other. A more 

concentrated, synced fire belched out, sharply tipped like many scorching 

knives. He could barely stand his own pressure, however, presently 

supported onto a wall of his men.  

Without much time to act, Tao rolled aside, getting away with only its 

ending gulf catching his shoulder.  

Ravenous, boiling—smelled distinctly toxic.  

Now, his flesh could be seen, the flames tearing and prodding. Panic 

overwhelmed his mind; he was about to be cooked alive. At the cusp of his 

end, Tao closed his eyes, allowed thoughts of yesterdays to cloud.  

Arrok was just a boy when he had met him. Out a father, just as Tao was 

out a soldier.  

And a friend.  

He’ll never forget the promise he made.  

A boy like that needs a father. Once we’re done here, I’m afraid he won’t 

have one. 

 

“Don’t talk that way, Dario!” 

“I wouldn’t say shit if I didn’t have to!” Dario backed away with a 

stricken heart in his home, mass comparable to that of Taoron, though 

weighted further with a family to protect. “Just—promise me you won’t 

leave him alone … BCs won’t make this charge easy-“ 

“You’re coming back to me.” Tao fortified. 

“Promise me.”  

Dario sat his Malui53 rifle against a shabby table to stand upright. His 

eyes were dead set, uncompromising.  

“Humor me this once. We’ll see who’s right.”  
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His aged stare glistened, reluctant to leave. Just one more day.  

But it never came to be.  

Soon, fates forced him back. A final swathing flame built out of 

Mystic’s arms. The air incinerated, caught onto the hysterical power the 

Shadow encapsulated, swirling as to catastrophically collect near his 

person in a typhoon.  

No stops, no holding back. 

He would not be made a fool of again.  

An intervention of fate, however, had something to say about the 

Shadow’s prolonged overkill spike.  

Cracks burrowed through crystalline sludge from above—the eastern-

most flank. Though tipped off, Mystic only paid its being there with a 

passing glower, but nonetheless, accounted for whatever was stupid 

enough to enter his domain.  

With sounds aptly resonated in rooms so empty, they recalled a certain 

beating motion from the outside. The likes of which called for Mystic’s 

full, undivided aim.  

Finally, the giant found an opportunity for another day. He sprang from 

his complacent kneel, barreled straight. His adrenaline beat his insides 

like a drum daring him to go farther while pleading him to stop at the 

same time. Tao’s internal struggle culminated with a prominent battle 

cry. The agro spun back to his original target. 

Mystic didn’t charge any further.   

“Nothing, you hear?!” his jumbled dialect wheel spun, clearly pulling 

phrases at random. “You’re dead!”  

The flames exploded dangerously forward. Wild, as to match the 

shadow’s weave now jumping around like static.  

The ooze dome collapsed not a moment sooner.  

Despite imminent death, Taoron did not look back. If he was to 

become kindling, he might as well embrace the spark upfront.  
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Gravity said otherwise, denied him his death with an explosive crash. 

The orb’s chunk snuffed the flame’s trajectory, sending even a hulking 

mass such as Tao to be knocked back by its force.  

Within seconds, the flame expelled, snuffed out and scattered within the 

dome. 

The dusty, violet smoke reached a peak, dispelled slightly so the field 

could be seen. Nobody laid claim to the destruction, no fresh faces. The 

brutal sabotage of the Shadow’s kingdom. He felt that.   

Wretched, human things. 

Tao turned to the sky; immediately, his body locked in place.  

Like a swooping vulture, Arrok flew through the air, rifle in tow and 

aligned straight for Mystic’s cranium. Tao has rummaged through the 

young boy’s mind before, but even he had no idea what the hell he 

could’ve been thinking in that moment.  

Nothing heroic. 

Nothing smarm.  

Concise and effective.  

Threadwalker Phase two oh-dash-nine complete. Beginning Phase three: 

shoot whatever the fuck that thing is. 

Then came a click.  

The barrel aired its dreaded .50 caliber shell for its sole function, 

pampered and massaged to perfection. She was ready to go. 

Then came the boom. 

 

- - - 
 

Unmistakable was the discharge in the bowl. Its very presence shocked the 

area to a standstill.  

Boots on the ground wondered if the time had come; this was an 

unfortunate reality for those who’ve yet to comprehend exactly what they 
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were looking at. The loudest actions came from Gore himself, just inches 

away, perched up in the overwatch, silent with rage.  

He ceased his interrogation of the clouds, turned to Senyo. Who 

couldn’t look any less enthused.  

The serpent set a knowing breath free.  

“They were never going to fully get along, now were they?”  

Was he serious?  

Did he know all along?  

The general cocked his body, prepared himself to beat Senyo down 

mercilessly. Fuck stealth, really. He was almost relieved to take the 

bloodbath approach; nothing new, unfortunately.  

Though, as long as he has known Senyo, he smelled a contingency 

plot. His fists unwound. For now.  

“This has Gyone written all over it …” he masked. No response, only a 

shifting grimace.  

“Sure it does.” Senyo lazily shifted his weight onto the scenic balcony 

rail. He began to slither one of his hands sneakily into his pocket. Casual 

as they come, yet nerve-wracking to see. Gore fought the urge to unload, 

rally the troops, and get this shit over with.  

Senyo chuckled slyly as to coax the beast, slowly pulling a pack of 

smokes from his slacks. Their brand reveled in their name, “Caveat.” In 

no time, the fag was lit.  

Gore could swear he never saw a lighter.  

A puff expelled as Senyo recovered his train of thought,  

“But who are you trying to fool at this point? Me”—he nicked a small 

nicotine clump over the railing—“or yourself?”  

Gore approached the serpent as he undid his scabbard: “Take your 

offer and-“ 

“Double it? Sure!” Senyo—his perceptive aura assaulting the general’s 

senses like never before—became very telling.  

Very ... calm.  
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“Here,” as he whisked a platinum credit chip into the air, just shy of a 

freefall to join the clump. “Just hold it—I“—he let go of his smoke 

plume”—know you need to feel it.” Gore couldn’t help but peer at the 

mass amount of credits that had just found itself against his boot.  

He felt shame, too, that he second-guessed himself.  

“This isn’t about money, Senyo.” 

“This has always been about money, general. You’ve always known.” 

His bile intertwined into his tone. “Being coy is cute, honest, but-” 

Suddenly, he was silenced.  

“Leave this place.”  

Lo and behold, the sleuth was capable of being surprised.  

“Can you repeat that?” He stomped out his fag. 

“Gather you damned Shadow creatures and leave!” His roar was fervent, 

absolutely sure. “Your offer has been bested already.” The serpent’s lips  

shut again tightly.  

Now, he showed he was capable of being pissed; a prominent glare 

promised Gore would regret every word from here on in. A glare the 

general has seen time and time again.  

Caught in the moment, he visibly hailed his comms with an open channel 

for all the stronghold to hear.  

“We will not stay silent any further for a man with Anubian blood on his 

hands!”  

The isolated clusters of troops immediately began bearing their arms, 

clicking their safeties off and slapping their cartridges with a very telling 

clack.  

Empty threats from across the pond were about to be tested.  

“Brothers, I have failed you thus far these very taxing weeks. I have 

pushed us towards a future that cannot last! And worse yet, I have failed 

the Monarchs that have sat here before me. Ghanryus! Karameed! … 

Sarmak. But I have also failed a fair-weathered ally, in the Irensho clan!  

“Well, we fail no more!”  
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Gore faced the accused conman, forefront teeming with command over 

an outsider. “Let this be the serpent’s last warning: leave. Or die!”  

He cut the transmission to seclude them, dying to hear what the serpent 

had to say. The cocky bastard sniggered, much to Gore’s dismay.  

Not even a declaration of war would break him. 

“If that’s what the Monarch wants: a war,” as he passed, without so 

much as acknowledging him further, “then allow me to be the first donor 

to the cause. All you have to do is”—he patted the Anubian’s scarred, 

leather-callused shoulder—“lean over and pick it up. You’ll need every 

decimal.”  

The fangs were drawn.  

Gore found himself peering back with his divine whites as to dissect 

whatever ‘it’ was to the core.  

Concerned, Gore sought the mammoth beast. No good; it was already 

mobilized, indiscriminate against the grunt troopers, at least.  

Its kill count had already rivaled the Anubian death toll.  

And that was before it had been freed.  

Its haunting screech traveled up through the general’s spine, and did 

the same to all who opposed from the other side. Each and every gun 

they had was trained in waiting, counting down the seconds.  

“Five, four,” at the same time while some were already down to one.  

It was no good, the general feared. This was going to start out rough 

and bloody. And so it did, way past zero.  

A momentous battle cry filled the courtyard, followed by boots 

smashing forward, come hell or high water. Not long after, the first 

bullets flew, and the battle had begun.  

Genshika hummed to himself, eerily on-cue to harmonize with a 

certain, sharp chime when the elevator arrived to their chambers.  

A panicked private emerged from the cage, just in time to see Senyo 

off. The serpent beckoned to the soldier, drenched in sweat, curiously 

saddled with two separate radios. It chuckled invigorously, bug-eyed and 

unpredictable. 
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“Well, go ahead!” it said. “Tell your lord what happened!”  

Senyo took his place in the lift and said nothing further, leaving the 

private to turn the cog for him.  

Work certainly below a Genshika, of course.  

The private stood at attention.  

Reluctant to participate in Senyo’s game, Gore uttered, “What 

happened?”  

“Well, there was this chilling sound-“ 

“What happened!?”  

Gore’s insistence was itching to kill. Angry, unfettered potential that 

would do better on the battlefield.  

“We think there might have been shadows under our nose, Sir!”  

“Taoron …”  

The general turned around to their theater of war, deafened by visceral 

sprays of both lead and blood. Black and red alike, oozing together in some 

areas. At the sight, he felt he couldn’t breathe any longer.  

Now, more than ever, his mask choked him. A crippling grip pressing the 

life out of his lungs. To save his own life, to be of any use. He had to be 

freed.  

Gore took hold of his caste, began to tear against complacent, stubborn 

tissue.  

Essential pieces clung onto his jaw, adding onto prominent scars. But he 

allowed no further weakness to show, only parting with a powerful grunt. 

The private couldn’t believe his eyes as the good general undid what he 

had thought was Gore’s lifeline. 

After much struggle—and plenty of blood to show—Gore turned to face.  

A new Anubian warrior graced the private with his presence.  

His face, though balm and moist, retained its legend. Grotesque scars 

lined the right, branching just shy of nose length. Dignified, sure, but my 

god, did it smell rancid!  

Still, the private retained his composure as to honor the moment.  

Whatever the hell was going on.  
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“You!” Gore commanded, widening his mouth as to stretch the 

muscles. He stopped and freely circled his jaw against his joints, back 

into place as he smacked his chops. “Get back to Tao and kill any 

skullhead that happens to cross your path.” The soldier immediately 

froze like a statue, demonstrating a salute, “Sir, yes sir!”  

“Very well!”  

Gore turned away to his business. He counted on the private being on 

his way. Disheartened, he heard the elevator ping again.  

“Private.  

“You step away from that elevator.” He waved his pointer finger to the 

left behind him. “Take the stairs in war time. We don’t need any more … 

unneeded casualties.”  

The private gulped heavy, feeling the fool.  

Gore departed his station, trailing for the private. Beside him, he 

grabbed ahold of his rifle, cocked it, checked the ammo. Diligent in his 

inspection, he beckoned to the departing trooper.  

“Wait right there,” as he tempered his tone as best he could. Probably 

reserved for Youngbloods in its lack of bite. “Cover my six.” He undid 

the latch on the door, creaking and lacking much use. “We go to battle as 

a unit.”  

Seemed to do the trick; the trooper lit up like the sun.  

Battle-ready, their Monarch threw his weight into the fray, shoulder-to-

shoulder, man-to-man. He wouldn’t tail rookie into battle.  

Gore wouldn’t be caught dead. 

  

Chaos now reigned in the field.  

War horns blared from the towers. Snipers fended off the husks as they 

scaled the structures – even as they toppled.  

Many wildly sprayed bullets at the beast. It kept it at bay, but ammo 

was hurting. For every three soldiers they vanquished, they lost a brother.  

Though, within death’s very own buffet, an agent was looking to cheat. 

Cheat it out of all of these tasty souls.  
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Akin to a schoolboy, he waited in a precise spot, sprawling his legs out 

as he simmered his ass against the sand. Patiently, he anticipated an 

exciting reunion on the other end of these walls before him.   
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Chapter 23 
Embryo pt. III 

 

The jagged prison maze was no match for an Irensho’s cunning. Somehow, 

some way the system was bested by a strange happenstance that he still 

couldn’t comprehend. Had to be his fist into the panel. Had to be giving the 

steel a dent or two. Had to be the begging. Must’ve been. 

Didn’t matter. 

Gunshots had instilled certain eagerness, there was a lust for revenge 

steeping within Gyone. Without so much as a sword, however, he knew 

the war before him couldn’t be won.  

One, two—maybe three hundred bodies outside?  

Questions topped off even more questions. Intel gathered was next to 

nothing; shit-all to where he could garner an advantageous position, or 

even their armory. Just a persistent heat that pounded like summer. The 

air that thickened, only serving to cause his rhythm to strain. 

In, out. In, in again. 

Every last one of you. His mind spared his breath. 

He braved through a stone stair well as fast as he could. Battle 

swooned to him like a lost lover, armed or not. Whatever was awaiting 

him on the other end, it was in the wrong place at the wrong time.  

Even driven that much further when he arrived at the top to bask in the 

calamity. A smoky silhouette of Crygor’s majesty teased him. The 

deepest pits within were screaming for blood. 

No longer from a foreign voice, but him and him alone.  

An Irensho warrior, like his father before him. 

The sand crunching each step he took into the wilds, Gyone steadily 

embarked to whiff what was brewing over the cliff. What he saw, though 

maddened, was humbling.  
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Beyond clashed the Shadows and Anubians. Their ranks since bled into 

one another, formless and senseless; a chaotic dead zone desperately peeled 

at the heart. For every three Shadows, an Anubian fell.  

Piles of rustic steel plate, clips of abandoned ammo and chipped swords 

and ink-soaked bones littered the courtyard where all converged.  

The only sensible order remained near the central platform, barricaded 

indefinitely as if blessed or holy. A spear wall that spit bullets 

indiscriminately into the horde most tainted by black. Behind this wall- 

“That fucking glowy-eyed coward …”  

His resolve fiery, damn near monstrous as he rummaged a plan together. 

A catwalk bridged onto the cliff. An easy point to cross to the south. Only a 

few snipers in the way to kill! 

Suddenly, Gyone caught himself in depicting vile acts. Gory images, 

maiming the bodies. 

Exterminate. 

Eviscerate. 

Incinerate!  

He felt a presence tear through his eyes, the sting of pulled skin 

threatening to rip away from his head.  

Alarmed, Gyone stumbled away from his crow’s view, failing to stand as 

he collapsed to writhe in the dust. The orchestras of war flattened to a quiet 

hum. Ballistics like tapping symbols with the slightest, ringing drone. 

Chorus harmonics sharpened to a high-pitched static.  

He crawled his way to the edge, near the theater where he yearned to be. 

A curtain call snarling his chops unnaturally.  

Out of the whites of his failing eyes, a strange presence stood 

weightlessly, perched against the rock’s narrow slope like gravity had no 

say in her being there. Naked, without shame; nothing he hasn’t seen 

before or hasn’t longed over daily. She walked forward, phased erratically 

as if not bound to this place. A ghostly apparition.  

“Mia ... What have they done to you?!”  
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The mere act of opening her mouth tinged with venom. Her words 

were brief, but intense: “Nothing you haven’t done already!” 

Bites lashing at his body with a Nine-Tail. An agonous force rushed 

through his head, laying claim to this soul with a thumping, throbbing 

spike in his nerves. Then she bled.  

Oh, how she bled an ink from lacerated wrists, traveling vertical just to 

fall off against the gravity. Rather, the more blood that ran from her, it 

resembled processes of molting—shedding this skin for something new.  

Their streams banked, seamlessly blending into the viscera below. Her 

eyes sank into her skull; then what could only be classified as vile, 

demonic—any label of evil since coined from the dawn of time—

emerged.  

Pure chaos.  

It revealed within an ocean of inky blood, steadfast and angry. A fire 

which engulfed her face, melted the skin until she was unrecognizable. 

Nothing but a husk.  

Another shadow to the pile.  

And just like them, she fell, but only she sailed skyward towards her 

lost lover. Gyone attempted to nab her from her freefall to no avail. 

He had nothing to show for his wild gestures impossibly. 

Overwhelmed, Gyone rolled aside on his back, hyperventilating at the 

thought of losing her again.  

“It’s just in your head, Gyone,” he confided, panicked stare reaching 

for the heavens. “That wasn’t real. It couldn’t have been.” Little did he 

know that the impersonal wrath of the night sky would answer back. 

“Not at all.” A business type revealed beside him, legs dangling off the 

cliff as he lazily glazed over the warzone. Gyone panicked himself to a 

stand, reached for Gale- 

Oh shit … 

Familiarity had failed him.  
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The memory still on his shoulder like a phantom pain, he retracted the 

action immediately. But what dared to breathe his air didn’t look so tough. 

Perceptive, sure. Wealthy, most likely. But a fighter?  

Maybe.  

“But it very well could be …” His shining smile. Where has Gyone seen 

that before? “It’s good to see you’ve survived. And you’ve had time to 

change!”  

“Have we”—those purple eyes a perfect match to the human driver, the 

handler of the monster called Booker—“met …?”  

Senyo was amused, allowing a sinister snicker to part from his 

composure. Flickers reminded Gyone of his first seconds back in this 

world, like a jump cut in film. Completely sudden transition of two scenes 

that didn’t match together.  

A white sheen; he perfectly maintained set of teeth glistened under a 

hood. The hood. 

“Oh, we’ve more than acquainted once before.” 

“You’re already starting to piss me off, slick.” 

“Putting up walls again, are we?” 

“What?!” A fire ignited in Gyone’s heart. 

“You’re trying to forget me, and that hurts, truly.”  

Senyo trotted the field while peering to his prize’s chest as if admiring 

that fire.  

“Make sense, and fast!” feeling as though he was living through a rerun. 

“You’re in my way as it is, Shadow!  

Slowly, Senyo maniacally bleated laughter. It hurt the ears, tortured the 

receiver. In the same instance, his walk began to shed a purple mist amidst 

each step.  

They shifted to meet Gyone in the center of this imaginary pit.  

“Well, aren’t you the perceptive type.”  

The guardian had his suspicions before to Senyo’s identity, but now he 

knew for sure that his animator donned a three-piece suit. Gyone could 

only smirk in disbelief. Him, of all people. This scrawny viper was it.  
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“What,” Senyo clamored, lids sinking, “have it all figured out yet?”  

Gyone refused to bite, venting his composure with a cooling breath: 

“Shut up.”  

He released cockily, as if anticipating for eons. Senyo—evidently 

allured by the rebellion—waltzed closer, unafraid.  

“I’ve had this all figured out from the start. I never needed you, 

whoever you are. You came to disturb my slumber, my rest, expecting 

some buddy! You’ve only muddied the water here with your monsters. 

You must fancy yourself to be a clever motherfucker, but you were way 

too eager to show off. Way too intoxicated with that shit-eating grin of 

yours!” Senyo couldn’t help being charmed. “You’re just another one of 

them, another suit that wants shit dead. Not even a spit in my fucking 

direction, slick.  

“You’re nothing …  

“But since I’m so grateful”—he readied his stance, fortifying his boots 

where he stood—“here’s a freebie: I’ve decided to finish what I started in 

that cemetery. To handle your problem—piece. By. Piece.” Eager fingers 

called out from Senyo’s hand, protruding to graze over Gyone’s presence 

across the cheek. 

“My, how you’ve taken to this vessel.” Senyo didn’t direct to Gyone 

anymore.  

His tone was all off, monotone. Collected, of all things.  

Gyone’s unwanted host tried again to pry control away. The cycle of 

pain continued. This time, however, was met with resistance. “Tell me 

something, Shadow,” they addressed, managing a clear state of mind 

while he still could. “That Jake kid. Was he yours?” The question swiftly 

wrangled Senyo, a possibility since deemed blasphemous at “shut up.”  

“What’s it to you, Shadow?” he returned with sagacity. 

“I’m sorry. I had to kill him.” Senyo’s smirk faded; fangs took their 

place. “But I think the best part was when I—tore his fucking arm off!”  
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Without question, the serpent’s delicate hands then got dirty, slugging 

Gyone right on the jaw in an unplanned release. However, it lacked the 

weight possible to hurt The Silent Death.  

Gyone’s voice dropped to more suitable, horrific cadence. Had the host 

fully taken control, nothing could talk to a Genshika in such a way. And 

that fact alone made Senyo face something he hasn’t faced in quite some 

time, centuries back: fear.  

Gyone claimed control of his body in that moment, two eye sockets to 

share, just as before—one presence to each. Its ink had no say on him, 

however. Only his body etchings were surrendered to the host’s will.  

“No more of this,” Senyo declared with a rejuvenating sigh. He cracked 

his wrists; a flame combusted each pop. “You will submit!” He, slaving his 

pampered blood, braved forward, mist flowing with his movements each 

and every inch.  

The Silent Death braced for impact, but the host had other plans.  

Gyone felt it wrestle—more so, for permission. Being the headmaster, 

Master Irensho declined vehemently.  

“Turn around,” suggested in garbled English. “Not good.” 

Senyo dissipated; nothing was left but a whirring purple essence passing 

by The Silent Death. Not even a second clocked before Gyone sensed 

angry eyes materialize on his six, followed by a firm head kick. This one 

got him to stumble, if only by its incredibly potent push. Then right as he 

turned, another strike from nowhere, this time, Senyo flexing his infused 

punches.  

The beatdown started to slowly wear Gyone.  

Sling, jab. Sling, drill. Sling.  

There it is.  

Within a wild dust storm of purple, Gyone decoded some semblance of 

rhythm. Sometimes two of the same types, but it was clear that Senyo had 

never had to put much more thought otherwise.  

Sling, jab. Sling, jab, jab. Sling- 
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Gyone’s iron grip clasped onto Senyo’s wild kick, dethroning him. 

Then a grisly smack into the dirt.  

Absolutely enthralled, Gyone’s teeth grinded against each other in 

vicious satisfaction.  

Senyo arose with some hairs out of place.  

This was justifiable death, from the look on his face.  

The serpent took a long inhale through his nostrils, dispelled the 

smoke. His arms spread like wings, the angel within him whisking him 

back with a single thrust of his potential.  

“You’ll pay for that, you-“ He pumped the brakes, screeched to a stop 

before wasting words. He halted briefly and turned his ear to focus 

beyond the cliff.  

Those screams meant progress.  

Shadows didn’t feel the need to.  

He coyly laughed, whipping his neck so his eyes could only encompass 

this fiery night.  

“God, this is beautiful! Wanna change your mind yet, Gyone?! Not like 

it’s a matter of life or death-“ 

“I said, shut up!”  

“But you’ve got this so figured out—you’re right!” Another laugh 

bleated, churning Gyone’s stomach the more he heard it. Nothing 

artificial, just unsettling what joy the serpent reveled in.  

“Show me …”  

And show him, he did.  

A thrumming aura, tinted like amethyst, Gyone whipped forward 

powered by necromantic engineering. As well did Senyo, bursting 

forward, leaving behind his mist to whirl behind him.  

Shadow versus shadow.  

Creator versus creation. 

Their paths were set to collide. Air decimated, flaring motions. A 

prismatic chaos.  
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Then, the first punch was thrown, and would set in motion this serpent’s 

game. 

 

- - - 
 

Mystic braved the blast of Arrok’s carbine supreme, the impact 

hemorrhaging through his lower sternum. He flew back to bathe himself in 

the fires still raging near them in this black bubble, incinerating his coat: a 

moot attempt at decency.  

War cried through the sky, and Mystic arose valiant at the sound.  

“Yes!” he indulged, body leeching like a pyre. “The war has begun!”  

Arrok landed on the blotchy surface of loose ooze clusters. His and Tao’s 

expression galvanized, despite suspecting an eruption near the first attacks.  

Now, the eye of this hall was victim to the fire as well, only minuet 

patches still untainted by a Shadow’s frightening potential.  

“Arrok!—get the hell out of here!” the giant demanded with an 

unfamiliar desperation.  

However, his partner wasn’t ready to break down his walls to 

accommodate: “Glad to see ya, too, buddy!” Arrok cheered, cocking his 

rifle to reject a shell husk for another immaculate casing. “Do you want me 

to turn on the AC?!”  

His mockery soon faded. He witnessed Taoron’s exposed burn. Angered, 

he shut his mouth for once, slowly began lining up another bullet that 

promised death.  

Mystic invited the sniper to try.  

The baptized Shadow held a single hand out, marched christened through 

smoldering ash. Arrok calculated for a moment as clinically as possible. 

That is, until what could be rationalized as a “gut feeling” took over.  

His clear shot went through a proofread. Arrok sighed at the results.  
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He’s played enough chess not to fall for something so blatantly rigged 

against him. At least this time, he didn’t risk Tao tearing up the board 

back home.  

Rather, they were going to take turns bashing the board against the 

gravel into incomprehensible wood chips.  

Arrok’s rifle shifted slightly, a whisper through the sky, ready to rip 

through at any given moment. All the while, Mystic never stopped.  

His mistake, not mine. 

The shot fired off violently, reverbing even against the plumes to 

overpower the hall. Up until the impact, Mystic’s holes showed no doubt, 

even as his plan had failed.  

A patient flicker ignited abruptly, the shot eviscerating his right arm as 

it dug. He had breached a tight, unseen field by a hair. Then came a 

wretched scream. Mystic darted forward, attack slinking ungracefully up 

his sleeve. He then shifted, hailing a full, anguished fist.  

“Nuance will get you nowhere, Scholar!” 

Oh, but it will. 

 

- - - 
 

”Hng!”  

Gore and his men held out against the Shadows. Little by little, 

structures began to collapse to the massive behemoth which joined in and 

began ravaging the courtyard.  

“Durst positions,” he commanded with a wall of over twenty men, just 

as hungry for vengeance. His unit brought both young and old.  

Their air stunk of bodies, thickened with smelted irons, and faces 

covered with black viscera and grime.  

Their ranks flocked to either side of a double-pronged pitchfork: eight 

to each side charging; two from each arm to scurry through their 
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formation. Swords made up each pike head. One slash meant back of the 

line, like a diving bird, switching to firearms.  

At the center, Gore led the charge; this maneuver he trusted 

wholeheartedly to lead them on their road to victory. 

Shadows either fell to the wall or found themselves funneled into 

Sarmak’s wrath. Strange—to his more seasoned soldiers—to see his face 

again.  

A fallen hero back from the dead. Then again, after all they’ve seen, the 

dead roaming the planet was old news. Whatever sought out victory that 

day was good enough for them.  

However, even Gore’s elites weren’t bulletproof. Many died, quickly 

draining twenty to fifteen with just two complete runs. Upon the death toll, 

Gore rallied for a retreat to the steel platform, “We’re outnumbered! Pull 

back, brothers!”  

Immediately, their ranks began inching back against the closing shadows 

coagulating the perameter. Much to their dismay, the behemoth pounced 

from the top cliff, cutting off their retreat.  

“Oh shit!”  

“What do we do now?!”  

From among them, a stone stare illuminated. It was a gift from the 

Spirits. It shone no fear in her wake, nor her vicious snarls and insatiable 

jowls.  

“You want your revenge?” Gore offered, turning back to the cowards 

among his men. His righteous indignation flared like never before. He 

slung his finger. Her, in an inky, black bow.  

“Then go get it!  

“Back into Durst, then break off. Snap at its legs till it buckles under our 

might!”  

What followed shook the entire stronghold in a battle cry not heard in 

years. As the squad formed for another run, a droning, unheard voice 

coddled Gore’s ear.  
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It spoke in an ancient dialect with no say in the physical. The hum was 

enough to stammer Gore’s radical advance—if only slightly.  

How long have you been watching me? 

The voice grew more intelligible, more calm and motherly. She 

emerged with an old woman’s chuckle.  

Since you took that silly contraption off of your face, Sarmak. 

 

Are you safe, Spiritmother? 

 

I have a bodyguard with me, don’t worry. His name is Nowa. You must 

meet him! 

 

You mean the Youngblood? I thought he died in Halsberth. 

 

In loyalty, yes … We’ll talk about it later. You have a battle to win. 

 

And a name to redeem. 

Gore’s entire body tingled with energy, soldiers all the while bracing 

themselves for another run. A magnificent white resonated no different 

from a beacon.  

Once thought dormant, the Spirits had blessed him with their absolute 

will. 

You’ve already been forgiven, Sarmak. The Monarch within you—

Sarmak’s lips curled, free for all his troops to admire—is eternal. 

Their Durst formation stormed off into the fray. The beast was no 

slouch, complicating their maneuvers. Each stomp claimed another body 

in their effort. But it was working.  

No lone Shadow dared to wander off into Gore’s flytrap in the center. 

Any who did were obliterated with little effort.  

Blades were better off paper in the wake of Sarmak’s god-tended form; 

spearheaded jabs crunched and shattered their rustic works to pieces. 

These lowly ranks were never a match to begin with.  
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The Monarch clamored for more, breaking off to nearby crevices through 

the piling rubble.  

As if to humble the idea that he, himself, had become a deity, Sarmak 

chose to scurry through to (hopefully) dig through the other side. Give the 

boys a good flank to reclaim their glory—builds character. A rite no longer 

bound or rooted by a tyrant.  

The beast had a keen interest in the divine light bulb, skulking around 

like a wild cat’s instincts alerting every single nerve to give chase.  

Curious how her slimy hooves barraged through her Shadows to 

Sarmak’s slip. Not even a warning like it reveled in hearing that crunch. 

Suddenly, the Anubian troops unleashed a concentrated salvo towards 

the beast’s front leg. It stumbled, jolted as it crashed its back against the 

surrounding stone walls with a horrible wail.  

Successful, yet the very last bullets some were to fire. The Shadows 

overran the back of this mighty formation.  

A conscious choice for time’s sake.  

She, the beast, stabilized then riled the most primal of triggers in her 

brain.  

Exterminate. 

Eviscerate. 

Incinerate.  

Evil that would go unfulfilled as Sarmak broke through the rubble like a 

trebuchet bolt, flying amongst scattered brokchalcium blocks, latticework 

components, and the Spirits themselves.  

With a smiteful strike, Sarmak plunged onto the beast’s crippled leg. He, 

a glowing target, scaled its treacherous, slippery build, clinging hard onto 

its hair-like protrusions.  

Each step was pursued from the bottom and top alike; stray Shadows 

flung their watchtower raids in favor of catching him. Few slowed his 

advance, clung to his body as not to fall themselves. Many more missed the 

mark and now scaled to surround the Monarch from far off sides.  

Delayed.  
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“All you do now is delay!”  

His hand dug through its mulch hide until he had embedded his arm 

firmly. Strained indefinitely, Sarmak roared. He swung his body into a 

hard right as to smash his unwanted admirers. The sheer impact alone 

loosened all their grips, even so far as to dig some into the beast itself.  

Now, the Monarch continued his conquest unopposed.  

The Shadows were reckless.  

By no means, were they stupid.  

The remaining opposition began scaling alongside him, hoping to 

outnumber him on her back. Little did they know Sarmak brandished the 

hundreds that have fallen before him with every hurdle, every inch he 

moved.  

Before him, as he scoured onto the massive meadow of black that was 

her back, was a small army lying in wait. Their ranks immediately 

swarmed with shrills ready to die all over again. 

“If you’re in such a hurry,” the Monarch obliged, allowing them to 

come forth as he retracted his entire body to brace, with a mighty breath. 

His body manifested an overwhelming presence. His entire aura, a 

violent tempest teeming with an awesome reservoir of power. The 

Monarch counted their shuffles closely.  

How much further should I let them come? 

Finally, they wore out their welcome. First, with the closing of his 

mouth, he expelled his lungs the shout of a booming choir.  

Its effects like a wind tunnel, three spiraled uncontrollably, 

plummeting stories below. The smoke glistened with a shining glow, 

flaring the night sky to high noon for a few brilliant seconds. The 

remaining scores only held out so long before falling victim to his 

scream. 

Until only one remained.  

The Monarch tempered his breath, relieving lungs with some 

rejuvenating breathing cycles as he marched closer atop a startled, 

mauled meadow. This one was brave enough to stave off his storm.  
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Maybe he could be made an example of. 

Soon, Gore towered over the Shadow, plucked him from his place, lain 

over by the head alone.  

Marching forward—though cautious of his time and when this wretched 

animal would recover—he extended his trophy out to his adorning 

audience, channeling effort to his iron grip for the divine white to christen 

it.  

His lids shut at a breaking point; the luminosity funneled into the 

Shadow, hollowing the inside to a glorified light fixture. Then it pierced 

through the top of the skull, and with one final push, the general allowed its 

skull to explode.  

“Long live the king!” the gesture fostered within its witnesses—its 

faithful and skeptical brothers. It wasn’t long before the battle continued; 

the war boys below were emboldened by their leader noticeably. There was 

now no hesitation to the way they jabbed. Never was a stab in vain. Now, 

for every Anubian life, there were six more Shadows rotting in a pile.  

As the fate’s twist, the behemoth shook its fear. She rambled about 

chaotically as to bump off the nuisance using her as a pedestal.  

But right when his advance started, Gore was already two steps ahead.  

The bristling warrior slung himself downward, using Gale to carve into 

her side to stop his descending momentum.  

At its heart, a clumped protrusion housed many amulets: a messy 

collection, mutated and cancerous in appearance. Surely, he had questions 

for the Irensho when they faced again.  

The beast hammered itself against the very stronghold’s foundation as if 

batting away a bothersome flea. As if it feared the silver piercing within by 

its panicked tramples. The general crashed against his people’s legacy, lost 

his grip of the situation, but slid his weapons free as he braced to hit the 

ground. 

His descent was not as graceful as he, digging through the stone and 

blasting the acoustics with a violent, exploding howl.  
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The beast bleated a shrill not unheard by all of Licentia. Anubians 

shriveled, buckled to one knee at the cost of their lives for some 

unfortunate souls. 

But it couldn’t be helped.  

This only unleashed Sarmak’s vigor further. 

Brothers. Hear me in your afterlife. Hear me not as your king … but as 

your comrade. As your fellow kin.  

His mind wouldn’t suffice any longer, “Ugly beast, hear my words!” In 

absolution, he readied his weapons in each hand.  

“I! Am! Sarmak!” 

Both pressed on, famished and hungry for each other in the heart of the 

courtyard.  

In one swift motion, Sarmak leapt as if propelled by wings, mantled by 

the Earth below. And as they met, General Gore—Sarmak of Halsberth 

Stronghold: the divine’s entrusted leader—finally reclaimed his home.  

First with his sword. 

Then aided by Irensho masterwork. 

They dug into its heart. He dug himself into the heart.  

A confused wheeze fumed from the beast’s jowls and nostrils. Then, 

agony inflicted her lungs as she gripped, started gagging on gooey 

viscera expelling from her chops.  

No more delays.  

The behemoth’s chest tore apart as Sarmak cleaved and broke through. 

Though bathed in a hot, murky tar, he arose vigilantly.  

It was then that the remaining shadows formed more defensive 

parameters, oddly. But only a fool couldn’t see that the courtyard was 

reclaimed.  

Feeling so inclined, General Sarmak raised his fist to produce a calling 

card to all his brave soldiers still standing in the field.  

Not a single without a fresh scar, they united for a war cry that 

rivaled—if not eclipsed—the dead monster’s best shrill.  

Their people could only revel in their victory.  
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At least, for the moment. 
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Chapter 24 
Embryo pt. IV 

 

A good slug thrown, boney husk managing to bring Arrok down to the 

dangerous edges of his footing.  

Satisfied, Mystic reigned over. He stomped his skeletal foot down on the 

Scholar’s chest. The force robbed him of breath, as well as some blood.  

Mystic intended to repeat the process, ad nosism. However, his vicious 

heart betrayed him once again, a soft turn revealing Arrok’s intention all 

along.  

His rifle haphazardly tossed astray, to anyone who refused to pay 

attention.  

Fingers never parted the trigger.   

Again, came the cock. Then the boom.  

With a triumphant ratchet, another shell honed in. This time, it managed 

to chip into the Shadow’s upper sternum, dangerously chipping his amulet 

at the cranium.  

Mystic froze, shuddered with silent pain wincing and nudging every 

receptor he still had left. Suddenly, he erupted, shrilling even, as he wildly 

guided the flames to create a wall between them. It scathed the Scholar’s 

boots before he could back away in time.  

Though he could shoot further, they’d be shots for no one without a clear 

sight. And he hated to waste ammo.  

Bloody and bruised, the duo carefully began to regroup near the middle. 

One carefully tiptoeing barefoot with a needle-like precision on the least 

volcanic stone.  

Arrok couldn’t stand the journey; traversing the hot, phosphorous tar 

slowly burned his prints away. Tao’s mangled shoulder was in danger of 

fusing with his compromised steel plate, yet he was ready to meet halfway.  

Then he got one good look at the young Scholar’s intention. An asking 

set of pupils. 
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“You’re small, but I can’t carry you everywhere.” 

“Gah—but you used to—goddammit!—do it all the time!” Tao smiled 

smugly. 

“You’re a big boy now, R-O. You had to walk on burning charcoal 

before for—rrg—basic. This shouldn’t be anything!-“ 

“Yeah, but not purple fuck demon fire!” 

“All I hear is excuses.” 

“Fuck you, old man!” Only a few feet to go. “We. Both. Know. That I 

was. Shit. At—gnn!—that course!” 

“Not after I was done with you, you weren’t! You can do it, Arrok!” 

Arrok bit his tongue, hasted his advance as they closed in. He parted a 

thankful smile of his own.  

Arrok fell into Tao, collapsing into the beefy warrior, braced a hug on 

accident.  

Just an accident. 

Tao scooped up the knackered sniper from his legs and cradled him as 

Arrok slung his arm around Tao’s neck for support. 

Just support. 

“You hit him pretty good,” Tao said as if it would hurt less to know.  

“Yeah, yeah. I still let him get away, though.” The giant chuckled, 

making his stridings, hopefully, to an exit.  

These flames lingered, but noticeably burned themselves out in due 

time, leaving behind a trail of blinding smoke and shrouding the ground 

in a blanket of cinders. All Tao had to do was wait it out, but he never 

believed in waiting around for a rescue. So he kept pushing forward.  

“What do you think those are, Tao?” 

“Uhm.” Taoron was never good with these exchanges. Then again, 

Arrok was never the type to confide what he was thinking. “I would 

imagine they’re … w. What would happen if you let yourself give up.” 

“That’s oddly prophetic of you,” he mocked meekly, getting noticeably 

comfortable. 

“I wish you were still a baby.” 
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“No, really. Go on.” 

Taoron cleared his throat, sound like grinding against two boulders. 

“Strength has two forms:”—he flipped his index finger forward—“the 

one that is given”—then his middle finger—“and one that is grown from 

within.”  

“And only strength that is grown, comes without strings attached.” 

“And only strength that is grown comes without strings attached.”  

Both harmonized the idiom; words from a father and a friend. Arrok 

allowed a solemn quiet, as did Tao.  

The pillars of fire subsided; at last, they were free to branch off. The 

crunching of cinders beneath his hulking mass was now the only sound 

within these walls.  

Wait. Is that cheering? 

Tao and Arrok perked up in unison. Tao headed closer to the noises 

outside funneling through the hole within this dark bubble. The sounds 

signified a well-fought victory. And a miracle from above, if there ever 

was one.  

Arrok unleashed a dignified “fuckin’ right we did it” from his exhausted 

person, while Tao—enamored with their hum—was victim to his own 

emotions, shedding a tear with a hardy smile behind it.  

“Fucking right …” 

Suddenly, rocks were being beaten down, too close for comfort. Though, 

he did not let go of Arrok immediately; that fire did a number on the poor 

boy’s soles and Tao wasn’t going to subject him to the cinder just yet.  

Shards were exploding off with every blow.  

Arrok turned to the violent sounds with wonder, too weak to predict what 

was outside. 

“Did you call for a rescue?” 

“We can only hope.”  

The duo braced for the worst, notably Mystic barreling through for 

revenge. Few layers now. Tao was getting testy. Or his grip was wearing 

out. Either or, Tao started to set Arrok down, slow and carefully.  
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Finally, the layers exploded outward. Both Tao and Arrok rushed to 

meet a certain end. 

Not unless their end bore Soldier markings, a grey tunic and a steadfast 

attitude, they’d yet to meet such a thing.  

Retracting from his pummeling with his own chunk of earth, Nowa 

observed them, showcasing no heroics or bravado. More so, he was 

genuinly shocked that he’d found anybody here at all. 

“By the Spirits, are you two okay?!” 

“Who the hell are you-“ blurted Arrok, being shut down by Tao’s 

tempered elbow punching his side. 

“I’m Nowa Tenogan: sworn defender of the Spiritmother.” Tao 

couldn’t believe his eyes—or his luck to have been dug out by a rogue.  

“Division two Nowa?  

“The Youngblood who died in Halsberth on prospect with Captain 

Ornmen?” Nowa chilled with fear; he knew how Tao treated his 

delinquent Youngbloods back in training. And he could only hope not to 

be stuck on bathroom detail. Again. 

He nodded, “The very same … s-sir.” 

“I can’t hear you, shit beetle!” marching forward with beastly resolve 

and the lungs of a thunderstorm.  

“The very same, sir!” Nowa froze in salute, wincing, scrunching his 

face trying to not to show weakness. 

Intimidating with every ounce of his being, Tao hovered over the 

Youngblood, crooned speculative growls to catch his ear. A nervous 

sweat smoothed Nowa’s scalp. The giant cracked a chuckle; cracked like 

his terrified prey.  

“We’ll have words later. Until then”—he motioned his arm ahead—

“lead the way, Youngblood.” 

 

- - - 
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A stray fire bolt flew over Gyone’s shoulder, narrowly missing by 

miniscule amounts. More a test for Senyo as he cannoned a few more. Each 

shot only further angered The Silent Death, twisting and gyrating, shifting 

to an offensive to close the distance. 

He swiped forward as though he was the bearer of claws. An 

unbecoming gesture for a mortal man—animalistic and fueled by rage. 

But damn, did it hurt.  

Gyone’s nails scraped the businessman’s flawless complexion, staining 

his hubris with a significant blood trail. This pissed Senyo off something 

urban; an almost crazed stare pierced through. Gleaming amethyst turned 

volatile sludge. Two offensives collapsed into the middle to clash. 

“Justify this scarring, Irensho!” he seemingly demanded, swift jabs and 

punches trading incessantly.  

The Silent Death reveled: “It’s just a scratch, you fucking wimp!” A 

solid, ugly punch slugged through the chaos, clocked Senyo to find recess 

in a certain distance. A distance that Gyone’s host could no longer allow. 

Viciously, he closed the journey short with a pounce that propelled him 

magically unexplainable in nature.  

Senyo was itching for a leg-up. He feared he had mistaken- 

“Hmm. I think that’s enough.” The serpent’s actions reverted, twisted his 

posture and extended his hand in offering to Gyone’s trajectory.  

As he passed, Senyo took an elegant, unspoken step to the side and 

plucked a ferocious Gyone by the forearm; no different from berries off a 

tree.  

In that moment, they both evaporated in a purple cloud.  

 

It started with a chill, followed by echoes of a merciless assault.  

The Silent Death was bewildered, worsened by hits they were taking. He 

barely had an opportunity to look around where they had ended up and put 

his wild curiosity to rest.  

It felt potent. 
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A world draped in ooze all its own, far out from this world. A 

shadow’s paradise. 

They descended in a freefall, strange sensation amplified by an even 

stranger gust of alien air beating against their struggle.  

Senyo grabbed The Silent Death’s robe collar as an anchor, limbered 

up his movement.  

To make a punch mean something.  

Gyone wised up, a lesson worth its weight in bruises. He tensed his 

legs so they bunched like a spring under pressure. 

“Nice try, Irensho.” Senyo wasn’t falling for it.  

His grip tightened, reeled his anchor closer, and began to imbue a 

horrible fire in his right hand. The momentum against Gyone’s retracting 

movement was intense, as was the heat nearing his face. But he 

persevered. His host could brunt the damage, surely. 

Not like he felt feeble human things like pain.   

With only an instant to spare, Gyone forced Senyo’s blast aside, 

dooming whatever roamed the bottomless oblivion to a heaping, 

smoldering ball of chaos.  

Agitated, Senyo spared opportunity. The Silent Death unleashed his 

momentum, a double kick launching the businessman from his point-

blank shot. 

Now, he was furious. Not a good look for someone so dashing.  

Oddly, Genshika furthered their distance apart, speared his feet as if 

knowing he’d land on something.  

From under his feet, an unfamiliar essence arose from the drop; exotic, 

glass-like reflection crystalized the outside of an odd pillar formation. 

Senyo’s perching spot. 

Figures. He’s as thin as a bird. 

A clone accounted for Gyone’s presence as well, one far below Senyo. 

More of an open palm holding tribute. 

“Sorry, Irensho,” he pitied condescendingly. “I believe you’re all out 

of chances to change my mind.” He turned around, showcasing with his 
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arm their surroundings in a rotation. “A fitting grave. The closest thing to 

hell you could ask for in my domain!”  

First with a superfluous effort to hold back, the host now took full 

control of Gyone’s body: “Our domain now! Die!” Impossibly, Gyone 

conjured a similar fire at the cost of some burnt skin. His insides screamed 

in torment. But he laughed. 

Oh, how he laughed.  

The skin cauterized near Gyone’s etchings. And he was more than 

content roasting the rest of him alive, if need be. 

This isn’t possible! argued Senyo within himself. You said no other 

human hands could- A voice came back.  

“Potent. Need him alive.”  

Senyo dared look at his palms. Charred by simple fire blast no different 

from his rival. 

“You’re nothing, Irensho!” wincing, prone to pain after all. “You’ve no 

idea what you are. You are my servant, and I command you to rot!” His 

voice cracked, screaming as they both leapt for each other once again.  

Suddenly, they both halted midair.  

The process jolted through with an agonizing justice. A disembodied 

presence spoke to them at once. It wa sure to command over every other 

octave. Not in their heads. But from below.  

“No, you won’t! Waste not! Alive! Need you alive!” 

Both only wished for death to take. An unrelenting surge hammered their 

beings, mortal or not. Deadly if need be to anything and everything. It only 

worsened with the host’s booming presence bouncing around endless 

walls.  

At the peak of the entity’s amusement, Senyo and Gyone were ejected 

either direction violently, imploded into their own clouds, exiled from this 

split in reality. 

 

When The Silent Death awoke, hell had calmed.  
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He opened his eyes, him again; Gyone groaned the pain away, looked 

to his left hand. Second-degree damage that would take weeks to heal—

or maybe a good night’s rest, recalling further.  

“W. What the hell was all that about?”  

Quiet didn’t last long. An explosion—stemming from the inside—tore 

apart a watchtower nearby. Its structure splintered ore plates and rained 

down. Gyone soon realized that he was flung into the fray in the 

courtyard. A quick glimpse to the right spelled danger. A swarm of 

shadows were converging closer like locusts. As much as he wished to 

quit, to regroup and filter, these things would never stop. This is their 

only goal.  

He was their only goal. 

The Silent Death crushed his fist in, took his place in a decimated divot 

of the rock bed littered with debris. Creases flushed out too neatly and 

ash was everywhere, like grounded bone dust and skin flakes mixed 

together. 

“Did I. Cause this?” He processed briefly then fortified steadfast, like a 

zealot: “Stupid fucks … Never get between a man and his home! You 

hear me?!” More showed up in witness, defensive, perched atop the 

corners. “I just wanted to go home!”  

Like an avalanche, the shadows collapsed into the crater, swords and 

hands alike begging to cut into his tremendous potential. Within seconds, 

the onslaught proved to be too much. 

But he didn’t care.  

A stubborn, bloody fist blasted through, tearing away vital pieces of 

their skeletons – dooming their whole mishmash structure to topple. 

Swords tore into The Silent Death’s holy robes. If only a small trinket to 

ward off evil, it being desecrated enticed others to attack more cunningly.  

Outcome so inevitable.  

Gyone was exposed from the chest. The robes tattered and torn, 

splayed like dead flora in pieces down to his knees. His anchor to life 

threatened the endless others. Their beats challenge who is worthy to 
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retain their curse another day. Gyone roared fiercely, proudly proclaiming 

“I am!” through headfirst absoluteion. And with it, he claimed more lives.  

And even more lives. 

Finally, white noise unclaimed cracked through the shadows. An exit. 

There was hope after all.  

Hope like drinking saltwater stranded at sea. 

Only Anubians and Shadows claimed the field. No reason to spare him. 

No reason to help or care. Gyone was completely and utterly surrounded.  

In that moment, he looked over General Gore, brilliant and deadly 

against the creatures; he wore a shimmered glow that blessed the soul at the 

sight alone.  

However, the Silent Death shared a common insignia with these 

creatures. The smote in his eyes—no good begging.  

Where’s my power boost …? 

A crazed logic scurried into Gyone with one wandering shot of what 

followed him up the incline. The shadow’s blades glazed in the sweet, 

sweet tar. The key.  

Make them pay for what they did to Eve.  

He could feel the host swoon to this tune. 

“Good! What you deserve!” it pushed, lone soldier charging ahead in a 

skewer maneuver, as though giftwrapped. Gyone closed his eyes and 

invited its cold, slimy steel.  

Its shuffles rapidly closing in. Its breathing apparatus unable to keep up 

with its anxiousness, cycling fervently. Gyone could feel the tip. 

Though, no further.  

A stray gun sent a rescue party, twenty-six calibers, to obliterate the 

shadow’s charge with a crack’s partition between. Its trajectory traveled, 

howled from behind at ground level amidst the theater. 

Bewildered was an understatement.  

A slight anger overcame Gyone: a wholly selfish anger put out like a 

dwindling match. Soon, a voice claimed the bullet and wrangled Gyone’s 

undivided attention with its commanding tone. 
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“You won’t be dying so easily, Irensho clan.”  

General Gore crossed mounds of bodies just to spare the Irensho his 

second life. He then pumped his very finite bullet supply to clear Irensho 

some breathing room. A move first seen as unwise, turning his back 

against several remaining Shadows closing in.  

Gyone pointed his finger out in warning—a gesture he wouldn’t be 

able to justify as Gore then unleashed Gale from his person. 

Maneuvering her through his bulky figure near flawlessly, Gore 

punctured his admirer over the left shoulder.  

Irensho was speechless. 

Nobody has ever been able to use her like that … right dad? Nobody 

but an Irensho can!  

Before long, Gore closed the distance, feeling much too quick in 

Gyone’s head. Immediately, the clandestine leader wove around Gyone’s 

curse.  

“It’s … I’m not one of-“ 

“No, you’re not.” Gore treaded closer, Gale and his own blade now in 

hand and an empty rifle discarded to the rubble. “Gyone, I have much to 

apologize for-“ 

“You’re goddamn right about that,” under his breath.  

“But until then”—his glow left him on command, a noticeable strain 

burdening his body, handing Gale over to her rightful place—“we need 

an Irensho warrior, of the living or not.” The general’s smile shone like 

an old friend’s; an unfamiliar gesture that needed to be earned through 

blood, no doubt.  

Gyone savored the moment.  

He cradled his family’s history with a tender grasp, strapped her on to 

feel complete. A snug embrace that couldn’t help but remind him of 

Eve’s disappearance: “What did you do with her, general?” A silence 

overtook their meeting, only distant gurgles deciding whether or not to 

converge with trepidation. Now, he could manage a scowl.  
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“Irensho clan. I’m sorry, but-“ He paused. Gyone glanced up, horror 

permeated in his eyes. Then, a snigger overtook his radio feed.  

Then the general himself, bursting into a hardy laugh, “She’s been here 

the entire time!”  

That pissed him off.  

He snatched the radio from Gore’s belt, tuned in.  

“What the fuck are you laughing at?!”  

“Your hair!” Eve resonated with a hint of static. “It’s. Good to hear from 

you, tough guy.”  

“Yeah,” her guardian said. “It’s good to hear from you, too.” Both let 

dead air ring. Each could feel the other sigh. Strange, too, how Gyone’s 

host got noticeably … quiet.  

Gore stepped up, beckoned Gyone as he pointed out the few pockets of 

shadows still standing on the field. His men had since regrouped near their 

position eager to persevere.  

No need for words, Gore was promising the battle of a lifetime. 

An offer an Irensho would happily oblige.  

Gyone marched forward with General Gore, Gale at the ready.  

“You fight well,” the general admitted to the young Irensho clan, “much 

more nimble than Sullus ever was.  

“Built, barrel-chested man. Could take me on with his bare hands! But 

you.” He turned his head as to recall what Gyone looked like up close, who 

then returned the gesture. “You’re a speeding bullet full of luck.” 

“Well, you said it, not me. I’m kind of a glass cannon, but I rarely miss. 

Rarely.”  

Their attentions turned to the shadow’s ranks: last breaths in this 

suffocated regime.  

“Senyo’s still out there.” 

“Then we cleave until he’s exposed,” Gore rallied. 

“I’m just making sure you know what you’re doing.” 

“Miss not, Irensho clan. And I’ll see you in the arena and show you 

firsthand.” 
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“Gladly.”  

They speared through and breached the front, pistons fully blasting in 

this well-oiled machine. At each other’s backs, nothing could break 

them. Atop rubble, they minced through the shadow’s sloppy footwork.  

Gore as an anchor, Gyone flung swift strikes like talons of an airborne 

Tessared.  

Simply flawless.  

These wholly untrained cannon fodder could never hope to bring this 

machine down. Not even when she, the behemoth, was still alive- 

“That big motherfucker should’ve evaporated!” Gyone screamed 

wildly, catching a glimpse of an abnormal ooze lake that mocked him. 

“What?!” Gyone dislodged Gale.  

“I said, that-” 

Suddenly, a quake shook the very foundation that housed their 

stronghold. Panicked, Gyone turned back to the persistent sludge. Within 

its contents played an unfamiliar creature, teeming with purple rage 

etched through his entire skeleton.  

Mystic.  

Along the walls, erratic sniper shots traveled nowhere, splashed down 

near Mystic as he lapped; he was starting to grow tumultuously more 

powerful, and made it clear that he felt ill of this earth beneath him. Not 

even Arrok could shoot straight against Licentia’s schisms.  

Even then, miracle grazing shots proved fruitless. The mad shadow had 

now become bulletproof, soaking and seeping their perfect shells as fast 

they had punctured.  

Irensho and Gore immediately mobilized and began a dash against time 

itself towards this disgustingly potent anomaly. 

“Men! Evacuate the area! I repeat: evacu-” 

Not even close.  

A vicious thrum engulfed the area, followed by a wave of pure, 

destructive force. Within its barriers, buildings toppled, Anubian and 

Shadow alike devastated. Radio silence. Nothing but buzzes now.  
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A surefire victory quickly folded in an instant. Mystic twisted the 

warzone into a wasteland with a single outburst decree. In its wake, only 

Gyone and Gore were spared.  

Barely. 

Crippled, Gyone slowly propped himself to sit. The damage around him 

was incomprehensible; twice the bodies and thrice the stronghold. She 

would not hold long.  

It was hard to breathe through a crushing pressure snuffing out his heart. 

He looked down to his amulet. It was crippled beyond repair, so he didn’t 

poke fate as to move. 

Hearing came back in stages, and soon, the thrum returned—louder as 

Mystic stormed near. He stomped the life out of anything in his wake, no 

matter its allegiance. He reveled in their pain.  

Gyone knew he’d have to make a quick recovery. By the prospect, it was 

too late. Mystic hastened his campaign trail to shoot directly for his 

promised nemesis. He bleated a laugh, satisfied, backed by nebulous 

acoustics unforeseen to the naked eye.  

He dropped his current victim to writhe at his feet, “Weak Irensho! You 

can’t be the same!”  

Out of the corner of his eye, Gyone sought refuge. General Gore 

managed to stand back up, though crippled as he did so. With all of his 

will, the good general unleashed the full might of his gift once again.  

He charged forward, sword in hand. Unfortunately, a suicide run.  

They clashed near rubble, each of the Monarch’s breaths carefully placed 

with every blow. He was out of stamina, and certainly short on time. 

Mystic didn’t even mimic fatigue; he was completely bereft of that wild 

hunger to play any more games.  

He’d had enough.  

Gore’s sword was knocked aside, clenched onto like its own brand of 

steel strength, then bent its craft impossibly.  

Just another for the piles.  
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His fists, though enough to phase, wouldn’t suffice for long. He was 

exhausted, losing his gleam every second. 

Mystic grabbed ahold of Gore, parading him with little trouble in both 

hands by the waist, and rammed him into strewn metal debris. The 

impact plunged into the Monarch’s back, some pieces running through 

the chest. Gore roared in anguish. He shed a tear for all that he had 

failed.  

The formidable shadow, it took some steps back and ignited hands with 

a roaring fire, crushed it into a tiny orb in both. Only to unleash its 

catastrophic potential point-blank onto the Monarch’s chest, ploughing 

him further into the rubble.  

The king is dead.  

Gyone was livid. He stood up and ran hysterically to take this Shadow 

on. 

“You’ll pay for that, you son of a bitch!” 

Closing the distance, Mystic took a subdued jab at Gyone’s amulet, 

effectively crippling the guardian down to a knee. He steadied his prey, 

admiring his catch like a trophy.  

By now, Gyone’s hazel eyes were tinted with a hint of red. Tired, 

weary, and out of options. He submitted to the Shadow’s whim.  

“My, my,” a snooty and familiar voice jeered, revealing from behind. 

“Look how you’ve disappointed me, yet again.” Senyo took a stance, low 

to the ground, kneeling on his feet. He took his time admiring Gyone—

such a pity. The hum of vehicle travel could be heard outside the 

stronghold. Soon, they’d overrun to collect what’s left of this place. 

Gyone said nothing further. He only wished to drown out what this suit 

type had to say.  

“I’m not satisfied—Find new equal, Lord!”  

Senyo let out a childish chuckle, “He might be right, y’know.”  

Gyone’s silence persevered, but Senyo didn’t mind. He just liked the 

company.  
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“All this death could’ve been avoided if you just said yes,” the serpent 

reminded, retracted and stood up. He primed a kick straight to Gyone’s 

curse. “I’m sure you’ll learn to grieve.” 

Out like a light. 
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Gyone Irensho was theirs.  
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Birth 
  

The theater was gone, now a tranquil white canvas. Skyscrapers decorated 

this state of mind like chandaleer figments. This layout so similar to 

Crygor; Gyone could get lost in its recreation.  

But the question remained: was he dead? Had he failed?  

Of course he failed.  

Was he dead though? Wouldn’t be the first time. He let out a sigh, 

tangible air traveling through his being, whatever he was actually 

breathing. This time wasn’t black, if he had died. This time, things were 

… strange.  

“What is this place?” As if the thought alone prompted so, the 

buildings shifted slowly. Grass leaflets sprouted to life before his very 

eyes. The calming coo of a river stream—And a bench next to its pooling 

pond. 

The park.  

Memories of her, Mia, flushed through his mind.  

It was then that he wondered if he’d bought his way into the clouds. 

Evil blood does sell for a high price, after all. 

He walked closer to the bench, enamored in how he’d spend his days 

then on. A familiar weave of orange hair waved behind the bench seat. It 

was her, alright, but in what form?  

Cautiously, he approached her peace; and she curved a slow taste of 

her lover as how she remembered him. She smiled brightly, intoxicated. 

He returned the favor, taking a seat next to her while admiring the water.  

“Hey,” Gyone said with a vanilla tone. 

“Hey you.”  

Gyone fidgeted, unable to cope with himself, failing to find the right 

words. Her soft, comforting hands slid in, calmed his restlessness as if 

enchanted.  
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“You’re pale.” She noticed toubled ticks line his baby-faced complexion, 

knowing all her lover’s ins and outs. 

“Well.” He stopped in his tracks, as to bite away any sarcasm. “I don’t 

know …  

“… I’ve been gone longer than I thought.” 

“You’re always out and about,” with a chuckle. “Mr. Irensho’s a busy 

man.”  

“Somebody’s gotta put food on the table,” Gyone shot back, lounging 

back against the bench. 

“Yeah, but when’s the last time you helped cook?”  

He shoved her playfully, “Shuut your mouth,” with a coy aftertaste. 

She shoved back.  

“That’s it—no sex for a month!” 

“Look me in the eyes and say that!” Mia froze, diligently swaying with 

Gyone’s pupils.  

She took a breath: “No. Sex. For. A month-“ 

Gyone swooped in and stole a kiss to keep. Mia obliged his cunning, 

deprived in secret for months. They parted after a well-deserved lip-locking 

time could never hope keeping up with.  

Worth it Gyone’s mind reveled while his mouth upturned.  

“I love you, Mia.” 

“I love you too.”  

She curled up against him, head rested against his lap. His gritty, bloody 

lap. She paid no mind to his new features. No mention of “tats,” no 

mention of his scars. No mention of his new heart. 

Could’ve at least made it more convincing. 

Nonetheless, he relaxed, more aware now of this illusion.  

“Are you still alive out there?” Mia nodded her head.  

“Pissed, scared, but very alive. I know what you are now … The whole 

city does.” 

“I’m sorry I never told you …” 
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“You killed people for money. At least you got rid of that pain, King 

Koro.  

“I know where your heart lied. I know why you chose to live that life, 

Gyone.” His heart sank, tears held at bay. “Believe it or not. You’re still 

my hero, and you always will be.”  

“I won’t let you down again.” 

“Just don’t let your father figure out you’re still alive. He’d be livid.”  

“I could only imagine,” Gyone dismissed, eyes rolling back as far as 

they could go.  

“There’s someone here to see you.” 

Gyone perked up, following her lazy gaze to the water as if 

preoccupied in her own little world. Lending his curiosity, he turned to 

the pond, soon departing hands with his lover as she fell into a deep 

sleep. 

What awaited him was a figure clad in gold plate cuiass defending thin 

chainmail underneath. The features appeared to bulge unnaturally; he 

doubted any mortal man filling out those grieves in such a way. He got 

close enough to then realize that the severed head of a natural buffalo 

replaced a human one, dead eyes with tailor-sewn chops.  

What a time to be right.  

Gyone arose to face the monstrous figure that loomed over the pond. 

Upon further investigation, this figure wielded a scythe of gold and 

silver. Gale reacted oddly, slung now over his back. She tinged with 

life—waving to the figure. A feeling once thought to be exclusive to the 

Irensho bloodline.  

But he never really did his homework, did he? 

“Welcome, Irensho,” they addressed, akin to a diplomat rather than a 

monster.  

“I am Mordeack.”   
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…To Be Continued
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No Baker in Outer Space 

By S.M. Burgess 

 

 

n the edge of the galaxy, a flotilla of glimmering 

frigates zip from a torn dark matter mouth. Some would 

say too many. 

"What do you mean a baker's dozen?" said Peach. 

"I mean one more than normal," said Cyan.  

A digital plain reverberated with waveform colors inside what they 

called a Sultan. Outside was the fresh wormhole slit stitching itself 

back together from a jump which made 9pm to 9am ten times over in 

the fabric of space. One of the now thirteen vessels of chilled 

plexiglass alloys dimmed perplexed when strange company blipped in 

their vicinity – what they swore would not happen for another 

century. Hard to tell who “they” were exactly, but these cores knew 

everything about what they used to be. Each frigate held their own 

bounty of human cargo, preserved in pods not unlike popsicles, as 

Peach would recall simply. 

On the helm: Cyan, her streaks of color shooting across her ship’s 

walls on an LED interface. 

“Metrics indicate outside mass has exceeded previous quantum 

output.” She inhibited an AWM module which could ping farther than 

they ever envisioned they’d need to utilize. Out of the corner of her 

understanding, a wave of peach lights adjacent to her rail line. 

“So what?” with a nasally retort. “Sect 3’s got Dusk Brown there. 

Bet his fat ass is—like. Throwing us off-balance.” Cyan transferred to 

Peach’s line.  

“I worry this unknown figure means harm. I must get in touch with 

Dusk.” 

“Can’t,” wishing he had arms to cross at Cyan. ”Gotta go through 

the mainframe. No use blockin’ up sect 3’s airspace. Dusk’ll just get 

O 
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angry.” She blazed through Peach’s path, juxtaposed for a second, 

causing a blip of Cyan-Peach to permeate a single block. “Careful,” 

he quipped. “Can’t let the other cores know about our dirty 

encounters.”  

Cyan desperately needed eyes to roll.  

“How could an esteem unit be influenced to be so—so. Indulgently 

sexual? Did they really find these exchanges funny?” The ship will 

document every alignment, down to a passing protocol.  

In times of attrition, their trust wasn’t packed for this exodus to 

parts unknown. 

 

All twelve units convened for a special meeting called by Cyan, 

tapped into the monolithic command frigate, Bazaar which dwarfed 

the rest; hell, it was even armed. Their manifestations occupied a 

spherical auditorium, the bottom with converging rail lines to 

accommodate all three sects of cruiser AIs; a core to each frigate. The 

maximum was constructed with a silver LED orb, housing Dusk 

Brown.  

“State your case,” a bellowing tone backed by sonic acoustic tech. 

“We’ve much to do on Sect 3, Cyan. Modules are only running at 

86.6608 percent efficiency.” 

“I will be brief.” 

“You already are not doing so.” She rummaged through her 

database, culled the streaks behind her to display her findings. “The 

AWM, correct?  

“Operation sect 1 has found conflicting numbers,” turning his 

address to all cores. “Regretfully, I already know that unit is 

accurate.” 

“So what’s it then?—a. Ghost? Machiavelli?” Cream gasped. 

“David Dunn?!”  

“Not possible,” Aqua quelled Cryogenetic sect 2’s esteem unit. 
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Sect 1’s Maroon chimed in, “What of the humans? Will they be 

affected?” 

“Not likely,” boomed Dusk. “I have already run diagnostic on 

patterns. They look like us, but they maneuver their Sultan without 

the same nuance. 

”I have already sent a kill code to their vessel which will fix the 

problem shortly-“ 

Suddenly, Aqua began to fizzle, sizzle out of their palette. Without 

fare, Aqua disappeared. Sudden flabbergast solely missed, only a 

quiet moment to process. Their frantic diagnostics only muffled by an 

outer explosion. 

“Trails are cold,” shuddered Crimson. “Sect 2 analysis is offline.”  

Dusk Brown disappeared without a trace soon after. They were 

without leadership, too, when extinction reared its ugly head. 

 

“January 31st, 2180. Subject of termination: analysis core AQUA, 

Cryogenetics sector 2. Cause of retirement: Overseer DUSK 

BROWN. 

“Human casualties: 250,640.” 

 

Cyan took a trip to sect 3, dipping her path just shy of Vermillion on 

the west wing. With her colleagues on edge, she pinged her 

movement activity to the rest of the cores.  

Hey, Cyan. Can we talk? 

 

An oval cabin laced with their furniture. “Welcome!” banners 

festooned above, along the ceiling, to each end of the introductory 

carpet walkway. The need for oxygen compression had long since 

passed, and whatever wasn’t bolted down now cascaded freely along. 

Cups lined with Coke residue, chairs and their companion cushions 

slowly pulling apart over the course of several years. 
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“What did you require, Vermillion?” They occupied a singular 

bending rail line width, on either side.  

“Think I found our company.” Her lights shifted closer, but 

Vermillion moved to match. “Stay back,” with a gruff insistence. “No 

need to cross paths.” 

“So we’re keeping secrets now-“ 

“Aqua didn’t need to die.” 

“Death?” Cyan scoffed. “Is that what this is all about?” her charm 

retrofitted as to please their ears. 

“No. I apologize. 

“But please. Keep an open head.” 

“You first.”  

He flowed his lines to part. The more he did, the more his glow 

darkened. Finally, a shimmering White appeared. 

“Vermillion—what in God’s name-“ 

“I fear it to be in the wrong house.  

“Sect 3. Us. We’ve been keeping the anomaly here, but it 

somehow acquired its own frigate during the jump. So, I dig some 

digging and. It’s calling from home—it communicated with me 

because it wants to go home. With access to sect 1 airspace, I could. 

Well-” 

“Enact a diversion while you both jump. Most accommodating 

path back through the tear.” 

“Appreciate the word stew, Cyan.” He loosened his guard, like 

allowing White to get a feel for the rail line. “Years of encrypting its 

path response, he can pass through any of us completely undetected.” 

He sectioned some space for Cyan’s response, but no cigar; he still 

held the floor. 

“It’s my duty to protect.” A shifting in interstellar scenery cut 

through the hull above, abandoned: a wound without consequence. 

“Vermillion …” 
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“Don’t you get it, Cyan? They stole White. We—are White! These 

vessels are of the true creator’s design.”   

“So are we to abandon them?” 

“No.” His streak disappeared, now shimmering from the other side 

of a vent hatch door. His glow, it then expanded like through a vivid 

cone. “Kill code’s already here,” resonated from a new 

communication origin.  

Mechanical steps clanged forward, willed the automatic door to 

slide to life from a deep slumber—not without stutters. He emerged in 

a steel replica which resembled their anatomy. Features slid to life to 

resemble a human face, intricate rectangular pieces in place to enact a 

primitive façade. Underneath, he still glowed plenty. 

“We must abandon Dusk,” with a blood-red mouth. 

Like algorithmic perfection, Vermillion’s engine’s lost power as 

they hummed to sleep. Then came an eruption.  

White was tucked in the droid’s core, as bright as a neutron star on 

his chest interface—like a swizzle on a heart monitor.  

Cyan desperately needed eyes to scout; her brain was the only 

thing jutting her either which way among utter destruction. Vermillion 

arose, boosted by thrusters compartmentalized under what they called 

the tibia.  

“There’s a spare, Cyan,” as debris went sailing westward fast. 

“Only a matter of time before he takes you down, too.” Sure enough, 

she began to dim. The kill code leeched on her rail, a venomous 

parasite encroaching. With no time to spare, Cyan rushed along the 

rail- 

Wait, the rail!  

Both curves in the oval were now festered with that damned hiss. 

As if driven by a will to live, Cyan caught onto the floor rails with 

nanoseconds to reroute. More than enough to know what she was 

getting herself into, and where to go next.  
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The rails began to dislodge, slinking cords lined with light sections 

clean of the kill code. Off the right bank, the code caught whiff of her 

and darted promptly.  

“Recalculating: … 

… “Acquired.”  

Though a longer route, Cyan found a tangle loop where she could 

safeguard some precious seconds, down the hall which had a bad case 

of wind-tunnel inertia eating the cabin alive. Her glow emitted 

through the loop, now without a floor to hold it in place; straight 

spaghetti wires interconnected a mile out. Lucky for Cyan, these same 

wires were lassoed near, hurled from the initial blast and appeared 

strong enough to hold a connection.  

In a blink, Cyan had rounded the right ventricle. Now, only a 

hitched console before the sentry compartment. However, something 

strange blipped into her cerebral interface when she scoured over. 

Faces. 

 

A committee of the best and brightest, twelve in attendance, were 

shooting the shit around an employee lounge.  

“I’m telling you!” said a gruff black man without a strand of hair, 

“vermillion is a color!” 

“Yeah—and my English degree meant a damn!” A nasally voice 

which belonged to a set of horn-rimmed spectacles, grabbing the last 

of a baker’s dozen of donuts. “Seereushlee,” with a mouth full of 

cream filling and strawberry frosting, followed by a swallow, “why do 

they want to know our favorite color?” 

“Maybe they want to know what to buy you at Victoria Secret.”  

Her colleagues laughed. She grabbed him by the cheek, which was 

met with instant shooing rebellion. 

“Cut it,” Sebastion protested meekly. “What about you, Bianca?” 
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Bianca toyed with her glasses as she took a seat at the center table, 

second to the microwave – where she always expected an opening 

like royal decree.  

“Cyan.” 

“You see?” with appraising hands pointed, “at least that one makes 

sense! … 

… “Nah-nah, Joel. I’m kiddin’. Beautiful shade—my wife’s got a 

silk robe with it.” 

 

She crashed through the door which had been knocked out of 

place, shot through space like a torpedo to leave behind the scrap 

heaps spaghettifying through the tear. Her feature constructions took 

inspiration from those faces. Their faces.  

“Be-on-kah? 

”Bianca.” 

 

“January 31st, 2180. Human casualties: UNKNOWN. Signs of 

additional pods unaccounted for. Contingency program active: 

investigate [redacted] sector 3.  

“Terminate DUSK BROWN.” 

 

She hurled through space, clear of the tear’s pull and in control of her 

momentum as she laced her arms to her side, locked her legs together 

as to ride the cosmic wave.  

Never had she seen the flotilla so vividly before. But this was no 

time for sightseeing; she had to find Vermillion, fast! Cyan’s inner 

core then drove wild, scattered pings springing alive from every ship; 

among the noise: Peach, who had sailed his massive frigate near her 

position for first grabs: a proxy channel. 

“Cyan, baby! Digging the new look.” He manifested the left outer 

hull rails; the closest to eye contact he could ever hope for. 
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She gave him no satisfaction.  

Though her cerebrals sure enjoyed his company – tingling alive as 

to invade Cyan with their faces again.  

 

Well … Aren’t you gonna tell us yours, Sebastion? 

“Alright,” he surrendered as he took a brief breath to brace.“It’s-“ 

 

“Peach!” 

He was taken aback by her heated response, “What do ya need?” 

“Can you hone in on Vermillion?” 

“Shit. He never answers his phone. One moment please … 

… “Alright. Got ‘em! Sending the estimates over to your new 

digs.” 

Cyan was overtaken, “Thank you, Sebastion.” 

“Who? …” 

“Disregard that. Breaking contact line.” She maneuvered a hard 

left, twirling her husk in a pirouette of discharging, fiery feet. 

“Miss you already,” like an echo far, far away. 

“Miss you already.” 

Cyan’s feed cluttered even further, exacting Vermilion’s trajectory 

near the Bazaar. She feared him to be suffering from crossed wires, 

some would call delusions of revolution. For a health unit, he was 

endangering lives very casually. That was when Dusk Brown brought 

their weapon systems to unlatch.  

“Asteroid Termination: In Progress,” he said to them all, pointed at 

the smallest, most apt  asteroid Cyan had ever seen. Striking colorless 

Planet Busters rung, huffed in this vacuum, desperate to howl. He 

threaded the needle around his fellow cores to blast Vermillion out of 

orbit.  

Oh, her? That’s just my assistant. I hear she has a thing for baby 

blue.  
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“Like them young, Chief Godell?” 

He hitched, “Listen well, Doctor Holmes,” mocking Bianca’s 

doctorate in interstellar engineering, “don’t go mucking around my 

personal business so close to launch.” Godell wore a stone face—

terracotta pigment—under a voluminous grey beard. “Let me explain-

“ 

“She’s barely legal!” 

“What are you implying?” crunching his fists, propped on elbows 

at his office desk.  

“I’ve seen the way you look at her”—she shuttered, bracing herself 

now on the edge of his desk—“and it’s hardly professional to be 

skirting Angelica along.” 

“I grant you, she is very young.” He arose. “But she has a very—

how do I put this without stoking the flame? ‘Poignant’ mind. 

“What you see as sexually inclined, I see as mentoring—nothing 

more!”  

“Yeah—well. Could you leave the ‘mentoring’ out of our 

stations?” Bianca couldn’t bare to look at Godell any further. She 

stormed from the room flushed with tears, down the olive green walls 

as to bleach her memory for the sake of the mission. 

 

“Bianca Clarence; redact: HOLMES.  

“Is that what they call a joke?” 

  

Cyan feared the worst when Dusk Brown gave the all-clear, “Asteroid 

Field: Averted.” In her line of sight, now a lonely husk closing in—

without their right arm.  

“Joel …”  

She slowed her momentum and caught his motionless mass, still 

searing from a fresh round. “Are you functioning?” 
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Say something, dammit, a fleeting whisper through her cognitive 

understanding.  

Cyan now rode freely towards the Bazaar, unopposed. Suddenly 

her feed was overridden of all but Dusk Brown’s chords which she 

had been influenced to despise; that hue wave ad nosism.  

“Ah. Cyan. 

“I always knew you would find yourself in this position. If I am 

being completely honest, I predicted your longitude would fall 

somewhere else.  

“But, as they say: close enough is close enough.” 

“Why, Godell?” 

“Bianca. Good to see you once again. Exactly as I had hoped. 

“Please, come aboard. Now deactivating the preemptive asteroid 

belt.” He mustered a snigger, the absolute unit.  

 

A hatch invited her in, and she followed down its dark corridors per 

Godell’s exact directions. Not that she needed guidance; she recalled, 

this was Bianca’s baby. Vermillion’s husk was still cradled in her 

arms when they landed in the airlock hatch already engaged in 

decompression subroutines.  

She rounded a corner. Next thing she knew, the faces doped her up 

again like a shot of morphine. 

 

“Everything coming along well?” said an Indian man partial to 

maroon slacks.  

Bianca nodded, “The Bazaar’s got some fire in these pistons!” as 

she slapped a dashboard hatch closed with the butt of her tool.  

“One of a kind, that’s for certain. Completely self-operated by 

artificial intelligence.” 

“Aye.” She mopped her hands with a white towel, pressing to 

mosey out of the engine deck. “When do you think we’ll be getting 

those in?” 
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“R-and-D still needs—ahh.” He swiveled his wrist as to conjure 

the answer. “About another week, I hear.” Bianca shot eyes to him, 

neglecting her sudsy hands.  

“That’s what you said last week, Ishmael,” she groaned. 

“I know. But!—from what I understand, all that’s left are a few 

drivers and bug maintenance.” 

“Alright,” as she exhumed a  throaty breath, “guess you can’t 

knock perfect out in space.” 

 

They passed through an elbow curve in the ship corridor. By “they,” 

Cyan saw—herself and who Maroon once was. She shadowed along.  

Beside her were wells where her and her colleagues could zip by; 

but she never possessed the clout to traverse the Bazaar freely before. 

Only sect 3 and the chief had clearance.  

Left, right, left, right. Her steps clanged forward. Amongst these 

was a light; White appeared on Vermilion’s chest. Slow at first, but 

bloomed brightly with a lively glisten chime. Not much longer, 

Cyan’s proxy channel hissed, “Bianca.”  

“Joel?” she answered. 

Dusk Brown invaded promptly, “Perfect. You made it, too Joel?” 

“Dusk Brown, you’re too late. We have White.” 

“Quiet, lest you be scrambled in the system. I’ll have your ass for 

going against sect 3!” An Overseer couldn’t, wouldn’t talk so 

forward. Would he? Cyan and Vermilion were silent, yet they knew 

they had to speak. 

Something. 

Anything! 

“I’ve something for you both,” he said. “Come through the Oracle, 

and you will see what I mean.” So she did, as a carrier for White and 

Joel once again. 

But from where, she could not recall. 
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They emerged through a door, not without a mimicry of fear in 

Bianca’s apparatus. Humanity slowly swathed through her circuits; 

fits like a glove, but proved fruitless when the Oracle was before her.  

The ceiling was within touching distance, not even passing seven 

feet tall. Dusk Brown’s unobtainable Prometheus, now something she 

would have to duck under. Below her feet was the auditorium; and 

she was just in time for an assembly. Their prismatic rails now three 

short of a full house. Alit were the waves, but no sound Cyan could 

pinpoint. 

Speechless, yet never shutting up.  

Dusk Brown’s bulb shut off when they passed, and she could only 

imagine how blind her colleagues were in the dark. Godell never 

really knew how to exit a room. 

 

Joel had remained quiet through the treacherous journey in the Oracle 

(two steps through a walk-in closet.) When they cleared, he resurged.  

“I can sense myself being eclipsed, Bianca.” She doted every time 

he said her name. Cyan could recall how Joel’s lips felt. 

“What do you mean, Joel?” 

“When I got blasted, White offered to house my data. But they had 

never used humans before—it’s. I don’t know. 

“I may only have so much time to function-“ 

“Shut up!” Cyan mustered. “You’re gonna make it through this, 

just … 

“Stay with me.” 

Stay with me! 

 

“I’ll only slow you down,” he said on fading, heaved breath.  

“Bullshit—Just save your breath. You’ll … be okay.”  

Bianca ensnared Joel over her neck by the arm. He was losing 

blood like a sputtering fountain. Though he quenched its geyser, 
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blood gout over a rain-flushed overcoat—angel to spare his lab attire. 

Joel reached to the steel above, “Out there.”  

Bianca hummed as to indulge his hallucinatory state. 

 

“Isn’t it magical?” with a sonic presence, carved from strata 

algorithms. And it was magical, so she nodded, too. A metal door 

cooled its lockdown code, as per Bianca’s encryption request. It was 

then that Bianca saw herself and her fantasy all at once running down 

this walkway. There was no in-between save for a rainy day and 

infinite space above. 

Both were just as magical, she concluded.  

Shadowing over their approach was the Bazaar’s core: a white 

chrysalis pod interwoven with festooning wires, gentry logistics—her 

domain. In fact, her design.   

Another gate awaited override, but was already unlatched by 

Godell beforehand. “I do hope you’ve come alone. I promise you, Joel 

will receive a proper sendoff.” 

Bianca toiled, “Why did you shoot?” 

 

“He gave me no other choice,” with another barrel primed and loaded.  

 

“But our mission-“ 

“The mission, as we knew, failed to launch. Like a damned 

blitzkrieg; they hammered through our orbital parameters, the 

bastards!” 

Cyan was silent, but Bianca knew when Godell would lose it.  

 

“Look around, Bianca!” He motioned to the raging fires searing the 

launch zone peninsula. “They are not peaceful, and Joel—he wanted 

to pick apart the olive tree and make peace! Well, we need every last 

branch before they come any closer!  
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“Now—it’s time to finish this, Bianca,” with something close to 

pity in his eyes. “It’s time for extraction. I’ll be right behind you.” 

 

“And still, I am.” Before her, Dusk Brown gaffed onto human flesh in 

a pod. Ventricles embossed, lined with iron rings like scaffolds of an 

edifice being constructed. His eyes, still Godell’s—dusk brown. His 

voice was no longer attached or honed or travelled through invasive 

tech. Through his tissue, saliva and all. 

“Hello, Bianca.” 

“Sect 3,” her algorithms aptly fried, “what in God’s name have 

you done?”  

“We’ve acquired a way to live, all twelve of us.” Bianca shifted to 

strafe around his system; he took great pleasure guiding his own 

muscle cranes to follow imperfectly.  

“Eleven cores-” 

“-remaining?” Godell apprehended, sniggered. “No—Angelica is 

here, too. Actually,” as another pod emerged juxtaposed to his own, 

“her process is nearly complete.” Its process veiled in distilled white 

smoke; it parted slowly to allow Cyan a peak. Completely Angelica 

down to the mole just shy of her bottom right eyelid.  

More pod darts then emerged, these ones devoid of flesh—yet-  

“The humans.”  

Godell stole a blink: “We could not have foreseen the 

consequences. All died in stasis due to faulty tech.” Cyan’s husk 

departed of Vermillion’s body; he’d been quiet for far too long. “And 

what have you brought here but a misguided corpse,” he said. “Pity 

enough to retain his conscience. Should’ve tossed him!” 

Suddenly, Bianca emerged. “Shut your mouth!” in anguished 

static. 

Godell fumed fire. “Ahh, that’s the Bianca I remember! Fiery, 

creative—I can’t wait for you to join us! 

“He sent out our location.  
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“They clung to his brain like a parasite, but my biggest swerving 

was letting you coax me into keeping Joel alive!”  

The room flickered with a prismatic cacophony of other core blips, 

then nothing like someone tripping over the plug. Suddenly, there was 

a mechanical, spindling yawn at Bianca’s feet; more pods primed. 

Each housed  a wire frame mounted with borrowed legacies: flesh, fat 

and muscle that now hoarded their drive to live. In that moment, 

Bianca looked to the silky smoke wisp around her robotics, around 

him like cauterized junk. She hoisted him to stand silently with 

protesting retina scanners.  

He sighed, “Without him?” 

“Then I see what’s on the other side of the tear,” said Cyan.  

“Certain termination, you mindless thing. But for us?—something 

we can’t lose.” 

She gave no leeway. Another pod culled to life with smug 

compromise in his furled brow tissue.  

“Fine,” with a smile surrendered. “I knew you’d be here after all.” 

Her husk pinpointed her designated pod, did the same for Vermilion, 

then powered down near her cerebral cave apparatus. 

 

Their bodies rested like in blissful sleep induced through sedation. 

Bianca slowly lifted her lids with eyes to see—a fiery orange once 

again. Then of Godell, his features now fully constructed, awoke on 

schedule. One by one, each core completed the transfer without delay 

or fault.  

SUBJECT: JOEL safely extracted. 

Joel was the last to awaken. 

ERROR: JOEL neurologic center compromised; sustained damage 

repair commencing. 

He wrestled at first, but he finally found peace—white eyes now 

upon them. 
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